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CHAPrER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. a statement of the problem 
In the literary works of Martin Luther, the Protestant reformer 
of the sixteenth century, and in the thinking of some recent pastoral 
psychol ogists, man is a primary focus of concern. The contributions 
of the pastoral psychologists and Luther toward a greater understand-
ing of man in his temporal and eternal perspectives reflect various 
theological doctrines of man, or psychologically speaking, concepts 
of personality with a theological and psychological orientation. It 
is the problem of this dissertation to determine which elements are 
compat~ble and which are contrary in the doctrine of man presented by 
Luther and in the concepts of personality offered by some of the 
representative dynamic, interpersonal and Biblical psychologists among 
the recent pastoral psychologists. 
2. The aims of this dissertation 
There is an apparent need in our times to integrate the comple-
mentary doctrines of man in theology and the concepts of personality 
in psychology into a valid and practical unity. It is not the objective 
of the research presented in this dissertation to present a valid and 
practical concept of man or personality for pastoral psychology. The 
doctrine of man outlined in the literary works of Luther and the concepts 
of personality presented by pastoral psychologists do have psychological 
2 
and theological implications of practical value for pastoral ps.rchology. 
However, it is not the primary purpose of this dissertation to set 
forth these implications and to illustrate how they can be applied b.Y 
a pastor in his Christian ministry. The scope of this dissertation 
does not include aey efforts to identify social, personal, cultural, 
theological or ps,rchological factors operative in the thinking of Luther 
or the pastoral psychologists presented in the following pages. This 
is not to deny the importance of these factors, but they are not essen-
tialzy relevant to the problem of this dissertation. Some elements in 
certain concepts of personality will be traced onzy in the history of 
theology or psychology in instances where such an investigation will 
contribute toward a fundamental understanding of them. 
The primary aims of this dissertation aret 
1) to identify, 
2) to define,. 
3) 
4) 
to compare and contrast, 
to determine the compatible and contr~ characteris-
tics of 
the basic elements in the doctrine of man held b,y Luther and the con-
cepts of personality held by some recent pastoral psychologists in an 
analysis in terms · of the eseentialzy important differences and resemb-
lances. 
Another mare secondary aim of this dissertation is to conceive 
and propose a conciliatory hypothesis in its frame of reference with 
which to formulate the essential compatible and contrary ele:ments of 
the theological doctrines of man and the psychological concepts of 
3 
personality into a coherent, consistent and practical unity. Arty con-
ciliatory hypothesis offered on the basis of the research in t his dis-
sertation might be used in further ·investigations directed toward the 
discovery and interpretation of a valid conceptualized understanding of 
man. 
3. The definitions of concepts and te:rws 
i. Psychology 
Etymologically, the word "psychology-It has as its root the Greek 
' 1 
word "psyche", maaning breath or life. The psyche or soul is the ani-
mating J.rjnciple in man, the inner center of motivation and experience. 
The Aristotelian emphasis defined psychology as the "science t hat inves-
2 
tigates mental phenomana." Again we have psychology as "the science 
3 
of the mind." William Stern defines psychology as mental }ilenomana in 
the ir relation to the Vt"Orld. It is for him one of the "disciplines 
that treat mental phenomena not for themselves but in their relation to 
4 
the world.u 
Psychology like every science "ass111D9s an objective reality re-
5 
lated to subjective experience." This • assumption is involved in the 
relatedness of human experiences without which discrete activities are 
meaningless. Religious experience has objective reference to a Supreme 
Being , the Creator of divine values, in a personally significant re-
lationship with an experient. 
1 Murray, OEd, 8, 1549 • 
2 Warren, DP, 217. 
3 , Johnson, PR, 20. 
It is a response to objective reali~. 
4 Stern, GFS, 21. 
5 Johnson, PR, 46-47. 
4 
ii. Philosop~ of t-eligiQfi ~nd th~g~g~ 
The task of philosop~ and theology is to define the objective 
reality, the Supreme Being, and to prove its existence. More specifi-
cal~ we can say a philosop~ of religion endeavors to understand, des-
1 
cribe and evaluate impartial:cy- all religions from a universal viewpoint. 
Theology is related to philosop~ so far as it studi~s truth and reality 
as a whole. But, theology attempts to view the whole of truth and re-
ality from the standpoint of one religion. 
In the Christian tradition •theology' usua~ meant dogmatic 
th~ology, that is, a systematic account of God, man, immortality, 
and the like, based either on the Bible (Biblical theology) or 2 
on the ~~ee~ ·~iandards of a given church (Confessional theology) 
In recent years the term "theology" .has been broadened to in~ 
elude varj.ous theological views constructed by the more liberal theo-
logians such as the late Douglas C~de Macintosh and Henry Nelson Wie-
man. The liberal theologies are not sole~ based on authoritative rave-
lations or particular Church Confessions, but on changing human experi-
ences as well as empirical and scientific knowledge. In sone instances 
liberal theology close~ resembles philosop~ of religion. A recent~ 
contributed definition of the theoretical task of formulating a syste-
matic statement of the Christian faith is f'ound in ! Theology .2f_ :!::!!! 
Living Church by L. Harold DeWolf. 
Systematic Theology is the critical discipline devo~ed to 
discovering, expounding and defending the more important 
1 Johnson, PR, 15 • 
2 Kegley, TPT, viii. 
1 
truths implied in the experience of the Christian community. 
iii. Psychology of r .eligion 
Psychology of religion has been defined as: "that branch of psy-
chology which investigates the phenomena of religion in the individual 
2 
or in different groups or races of ma.n. 11 
Books on the subject of p~chology of religion include a wide 
range of varied topics. For example the following topics might appear 
in the contents of books written on the subject of psychology of re-
ligion: the origin of religion, ritual and faith, the development of re-
ligion in society, the religious growth of personality, religious con-
3 
sciousness, psychology of religious mysticism. Paul E. Johnson limits 
psychology of religion to the investigation of the human personality and 
4 
its religious experience of divine values. This religious experience 
of the personality is a mental phenomenon and, therefore becomes a part 
of the discipline of psychology. It is this more limited definition 
of p~chology of religion which will be reflected in the discussion of 
pastoral psychology in this dissertation. 
iv. Pastoral psychology 
It will be advantageous for our purpose to examine the term "pas-
toral11 in t he concept of pastoral psychology. The word "pastoral" or-
iginally pertained to shepherds and their occupation of caring for flocks 
1 DeWolf, TLC, 18 • 
2 Warren, DP, 230. 
3 Harriman, EP, 814; Starbuck, PR; James, VRE; Frazer, GB; Coe, PR; 
Hickman, IPR; Ames, PRE; Strickland, PRE. 
4. Johnson, PR, 28-32. 
6 
and herds. In a religious sense it refers to the one who possessed 
leadership responsibility in a group of people. The Old and New Testa-
1 
ments of t he Bible refer to God as a good 11Shepherd.u Jesus said, 
2 
ur a.Tll the Good Shepherd." "The Christian pastor" 1 has thus come to re-
3 
fer to the religious leader of a group of Christians. A pastor is de-
·voted by interest, training and vocation to the religious care of per-
sons in their experience of religious values. He strives to offer his 
people adequate guidance, assurance, comfort, religious training, in-
spiration and leadership from a religious standpoint. In the pastoral 
relationship there is an affectionate concern for persons in all con-
ditions and social relations of the community life. The Christian 
pastor has a responsibility for guiding people into an eternal~ mean-
ingful experience of a parsona.l relationship with God. This guidance 
he renders through such pastoral services as teaching, preaching, ad-
ministration of the sacraments, counseling, personal visitation, writ-
ing of Christian literature, ministry to special needs and church ad-
ministration. These religious services of the Christian pastor are 
rendered and interpreted through a particular theological frame of ref-
erence. 
Pastoral psychology on the basis of the above considerations can 
be defined as a theological and psychological discipline for pastors by 
which to understand systematical.:cy- the human personality and its 
1 Psalm 23: 1; Hebrews 13 :20; I Peter 5:4. All Biblical references 
quoted in this dissertation are from the King James Authorized Version. 
2 John 10:11. 
3 Murray, OED, 7, 542 • 
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experience of a personal relationship with God. Pastoral p~chology as 
part of the ps,ychology of religion does not make religious experience 
the one objective of its investigation, but places its emphasis upon 
the responsibility of the Christian pastor to understand systematically 
in a theological and psychological frame of reference the human person-
ality and its experience of religious values through a personal relat-
ionship with God. The religious objectives and religious presupposit-
ions of ~~storal p~chology distinguish it from academic psychology. 
Nevertheless, the insights of psychology, psychiatr,r, sociology and so-
cial work give the Christian pastor a better understanding of people 
and their experience of the entire range of hunian -values and the di vfue 
values of the Christian religion. 
v. Pastoral theology 
Pastoral ps.rchology with its present emphases as a field of st~ 
has recent~ appeared in practical theology divisions of ~heological 
curricula and needs to be distinguished from pastoral theology. One of 
the four traditional divisions of the science of theology is practical 
theology; the remaining three are exegetical, historical and doctrinal 
theology. Practical theology also has four divisions: homiletics, cate-
chetics, liturgics and poimenics or pastoral theology. 
Pastoral theology often has been variously md loosely defined, 
usually in terms of the thinking of an author, a church leader or repre-
sentatives of church denominations. Past_oral t .heology has been defined 
1 
as "the science of the functions of the church." It has been defined 
by others as: 
1 Jackson, NSH, 8, 373. 
the theory of the ecclesiastical activities (functions) as they 
proceed either from the church as a whole, or from its indi-
vidual members and representatives of the church.l 
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At t he beginning of the twentieth centur,r the field of pastoral theolo-
gy in some instances was extended to include two other divisions of 
practical theology, name~ homiletics and catechetics. Thi s gradual 
expansion of scope on the part of pastoral theology is traced his-
torical~ in The Christian Pastor and the Working Church U,r Washington 
Gladden and it is reflected in varying degrees in many other books on 
the subject. The following books are examples: Pastoral Theology: 
the pastor in the various duties of his office b.Y Thomas Murphy (1906), 
Homiletics and Pastoral Theology by William G. T. Shedd (1909), Past oral 
Theology by John Henry C. Fritz (1933). 
I t is evident from this most abbreviated examination of pastoral 
theology that it differs from pastoral ps,ychology as described above 
in respect to content , scientific orientation and specific purpose. 
Pastoral t heology in the broadest sense embraces a stuqy of all the 
f unctions of a Christian pastor in a parish or a congregation. It is 
not sole~ concerned with an understanding of the person for whom these 
pastoral functions are exercised. Pastoral theology like pastoral Ps.Y-
chol ogy is theological~ oriented, but pastoral theology does not have 
a fundament al psychological frame of reference nor does it use the 
methodologi es of psychology. The purpose of pastoral theology is to 
investigate the funct ions of the parish pastor, which are exercised for 
t he benefit of persons and the church as a social and religious 
1 Gladden, CP, 1. 
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institution. It is the specific purpose of pastoral ps.ychology to under-
stand t he person and his experience of religious values in a personal 
relationship with God, which may be communicated and enhanced through 
the funct i ons of a pastor. We might say pastoral psychology is appli-
cable within the exercise of the functions of a pastor as set forth in 
pastoral t heology. In a sense pastoral theology is 11 pastor oriented" 
in contrast to pastoral psychology which is mare oriented in the person 
the pastor serves. 
vi. Biblical P'sychology 
Biblical psychology deserves an introduction and description be-
cause this old concept rare~ appears in current theological curricula 
or in Biblical, theological and psychological literature. Biblical psy-
chology is one of the oldest sciences of the Christian Church as i t dates 
back to the second century. This science was an integral part of t heo-
l ogical anthropology but through the course of history its place has 
been gradual~ taken by dogmatics. Biblical ps,ychology is essentia~ 
"a discussion of man's entire constitution an the basis of Scripture 
1 
declarations." The more recent Biblical psychologists like Emil Br unner 
and Will iam Goulooze, who are theologians but identify themselves with 
Biblical psychology, have tried to incorporate some of the rapid ad-
vancements of academic psychology and pastoral psychology with a deep 
respect for the traditional principles, ID9thcx:ls and findings of the 
senior science. 
1 Baldwin, DPP, 1, 116. 
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4. A hTistory of piastoral p'sychology 
Karl R. Stolz is credited with first using the term "pastoral 
1 
II psychology. In 1932 he published a book using this term for the title. 
It was written to meet the needs of pastors who desired to enrich their 
pastoral ministry by psychological understanding. The implications of 
psychology· and mental hygiene were set forth in the book for the benefit 
of the pastor and it served as introduction to the subject on a rather 
elementary level. 
In this same year J. R. Oliver submitted aspects of psychiatry 
as being useful in bringing insights to the aid of the pastor in serving . 
2 
his people. His book was entitled Pastoral Psychiatry and Mental Health. 
In using the term 11psychiatry11 he stressed the original meaning of the 
word, which was "soul cure." The medical profession has used the term 
to designate its attempts to "cure the mind", but it is also a part of 
the pastoral terminology of the church. 
John Sutherland Bonnell produced a new combination of terms in 
3 
t he publishing of his book Pastoral P~chiatry in 1938. He accepted 
the suggestion of Oliver, a medical man, and developed his thinking in 
terms of ''soul cure" on the part of the pastor. However objections to 
the use of "pastoral psychiatry" from psychiatrists and pastors has re-
sulted in its disuse. The phrase "pastoral psychology" has been general-
~ adopted and now identifies and describes a particular body of knowledge 
1 Stolz, PP. 
2 Oliver, PMH. 
3 Bonnell, PP. 
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or disci pline. . 
Clinical training for pastors and theological students has had 
a major role in fostering and contributing to the bocy of lmowledge 
t ermed 11 pastoral psychology. 11 
1 
The Council for the Clinical Training of 
2 
Theological Students, Inc., and the Institute of Pastoral Care have 
provided opportunities for th~ological students and pastors to work in 
hospitals with psychi atrists and related professions, and in so doing 
have discovered and evaluated the findings of psychology for the bene-
f it of t he pastoral ministry. The Commission on Religion and Health 
and later t he Department of Pastoral Services of the National Counci l 
3 
of Churches have served to co-ordinate the work of the pastor with 
other pr ofossions' organizing research, and promoting and stimulating 
interest in pastoral psychology. The leadership _of this national agenc,y 
was dramat _cally demonstrated in the training of World War II chaplains. 
The experiences of the chaplains serving in the United States military 
f orces f urt her indicated the growing importance of pastoral psychology. 
Pastoral psychology with its spiritual perspectives and its· con-
cern for t he life experiences of people brings it into a close working 
relationship with both theology and the social sciences. It is now ap-
propriate to consider pastoral psychology as it ' has sought to utilize 
the resources of scientific psychology. 
1 Clinical Training of Theological Students, Inc., 2 East 103rd Street, 
New York 29, New York. 
2 Institute of Pastoral Care, Andover Hall, Francis Avenue, Cambridge 
38, ~~ssachusetts. 
3 National Counceil of Churches of Christ in the United States of Ameri-
ca, 297 Fourth Avenue, New York 4, New York. 
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5. The Relationship of Pastoral Psychology and Academic Psychology 
The great variety of thinking in pastoral psychology and academic 
psychol ogy appears confusing to the beginning student. This i mpression 
is gai ned because of the det ail and enthusiasm with which each school 
of psychology descr ibes its thinking and contrasts it with tha~ , of an-
other. The different schools, viewpoints, approaches and critical evalu-
ations acquire greater value and unity ~en the whole of psychology is 
considered. Differences or conflicts as expressed in the formulated 
r esearch hypotheses and tentative explanations ref l ect chiefly the 
thinking of those on the frontier of psychology. The thinking in psy-
chology behind the frontier is more conservative, considerate and uni-
form. As the number of verified hypotheses and testable principles in-
crease the common ground between the psychologies will enlarge. This 
is true for both the pastoral and academic controversies in psychology. 
While t he various schools of academic ps.ychology exist and the 
number of different approaches continues to increase, it is important 
t o step out of the stream of these kaleidoscopic changes in t he field 
and view t hem in perspective. In the objective approach to academic 
psychol ogy the pastor can recognize helpful insights into the qynamic 
processes of action and purpose by man, which he can well afford to wel-
come with a cordial attitude. Pastors have overlooked the fact that 
abnormal religious experience frequently can be penetratingly analyzed 
and meaningfully interpreted by means of psychological tools. Although 
some pastors may feel morbid and pathological psychology has received 
too great an emphasis, nevertheless it is also true that the best in 
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p~chology often has been sadly neglected by pastors. In many respects 
academic p~chology has laid bare the sources of religion in the soul 
of man and has helped to provide an understanding of the wa:y in which 
dynamic impulses and emotions are connected with religious life. The 
data and challenges of academic psychology need to be accepted as poss-
ible opportunities to advance pastoral psychology. A wholesale adopt-
ion of all ps,ychological contentions is not encouraged, but their seri-
ous consideration should make the procedures of the pastor more precise 
and effecttve. 
Pastoral psychology need not feel inclined to take a passive and 
inferior attitude toward academic p~chology. Pastoral po.rchology has 
inherited rich, historical~ tested insights into the nature of man. 
As a science or pastoral art of growing importance it can revise the 
common "body and soul" concept of man so that it embraces the whole of 
the personality. A fusion of interests in the natural and religious 
aspects of personality will prove mutually beneficial to pastoral psy-
chology and to academic psychology. The therapeutic values of religious 
worship, fellowship and pastoral procedures have been long recognized 
by re l igious leaders, p~chologists, psychiatrists and others. Pastoral 
psychology can search with academic ps,ychology for fundamental principles 
inherent in effective pastoral ministries to persons for the purpose of 
aiding all pastors in the realization of their professional and religious 
objectives. 
In a growing sense of inter-relatedness, the branches of academic 
psychology and pastoral psychology are, in fact, coordinating their 
thinking and efforts to mutual a~vantage of understanding persons more 
tr.uly. Branches of psychology- most willing to cooperate with pastoral 
psychology include social psychology, abnormal psychology, clinical 
psychology and psychiatry. The relationships between these branches 
of academic psychology and pastoral psychology are most readi~ dis-
cerned in the study of the personality. 
6. The ralationshiP of Christian d ctrines of man 
and psychological c oncepts of p3rsonality 
This dissertation proceeds on the assumption that the discipline 
of theology and pastoral psychology are sufficiently related to be com-
pared, contrasted and mutually evaluated in some 1IJ3asure without en-
dangering the validity of resultant conclusions. In fairness to theo-
logy and pastoral psychology the differences and similarities between 
the two disciplines need to be explored in greater detail in respect 
to the concept of personality. 
The long historical heritage of theology- distinguishes it from 
pastoral psychology with its recent scientific developments. This is 
reflected in the terminology used by the two disciplines. Theologians, 
according to tradition, speak of a 11 doctrine of man" rather than the 
"concept of personality," a familiar term to the psychologist. These 
terms will be considered equivalent for the purposes of this discourse 
in so far as they apply to the origin, nature, growth, relationships 
and destiny of the human individual. Even within this restricted area 
of stuqy the theological and psychological implications of terms need 
to be accurately interpreted to avoid confusion. 
1.5 
Issues regarding the nature of man of mutual interest to theo-
logians and psychologists are evident in such questions as the follow-
ing: 
1) ~Vhat inner resources can a person mobilize? 
2) What is the character of the dependence of man upon out-
side resources? 
3) What criteria ef authority can be used in gaining an under-
. standing of man? 
4) · Which mtivational factors are operative in man and which 
should be encouraged or discouraged? 
.5) How does p3rsonality grow? 
6) What is the nature of human freedom? 
7) What is the nature of the relationship of man to his fel-
low man? 
8) What are the psychological and religious effects of a per-
sonal relationship with God? 
9) What values do the theologians and the ps.ychologists attach 
to the potentialities of man? 
10) How reliable are the reasoning powers of man? 
11) What are the opportunities and limitations of empirical 
investigations of the p~chological and religious character-
istics of man? 
12) What is the purpose or destiny of man? 
13) What is the theological and the psychological significance 
of the social nature of man? 
14) How is the unity of the personality attained? 
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15) Vfuat are the views of theologians and ps,rchologists re-
garding evil in man? 
We have focused in these questions some common elements of Christian 
doctrines of man and psychological concepts of man. These same quest-
ions will be useful in the following study to clarify the relationship 
between the doctrine of man held by Luther and the concepts of person-
ality taught b,y some recent pastoral psychologists in respects to 
their compatible and contrary elements. 
By relating the disciplines of ps.ychology and theology in ref-
erence to an understanding of man we find that mariy useful insights as 
well as serious problems await our serious consideration. Pastoral 
psychology has devoted little special at·tention to the theological prob-
lems raised by various concepts of personality, and it is equally true 
to s~ that the ps,rchological implications of Christian doctrines of 
man have been overlooked. Books on pastoral psychology and counseling 
have sought, pr:im3.rily, to help the pastor understand emotional problems 
instead o_ helping him clarify his doctrinal thinking. The references 
to psychology b,y some theologians are frequently critical, abstract, 
second-hand, polemical and outmoded. For example several theologians 
known to iihe writer at one time stated their opinion of psychology and 
particularly its influence upon pastoral theology by saying, "Psychology 
is of the devill" Fortunately, many of the representatives of this 
view have at least partially and rather suddenly changed their opinions, 
or they may not be able to speak as audibly todey due to the more gener-
al understanding and friendly attitudes being expressed between theo-
logians and psychologists. Recently several pastors and theologians 
• 
have written books providing evidence of a fruitful relationshi p 
1 
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between psychology and theology. Several of these publications deal 
specifically with a psychological and theological synthesis in respect 
t o an understanding of man. 
Instead of the generalized and stereotyped picture of man or 
personality as ''a sinner" in some theological doctrines of man, psy-
chology attempts to reveal the characteristics of the individual per-
son. Some theologies generalize and say that all men have a connnon 
origin, a contaminat ed or depraved nature and a universal need of sal-
vat ion. Su.ch generalizations may be accurate and useful, but theologians 
shoul d not fail to interpret such generalized concepts to the individu-
al person and his specific needs. Pastoral psychology has benefited 
by gi ving heed to the approach of psychologists, which urges that the 
indi vidual person be given the most reverent a.rrl single-minded consid-
eration r ather than applying in "blanket-style" the generalized, i.m-
personal, inflexible doctrines of man. A mutual consideration on the 
part of t heology and psychology of the doctrines of man and the concepts 
of personality will help to avoid both extreme, theoretical generalizat-
ion and particularism. 
One of the most serious consequences of this neglect of the re-
lationship between Christian doctrines of man and ps.ychological con-
cepts of personalit,r is reflected in the shortage of adequately trained 
leaders to understand, harmonize and implement the values of both views. 
1 Bonthius, CPS; Doniger, BPP; Hiltner, Art.(l953), 17-26; May, BPS; 
Roberts, PCM; Van der Veldt, PC. 
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The shortage of p~chiatrists and p~chologists has necessitated the 
absorption of all trained personnel to meet the steadi~ mounting 
need for help in the practical phases of the profession as found in 
schools, courts, hospitals, social-service agencies and other in-
stitutions. The church has pressed all its trained ministry into pul-
pits, chaplaincies, classrooms and administrative offices with only 
a minimum of theoretical and clinical training in pastoral ps.ychology 
due to tht3 rapidly expanding opportunities for Christian service to 
human need. This heavy and immediate demand for the services of theo-
logians and p~chologists has serious~ limited research and st~ of 
the theoretical and practical aspects of a sound, comprehensive con-
cept ual s cheme for the understanding of personality. These circum-
stances have not been entirely disadvantageous. The practical experi-
ences gained b,y these persons trained in ~chology and theology can 
wel l serve to insure a more thorough and satisfactory concept of per-
sonality; one that incorporates the most mature convictions of theo-
logians and psychologists. 
In the succeeding pages the theological doctrine of man held by 
Luther and other theologians will be summarized and compared with the 
more psychological concepts of personality taught by some recent pastor-
al ~chologists. This study is, in part, an attempt to contribute to-
ward the· widening and nergin perspectives of both theology and psycho-
logy. The research embraces five specific parts as described in the 
following plan of the di ssertation. 
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7. The pl an fi>f tbis dissertation 
This dissertation will proceed first with a presentation of 
the doctrine of man held by Martin Luther. The e laments of this doc-
trine wil __ be used comparatively in the succeeding sections which will 
present dtstinctive psychological concepts of personality. 
A discussion of dynamic ps.rchology in general will serve as a 
basis for the presentation of the dynamic concept of personality in 
pastoral I~ychology as found in the writings of Anton T. Boisen, the 
pioneer ar.rl founder of the clinical emphasis in pastoral ps,ychology; 
Carroll A. Wise, a distinguished professor and writer in the field of 
pastoral psychology; Rollo May, a practicing therapist and author of 
note; and Seward Hiltner, the former director of the Council for the 
Clinical Training of Theological Students, Inc., The concept of per-
sonality taught by Hiltner is accepted by the writer as the most re-
presentative of this group; Hiltner has also presented his views in 
great er detail, which is of great importance in a study of this nature. 
A social approach to the understanding of personality will be 
traced leading to an interpersonal concept of personality for pastor-
al psychology as conceived by Paul E. Johnson·, the major professor of 
Psychology of Religion at Boston University School of Theology and 
leader in "the Institute of Pastoral Care. The philosophical origins 
of the interpersonal concept and the development of interpersonal psy-
chology through the leadership of Henry Stack Sullivan, Jacob L. Moreno 
and Fritz Kunkel will be discussed in reference to the formulation of 
this view of p3rsonality for pastoral psychology. 
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·The vieWpoint of Biblical ~chology will be introduced and dis-
cussed with special emphasis upon the contributions to the understand- · 
ing of man and his personality by recent Biblical ps,ychologists as 
Emil Brunner and William Goulooze, who have identified the~elves with 
this theological science. The ~iblical concept of personality rill . 
be compared with the doctrine of ma.n held by Luther in the same man-
ner as the preceding interpersonal and dynamic concepts to show con-
trasting and converging tendencies. 
The summary and co eluding s actions will set fQrth the compatible 
and contrary elements· in :the concepts of· personality set forth by 
Luther, Hi ltner, Johnson and Goulooze. A conciliatory hypothesis will 
be proposed in which the essential compatible and contrary elements 
of the theological doctrines of man and the psychological concepts · of 
personality may be formulated into . ;:;. valid and practical unity. 
CHAPI'ER II 
THE DOCTRTh'E OF MAN HELD BY LUTHER 
The distinctiveness of any viewpoint arises from the uniqueness 
of the personality who advances it. The distinctiveness of the doctrine 
of rr~n held by Luther is large~ derived from Luther himself. An under-
standing of the theology of Luther as a whole · provides the basic funda-
mentals under~ing the conception of man as presented by Luther. Just 
as the theology of Luther is Christ-centered, so is his doctrine of 
man. To formula.te the doctrine of man, Luther by-passed man and studied 
Christ instead. Christ, who came to save man, provided for Luther the 
best and most reliable source for the formulation of this doctrine. 
1. The doctrine of man held by Luther is 
centered in the humanity of Christ 
The concept of man held by Luther does not stem from a theology 
concerning the things "above 11 , but his starting point is tlbelow" , in 
the humanity of Christ. 
I have often told you, and I tell you again, and when I am 
dead, remember it, that all the doctors whom the devil rides 
and guides begin at the top and preach a God apart from Christ 
• • • Begin your wisdom and your knowledge with Christ, and 
say 11 I know no other God than Him who is in that man.nl 
The concern of Luther was the functional relationship between God and 
the sinful world. His focus of attention was on God, the Redeemer, in 
His specific relation to man, the sinner. 
1 Luther , SWL, 30. 
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Luther stresses the belief that for our salvation Jesus took 
upon himEelf all the infirmities of man. Jesus was made to be sin and 
a curse for us. Luther presents Christ as the suffering Saviour, who 
having become entirely like the human person was tormented under the 
burden of the siri of man. Man can ·see the wretchedness of his nature 
as reflected in the consequences it produced in the suffering Christ. 
These thoughts grow out of the discussion of Luther on the following 
statement of Paul, the Apostle: 
Let this mind be in you, which was also in Christ Jesus; who 
being in the form of God, thought it not F.obbery· t o be equal 
with God: but rrade himself of no reputation, and took upon 
him t he form of a servant, and was made in the likeness of 
man and being found in fashion as a man, he humbled himself,l 
and becaJOO obedient unto death, even the death of the cross. 
Luther bel ieved that the meaning of some of the words of the Apostle 
was obscure. The words "form of God," "form of a servant", "fashion", 
11 likeness of men", have been applied both to the divine and the human 
nature. Luther explains that Paul meant this: 
Although Christ was filled with the form of God and rich in 
all good things, so that He needed no vrork and no suffering 
to make Him righteous and saved (for He had all this always 
from the beginning), yet He was not puffed up by them, nor 
did He lift Himself up above us and assUlll:l power over us., al-
though He could rightly have done so; but, on the contrary, 
He so lived, labored, worked, suffered and died, that He might 
be like other 100n, and in fashion and in actions be nothing 
else than a man, just as if He had need of all these things 
and had nothing of the form of God. But He did all this for 
our sake, that He might serve us, and that all things He ac-
complished in this form of a servant might become ours.2 
In the opinion of Luther, man can discern his own nature in the state 
1 Philippi ans 2:5-8. 
2 Luther, WML, 2, 336-337. 
of humanit y accepted by Christ. 
2. The discovery by Luther of the true .nature 
of man in the Word of God 
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The understanding of man by Luther was centered in the humanity 
of Christ and grounded in the Bible. The analysis of man was made on 
a Biblical basis. Luther at all tixoos tried to understand himself in 
the light of the Scriptures. It was as a result of stucying the Bible 
that he realized his own religious poverty. This realization played 
a maj or part in his resistance to the practices of his own Roman Catho-
lie Church~ 
The Bible is satisfactorily c oniplete for Luther as he seeks to 
discover t he nature of man. Luther hails the Bible as "the sun and 
1 
the sole l ight." 11 It was given in order that by its light they might 
the b etter come to know their cursed state and the more fervently and 
2 
heart ily desire the promised Seed." 
The Bible discloses and chall enges the motivation of man. The means 
mari. 1,1ses to gain his ends ar av.aluated by it. The penetrating quality 
of the Scriptures receives .. its · ." mpetus from the power of the Law and 
the Gospel . 
The understanding of the nature of man is communicated funda-
menta lly not from man to man, nor from man to deity, but from the 'liv-
ing God to mortal man. 
1 Luther, WML, 3, 333; SW, 27, 244. 
2 Luther, WML, 3, 196; SW, 45, 286. 
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For t he prophets well understood the purpose of the law, namely, 
that 100n should thertby know their accursed nature and learn 
to call upon Christ. 
Even t he real motivation for this view does not lie in the human intent 
to know something about God, but it is the purpose of God to know each 
individual person. Self-knowledge is gained not from within, but 
from without. Luther in a most striking manner asserts the inability 
of man to seek or find God. "You do not seek Him, but He seeks you. 
2 
You do not find Him; He finds you." 
Th:ls self-knowledge is made articulate by the Scriptures. They 
make t he nature of man a matter of conscience as he relates himself 
to his God. Luther speaks of the Bible as a mirror by llhich man can 
see and understand his nature. He says: 
By the mirror thus held up to him by the letter, or the la:w, 
man cc>mes to know himself, that he is dead and under God's 
displeasure.3 . 
The Bible is also a schoolmaster for man; it teaches him concerning his 
own nature. 11 It teaches men to recognize sin, that they may be made 
4 
humble unto grace and unto faith in Christ." 
3. The limitations of man 
The discovery by Luther of the nature of man in the humanity of 
Christ and the New Testament impressed him with the reality of human 
limitations. The sufferings and death of Christ convinced Luther of 
1 Luther, WML, 3, 196; SW, 45, 286. 
2 Lut her, PSL, 10, 21. 
3 Luther, WML, 3, 361; SW, 27, 271. 
4 Luther, WML, 3, 235; SW, 22, 67. 
the wretched, limited state of humanity. No one was able to take 
upon hirnse li the human sin, the guilt and the consequences except 
Christ. 
There was no remedy except for God's only Son to step into 
our d:"Lstress and himself become man to take upon himself 
the load of awful and eternal wrath and make his own body 
and blood a sacrifice for the sin.l 
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The penetrating indictment that all nen are under the power and 
guilt of sin revolutionized the thinking of Luther regarding himself 
2 
and his fellow man. The book of Romans reversed his scholastic pat-
tern of thinking so that he could clearly see the sinful motivation 
and deeds of nen, which were masked in the disguise of good deeds. Al-
though the outward man practiced good deeds, the inner man is filled 
to overflowing with sinful desires and lusts. The keen analysis made 
by Luther describes the predicamant of man. Man wants to appear out-
wardly good, but is contrarily motivated. Luther describes the pre-
dicament <>f man as follows: 
A man's works are doubly evil, first because they are done 
out of goodwill and therefore are evil, and second, becajSe 
in a new pride they are held to be good and are defended. 
The limitations of man make him helpless in this state in which he finds 
himself. Man is limited as created by God and as a result of 11 the fall.'' 
i. God limited man in the creation 
As viewed by Luther, man is the crowning work of the creation 
of God. Man is the most exalted of all creatures on earth. He was 
1 Luther, PSL, 9, 43. 
2 Romans .3:9 • 
.3 Reu, IDB, 12.3. 
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creat ed for participation in the divine~ created, mortal world and 
everi asting life. It is for the good of man that all things were 
creat ed. God makes man His special object of divine love and care. 
He looks upon man as His child. Man can call God, "Father." God 
1 
has made man "the lord of all things, whom all things must serve." 
Man is more than heaven and earth in the eyes of God. For the sake of 
ID8l1 11 God still preserves and blesses the rest of the world despite its 
2 
depravity of sin." 
According to Luther, man possessed several dist:inguishing char-
acteristics as he came from the hand of the Creator. The most signifi-
cant characteristics as listed by Luther are: knowledge of God, un-
interrupted and undisturbed peace of mind and soul, pure love and do-
minion over nature. These characteristics made man a creature, which 
bore the image of God. This image of God consisted of human person-
3 
ality. 'Ihe nature of this personality was free, self determined, and 
moral~ and religious~ it had true understanding, righteousness and 
4 
holiness. 
In the opinion of Luther, man at the time of creation did not 
possess the perfection God intended hL~ to attain. In this sense man 
was limited as a creation of God. Luther calls the original innocence 
5 
of man a "childish innocence", and his glory, a 11childish glory". It 
II 4 1 Luther, SW, 23, 1; Kostlin, TL, 2, 32 • 
2 Luther, SN, 12, 287; 14, 290; Kostlin, TL, 2, 324. 
3 Luther, MLW, 40.1; 174-175. 
4 Reu, LD, 68-82. 
5 Kostlin, TL, 2, 343; Luther, SW, r, 39. 
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was possible for man to be deceived and to fall. In this sense he was 
limited. Man still needed the guiding support of God so that he could 
be elevated to a mature and p3rfect innocence. Luther thus suggests 
the thought of progress in the moral development of man as a process 
even from the time of creation. This process of becoming perfect and 
righteous was not to be attained b.r the effort of man but by the help 
of God. The insistence of Luther on this point is consistent in his 
writ ings on the original righteousness of man and his nature following 
1 
the fall. 
ii. The "fall" of man 
.,.,Lz~ 
In discussing the 11fall11 , Luther simply and faithfully f ol lows.-< · 
~~err-.·<""' 
"the Mosaic narrative as recorded in Genesis. He views the permission 
of God to allow Satan, the serpent, to tempt man as a means of testing 
and exercising human powers. This permission was granted not to bring 
about the "fall" of man but to strengthen his nature as he had not yet 
attained maturity. The created nature of man allowed the possibility 
of the 11fall11 but did not make it inevitable. 
Luther expresses the opinion that if the temptation had confront-
ed Adam first, he probably would have overcome it. Eve allowed herself 
to doubt the goodness of God, who had given the command not to eat of 
t he tree. She passed judgment upon the will of God instead of trusting 
in His Word. This sin of unbelief thus became the source of all sin. 
II 
1 Kostlin, TL, 2, 343; Luther, SW, I, 39. 
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(1) The nature of sin 
Luther describes the nature of sin ·in his account of the fall. Sin 
.,. 
is transgression of the divine law. It is the disobedience of the word 
of God. 
Sin in the Scriptures means not only the outward works of the 
body, . but all the activities that move man to the outward 
works, namely the inmost heart, with all its powers.l 
The basic element of sin is unbelief, which violates the entire 
Decalogue. The root of unbelief is the exaltation of self by which 
man seeks to make himself God. Luther agrees with Augustine whom he 
quotes as saying, 11The beginning of all ·sin is the love of one's OYm 
2 5 
self." "A man puts his trust in himself and makes himself God. 11 The 
trust of man in himself and unbelief in God is again discussed by Luther 
in his preface to the book of Romans. L~her statess 
Unbelief alone commits sin, . and brings up the flesh, and pro-
duces pleasure in bad external works, as happened to Adam and 
Eve in Paradise • . Hen~e Christ calls unbelief the only sin, 
when he says in John, "The spirit will rebuke the world for 
sin, . because they believe not in me.n5 · · 
The self always tends to trust implicitly in its own works and right-
eousness. Man thinks he is self-sufficient in saving himself. No sin 
is without these essential characteristics. 
Basically, sin is a perversion of the relation between God and 
man, as revealed in the will of man. In sinning, man turns his back to 
God. Luther quotes Isaiah, "Your sins have separated you from your 
1 Luther, WML, 6,450; SW, 65,122. 
2 Luther, WML, 2,564; sw, 22,12. 
5 Luther, WML, 4,19;" sw, 22,207. 
4. John 16:8. 
5 Luther-, WML, 6,450; SW, 65,125. 
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1 
God." Again Luther says the sinner ultimate:cy realizes ·he is reject-
ed of God. Thus the sinner despairs and cries, "I am the devil 1s. I 
2 
can never be saved.tt Sin is riot on~ an external act, but it is the 
unbe lief 'Which impels man to act contrary to God. Luther clear:cy re-
ject s the idea that sin lies within the very nature of man. Man ac-
quired for himself through unbelief a propensity to sin, which is tr~ 
in itself. All the highest vfrtues can not liberate man from this fun-
damental perversity. The cause of the propensity to sin in man is a 
part of the origin of each individual. The discussion of this subject 
f ollows. 
(i) Original sin 
In the mind of Luther, the :roost significant of all the doctrines 
in t he Scriptures and in theology was the doctrine of original sin. In 
his thinking on the original righteousness of man, he presents this 
doctrine with earnestness and thoroughness. 
Original sin is described as a destitution (carentia) of original 
righteousness. It is a destitution of that which original~ belonged 
to human nature, and a loss 'Which involves the inward alienation of the 
. ent ire man from his Creator and Lord. It is more than a mere absence 
of original righteousness. It is the total loss of the whole upright-
ness and the capability of the body as we 11 as the soul. The out ward 
man, and indeed the 'Whole sinner, has fallen victim to the forces that 
disregard and resist God • 
. 1 Luther, W"ML, 3, 100; SW, 24, 137; (Isaiah 59:2). 
2 Luther, WML, 6, 3 75; SW, 63, 17. 
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1 
Luther quotes Isaiah in support of the depraved state of man. 
"We are a l l of us unclean, and all our righteousness is as a filthy 
2 3 
stinking rag." He also quotes Ecclesiastes. "There is no man on 
4 
earth so righteous that he doeth a good work, and sinneth not." 
The) total depravity of human, natural powers and endo"Wlllents 
through original sin seems contrary to reason. Reason would have per-
suaded Luther to reject this appalling conclusion if he had not been 
5 
convinced of it b,y the Scriptures. He read the Scriptures with com-
plete trust and resisted the tendencies of humanism in. his d~ to 
force the Word of God to conform to the logic and coherency of reason. 
The corruption of human natW"e can not be discerned by reason, but oricy" 
6 
from the Word of God. 
The sin of Adam is regarded by Luther as a fact in the origin 
of the history of each individual and not just a dete~nining event in 
the history of the human race. 11So complete~ is man CQrrupted through 
Adam's fall that the curse is innate with him and become, as it were, 
7 
his nature and being." Original sin is not a term which is to be un-
derstood a.s a penalty for the sin of Adam or a mere infirmity. It is 
really and truly sin. Original sin condemns and eternal~ separates 
man from God. It is the lust for sin, inherited from ~dam, that is in 
intself true and damnable sin. It expresses itself in the will of man 
and therefore makes every man personal~ responsible and guilty before 
8 
God . In support of these contentions Luther points to Galatians, 
l Isaiah 64:6. 
2 Luther, WML, 3, 99; SW, 24, 135. 
3 Ecclesiastes 7:20 
4 Luther, WML, 3, 99; SW, 24, 135. 
5 Romans 1:17 
6 Sasse, HWT.S, 31. 
7 Luther, v~, 3, 194; SW, 45, 283-84. 
8 Galatians 5:17. 
which he t ranslates as follows: 
"The flesh desires and lusts against the spirit and the 
spir:i.t lusts against the flesh; these are contrary one 
to the other; so that ye cannot do the thing that ye would." 
What can or will anyone say in reply to this clear passage? 
It says plainly that they have within them flesh and spirit, 
two contradictory desires or lusts, so deep-rooted that al-
.though they would wish to be without fleshly desire, it is 
impossible. Whence comes this evil lust in zoon who are 
bapttzed and saints? Without doubt from the fleshly birth, 
in which this inherited sin of evil desire is born with 
them; and it continues as long as we live.1 
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The guilt of original sin 11passes away in Baptism, but remains itself 
as a work. It expresses itself openly in actual, open sin until the 
2 
body dies •" The personal experience of Luther and painful analysis 
of his sp:l.ritual nature lead him to this profound understanding of 
s in as presented in the writings of the Apostle Paul. 
(ii) Actual sin 
Luther distinguished between original and actual sin. Actual 
sins flow from the propensity toward sin in man. Original sin is as 
11tinder" in the words of Luther, which easi~ becomes ablaze in the 
form of actual sin. Original sin 
is ca lled tinder because as every one observes in his own 
case, it is easily inflamed and moved to evil love, lust, 
and works, as tinder easily takes fire) 
Actual sins are conunitted violations of the law of God. Such violat -
ions are still actual sins even men committed after one has become a 
believer. 
1 Luther, WML, 3, 25; S\V, 24, 67. 
2 Luther, 1~, 3, 34; SW, 24, 76. 
3 Luther, WML, 3, 36; SW, 24, 78. 
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Sins committed qy believers are classified by Luther as in-
voluntary and voluntary. Involuntary sins do not obliterate faith 
but voluntary sins do, and the Holy Spiri~ departs from such a sinner. 
But for both kinds of sin there is available the forgiveness of Christ 
through repentance and ren~val of faith. 
(2) Luther and his view of human reason 
In the opinion of Luther, the 11fall11 of man resulted in "a deep, 
wicked, horrible, fathomless, inscrutable, and unspeakable corruption 
. 1 
of the entire nature, and all its powers." Even the light of reason 
has been dinnned by the sin of Adam. 
God partially deprived reason of its majesty as a consequence 
of the 11fa.ll. 11 The natural light of reason sustains the strivings of 
man after the good. However, the vitiated state of reason is manifest-
ed most clearly when it attempts to gain an understanding of God. The · 
opinion of Luther on reason is expressed in the statement "it must be 
2 
set aside in matters of faith." Human reason is particularly impotent 
in regard to the thin~s of God • . 
In regard to external, natural or secular matters, human reason 
can serve man with a certain degree of efficiency, understanding, pow-
er or ability. In this respect the powers of reason are most manifest. 
It is evident in this application that reason has not been who~ de-
prived of its majesty or its divine quality. In bemoaning the tragic 
impotencr,y of reason in relation to divine matters, Luther .says in the 
1 Sasse , ~1B , 35. 
2 Luther , TTL, 144. 
same breath: 
Yet •tis much to be admired at, how in such imbecility and 
weakness, we achieve and accomplish much and great matters, 
but 1tis God that does it.l 
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For Luther the fallibility of human reason varies, depending upon the 
purpose for which it is used. It is most satisfactory to help man 
meet his ra tural needs, but it is of no value in bringing and keep-
ing him in a right relationship with God. 
Luther is clear on his dualistic conception of the nature of 
reason in respect to its flUlctions. He discriminates strict]¥ between 
the inner, immediate or personal relation of a person to God and that 
which concerns the outward relations of a person to the created world. 
In short this discriminating view differentiates religious, eternal, 
heavenly and that which is secular, temporal and earthly. The first 
category includes, for Luther, religious knowledge and theology; the 
second categor,r includes commerce, government, science, history and 
the arts. 
The religious and secular spheres need to be sharply distinguish-
ed primarily and respectively in regard to the sources, criteria and 
organs of t,ruth pertaining to them,. In the religious sphere only the 
Word of God, the Bible and the Holy Spirit, who acts through the Word, 
are recognized by Luther as being authoritative. The opinion of Luther 
is clear on this issue. It is to be folUld in his ".Answer to the Cele-
brated Romanist at Leipzig." 
1 Luther, TTL, 104. 
Is it not a bit ridiculous that human reason (that ability which 
is drawn from experience in temporal things) is brought :in and 
placed on a level with the divine law1 For the teachings of 
human experience and reason are far below the divine law, the 
.34 
Scriptures expressly forbid us to follow our own reason, 11Ye 1 
shall not do • • • every man whatsoever is right in his 01m. eyes, 11 
for human reason ever strives against the law of God as Genesis 
says,2 ~Ever,y. thought and imagination of man's heart is on~ 
evil continual:cy-. 11.3 
Scripture is thus the source from which all knowledge of God 
f l ows. Reason can furnish only a natural knowledge of God. It cannot 
discover t he essence of divine truth. The frail capacity of reason in-
valves not on~ a lack, but a positive perversion of the truth. 
Why do Christians make use of their natural wisdom and under-
standing, seeing it must be set aside in matters of faith, as 4 
not only understanding them, but also as striving aga:lnst them? 
Luther frequently asserts that reason is incapable of discerning 
what God is for man. Pure reason is unable to apprehend the knowledge 
of divine grace, truth, mercy, wisdom, power and will. God created man 
with a natural knowledge of H~ and His law. Even heathen people give 
evidence of this in the opinion of Luther. But this natural knowledge 
Luther calls 11 left-h~nded, 11 by which he means this kind of knawledge is 
of limited value in general and is of no religious value in particular. 
Reason fails to take man beyond a destitute level of religious under-
standing. Reason cannot comprehend that love is the law, nor that sal-
vation is a gift and cannot be earned by the external righteousness of 
man. Not only is reason incapable but it is detrimental in acquiring 
1 Deuterono~ 12:8. 
2 Genesis 6:5 • 
.3 Luther, WML, 1, .346; SW, 27, 9.3-94. 
4 Luther, TTL, 144. 
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a knowledge of God because it strives against the acceptance of truth. 
In matters of religious faith, reason is "stone blind11 and cannot 
understand a single letter of truth concerning God and His relation-
ship to man. 
The nat ural wisdom of a human creature in matters of faith, 
until l1e be regenerate and born anew, is altogether dark-
ness, knowing nothing in divine cases.l 
Thot~h reason is a vicious and useless tool for the unbeliever, 
i t can be a great blessing to the believer even in religious matters. 
But in a faithful person, regenerate and enlightened by the 
Holy Spirit, through the Word, it is a fair and glorious in-
strument and work of God, for even as all God's gifts, natur-
al instruments and expert faculties, are hurtful to the un-
godly, even so are they wholesome and saving to the good and 
god.:cy-.2 
The ability to use reason to comprehend the articles of faith in the 
Word is a gift of the Holy Spirit. Luther makes this . clear in his dis-
cussion on the Sacraments. When man accepts the Word of God in faith, 
he becomes a new man, who regards everything differently. Luther des-
cribes this as a "quenching" of the light of reason, that is, in so 
f ar as it is perverted. In the regenerate man reason is enlightened 
by faith and becomes an instrument of God. 11Before faith and the 
knowledge of God, reason is mere darkness, but in the hands of those 
3 
who believe 1tis an excellent instrument." Scripture makes reason 
4 
subject to faith. Luther quotes Isaiah: "'Except ye believe, ye shall 
1 Luther, TTL, 144. 
2 Luther, TTL, 144. 
3 Luther, TTL, 34. 
4 Isaiah 7:9. 
not have understanding or reason.• It does not say, 'Except ye have 
1 
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reason, ye shall not believe.' 11 Enlightened reason, however, does not 
strive against faith but promotes and serves it. Luther expresses it 
in this way: "So it is with human reason, which strives not against 
2 
faith, when enlightened, but rather furthers and advances it." Truth, 
which is given only in the Scriptures, is discovered b,1 enlightened 
reason. 
Therefore the attempt to establish or defend divine order 
with h1unan reason, unless that reason has previously been 
established and enlightened by faith, is just as futile as 
if I would throw light upon the sfl with a lightless lan-
tern, or rest a rock upon a reed. 
In contrast to the religious sphere, Luther subjects everything 
in the secular sphere tor eason. The authority of reason in all tern-
poral life and secular government is to be revered. As related in Gene-
4 
sis the pmrer and authority exercised by reason was granted by God. 
Man is to have dominion over cattle, birds, fishes, as well as to keep 
house, rear children, govern lands and people. Christ gave no instruct-
ion to man concerning these things, since the reasoning power, which 
God gave man in the creation, is adequate for these secular functions. 
In order that reason rules the external secular world in ac-
cordance with the wishes of God, it must be enriched with faith and 
love derived from God. Man should recognize the workmanship of God 
even in the secular law and the sword, that no one may doubt that it 
1 Luther, WML, ~1 .346; SW, 27, 94. 2 Luther, TTL, l44. 
3 Luther, WML, 2, 346; SW, 27, 94. 
4 Genesis 1:28. 
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1 
is in the world by God 1 s will and ordinance. 11 If man is subject to 
the counsel of the commandments of God, he can make intelligent use of 
his freedom in all secular affairs, law and order. 
Luther gives philosophy a distinguished place in the thought pro-
cess of man. On the other hand he warns, n~t us not, however, dabble 
2 
too much in philosophy." He opposes with vigor any noticeable in-
trusion of philosophy into the sphere of theology. Hwnan speculation 
in no way can usurp the authority of the revealed Word of God. Luther 
wrote frequent~ of how meta.phys ics had short-circuited the power of 
the Word of God, and how thUs Christian theology became perverted. 
But hoY£ they should lea.rn to know God and His dear Son, Christ 
Jesus, and to be saved, this the Ho~ Ghost alone teaches 
through God's Word; for philosophy understands nought of di-
vine matters .3 
Abst ract thought makes man _presumptuous, proud, easy-minded, 
self-righteous 'and secure in his sins. It ensnares and deceives him 
and never produces the right knowledge of God and His salvation. 
Let philosophy remain within her bounds, as God has appoint-
ed, and let us make use of her as of a character in a come-
dy, but to mix her up with divinity may not be endured.4 
Luther holds that man, though his reason is fallible, is respon-
sible t o God because man is a creation of God and cannot escape Him. 
God comes t o man in His Word and provides him with the divine truths 
of the internal or religious world. Moreover, God has endowed man with 
1 Luther, WML, 3, 231; SW, 22, 63. 
2 Luther, WML, 2, 193; AW, 2, 171. 
3 Luther, TTL, 23. 
4 Luther, TTL, 23. 
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an intellect, ~ich distinguishes him from the animals, and this 
"natural light11 of reason enables him to govern himself and that over 
which he has dominion. 
(3) The bondage of the will 
The fall of man resulted in the bondage of his will to sinful 
egocentricity. Sin so thoroughly corrupted man that his will became 
ent irely and absolutely alienated from God. Man fell into servitude 
1 
to sin and the devil. Luther quotes Paul: 
11 Instruet those that oppose the truth; peradventure God 
will gi ve them repentance that they aclmolwedge the truth 
and ret urn from the snares of the devil, by whom they are 
taken captive at his will1 11 Where is the free will here 
lVhen the captive is of the devil, not indeed unable to _ do 
anything but able to do only what the devil wills?2 
Being without God man could do nothing but sin, and go on from sin to 
sin. After the "fall" of man free will was dead. 
In C>ne s ense free will for Luther can be nothing more than a 
concept . "Since the fall of Adam, or after actual sin, free will ex-
ist s only in name, and when it does what it can, it commits mortal 
3 
sin." For man the concept of free will is the seed of wishful think-
ing, ~ich is folly in view of the omnipotence of God. Only God has 
free will and is completely competent to deal with the nature and des-
tiny of man. Freedom of the will is excl usively .a divine attribute. 
Luther grants that man has freedom of action in externals. He 
can conduct himself acceptably in the company of his fellowmen on his 
1 II Timothy 2 :25. 
2 Luther, WML, 3, 108; SW, 24, 143. 
3 Luther, WML, 3, 108; SW, 24, 144. 
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own volition, but he does not possess such freedom in determining his 
relationship with God. In this respect man is impotent. Luther main-
tains that by virtue of his creation man is and remains as clay in 
the hand of the potter. Man has free will only in regard to that 
which is beneath him and not in his relation to God. 
Luther is specific in distinguishing his view of free will from 
that of the medieval interpreta.tion of freedom which grew out of the 
semi-pelagianism of the Roman Church. The latter view atomized the 
behavior of man into individual acts. Such acts in themselves might 
appear very worthy and serve as a basis for unjustified optimism in 
evaluating human nature. Luther takes neither an atomistic, nor yet 
a mosaic view of behavior. He considered life as a whole in its re-
lation to God. To illustrate this point Luther compares life to the 
sailing of a ship from the time it leaves its haven and returns under 
1 
the watchful guidance of the experienced pilot, Jesus Christ. 
The will of man, Which challenges the omnipotent will of God, is 
synonymous for Luther with the human ego. He speaks of it as the ego-
will and rElcognizes its involvement in every deliberation of man. 
Therefore I wish that the word "free will" had never been 
invented. It is not in Scriptures, and i~ were better to 
call it "self-will", which profiteth not. 
The ego-will subtly or openly, dominates human nature. It is a part 
of the total nature of man. The whole personality submits to its se-
ductive powers and allows itself to be motivated by inferior, unholy 
1 Luther, TTL, 291-292. 
2 Luther, WML, 3, 110; SW, 24, 146. 
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ideals. The ego-will asserts itself against God and His values be-
cause of i t s state of servitude to the devil and sin. For Luther 
1 
ttthere is nothing more perilous in us than our reason and will." 
l.J.. The justification of man by faith in Christ 
Luther enunciated the Pauline doctrine of justification by faith. 
The insistence of the Reformer on the maintenance of this doctrine was 
a reaction against the intellectualized, moralized and ritualized 
theory of ;justification as formulated in the Roman Catholic Middle 
Ages. Ear~ in the development of Catholicism justifying grace was 
limited and channelized through identification with baptismal grace, 
the maintenance of which was thought to require marits and good works. 
It involved the cooperation between God and man. This resulted in a 
psychological change in which man ceased being a sinner and actual:cy-
became a saint. This destrqyed the paradox of Paul by which a Chris-
tian possesses a sinful and a saint~ self at the same time. It is 
this paradox th~t Luther holds forth throughout his discussion on the 
justificatlon of man. 
i. God as the only active agent 
Luther expresses himself pointedly in discussing the Pauline 
doctrine of justification in the use of the phrase 11 simul justus et 
peccator'', righteous and sinner at the same time. An analysis of the 
content Luther gives to this phrase leads to the fundamental tenet 
1 Luther, WML, 1, 243. 
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regarding this doctrine, namely: God is the only active agent in justi-
fication. God, not man, is the active subject in the work of redempt-
ion. All human free will and cooperation are ruled out. 
In the last analysis 11 simul justus at peccator" means for Luther 
that Christ and Satan are in conflict over man. It is the strife of 
1 
the "spirit and the flesh. 11 This conflict is cosmic but its greatest 
tension is experienced in the heart of the individual. A person is 
at peace when Christ is conqueror over Satan; he is terrified When Sa-
tan is on the offensive. As a result the believer experiences both 
damnation and pardon. Forgiveness and assurance of eternal life be-
long to the one who has faith in Christ. 
The person who trusts in the redemptive work of Christ, allows 
Christ to become actively engaged in assuring him of his justifica-
tion, and r esisting the forces of evil. Christ regards, declares, ac-
coupts and pronounces man as righteous; and He looks upon the believer 
as possessing His righteousness. By faith Christ becomes an objective 
Reconciler. He is presented in and through the Word, and when He is 
heard and embraced He becomes the author of a new moral life. Luther 
supports h i s views that God is the on]y active agent in justification 
by citing Scripture. He quotes in a summary: 
Hence true faith in Christ is a treasure beyond comparison, 
which brings with it all salvation and saves from every 
evil, as Christ says in the last chapter of Mark,2 "He that 
believeth and is baptized shall be saved; but he that be-
lieveth not, shall be condemned.") 
1 Luther, WML, 6, 458; SW, 63, 134. 
2 Mark 16:16. 
3 Luther, WML, 2, 316; MLW, 7, 23. 
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1 
Luther also quotes from the Gospel of John. "This is the work of God, 
2 
that you believe in Him whom He hath sent." 
Just ification never rests under any circumstances on the works 
or the loVl3 of the believer. SL."1 clings to such and to every good work 
which man performs. Therefore Luther says: "it ought to be the first 
concern of every Christian to lay aside all trust in works, and more 
3 
and more to strengthen faith alone." Luther insists that man can 
never by any means satisfy the violated commandments of God. He says, 
"that what comes by the works of the law is disgrace rather than 
4 
grace." Man can have no assurance that his works are sufficient in 
number and quality to satisfy the righteous wrath of God. Justifica-
tion is not dependent upon the feelings of a person, but rests sole~ 
on the sav:lng work of Christ. 
ii. The necessity of faith in the saving work of Christ 
Christ came as n a second Adam, to bequeath His righteousness to 
us, through a new spiritual birth in faith, as the first Adam bequeath-
5 
ed sin to us, through the old, fleshly birth." Luther argues that 
the righteousness of Christ for man is acceptable to God. The way of 
becoming acceptable is simply by trusting in the merits of Jesus. 
The divine love of Jesus, the Christ, for man made him freely pour out 
his blood on the Cross. When this divine fact is accepted the drama 
of the Cross becomes alive with a growing meaning. There are ~h~n n~ 
1 John 6:29. 
2 Luther, WML, 2, 316; MLW, 7, 23. 
3 Luther, 'VfML, 2, 316; MLW, 7, 23. 
4 Luther , WML, 6, 456; SW, 63, 130. 
5 Luther, WML, 6, 456; SW, 63, 130-131. 
depths of meaning in the words Jesus spoke: "The son of Man came to 
1 
give his life· as a ransom for many." "This is 11\1 blood of the new 
2 
testament, which is shed for many for the remission of sins." 
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Luther adopts the development of thought on the saving work of 
Christ as expressed by Paul: 
11Sinca all have sinned, and come short of the glory of God; 
being justified free~ by his grace through the redemption 
that is in Christ Jesus: whom God hath set forth to be a pro-
pitiation through faith in his blood, to declare his right-
eousness for the remi~sion of sins that are past, through the 
forbearance of God." ::S 
HBut God cormnendeth his love toward us, in that, while we 
were yet sinners, Christ died for us. Much more then, baing 
now justified4 by his blood, we shall be saved from wrath through him." 
Luther raises the question of how a person makes the saving 
work of Christ his own. The answer he gives is faithl "We are children 
and yet s1nners; are acceptable and yet do not do enough; and all this 
5 
is the work of faith, firnlcy' grounded in God's grace." What does 
Luther mean by faith? He says: 
Faith is a living, daring confidence in God's grace, so sure 
and certain that a man would stake his life on it a thousand 
t imes. This confidence in God's grace and knowledge of it 
makes men glad and bold and hapP,r in dealing with God and with 
all Hig creatures; and this is the work of the Ho~ Ghost in 
faith. 
The concept of faith for Luther is qynamic. It is living in that it 
overcomes doubt, attacks the devil, overcomes the fear of death and is 
1 Matthew 20:28. 
2 Matthew 26:28. 
3 Romans 3:23-25. 
4 Roma.ns 5:8-9. 
5 Luther, \~, 1, 203. 
6 Luther , W1~, 6, 452; SW, 6), 125. 
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victorious over sin. 
Luther is clear on the question of where faith is obtained . 
Without doubt faith does not come from your works or merit, 
but alone from Jesus Christ, and is free~ promised and 
given as St. Paul writes in his latter to the Romans :1 
"God commendeth his love toward us, in that, while wei were 
yet sinners, Christ died for us. 11 2 
Faith is a work of God and not man. Specifical~ it is the work of 
the third person of the Godhead, nameJ,y, the Holy Spirit. Luther 
pleads with his readers, 11 Pray God to work faith in you; else you rill 
3 
remain forever without faith, whatever you think or do." 
iii. The renewal of man by the Spirit of God 
Justification by faith dramatical~ changes man. This occurred 
to Paul and to Luther. It substitutes a new life for the old life; it 
makes a ne,,. man of the former man. In justification Luther holds that 
man not onJ,y receives forgiveness of sins, but the real living presence 
of Christ. The resurrection of Christ makes possible a living contact 
with the power of a new risen life. The justified man lives, in the 
religious sense, with his resurrected Lord not on~ in this world but 
the next at the one and the same time. When justified by faith "man 
takes plea.sure in God 1 s command.ID3nts; thus he gives to God the honor 
4 
that is His and pays Him what he owes Him." Justification should be 
evident in the relation of men to each other. Luther says of the justi-
fied man that "he also serves willing~, by wha'bever means he can, and 
1 Romans 5:8. 
2 Luther, WML, 1, 203. 
3 Luther, W1lL, 6, 452; SW, 63, 125. 
4 Luther, WML, 6, 452; SW, 63, 125-126. 
1 
thus pays his debt to everyone." 
5. The sanctifying activity of God in regenerate man 
When man has experienced God, his whole life is affected. If 
it is affected positive~ man is said to be converted; he has become 
a believer and follower of God. A believer trusts in God, follows 
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His will and is no longer self-centered. His entire being is so changed 
that it can be best described as a change from death to life. The at-
titudes, hopes, aspirations and beliefs of the person are radical~ 
changed. Regeneration is evident in thought, word and deed. Luther 
speaks in terms of a "death and resurrection'', which is equal to a 
2 
"spiritual birth." In the opinion of Luther the spiritual birth is 
"regeneration." He l¥l'ites, "This death and resurrection we call the 
3 
new creation, regeneration, and the spiritual birth." A person has 
been regenerated, who receives the new life by trusting in Christ. 
We are buried together with Christ b.1 baptism into death; 
that as Christ is risen from the dead b,y the glo~ pf the 
Father, so we also may walk in the newness of life.4 
J 
i. The regeneration of man 
On the basis of Scripture Luther claims regeneration is the work 
of the Holy Spirit. It is the mystertJ of the Spirit of God acting up-
on the spirit of man. The process of regeneration itself possib~ takes 
place in such a way that man is not conscious of its action. It may 
1 Luther, WML, 6, 452; SW, 63, 125-126. 
2 Luther, V~, 2, 230; AW, 2, 202. 
3 Luther, WML, 2, 230; AW, 2, 202. 
4 Romans 6:4. 
Not every person has a conscience that ca.n do this. Luther explains: 
B,y conscience I mean a right conscience, not a conscience 
seared and deforned by human traditions, but a conscience 
which is expert in the commandments of God, and which knows 
that much more is to be left solely to the go£dness of God 
than is to be committed to its own diligence. 
v. Sanctification and good works 
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The positive side of sanctification means a maturing of the per-
sonality and Jife of the Christian so that it more closely reflects the 
example given by Christ in respect to fulfilling the Will of God. It 
is not only thus a forsaking of evil, but a performance of good works, 
2 
which are called the "fruits of sanctification." Luther reminds his 
3 
readers that 11faith alone makes righteous and fulfills the law." "Thus 
4 
good works come out of faith." As faith motivates the process of Chris-
tian growth through the power of the Holy Spirit 11 it is impossible for 
5 
it not to do good works incessantly •" Luther even goes so far as to 
say: 
For through faith a man becomes sinless and comes to take 
pleasure in God's commandments; thus he gives to God the 
honor that is His and pays Him what he owes Him; but he al-
so serves man willingly, b~ whatever means he can, and thus 
pays his debt to everyone. 
At the sruoo time Luther does not wish to teach 11 perfectionism." He 
7 
cites the First Epistle of John, "if we say that we have no sin, we 
8 
deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us." Even the saints are 
1 Luther, WML, 1, 90. 
2 Luther, WML, 6, 450; sw, 63, 130. 
3 Luther, WML, 6, 450; sw, 63, 122. 
4 Luther, WML, 6, 450; sw, 63, 122. 
5 Luther, WML, 6, 451; Sif, 63, 125. 
6 Luther, WML, 6, 452; sw, 63, 125-126. 
7 I John 1:8. 
8 Luther, WML, 3,29; sw, 24, 71. 
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sinful "so iong as they have flesh and blood and live on earth." 
Luther here points out a paradox of the Christian life. 
Becaru1e '~he flesh is not yet slain, we still are sinners; 
but because we believe and have a beginning of the Spirit, 
God is favorable and gracious to us that He will not 
count the sin against us or judge us for it, but will 
deal with us according to our faith in Christ, unt il sin 
is slain.2 
1 
According t.o :Luther man is a sinner and a saint at the same time. 
A Christian should guard against trusting in his good works as 
worthy of s atisfying God. Luther &ays: 
But a righteous Christian ought to learn and lmow that all 
his good works are impotent and insufficient in the sight of 
God; with all the dear saints he ought to despair of his own 
works, and rely3on the sole mercy of God with all confidence and firm trust. 
Man can never attain perfection in this life because of his egocentric 
tendencies , but he must daily continue to despair of himself and rely 
more and more upon the grace of God for everything. 
6. Christian living in a human society 
Every person has his private realm of experience, but he also 
has the experience of r elating himself to others, and every man stands 
in a certain relationship to God. The importance of the character of 
5o 
· the relationship of man to God in the opinion of Luther has been point-
ed out above . Luther also stressed the responsibility of the individu-
al Christian tovmrd his fellow man. He believed Christians should not 
1 Luther, WML, 3,26; SW, 24,68. 
2 Luther, WMI.,, 6,451; SYf, 63,124. 
3 Luther, WML, 3,98; sw, 24,135. 
wait until all men become Christians to assume responsibility for the 
character of society. . It is the obligation of the Christian to assume 
current s oc:ial responsibilities. The specific content of the faith of 
a Chris tian is reflected in its effect on other persons. A Christian 
lives for h:Ls neighbor. Thi s is the spirit of Luther as he writes: 
Since, however, a true Christian lives and labors on earth not 
for himself, but for his neighbor, therefore the whole spirit 
of his life impels him to do even that which he need not do, 
but which is profitable and necessary for his neighbor.l 
i . Love as the basis for Christian social action 
The j udgment of Luther is that a true Christian acts socially in 
the spirit of love. He creates love-relationships. This he does to 
share the love that God has poured into his human heart. Luther . simply 
2 
states, "A Christian life consists of faith and love." It can thus 
be said that the quality of the Christian life is regulated, not qy law 
or rule , but b.Y the fact that the regenerated person shares in a new 
love-relationship with His God. The effects of this relationship is 
then carried over into the relationship between the Christian and his 
neighbor. The neighbor is brought into a fellowship which is governed 
by an inward quality and not . by external social principles. Luther 
pleads that Christians should not use secular lavv, but they are to be 
"so inclined in their heart, through the Spirit, that they do evil to no 
3 
one and willingly endure evil at every one's hands." 
1 Luther, WML, 3,239; off, 22,71. 
2 Luther, WML, 3,216; SW, 22,54. 
3 Luther, WML, 3,238; SW, 22, 70. 
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ii. The a·ttitude of Luther toward Christian social action 
Luther has been interpreted to be passive L~ respect to the re-
sponsibility of the Christian to society. He is accused of adva. cing a 
doctrine for the individual on~. It can be said, however, that while · 
Luther did individualize religion, he did not divorce religion and so-
ciety. The reason Luther is misunderstood is that he lacks consisten~ 
in dealing with the subject. For example Luther told the peasants not 
to revolt but t o govern themselves according to the Sermon on the 
Mount. However, a treatise addressed to the princes of Ger:ma.ny at 
about the same time ignored completely the same words and spirit of 
Christ. In reviewing the writings of Luther one can conclude that with 
him it was an axiom that religion should exert its influence upon so-
ciety. It ts t rue that Luther did not place his greatest emphasis in 
this sphere. In support of this view we need mere~ to turn to his 
"An Open Letter to the Christian Nobility of the German Nation Concern-
! 
ing the Reform of the Christian Estate" ("An den christlichen Adel 
deutscher Nation von des Christlichen Standes Besserun~, 11 J$20). It is 
his :intention, as he writes in this letter, to bring together "some mat-
ters touching t;he reform of the Christian Estate, 11 which in essence is 
an attempt on his part as a Christian to influence the ruling nobility 
of his German nation. Therefore, the attempt of Luther to transform the 
society of his day is not denied. 
In further support of the contention that Luther was concerned 
1 Luther, \VML, 2,61-155. 
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with the problems of society we need mere~ to turn to his denunciations 
of certain social evils so prevalent in his day. In his "Open Letter 
to the Christian Nobility" he mentions the evils connected with eating, 
1 
drinking, marrying, wooing, building, planting, buying and selling. 
Social conditions had reached such a low level that Luther despaired. 
He writes, "I veri~ believe the judgment day is at the door, though 
2 
nen are thinking least of all about it." 
iii. The Christian responsibilities of man to society 
Luther not only denounces social evils but urges Christians to 
assume respons:!.bility in banishing them. Christians need to take their 
proper place in positions of· social leadership. 
Therefore, should you see that there is a lack of hangm:m, 
beadles, "udges, lords, or princes, and find that you are 
qualified, you should offer your services and seek the place, 
that necessary government may by no means be despised and 
become inefficient or perish.J 
Christians should even go to the extent of usiD.g force in establishing 
righteousness. 
No Christian shall wield or invoke the sword for himself and 
for his cause; but for another he can and ought to wield and 
invoke it 1 so that wickedness may be hindered and godliness 
aefended.4 
The reformer urges works of love on the part of Christians to 
meet the needs of' others • He writes : 
A Christian visits the sick, not that he may be made well; 
feeds no one becailse he himself needs food: so he also serves 
the State not because he needs it, but because others need 
1 Luther, WML, 2,161; AW, 2,148. 
2 Luther, WML, 2,161; AW, 2,148. 
3 Luther, WML, 3,241; SW, 22, 73. 
4 Luther, WML, 3,248-249; SW, 22,80. 
it,-- that they may be protected and that the wicked may 
not becorre worse .I 
2 
Luther teaches that men should obey the words of Christ: 
If thou make a mid-day or an evening meal, thou shalt not in-
vite t!~ friends or thy brethren, or t~ relatives, or thy 
neighbors, or the rich, so that they m~ invite thee again, 
and thus take t~ reward; but when thou makest a meal, invite 
the poor, the sick, the lame, the blind; so art thou blessed, 
for they cannot recompense it to thee; but it shall be recom-
pensed to thee among the righteous, when they rise from the 
dead.3 
The responsibility of the Christian to the needs of society is 
not affected qy his vocation. 
A cobbl er, a smith, a farmer, each has the work and office of 
his trade, and yet they are all alike consecrated priests and 
bishops, and every one by means of his own work or office must 
benefit and serve every other, that in this way nta.ny kinds of 
work may be done for the bodily and spiritual welfare of the 
commun~ty, even as all the members of the body serve one an-
other.4 
iv. The communing fellowship of believers in society 
Christians assume their responsibilities as a group as well as 
individuals.. A Christian does not exist · in isolation, but he is part 
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of a fellowship. The pre-eminent participant in the fellowship is 
Christ. Christ is the head of this communing fellowship, or 11 spiritu-
al community." 
This, indeed, is true, that just as the body is a figure or 
image of t.he soul, so also the bodily community is a figure 
of this Christian, spiritual community, and as the bodily 
community has a bodily head, so the spiritual community has 
1 Luther, WML, 3,240; SW, .22, 71-~2. 
2 Luke 14: 12ff. 
3 Luther, WML~ 4,45. 
4 Luther, wt~, 2,69; AW, 2,89. 
1 
a spiritual head. 
Luther prefers to speak of Christians as a communion of saints. 
v'fell then, setting aside ma.rzy- writings and many divisions 
of the word church, we will this time stay by the Children's 
Creed, which say, 11 ! believe one holy Christian Church, the 
Conunnn:Lon of Saints •" There the Creed indicates clearly 
what the Church is, name]¥, "a communion of saints,U that is, 
a group or assembly of such people as are Christians and 
holy.2 . 
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Luthor speaks of outward signs whereby the holy Christian Church 
is recognized by its activity in society. They are: 
Those whereby the Holy Ghost makes us holy according to the 
Second Table of Moses, -- as when he helps us to honor father 
and mother from the heart, and helps them to raise their child-
ren in a Christian way and to lead honorable lives; ~en we 
serve c>ur princes and lords faithfully and obediently and are 
subject to them, and they, in turn, love their subjects and 
protect and guard them; when we are angry with no one, bear 
no W:rath, hatred, envy, or vengefulness toward our neighbor, 
but gladly forgive him, gladly lend to him, help and counsel 
him; 'When we are not unchaste, immoderate in drinking, proud, 
haughty, boastful, but pure, self-controlled, sober, kin~, 
gentle, and htunble; do not steal, rob, take usury, indulge in 
greed, cheat, but are mild, kind, satisfied, generous; are 
not false, lying and perjuring, but truthful, reliable, and 
whatever else is taught in these commandments, all of which 
St. Paul teaches abundantly in more than one place.3 
Thus Luther describes the characteristics of a Christian fellowship as 
it should function in society. 
7. Swmnary statement 
The concept of man held by Luther is based on the nature of 
Christ. The limitations and potentialities of man are revealed in the 
1 Luther, WM:L, 1,353; SW, 27,100. 
2 Luther, WML, 5,264; SW, 25,353. 
3 Luther, it'!lL, 5,287-288; SW, 25,376-377. 
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person, life and words of Christ. God came to humanity in Christ and 
in the Bible to reveal the 'true nature of man. 
In the opinion of Luther, the humanity and sufferings of Christ 
together wii:h the Bible coimllunicate to .man the knowledge of his ·deprav-
ity. God created man in his own image but with the possibility that his 
inage could be lost. The original innocence of man was lost in the 
"falli~H Man in his created imperfection chose to exchange his state 
of bliss for t hat of sin and misery. 
The fundamental error of man was and is the reluctance to put 
full trust and confidence in God and His Word. This sinful tendency 
stems from the self in man m ich constant~ seeks to exalt itself on 
the basis of a false evaluation of its nature and works. 
Luther L~ convinced by the Scriptures that there is absolute~ no 
good in man . 'rhe absence of righteousness is an innate characteristic 
of the nature of man. It springs from a propensity toward evil, which 
is the herit.ago of each individual by virtue of his human origin. The 
evil tendenc ies of the self express themselves in actual or open violat -
ions of the Wor d of God ~nd the rights of nen. 
Reason will not b.1 itself lead man to an accurate, Scriptural 
evaluation of human nature. The impotence of human reasoning only makes 
man blind to the helpless state in which he finds himself. Reason is most 
satisfactory in. assisting man to adjust to external circumstances, par-
ticular~ if it is enlightened by a right knowledge of God. B.r the gift 
of faith human reason becomes an efficient instrument of God. The 
truths of man and God are discovered only by reason which has been en-
lightened by faith in Christ. 
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The natural motivations of man are contrary to God • . The human 
will; which is synonymous with the ego i.n the opinion of Luther, is in 
a state of bondage to the devil, the natural self and sin. The lack 
of freedom for the ego makes it utterly inr_possible for man to enter in-
to an honorable relationship with God. At best the ego feebly assists 
man in confronting the demands of his external world. 
Recognizing the fullest implications of the depraved nature of 
man, Luther forcefully emphasizes the doctrine of justification qy 
faith in Christ, -which is the only salvation of man. God has initiated 
and carried out to completion the necessarywork of redemption through 
Christ, the Son of God, who assumed the ,full guilt and penalty of hu-
ma.n sin. By His sufferings and death the justice of God was satisfied 
for those who trust in Christ. The person -who believes in Christ en-
ters into a new life of victory over sin, the self and the devil. The 
' trusting relationship with God generates in man new powers qy Which to 
control the self, the ego or will and the conduct of daily life. The 
pow·ers within the "regenerated" man propel him to ever higher levels 
of holiness in daily living which reflect with increasing brilliance the 
teachings of Christ. 
The healthy conscience of a Christian provides him with the proper 
tension to seek forgiveness · for his failures and to continue his religi-
ous growth with diligence. Good works are the fruits of sanctification 
and offer the maturing Christian valid evidence of what the holy Spirit 
is accomplishing within him. At no time is man to trust in the merits 
of his works, but he is to rely solely on the grace of God. 
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Man is a socia.l being and lives his life in relationship to 
God and his fellowmen. The basis for all these relationships should 
be divine love. Christian love makes man a responsible creature. 
The Christian resists that which is harmful to the cause of God, 
himself or his neighbor. The Christian aims to serve his neighbor 
in helping him achieve all his needs. Christians strive individually 
or collective~ to champion social values, including love, justice 
and peace. 
CHAPI'ER III 
'rHE DYNAMIC CONCEPT OF PERSONALITY 
One of the most vital and stimulating streams of thinking 
that has deep~ influenced the po,rchology of personality has come to 
be called 1 dynamic. 11 Most peychologists studying personality would 
insist on being credited with having given proper consideration to 
the dynamics of personality. The very fact that the dynamic factors 
in personality must be inferred, rather than directly seen, leaves . 
ample opportunity for several theories about personality. Psycholo-
gists with a physiological, or laboratory frame of reference, have 
advanced relative~ simple, biological~ oriented theories. Some 
psychiatrists and clinicians dealing with more complex data infer that 
a pure biological approach is an oversimplification. There are pastor-
al psychologists who eclectical~ integrate the insights of dynamic 
psychologists, psychiatrists and clinicians vdth a theological or philo-
sophical orientation. It is the dynamic concept of personality as held 
by certain pastoral psychologists that will be discussed in this chap-
ter. 
1. The meaning of "dynamic" psychology of personality 
Every individual experiences a confusing world of change. Ex-
perience has meaning for an individual only in reference to his view-
point; he is the center of the world which he experiences. What he ex-
periences makes up his own world. Thus, we can say an individual ex-
ists in ~ world within ~world. The individual is the axis about 
6o 
which his private world revolves. 
Ev~n his private -vrorld is largely an 11unknown11 to the individu-
al for much of this world is beyond the grasp of consciousness. On~ 
the individual himself can potential~ experience that portion of his 
private world of which he is unconscious, and this only in part. Cer-
tain aspect s of the unconsciousness come into consciousness when they 
serve a particular function for the individual. The functions of the 
individual are largely determined by the conscious or unconscious 
needs that demand satisfaction. 
In order to understand the behavior of an individual it is nec-
1 
essary to construct his particular frame of reference. This is diffi-
cult, as it. is the internal frame of reference of the individual. It 
is necessary to infer the private world of the individual from his 
actions and reactions and from his own reports as he is willing to in-
trospect. Thi s enables the observer to glimpse the relationship 
betvreen the needs of the individual and his goal-directed responses, 
and he sees all behavior is meaningful and purposeful. The internal 
frame of reference provides an understanding of the individual rest-
ing on the dynamic forces within the personalit,y and not on mere re-
sponses to outside stimuli. 
A dynamic psychologist seeks to discover how an individual 
learns and thinks, and 'What leads him to fee 1 and act as he does • He 
studies the conscious and unconscious causes of behavior and makes 
1 Rogers, CCT, 494. 
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his investigation largely with an internal point of reference in 
mind. He i s primarily interested in the motivations having internal 
sources of origin. The functioning principles of cause and effect 
1 
are what some psychologists call the dynamics of personality. 
2. The development of a dynamic psychology of personality 
Psychology of personality is a comparative~ young branch of 
scientific investigation in the total field of psychology. It has 
been influenced in its short histor,r b.1 the findings and theories re-
sulting from much research. It is worthwhile noting some important 
phases in the development of this young science which have encouraged 
the adoption of this young science, and which have encouraged the 
adoption of a concept dealing with the qynamics of personality. 
i. The historical development of certain 
dynamic psychologies of personality 
Once primitive man held an animistic conception of his own na-
ture. This concept of personality was part of his conception of the 
entire natu:ral world that surrounded him. All the phenomena he ex-
perienced ware gradual~ integrated into a crude supernaturalistic 
frame of ref erence which was meaningful to him. The human psyche, or 
in the terms of primitive peoples, the ''spirit of man11 , was believed 
to be struggling to maintain its existence among many other friend~ 
and hostile spirits. This was one of the earliest attempts to under-
stand personal:lty and the factors influencing it. 
1 Woodworth, DP, 34. 
The psychology of the ancient Hindus was the first to bear 
such characteristics of modern science as experimental practice, 
technical terminology, theoretical explanation and description plus 
an academic si~anding. Hindu psychology was occupied with the inves-
tigation of the individual soul as a psychic apparatus. 
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Greek psychology was also a study of the human soul or psyche 
and began as a theological and metaphysical speculation. From this 
beginning Greek ps,ychology evolved into a biological and empirical 
faculty psychology but returned to a theological viewpoint approxi-
mate:cy one century before the birth of Christ. The contributions of 
Plato, Aristotle and others of the Grecian age still are valuable re-
sources for mcdern psychologists. 
The psychologists of the Middle Ages had an animistic conception 
of the soul, indicating their dependence upon ancient psychology, and 
they were deeply concerned with a reconciliation of ancient learning 
and Christian revelation. The theological speculations of maQY mediev-
al psychologists were centered in the soul and its eternal salvation. 
The psychologists of the Renaissance were less occupied with 
the supernatural than with the natural problems of the soul. They 
consequent:cy &1ticipated modern psychology qy ana:cyzing consciousness 
in an attempt to learn about the human psyche. 
The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were periods of time 
·in which scientific methods made great strides in the study of mental 
processes. Th:!.s was especially true when Galileo gave the psychology 
of that day new perspectives through the use of mathematical ~sics. 
However, it was during these same periods that psychology became an 
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integral part of metaphysical systems. Descartes explained psychic 
phenomena in mechanistic terms and Hobbes offered a materialistic-
mechanistic theory. 
In the eighteenth century psychology was less closely related 
to metaphysics than to epistemology. In England and France psychology 
followed naturalistic and sensualistic tendencies, whereas in Germany 
the tendencies were distinctly idealistic and nationalistic. These 
tendencies are illustrated in the empirical and sensational contribut-
ions of Locke, Berkeley and Hume over agains~ the rationalism of 
Leibnitz, Wolff and Kant. The issues preventing agreement between em-
pirical and rational psychologists were important to the development 
of psychology and its attempts to understand the human personality. 
These issues and their relationship to the succeeding stages of psy-
chology and its developing dynamic character are briefly summarized in 
the next paragraphs. 
EmpL~ical and rational psychologists at first believed they 
could study the same data in obtaining a psychological understanding 
of personality. This proved to be naive. Philosophy discovered 
areas, in i.nvestigating personality, more suited to its methodology, 
and empirical psychology concluded that its scientific approach was 
more applicabl e to other areas in the study of personality. As a 
result empirical psychologists based their studies of personality on 
the 11 observati.on of the facts of mental life, not derived deductively 
l 
from general metaphysical concepts." 
1 Moore and .Gurnee, FP, 7. 
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In c:on:trast to empirical psychologists the rational psycho-:-
logists derive their knawledge of the personality from reason rather 
1 
than from experience. The distinction, therefore between rational 
2 
and empirical psychology became one both in field and in method • 
. Empirical psychology concerned itself with the phenomena of the mind 
and rational psychology undertook to study the metaphysical problems, 
the natU.re and origin of the soul. Today the . term' "psychology" usual-
1y refers t.o empirical psychology and 11rational psychology" has be-
3 
come a branch of metaphysics. 
Empirical ps.ychology with its scientific discipline received 
its stimulus from physiology in the investigation of mental phenome-
na. The empirical psychologists came to believe mental activity 
must be understood through the life of the personality as an organic 
4 
whole, rather than through the brain and the nerves. This conviction 
resulted in the study of the whole human constitution in respect t.o 
its structure, function and unity. The approach to personality as 
a whole qy the empirical psychologists gained the support of the 
biologists. The biologists also constructed theories relating the 
mental to the physical phenomena of the personality. The recognition 
of the values in studying the personali~ as a whole WaS important 
· in the development of the dynamic psychologies. 
1 Warren, DP, 223. 
2 Moore, D P, 5 • 
3 Moore and Gurnee, FP, 1. 
4 Miller-Freienfels, EMP, 211. 
The biological approach made valuable contributions to the 
understanding of personali~. This approach had as its theoretical 
· 1 
goal "the prediction and control of behavior." In psychology, 
Behaviorism tended to study with increasing zeal the tot.al psycho-
motor activity of the individual. Behaviorists shifted, gradual~, 
their mechanistic emphasis to a more vitalistic and purposive point 
of vielY. T'his shift in point o:t view meant. that the Behaviorists 
discovered not all conscious processes express themselves in motor 
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activity. The Behaviorists also discovered the inability of the ob-
jective methodologies in their day to measure the inner experiences 
of the personality on the basis of manifested actions and reactions. 
We can say that the Behaviorists caught a glLmpse of the significance 
of what was later called the qynamics of the personality. 
At about the same time as Watson launched Behaviorism upon 
its career, Max Wertheimer, Wolfgang KBhler and Kurt Koffka intro-
duced confi.gurationism or Gestalt psychology. Gestalt psychology 
was presented in opposition to structuralism. Structuralism was con-
earned with "the characteristics and laws of mental structures rather 
2 
than w.i.th behavior or with biological adjust,ments •" 
Whereas structuralism is primari~ concerned with the con-
stitution, the make-up of mental processes, Gestalt is 
concerned with the properties of those processes as undis-
turbed wholes. Structuralism was especial~ interested 
in the composition of mental processes and Gestalt psy-
chology concentrated on the genesis, development and decay 
1 Moore and Gurnee, FP, 23. 
2 Moore and Gurnee, FP, 6o. 
of such processes. Gestalt psychology contributed the 
principle of dynamic distribution which described the1 
attraction and repulsion aspects of mental processes. 
Gestalt p~chology contributed toward the development of a qynamic 
psychology by investigating the "dynamical interaction of mental 
processes" and objecting to .elementary analysis, the constancy by-
pothesis, t;he principle of association and the concept of attention 
as these WElre maintained by structuralism. 
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William McDougall developed a ~stem of p~chology called Pur-
posivism. It was .somewhat similar to Gestalt psychology. The Purpos-
ivists endeavored to correct the extreme mechanistic emphases of 
some Behavtorists and postulated a dynamic concept for psychology. 
A theory of instincts was the core of the Purposive system. The dy-
namic concetpt of Purposivism was soon to find new forms of express-
ion in the growing number of dynamic theories of personality. 
The more recent approach of psychotherapy to the personality 
has accepted and advanced the biological viewpoint that human nature 
has a phys1.o-chemical basis. Psychotherapy, however, has gone beyond 
the biological surface of human nature. It has striven to complete a 
juncture betwe~en mechanistic and Purposivistic psychology. In attempt-
ing to understand and cure psychopathic personalities psychotherapy 
advanced the first comprehensive dynamic theory of personality. It 
is commonly known as "psychoanalysis.'' Psychotherapy originated in 
Europe about 1880 with the work of medical men including Pierre Janet, 
1 Moore and Gurnee, FP, 63. 
Jean Martin Charcot, Joseph Breuer and especial~ Sigmund Freud. 
The further development of psychotherapy has been elaborated in the 
theories of Carl G. Jung, Alfred Adler, otto Rank and others. 
Sigmund Freud, the founder of psychoanalysis, based his 
studies of the qynamic nature of personality upon the instincts and 
1 
their representations. According to Freud the unconscious prLnci-
pally comprises the Id and the Super-ego. The major structure of 
the conscious areas of the psyche is the Ego. The purpose of the 
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Super-ego and the Ego as conceived by" Freud was to control the Id im-
pulses and to bring them into conformity with the cultural expectat-
ions of the environment of a personality. The Super-ego, the Ego and 
Ego-ideal function as an intermediary agenqy bet1veen the Id and Reality. 
The psychoanalytical approach to personality has probab~ been 
more influential in the development of dynamic ps.ychology than any 
2 
other theoret:Lcal movement. No other dynamic theory of personality 
has in recent time captured the attention of so many people. Psycho-
analytic thinking has influenced in some degree all the current con-
captions of personality. Basical~, psychoana~sis attempts "to un-
3 
derstand patterns of desire and conflict." It has produced convinc-
ing evidence of the continuity of principles governing "normal" and 
4 
"abnormal" behavior alike. 
The word Freud used for personality in the psychological sense 
1 Hinsie and Schatzky, PD, 439. 
2 Harsh, PDA, 322. 
3 Allport, PER, 12 • 
4 Hunt, PBD, 69. 
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was "psych'3," which in psychoanaJ.ysis came to mean the swn total 
of the biological functions of a person not . localized and limited to 
1 
any one of the anatomical and physiological units of the individual. 
II 
11 The psychi c apparatus is just what it etymological]¥ means, · ~xplains 
Gregory Zilboorg. "It is the apparatus, biological in nature, through 
which f i lter the conative and cognitive elements of the human person-
2 
ality. 11 This illustrates how Freud and the medical psychologists ·fol-
lowing him rejected the old dichoto~ of body and mind and affirmed a 
view which "considers man in his totality and tries not to overlook 
the spirit in that animal that he is, or the animal in the spirit that 
3 
he is . 11 
Outside a strict definition of psychoanaJ.ysis are the individu-
al and analytical psychologies, which had their origins in the minds 
of Alfred Adler and Carl Gustav Jung, students of Freud. Adler found-
ad a method by which to understand an individual with his dynamic in-
ner forces as whole in himself. Through this method Adler relates 
everything tho personality does in such a way as to observe the single, 
coherent and intelligible tendencies of .the psyche in their variously 
direct and indirect expressions. Adler believed his method placed a 
proper emphasls upon the unification of the psyche rather than a dis-
section of it.. The "individual psychology" of Adler is well !mown for 
its theory of organic and psychic inferiority feelings within the per-
sonality and the view that the personality is motivated by and 
1 Zilboor g, MMM, 313. 
2 Zilboorg, ~Thfi~, 322. 
3 Zilboorg, MMM, 226. 
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continuously strives toward self-chosen goals • 
. II Jung has contributed his system of analytical psychologyn to 
a 'dynamic understanding of personality which analyzes the neurotic 
tendencies of persons in relation to present problems and maladjust-
ments. Jung has also become famous for his theory of two attitude 
types, extr oversion and iOtroversion; he maintained that all persons 
possessed one or the other. Another postulate for which Jung is fa-
II 
mous is the "collective unconscious, a concept bearing on ethnologi-
cal psychology. 
We have noted how psychoana~sis, individual psychology and 
analytical psychology have influenced a study of the dynamic nature 
of personality. Social anthropology and the psychology of learning 
have also contributed to the stream of thinking dealing with dynamic 
1 
theories of personality. Like psychoana~sis each of these discip-
lines has evolved a specialized terminology and its own methods of 
research. Social anthropology has leveled the categorical distinct-
ions which at one time distinguished "civilized" and 11 savage" soci- . 
sties. Psychology of learning has assisted in systematizing our un-
derstanding o:f human capacities, attributes and the behavioral 
characteristics exhibited by animals. 
In the history of psychology a trend is evident toward a more 
dynamic approach to the understanding of personality. The mechanistic 
and elemental approaches have give~ way to a more holistic concept 
1 Hunt, PBD, 69. 
10 
that includes the innate and field forces on a psychophysical basis. 
The organization of these forces has received the most thorough con-
sideration by psychologists in the development of qynamic p~chology. 
This organ:Lzation of p~chic forces gradually came to be conceived 
as constantly evolving, changing, regulating itself and motivating 
the personality. The activities of these forces gave such an organi-
zation its dynamic quality. The organization is a psychophysical 
operation of both body and mind fused in a unity that is unique in the 
case of each individual. This approach with its consideration of the 
organized psychic forces within the personality has found wide accept-
ance and application as men have sought to understand the conscious 
and unconscious causes- of human behavior. 
ii. General principles of a dynamic concept of personality 
The dynamic concept of personality is based on a theoretical 
division of' the mind: the unconscious and conscious mind. The un-
conscious mind is far more important than the conscious mind. The un"'! 
conscious mind has an important function in motivating the person, and 
many p3rsisting desires are repressed by the conscious into the un-
consciouS. 
The qynamic p~chologists, who maintain behavior is motivated 
by desires or inner forces, do not use the same terminology. These 
innate forces are various~ called instincts, urges, complexes, will 
power, and more recent~ motives, drives, tissue needs, visceral ten-
sions and vectors. They are the inner dynamisms responsible for atti-
tudes, abilities, character, temperament, conduct and other qualities 
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of the personality. Psychiatrists, psychologists and psychoanalysts 
using these terms and concepts look for the foundations of personali-
, 1 
ty and the causes of behavior vnthin the human organism. 
Freud believed the innate energies spring from a vital life 
force vd.thin each person. This life force in the early year~ of psy-
choanalysis was characterized as primarily sexual in nature; however, 
later Freud himself urged that this life force or libido be interpret-
2 
ed to mean the same as psychic energy in general. Freud postulated 
that neuroses have their beginning in repressed childhood sexuality. 
This kind of repression is also supposed to be normal with non-neurot-
'ic persons. 
Freudian psychology maintained that the innate forces of per-
s~nality express themselves and seek gratification throughout life be-
ginning in early childhood. All pleasurable experiences such as suck-
ing, urinat ing, defecating, are considered to be valid evidence for 
this conclusion. These functions often develop ps.ychopathological at-
titudes sueh as "na.rcissism" or self-love, hostility, self-aggrandize-
ment, desire for unqualified affection, submission or domination. 
Psyehoanalysts have observed in children that the internal forms 
of personality direct themselves in hostile or friendly fashions toward 
the parent figures of the opposite sex. The parent of the same sex often 
becomes the object of the death wishes of the child. These patterns 
are subject to modification by the tendency of the child to identify 
1 Thorpe, PFP, 223 • 
2 Hinsie and Schatzky, PD, 318. 
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himself wit h either parent. If the child does not develop normally 
by passing through these ear~ stages his personality is apt to be-
. come fixated, and if this abnormal development is repressed the per-
sonality o. such a person may become regressive and infantile. 
Freud stressed the dramatic activity of repressed desires and how 
they generate conflict within the unconscious. This is often referr-
1 
ed to as a basic assumption of qynamic theo~. 
When some qynamic ps.ychologists refer to personality they go 
beyond the isolated human organism and the immediate interpersonal 
relations of the personality to include the social forces and cul-
2 
tural attitudes, which make up the unique environment of a person. 
The determinative aspects of culture are viewed as principal element s 
in t he development of personality and, in particular, have been dis-
3 
covered to be important sources of unconscious conflict by Horney, 
4 5 
Kardiner, Cantril and Margaret Mead. Mead has said: 
In this conception, immersion in a culture, through con-
t inuous intercourse with individuals all of whom have 
been similarly immersed, sets up in the developing or-
ganism a large number of tendencies which become steadily 
more irreversible ••• in the sense that the total funct-
ioning of the individual is dependent upon the systematig 
inter relationships between a large number of tendencies. 
Dynamic psychologists in recent year s have re-emphasized their 
belief in the capacity of man to grow and change. Man is able to 
1 Hunt, PBD, 69. 
2 Cantril, WME, 35. 
3 Horney, NPT, 281-290; OIC, 41-42. 
4 Kardiner , IS, 413-419; PFS, viii-xiii, 413-454. 
5 Cantril, WME, 125. 
6 Mead, CCP, 10. 
achieve the goals of responsibility, independence, spontaneity and 
Wholeheartedness. Horney writes: 
Our daring to name such high goals rests upon the belief 
that the human personality can change. It is not only the 
young child who is pliable. All of us retain the capacity 
to change, even to change in fundamental ways, as long as 
we live.l 
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The development of the human personality reflects a desirable capacity 
to pyramid constantly a set of value standards used as a measure for 
future experiences.2 Fromm has designated this ability to grow as 
3 11 the most important attitude in any parent, teacher, or psychoanalyst." 
On the other hand the dynamic psychologist is keenly aware that every 
personality must face his limitations as well as the possibilities 
of his potentialities. This, of course, does not negate the faith in 
growth and change. It merely stresses the necessity of recognizing 
the limits ·within which growth and change can occur. The affirmation 
of faith in the potentialities of man b.r the dynamic psychologist in-
dicates his confidence in the rational and volitional endowments of 
man that enable him to live a better adjusted life. 
A healthy personality recognizes the conflict within himself 
and the various impulses which strive to cripple him with fear and 
guilt. These energies of the psyche find their fulfillment in sound 
relationships to objective realities through the functions of reason 
or rational consciousness. 
Reason may be defined as one's capacity to shape one's 
1 Horney, OIC, 242. 
2 Cantril, WME, 29-36. 
3 Fromm, Art.(l942), 315. 
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belief and conduct to accord with one 1 s lmowledge of the 
world, and if one's lmowledge is insufficient, the capacity 
to set out to acquire more knolwedge pertinent to the issue 
in hand.l 
In contrast to reason, which adapts the impulses and beliefs of a 
per son to realities, rationalization, in the technical sense, molds 
t he concept• of reality to the impulses and beliefs of a person. A 
person is mentally healthy in so far as reason accomplishes its end-
less and complex task for him through the mental powers of conscious-
ness. When the various desires and inna.te forces of personality fail 
2 to find direct or indirect satisfaction, then mental illness occurs. 
The resolution of the inner conflict between the desires and innate 
forces of personality is creative when the self is able to adjust and 
organize its internal forces in terms of the total personality and 
make progress toward goals or values which it accepts. 
More recent psychoana~sts and anthropologists hesitate to ex-
plain behavior sole~ in terms of childhood experiences. The value of 
interpersonal relationships for the development of personality is be-
ing more and more recognized. At the present time dynamic psychology 
is t ending t o attribute the self-perceptions of the personality large-
~to experi enced interpersonal situations . For instance relations 
with others can give the personality needed confidence in himself, 
self-appreciation and positive, accurate appraisal of the possibilities 
of the self. The best interrelations for the personalit y will provide 
1 Allport, PER, 172 . 
2 Bonthius, CFS, 176. 
feelings of love, acceptance, growth, jqy, securit.y and spontaneity. 
The interpersonal relations of a personality provide a good index 
for the causes of its behavior. 
Dynamic p~chology has clarified the importance of interper-
sonal relations. It maintains that personality develops in qynamic 
interrelati on with the significant other persons of the environment. 
The signifi cant persons may be pare~parent-figures, siblings or 
others. The oedipus-conflict theory by Freud, which describes the 
"' . 
conflicts (usuallY unconscious) of a child concerning his sexual at-
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titudes to"YTard the parents, has assisted dynamic p~chology in recog-
nizing the importance of familial relationships, especially those in 
infancy and childhood. Dynamic psychologists differ in their emphasis 
upon the effects of interpersonal relationships, but there is decisive 
agreement among them as to the importance of these relationships in 
the development of personality. The importance of interpersonal re-
lations was recognized by Harry Stack Sullivan who made them his 
field of psychiatric study. 
P~chi.atry is a study of processes that involve or go on 
between people. The field of psychiatry is the field of 
interpersonal relations, under any and all circumstances 
in whi.ch these relations exist.l 
The dynamic psychologists urge caution in placing confidence in 
human reason. Reason is a function of the ego and as such is subject 
2 
to the advantages and the disadvantages of the ego. Reason is a re-
markable tool for the personality, but it cannot be used independent 
1 Sullivan, CMP, 4-5. 
2 Zilboorg, MMM, 101. 
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of the p~chological unity of which it is a part. The unconscious can 
cleverJ.y mislead reason. 
Intelligence will not know it but will serve this misdirect-
ing impulse with almost the same lqyalty with which it usual-
J.y serves or1should serve the ego and its normal relationship 
to reality. 
The jnstinctual drives percolate into our reasoning machinery, 
clogging up its bushings and gears and valves with project-
ions, rationalizations, emotional premises, and p~chologi­
cal realities into which our reason has no spontaneous, or di-
rect insight whatsoever.2 
Dynamic p~chology believes that the individual is potentialJ.y 
capable of emplqying free will. Potentially, personality possesses 
the necessary volitional power to change its attitudes and responses to 
3 
itself, to those about itself and to its general environment. This 
freedom to change, or exercise of free will, is a function of the self. 
In the opinion of the dynamic ps,rchologists this freedom is not cen-
tered. in an appeal to an arbitrary authority known as free will; but 
free will is looked upon as "the organized personality in responsible 
4 
action." 
The impotence of the will to function in many personalities 
is granted ~J dynamic psychology. The free will of man, that is, his 
power to change his life and to modify his attitudes, is conditioned 
by his psychic structure. Freedom of the will is delimited by the 
natural resources, repressions, famiJ.y background, social heritage and 
ed.ucation of the person. In this sense the will varies in its degrees 
1 Zilboorg, MMM, 104. 
2 Zilboorg, MAW, 105. 
3 Bonthius, cpS, 159. 
4 Bonthius, CPS, 159. 
of impotence. 
This imnotence of the will cannot be explained as long as we 
maint ain, on theoretic gr ounds, the absolute freedom of the 
wil l to determine all mental activities; nor can it be ex-
plained as long as we regard the will as the activity of the 
Whole psychological individual. But as soon as we regard 
the wi.ll as the function of that part of the Whole which is 
organized, the facts both of the s t rength of the will and 
of its impotence, are adequate~ explained.l 
The will is in bondage as long as the ego resists vital im-
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pulses of the id. The will enj~s freedom in so far as the ego in-
eludes t he id. The degree of integration of the personality governs 
the harmonious functioning of the self. Choice is a rational activi-
ty directed by the self in its search for satisfactions . The self en-
joys freedom of will when it is · capable of making the right choice 
from alt er ative, available patterns of gratification providing a maxi-
mum of satt.sfaction. Dynamic psychology is very interested in the pro-
cesses of choice within the human organism by which the self attains 
re l atively complete satisfaction. 
Dynamic psychology has disclosed the wide range of mental ill -
nes ses which cause personalities to forfeit all freedom of will. In 
these circumstances sometL~s the will is in bondage to repressed and 
unconscious complexes which are striving with the conscious; organized 
self. 
A comprehensive view of the gener al principles of a dynamic con-
cept of p~fchotheraP,r makes it apparent that the chief objective of 
this approach is to rehabil itate personality. It traces the causes 
1 Hadfield, PM, 96-97. 
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and effects of human behavior for the purpose of increasing the capaci-
ty of the personality to function more efficiently. 
3. Dynamic concepts of personality in pastoral psychology 
In 1ihe field of pastoral psychology there are several exponents 
of dynamic psychology. In particular, the writings of four pastoral 
psychologists reveal a predominant~ dynamic concept of personality. 
These four , who represent others with similar views, will be discuss-
ed to some length below. They are: Anton T. Boisen, Carroll A. Wise, 
Rollo May and Seward Hiltner. 
i. The influence of Anton T. Boisen 
on dynamic pastoral psychology 
Anton T. Boisen is an early pioneer in the clinical training 
movement for pastors and theological students. On the basis of pastor-
al experience and special training under Richard Cabot, William 
McDougall, Elwood Worcester and others, Boisen became an outstanding 
chaplain for the mental~ ill at the Worcester State Hospital. It was 
during his stay at this hospital that he was instrumental in launching 
the clinical training movement with the help of medical, theological 
and psychological leadership. This training program >vas for the pri-
mar,y bene£it o£ theological students. Boisen is now, in 1954, chap-
lain emeritus of the State Hospital at Elgin, Illinois. 
The most important book written by Boisen is ~ Explorations 
of the Inner World. He has also written a manual for pastors entitled 
Problems in Religion ~ ~' and a service book for hospitals, gymns 
.2£ ~ ~ Courage, which has been widely used. 
Boisen defines personality as follows: 
The total make-up of the individual with special reference to 
the d:istinctive features as contrasted with those that are 
common to the group. It includes the temperamental and in-
tellectual traits as well as that integration of belief, at-
titude and action which constitutes character.l 
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Character is considered by Boisen as personality viewed from the stand-
point of morality. For hL11 ''self" is personality viewed from within. 
BoisHn is of the opinion that personality develops very much as 
the body develops through "the incorporation of new materials (experi-
2 
ences) into an existing organization through the use of language." 
The personality is a part of the social world in which it finds 
itself. The personality and society are interdependent, No develop-
ment of the personality is possible apart from social relationships. 
Boisen agrees with Margaret Mead that a personality reflects its so-
ciety. 
The s ignificance of any particular individual is to be 
found in the comprehensiveness and value of the social 
group he reflects and the degree of inner harmony which 
he succeeds in achieving .3 
The development of man is limited by his nature. 11 I believe 
4 
that man is born subject to human frailties and perversities • 11 Edu-
cators err in placing all the blame for maladjustments traced to child-
hood upon the parents. Unru~ desires derived from the animal ancestry 
of man manifest themselves in spite of the finest parents and their 
best training. Boisen compares human nature to a garden, which -when 
1 Boisen, EIVl, 302. 
2 Boisen, EJJ{, 302. 
3 Boisen, EIVl, 139. 
4 Boisen, Art.(l951), 21. 
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left uncultivated is always taken over by weeds. 
According to Boisen though man is limited he does have divine 
potentialities and capacities; for example the human conscience is 
1 
such a divine gift. Another of the divine characteristics of the 
nature of man is his ability to internalize social norms as part of 
the content of his conscience. The human being, because of this di-
vine gift, does the right thing not because of instinct, or outward 
compulsion, but through inner self-direction. This power of choice 
and the capacity for growth is exercised often at great price of an-
guish to the self. Various mental illnesses are often the consequences 
of mismanaging this divine capacity. 
Bois en believes that even mental illnesses possess opportuni-
ties for the personality to realize more effectively the potentialities 
that God has given. Mental illnesses are 11manifestations of the pow-
2 
er that makes for health.n Boisen compares them t o fever or inflam-
mat ion :Ul the body. Boisen speaks from personal experience on the 
subject of mental illness. He relates it to the growth of his own per-
sonality and religious life. "I am equally convinced that it was for 
3 
me a problem-solving religious experience." 
The dynamic character of the concept of personali~ for Boisen 
is particularly pronounced in his insistence on the point that the real 
evil of functional mental illnesses rests in the isolation forced upon 
the patient by his own instincts. Boisen says: 
1 Boisen, Art.(l951), 21. 
2 Boisen, Art.(l951), 21. 
3 Boisen, Art.(l951), 21. 
The sense of estrangement and isolation due to the 
presence of instinctual claims which can neither be 1 
contro led nor acknowledged for fear of condemnation. 
The discontent and dissatisfaction of a person with his own imper-
factions need not be a real threat to mental health. The ,sense of 
alienation and internalized feelings of estrangement and isolation 
are danger dignals but, in the opinion of Boisen, psychotheraP,y 
should not get rid of these conflicts by lowering the conscience 
threshold. PsychotheraP-Y should aim at removing these punishing 
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feelings by restoring the patient to the "internalized fellowship of 
the b est11 and thus freeing him to work toward the real objectives iri 
his life. 
Boisen points to love as one of the most vital healing forces 
within personalities. He believes that love is the paramount human 
need and that personality is never satisfied until it enjoys the fel-
lowship of love. In this way Boisen stresses the important function 
of religion, for it can bring a person into a fellowship of love. 
A child is dependent upon his parents for love. In the words 
of Boisen, the aim of education is: 
to lead the growing individual to transfer his loyalty 
from the finite to the infinite and to recognize that his 
parents are mere~ imperfect representatives of a higher 
loyalty to which he owes unreserved allegiance.2 
The higher loyalty for the religious man is God. This loyalty to God 
expresses itself in love. Love resolves the conflict of the inner 
forces of personality and at the same time assists a person in relating 
1 Boisen, Art.(l951), 22. 2 Boisen, Art.(l951), 22. 
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himself to others. 
ii. The dynamic pastoral psychology of Carroll A. Wise 
Carroll A. Wise, Professor of Pastoral Psychology and Counsel-
ing at Garrett Biblical Institute, Chicago, Illinois, has -written two 
books in which it is possible to learn his concept of personality. 
They are: Religion in Illness and Health and Pastoral Counseling: 
~Theory and Practice. In the latter book the author describes 
1 
his views as eclectic. He claims no originality for them. In the 
same book he defines personality as nthe expression of the life ex-
2 
perience of the total organism." 
The organismic approach of Wise is clear~ set forth in Religion 
in Illness and Health. One of the primary contentions of this book 
regarding personality is: "the organism is more than the mathematical 
3 
sum of its parts." Wise recognizes a totality, which includes, but 
goes beyond. a summation of the parts. Because of this principle he 
rejects all attempts to explain personality on physical, environmental, 
moralistic and rationalistic grounds. The whole personality is, to an 
extent, tn control of its parts. Since personality functions as a 
whole, a disturbance in one part results in corresponding changes in 
all the other parts. 
The qynamic character of this organismic view of personality, 
which Wise holds, is evident in his emphasis upon the importance of 
4 
what happens within the organism. To understand what happens here, 
1 Wise, PC, 12. 
2 Wise, PC, 19. 
3 Wise, RIH, 64. 
4 Wise, RIH, 85. 
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the needs of the organism must be taken into consideration. They lead 
to the heart of human activity. They are the dynamic forces which 
1 
make peoplEl what they are. 
In !'astoral Cormseling: Its Theory and Practice Wise briefly 
sketches the dynamic processes of the personality. The first is a 
basic emotj.onal need 11for love, security, a sense of personal worth, 
2 
belonging, a.chievement and autonmey- ." These inherent needs of the 
personalit~· demand satisfaction. They serve as powerful motivations. 
If they are not satisfied to a minimum degree the personality will 
be damaged. The needs of the personality are conscious and unconscious. 
"These feelings may be completely repressed. 113 Nevertheless, they are 
real and find expression negative~ or positive~. A culture that 
does not provide for the satisfaction of the needs of a personality 
produces illness, crime and social catastrophes. 
The second qynamic process is the growth of the personality; 
4 
personalities have varying capacities for growth. The personality 
grows when it finds itself in circumstances which encourage the use 
of its capacities. This points to the responsib.ility of providing 
opportunities for the growth of the personality of another. 
The capacity of the human mind to see into and understand it-
self and its motives, once it is placed L~ a secure and under-
standing relationship with another, is one of the gifts of the 
grace of God to mankind.5 
Wise sets forth the integration of personality as a qynamic 
1 Wise, RIH, 87. 
2 Wise, PC, 24. 
3 Wise, PC, 25. 
4 Wise, PC, 27. 
5 Wise, PC, 41. 
I . 
process. 
Integration is a condition where the various parts of the 
personality are contributing their ,particular function in 
relation to the whole person.l · 
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Integration is necessary for the maintenance of the mental health of 
a .personalUy. This process occurs in two dimensions: within and 
without. Internally a dynamic activity functions at a high degree 
of efficiency in bringing about harmony between the impulses and 
needs 1 the self and its cons<rl.ence. The same degree of integration 
is desired by the personality in relationship to its environment, par-
ticular~ ~~th significant persons. Unconscious psychological mecha-
nisms are often utilized by the organism to attain integration. In-
terference with the process of integration serious~ distorts the 
natural development of the personality. 
Wise regards the functioning of the personality in an inter-
2 
personal relationship to be of primary importance . Interpersonal re-
lations can provide the deepest satisfactions and the most acute 
frustrations. They give the essential values of life and growth to 
the personality. Love and affection need to control the aggressive 
impulses, and it is through the investment of love and affection on 
objects and persons outside the self that a great deal of the develop-
3 
ment of the personality takes place. 
The person and his appreciation, understanding and acceptance 
of himself are pre-requisites to engaging in satisfying interpersonal 
l Wise, PC, 29. 
2 Wise, RIH, 83. 
3 Wise, PC, 153. 
relations. In as much as a personality can appreciate, understand, 
1 
and accept himself, he can determine his own destiny. The mastery 
of the se]_f and its dynamic forces is an achievement that provides 
genuine fre1edom. 11Freedom is the experience of being able to engage 
2 
spontaneously in creative work or creative human relationships." 
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Freedom lacks the element of compulsion by conflicting forces, either 
internal or external. The personality cannot determine its own re-
sponses when negative impulses such as fear and guilt dominate the 
self. "Positive feelings, such as faith and love, enhance and 
strengthen the self, and give it genuine power of self-determination." 
Since each aspect of a personality has its determining antecedents 
the basic issue is not between determinism and freedom but it is 
between determinism and internal anarchy. 
4 
Wis e places supreme value upon personality. The basic object-
ive of good counseling is to help "the counselee to obtain a greater 
5 
degree of freedom and fulfillment of his personality." The employ-
ment of the dynamic concept extends and deepens lmowledge and insight 
6 
"as to how personality is formed, deformed and reformed." In the 
opinion of Wise this point of vie·w· has its counterpart in the teach-
ings of Jesus and the Christian fellowship, which afford a personality 
the vital resources of love, understanding, forgiveness, trust, guid-
7 
ance and supportive interpersonal relationships. It is for this 
1 Wise, PC, 22 • 
2 Wise, PC, 22. 
3 Wise, FC, 22. 
4 Wise, PG, 146. 
5 Wise, PC, 150. 
6 Wise, PC, 26. 
7 Wise, PC, 142-167. 
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r eason that he commends the Christian religion to the psychologists 
and counselors. 
i ii. The qynamic concept of personality held 
b,y Rollo May for pastoral p~chology 
Ro lo May is assured of a place in the unfolding history of 
pastoral psychology through four books, which effective~ relate re-
ligion and analytic insights into personality: The Art of Counseling, 
Springs of Creative Living, The Meaning of Anxiety, and Man's Search 
!2!: Himself . A study of psychology under Alfred Adler in Europe pre-
ceding his theological training at Union Theological Seminary enabled 
May to wri te as a B.D. dissertation ~ Art of Counseling, which was 
published in 1939. Since that time he has, served as a parish pastor, 
student counselor, consulting psychologist and teacher of courses 
for ministers at the Williams Alanson White Institute. Before join-
ing the faculty of that Institute, May received therapeutic train-
ing and was ana~zed by Erich Fronun. 
Pa~Jtoral psychology has been enriched by May because of his 
insistence on discovering answers to the fundamental questions con-
cerning personality by a theological and p~chological analysis of re-
ligious experiences. May believes "religion is more valuable for the 
general psychoanalytic practice than is training in physiology and 
1 
anatomy." In~ Art of Counseling he describes the transformation 
2 
of a neurotic personality to health in terms of experiencing religion. 
1 Hiltner, Art.(l951), 66. 
2 May, AC, 218-224. 
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autonomy: of the individual no longer is responsible and creative. 
Therefore, the significant factor in the personality enjqying free-
dom is hi s autonomous self responsibility in relation to the possi-
bility to develop creatively. A healthy personality uses its free-
dom to hold the determining forces in a dialectical balance and to 
direct the unity of its self toward the creative result of fulfill-
1 
i t s own potentialities, the only central need in life. 
The growth of a personality is a process of uniting the con-
scious self with its unconsciousness. The freedom of a personality 
increases in proportion to its growth toward the discove~ of the 
true self. This is achieved by uniting consciousness with the lev-
els of unconscious childhood experiences, the collective unconscio~ 
and t he creative structure of the universe, which for May is God. 
The capaci.ty to be "aware of the self" is a unique, distinctive charac-
teristic of man. OnJ.y man can grow toward an ever heightened self-
2 
awareness or experience of "I-ness.11 
The1 fulfillment of the capacity to be conscious of the real 
self and empathize genuinely with others is the achievement of a 
mature per son. May believes this is the image of God in which man 
3 
was created. God created the original man good by giving him God-
like qualities such as reason, creativeness, love and consciousness. 
To regain the perfect image of God, which was lost in the 11fa11n, 
is for man a potential objective, but he never fully achieves it. 
1 May SCL, 58; MSH, 93. 
2 May, SMH, 116. 
3 May, SMH, 86. 
4 May, SCL, 188. 
4 
For this reason man is always in ~ state of tension between God and 
his own egocentric will. This tension is . the propelling force in 
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the growth of personality. However, in itself this force only leads 
to self-defeating egocentricity . Therefore, May forcefully stresses 
the belief that the healing force of God attracts and impregnates 
the persona.lity and thereby gives it real worth and the r eal possi-
bility of fulfilli ng itself . The reader of May here again not es the 
r e- occuri ng thought: "We cannot understand man without bringing God 
1 
i..11to the picture ." 
God is the ultimate meaning of life according to May. God is 
a universal "structure" ornchannel" for human living. Originally man 
in his created state of goodness by virtue of the image of God possess-
ed an "essential nature", which conforned to the universal structurG. 
Man exi stentially fell from t his original status of harmony with him-
self and God through his use of freedom. As a. consequence of the "fall" 
man was separated from God, himself and his mate; man was separated 
from what he ought to be or from the possibility of fulfilling his po-
t entiality of wholeness and unity. Even the reason of man became a 
mere thrust in the direction of truth and never could find truth itself. 
Man is at all times in danger of "falling" and bringing his "image of 
God" into conflict with self-will and egocentricity. Therefore, the 
contradiction, vmich man always carries within himself, is between his 
"essent ial nature" , the original harmony of himself and God, and his 
2 
present state of egocentricity. Another aspect of the same contradiction 
1 A~y, set, 131. 2 May, AC, 126 . 
1 
is "what man is and mat he ought to be." 
May accepts the doctrine of original sin as kind and valuable 
because it clearly teaches sin is mare than. mere inadequacy, error 
or mistake. Sin describes the 11 imperfection, incompleteness and 
tension" of ~ man, and it implies that there is an absolute perfection 
2 
other than man, which is both immanent and ' transcendent. Realiz-
ing the predicament, 11giving in11 to the futility of egocentricity, 
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responding with confidence to the balanced immanent and transcendent, 
universal reality, and al~ing oneself with the new powers ipherent 
in this re sponse pulls the personality toward the upper pole of its 
3 
dialectic. This process, which overcomes egocentricity, permits 
the L~er dialectical tension of perfection and imperfection to be 
borne creatively. It enables us nto work and live with this mean-
ingful structure of ·reality," and May calls this ngrace 11 or 11 clari-
4 
fication.n 11 Grace is the overcoming of egocentricity which we are 
. 5 
unable to accomplish for ourselves •" Grace comes to us transcendent-
al~ and in~ently. The contradiction within man is too severe for 
on~ an inm~nent grace, and this grace would all too soon be identified 
with ourselves, would become another form of egocentricity. Christ 
means grace and it was his function as the 11 transcendent logos" to bring 
into human life the original goodness of creation and to save man 11through 
6 
enabling them to overcome their contradiction and realize this goodness. 11 
Christ makes grace a continuous gift, which is a necessity in view of 
1 May, AC, 202. 
2 May, SCI., 101, 131. 
3 May, SCL, 208. 
4 May, SCL, 209; AC, 218. 
5 May, SCL, 217. 
6 May, SCL, 217. 
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the ~ver nontinuing need of man to adjust to the tensions within 
himself. 
Christ is ~ therapist for man according to May because he 
overcomes the disunity, contradiction and tendencies toward self-
destruction within the personality. The role of the psychotherapist 
in a therapeutic counseling situation is very similar to Christ 1n 
the re ligious life of the believer. The emotional attachment of 
transference is present in the creative and personal re lationship of 
therapist and counselee, Christ and believer. The Christian tradit-
1 
ion calls this creative, personal relationship to Christ "faith." 
May believes if man did not have Christ, the universal reality, "we 
2 
should have to postulate another." 
In t he process of growth toward the fulfillment of the po-
tentialities or self-awareness of oneself, a person not on~ affirms 
himself but his fellow men as well. Participation in the resources 
of human relationships can clarify inner compulsions and release the 
self from i~ s egocentricity. May guards against suggesting that the 
contradiction in human }:ersonality, what the egocentric person is and 
what he ought to be, can be overcome on the .social level. The imma-
nent grace of interpersonal relations can be beneficial but even at 
their best they are egocentrical~ biased and, therefore the person-
ality must respond to a transcendent grace. It is the function of 
Christ for the Christian to bring the original goodness of creation 
into interpersonal relationships and free them and the participating 
1 May, SCL, 230. 2 May, SCL, 227. 
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1 
personalities from the contradictions of egocentricity. 
Persons, who are motivated by the grace of God rather than 
their egocentric desires, possess energies and powers for genuine 
social action whose values are lasting. True ethical action is a 
spontaneous response to the being of God. It is the personal re-
lationship to Christ which permits the trusting person to do nothing 
2 
else than endeavor to fulfill the will of God. 
iv. The dynamic pastoral psychology of Seward Hiltner 
Seward Hiltner has had about twenty years experience in relat-
ing psychology and religion. He was one of the early students enroll-
ad in the clinical pastoral training program. Since that time he has 
served as a university pastor, as the executive secretary of Clinical 
3 
Training for Theological Students, Inc., as executive secretary of 
the Commission on Religion and Health of the former Federal Council 
of Churches, and as Associate Professor of Pastoral Theology on the 
Federated Theological Faculty of the University of Chicago. Four 
books Y~itten by Hiltner have been valuable contributions to the 
field of pastoral psychology. They are: Religion and Health, Pastoral 
Counseling, ~ Understanding, and ~ Counselor in Counseling. 
In Pastoral Counseling and Self Understanding Hiltner discusses 
dynamic psychology in relation to counseling and to pastoral ps.rcholo-
gy. It is the dynamic viewpoint with •vhich Hiltner identifies himself. 
He does not object to the classification 11 dynamic pastoral psychologist." 
1 May, SCL, 213-217. 
2 May, SCL, 232-237. 
3 See Chapter I, 4, above. 
• 
Iri. clarifying his position he says: 
I reject, I suppose, all literalistic theories, all static 
theoriHs, all theories which neglect the unconsciou.s or 
the ego, either one, all theories which do not have a field 
reference for personality .1 
In i;he opinion of Hiltner the term "dynamic psychology'' is 
interchangeable for his purposes with "personality pseyhology •11 
Hiltner admits that a technical student . would distinguish between 
these phrases. He thinks, however, that they all have factors in 
common which suggest a kind of psychological understanding of the 
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personality which is relevant for counseling. He defines this 11 psy-
chological understanding" as follows: 
For Yfhat we want to suggest is tnat kind of psychological 
understanding which is relevant to pastoral counseling is 
a social psychology of personality in movement, moving and 
baing moved, motivating and being motivated, operating as 
a unit on human social ~evel as well as on other levels 
such as the biological. 
As a dynamic psychologist one of the major concerns of Hiltner in 
Pastoral Counseling is a discussion of what the dynamic psychologi-
. 3 
cal factors are within persons. In Self Understandi~ Hil tner 
states that the 'dynamic understanding of growth • of the personality 
4 
considered in the book is that of. psychiatrists and psychoanalysts. 
1 Hiltner,. personal correspondence with the present writer, February 
22, 1951. 
2 Hiltner, PC, 56. 
3 Hiltner, PC, 56.-- ~ 
h Hiltner, SU, 199-200. 
5 Hiltner, PC, 71-73. 
To understand the dynamic psychology of Hiltner it will be 
valuable to learn what he thinks are the ps.ychological factors 
functioning within a person. It is evident that Hiltner emphasizes 
the needs of the personality which demand expression and fulfill-
ment. He maintains there are "certain minimum personality deiJl.ands 
as being an objective or existential or created part of essential 
1 
human nature." The impulses of life, or the inner forces of per-
seriality, cannot be ignored; they are to be channeled and utilized 
2 
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through proper expression. A detailed description of these needs of 
the personality is found wanting in the writings of Hiltner. Hiltner 
3 4 5 
speaks of physical, mental and psychological needs. The presence 
of these needs within personality does not mean that they correspond 
with any truth or reality. They are truth and reality, however, for 
the person and must be considered as such. 
The dynamics of the needs of a personality are conscious and 
6 
unconscious. Conscious needs are centered within a person and in 
reference to a real world he experiences. These needs are recog-
nized qy the mental powers of the personality and can be manipulat-
ed by them in varying degrees. The influence of the unconscious 
mind, however, is of greater magnitude than the conscious mind. 
There is something within the personality, a part of the 
personality and not foreign to it, which is unknown and 
unrecognized and incapable of being brought into awareness 
1 Hiltner, PC, 31. 
2 Hiltner, SU, 189. 
3 Hiltner, su, 189. 
4 Hiltner, SU, 47. 
5 Hiltner, PC, 58, 63. 
6 Hiltner, PC, 64-65. 
by ordinary means, but which nevertheless influences the 
total conduct and behavior of the personality.l 
The qynamics of personality are not regarded by Hiltner as being so 
simple that they can be neatly classified in clear-cut relationship 
either to the conscious or the unconscious. The comp~exity of the 
relationship within and between the conscious and unconscious mind 
contributes primarily to. the dynamic quality of the personality. 
The meaning of conduct can be understood only if we look 
both at conscious awareness and at the deeper levels which 
influence personality and affect its acts, but which are 
not ordinarily recognized in consciousness.2 
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The potentialities of the personality are evaluated by Hiltner 
in respect to meeting its needs. 
The potential resources for the cure o.f personality troubles 
may be understood to be within the personality in the same 
sense and the same degree that the troubles are within him.J 
If they are given sufficient freedom, the dynamic forces within per-
sonality are sufficiently creative to help meet its needs. 
By proceeding on the assumption that the creative dynamic 
forces which can produce needed change are potential~ 
present within the individual already and do not have to 
be "poured in", the only lasting results are achieved.4 
Hiltner expresses his confidence in the pcwers of attainment on the 
part of the .personality when he says: 
Men can be transformed, if not completed, at least enough 
to turn uselespness into productivity, drifting into cre-
ative expression, thoughtlessness into concern, and misery 
into happiness.5 
1 Hiltner, PC, 64. 
2 Hiltner, PC, 73. 
3 Hiltner, PC, 64. 
4 Hiltner, PC, 78. 
5 Hiltner, SU, 119. 
Hiltner speaks of 11hidden reservesn upon "Which a person may draw if 
1 
he can face the true nature of his self and its predicaments. It 
is on this trUsted premise of the potentialities of the personality 
that Hiltner bases the task of the pastor as being 11to teach people 
2 
t o help themselves." This he again expresses in his definition of 
counseling: "Counseling is usual;Ly helping another person to help 
3 
himself, not doing something for him." This principle is known in 
4 
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the writings of Hiltner as the eductive principle. Hiltner qualifies 
his definition of counseling by saying 11 usual4r", because he recog-
nizes there are situations when a person must be helped to get the 
benefits of proper resources. This kind of 11 environmental-resources 
counseling" provides the counselee with sufficient understanding of 
why certain resources may be able to help him and in what respects·. 
The potentialities of the personality are not without limits 
in the thinking of Hiltner. In his book Self Understanding, Hiltner 5- -
speaks of the "inner darkness" of man. He shows how man is alienat-
ed from himself, his fellow man and God by dated emotions, warped per-
captions, knotty conscience, neurotic anxieties and emotional tensions. 
The evil within man comes from five sources: first, from 
the necessities of cultural and social adjustment; second, 
from the incomplete development of true human rationality; 
third, from ignorance of the true nature of human good; 
fourth, from reluctance to relinquish once useful but now 
outworn p~chologicgl good; and fifth, from the depth of 
the will's bondage. _ 
1 Hiltner, 
2 Hiltner, 
3 Hiltner, 
4 Hiltner, 
su, 
PC, 
PC , 
PC, 
206. 
19. 
21. 
97, 
5 Hiltner, SU, 20$ •·-
6 Hiltner, SU, 119. 
148, 253-255, 279; su, 201. 
These hostile factors a.nd evils within the personality are 
serious handicaps because they operate as chains of bondage. 
However unhappy and unfruitful a man's lif.e may become, 
and however much he may want to find something better, 
there are always chains which try to drag him back from 
cure or improvement.l 
These chains, Hiltner claims, are deep in personality and are more 
2 
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difficult to eradicate than we like to think. 
3 
nPersonality is diffi-
cult to transform." These chains, or patterns of persistence, are 
4 
the tenacious sins of which the theologian speaks. 
Ins o far as the pattern of sin in man is willful, ' it is per-
sonal. However, it is not all personal but collective. For Hiltner 
"collective sin" is "original" sin; that is, "an inevitable reaction 
because of one's environment and what he has been taught, like the dat-
5 
ed emotion." 
The full attainment of the potentialities of a personality is 
f~eedom from the power of dated emotions, warped perceptions, neurot-
ic anxieties and a primitive conscience. This freedom is psychologi-
cal and emotional. Hiltner says of this freedom: 11 It is another way 
of looking at the processes that operate within us, to ·construct or re-
lease us, to maintain equilibrium or to break it . up if it does not in 
6 
fact balance. 11 
Hiltner agrees with the age-old insight of Christianit,r that 
the nature of human growth and salvation is directly related to 
1 Hiltner, Art.(l953), 22. 
2 Hiltner, su, 138. 
3 Hiltner, SU, 139, 206. 
4 Hiltner, su, 138, 206. 
5 Hiltner, SU, 206. 
6 Hiltner, SU, 133. 
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1 
"human cussedness and human sin." Not even the mental powers of 
man can be trusted to assist in attaining his maximum potentialities. 
Intelligenc:e can prevent man from gaining self-lmowledge just as 
much as it can help. Man needs to look within to understand and 
f ind h:lJnself. 11But he must look beyond the within, to that which 
binds all selves together, to the God who sustains him When he seeks 
2 
his true human destiny •11 Before the potentialities of man can be 
properly evaluated his deficiencies need to be taken into consider-
ation . 11 To understand the inner light, we must first look concrete-
3 
ly at the i nner darkness .n 
Hiltner defines the growth of man toward the attainment of his 
4 
potentialities as personali~ development. Human growth results 
5 
from the constructive handling of conflict. This process does not 
. follow an 1mdeviating path but stated graphically it appears "as an 
6 
uneven linEl moving diagonally upward." Normally such a "line of 
growth" ha~J three phases described as (1) "plateau," (2) 11 dip11 and 
(3) II Spiri t • II Or stated in other terms human growth normally pro-
ceeds through three successive stages of repeated cycles: ll) 11equili-
brium, 11 (2) "disorganization" (3) 7 "re-orga.nization." New experi-
ences and j~sights for a person create an inner conflict or disorgan-
ization of varying degrees, which destroys the normal equilibirum." 
The direction of growth is more important than the level of growth. 
1 Hiltner, SU, 206. 
2 Hiltner , su, 171. 
3 Hiltner, SU, 206. 
4 Hiltner , SU, 22. 
5 Hiltner, Fe, 15. 
6 Hiltner, su, 13. 
7 Hiltner, SU, 188-190. 
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In the opinion of Hiltner human grov~h is both individual 
and social. Social growth enables the person to enjoy mutual contacts 
in an incrt~asing number and variety; individual growth i.s the insight 
the person has of his self. Individual and social growth reinforce 
each other. As a person learns to rela.te himself creatively to other 
persons, he understands himself in larger dimensions. In childhood 
growth is largely biological, but in adulthood it is primarily psy-
chological, social (cultural) and spiritual. There are no two identi-
cal patterns of growth in persons. 
The privilege to grow gives the personality the opportunity 
"to stand :ln the face of difficulty" and 11 to live beyond both iimpulse 
1 
and custom with conviction about the ethical reality of our world.tt 
The person often needs support in this dramatic adventure. We need 
to afford one another this kind of support and. to recognize that "God 
is ready to consider the individual need and situation of each person.tt 
This same God can be relied upon to take the initiative in guiding 
the person in the direction of growth through the restoration of faith 
and confidence. 
In a summary statement it might be said Hiltner bases his dy-
namic concept of personality on the following psychological factors 
within persons: the physical, mental and psychological needs demand-
ing expression and fulfillment; the conscious and unconscious aspects 
of the needs in a personality; the positive and creative potentialities 
1 Hiltner, SU, 33. 
2 Hiltner, SU, 33. 
2 
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of a personality with which to meet its needs; and the physical, 
mental and emotional limitations of a personality in fulfilltng its 
needs. The freedom of a personality ts psychological and emotional 
in character; it is freedom from the power of crippling emotions, 
warped perceptions, neurotic anxieties and a primitive conscience. 
The growth of a personality is in terms of its constructive handling 
of conflict and the realization of its potentialities. The growth of 
a personality is not consistent~ continuous but varies in its speed 
of progression and character. The pastor can assist the personality 
to adjust, to find or provide opportunities for the inner release of 
1 
its tensions and to help fulfill its basic needs. 
4. Basic elements of a dynamic concept of 
personality in pastoral p~chology 
Having discussed the dynamic concepts of personality proposed 
by Boisen, Wise, May and Hiltner as found in their writings, it will 
be helpful to see vlhat they have in common and in what respects each 
is · unique. The four views can be examined in reference to the follow-
ing basic issues: the internal frame of reference for personality, 
the role of conscious and unconscious needs, the importance of child-
hood experiences, the social aspects of a personality, the potential~ · 
itiesfor growth and change of a personality, reason and the freedom 
of will in man. 
1 Hiltner, PC, 26-32. 
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i. The internal frame of reference 
All four of the pastoral psychologists use an internal frame 
of reference for the understanding of personality. They each give 
arnple consideration to the internalized forces, needs or desires 
which motivate the personality. It is in this way that each at-
tempts to understand behavior. In the opinion of Boisen the intern-
al tensions of the personality caused by the social world in con-
junction with personal inherited desires are the dynamics of human 
nature. The organismic approach of Wise, particular~ as presented 
in his earliest work, Religion in Illness and Health, seems to stress 
the physiological processes within personality. The inner psychologi-
cal and biological needs and their expression in the outside, social 
world is the focus of attention for May and Hiltner in their studies 
of the personality. 
ii. The functions of unconscious and conscious needs 
Each of the dynamic pastoral psychologists accepts the Freud~­
ian or psychoana~ic emphasis upon the importance of the unconscious 
influences as well as the conscious influences on the processes and 
functions of the personality. In the thinking of Boisen the instinct- -
ual c laims of the personality appear to be parts of its unconscious 
equipment. Wise and May include the conscious and unconscious psycho-
logical mechanisms as parts of the nature of an organism. Hiltner 
identifies himself most open~ with psychoanalytic -~hinking in his 
opinion that the unconscious is more important than the conscious 
mind and that it influences the total behavior of a personality. 
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iii. The importance of childhood experiences 
In the thinking of the dynamic pastoral psychologists early 
childhood experiences are important in the total life of the person-
ality. Boisen and May stress the value of interpersonal experiences 
for the child. According to Wise the basic patterns of the early 
development of an organism persist in the personality. The analytic 
approach of Hiltner does not overlook the importance of the direction 
and level of growth in a child on the biological, ps,rchological, so-
cial and religious levels. 
iv. The social aspects of personality 
Boisen acc~pts the opinion of Margaret Mead that personality 
is a part of its society. Language becomes the medium of exchange 
between personality and society. Wise, May and Hiltner consider in_. 
terpersonal relationships as primary determinants of the ability of a 
personality to realize its potentialities and to satisfy its needs. 
v. The potentialities of growth and change 
for personality 
The dynamic pastoral psychologists considered in this research 
affirm their faith in the great but limited potentialities of the per-
sonality. Boisen believes man has divine potentialities that are 
limited by his own natural weaknesses and by society. Wise believes 
persons can achieve varying degrees of growth through relationships 
with others. It is the opinion of May that the personality can grow 
and change toward an achievement of its own potentialities, but this 
is possible only through the assistance of God. The personality, which 
is 1timpregnated11 by God, can discover its true worth and the potentialities 
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with which to fulfill itself. According to Hiltner personality is 
endowed with divine potentials to meet its own needs. The person-
ality realizes these potentials ~ passing through cycles of growth 
and thus achieving p~chological and emotional freedom. 
vi. Reason and the freedom of the will of man 
In as much as crippling and conflicting forces withL~ man 
"cloud11 and "chain" his powers, the reason and will of man cannot be 
trusted Qonsistent~ and without reservation. The dynamic pastoral 
psychologists are unanimous in this conclusion. Man must look beyond 
himself for resources to assist him in fulfilling his personality. 
Reason and will can assist on~ so far as they are free. 
vii. The objectives of the development of personality 
The dynamic pastoral ps.rchologists aim to understand the causes 
of human behavior from an internal frame of reference so as to assist 
the personality toward fulfilling its needs. Boisen speaks of bringing 
the personality into a fellowship with the best. According to N"Jay the 
objective of the development of personality is the fulfillment of the 
capacity to be conscious of the real self and to be able to empathize 
genuine~ with others. In the opinion of Wise freedom through the 
mastery of the self and its dynamic forces plus the fulfillment of 
the potential capacities for growth are the objectives for the person-
ality. Hiltner aims to assist the personality eductive~ to gain inner 
release and satisfaction of its basic needs. 
r' 
·'. 
Some implications of a dynamic concept of 
personality for pastoral ps,rchology 
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l'fuat insights does a dynamic concept of personality offer pas-
toral psychology? If any unique insights are available to the pastor-
al ps.ychologist through the aid of a dynamic approach to personality, 
they should receive proper recognition. This will allow for their 
theoretical and empirical evaluation. 
It is clear that dynamic psychology does not hide its convict-
ion that man is not in complete command of himself. The human person-
• 
ality is a product of internal forces b~ond the control of an indi-
vidual. All the aspects of the personality of an individual are not 
conscio~s~ available nor can they be freely determined by the will. 
These thoughts strike a responsive note in the thinking of the 
Christian pastor. The Christian religion has always maintained that 
man cannot save himself. He cannot lift himself to the heights of 
human achieYement through 'his own personal resources. Though this i s 
impossible, yet man must accept responsibility for his own salvation. 
The believer in God realizes there is far more to the universe and his 
own soul that that which appears on the surface. The resources of God 
are not always easily discovered. Thus Christian pastors and dynamic 
psychologist s jo.in in a common confession. They stand on the thresh-
hold of personality peering within and advancing only tentative by-
potheses. Nevertheless, these tentative hypotheses are of great ser-
vice in attempting to bring health and "salvation" to personali ty. 
Dynrunic psychology assists the pastor to see with greater 
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clarity the needs of the personality and the necessity of their 
fulfillment. Hiltner says this view puts human destiny into correct 
1 
focus for t he pastor. It gives him a long-range view of purposeful 
living. The dynamic pastoral psychologist seeks to bring about ma-
ture religious attitudes and feelings that are in harmony with the de-
mands and requirements of life. These psychologists recognize the 
need for de}~ndence and responsibility on the part of each personality. 
Such a personality will gain a wholesome understanding of itself and 
develop a relationship with others through which the requirements in-
herent in the nature of life can be better fulfilled. 
As an expert therapist of human souls, a pastor should be aware 
of the potentialities and limitations of the personality in an object-
ive manner. It is not enough for him to know that man is 11beset with 
frailties and perversions" and that by the fgrace of God he is able to 
overcome all things. Such generalities can become specific through 
dynamic psychology. We now realize that some of the sin of man is pro-
duced by crippling anxiety, morbid guilt feelings, warped consciences, 
unwarranted fears and an inordinate desire for love and security. A 
full awareness of such personal limitations and contrition for those 
which are alterable are preconditions for self improvement. The util-
ization of God-given potentialities of personality has assisted the 
pastor to see the operation of the grace of God in overcoming the limi-
tations of the personality. 
A dynamic concept of personality makes it possible for the pastor 
1 Hiltner, PC, 118. 
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to appreciate the need for persons to release inner tensions. Pas-
tors possessing this insight can better understand their responsi-
bility as "listeners11 to those who place confidence in them by pour-
ing out their feelings. This not only points out the need for the 
pastor to understand and accept the dynamics functioning in the per-
sonality of the counselee but his own as well. By understanding the 
dynamics of personalities pastors prove themselves worthy of the con-
fidence others place in them. 
This latter point suggests the importance of interpersonal re-
lations for aiding personalities in discovering their needs and ways 
of satisfying them. Persons are assisted through understanding re-
lationships in a Christian fellowship by freeing their creative po-
tentialities and by perceiving and assimilating life experiences . 
The interpersonal process provides personalities with appropriate 
settings by which they are able to achieve an integrated view of them-
selves. The values of the Christian fellowship where love is domi-
nant, makes such an achievement possible. 
When sin is faced in a personal relationship of trust, a 
man may be enabled to do somefhing about problems he was 
previously impotent to solve. 
Christian f(~llowship can become a healing power for the convalescing 
personality. The inherent quality of the person-to-person relationship 
has profound religious resources of a dynamic nature. The value of 
such a relationship depends on its inner realities rather than on the 
ciroUlllsta.nces or terminology- by which it is expressed. This also 
1 Roberts, PCV, 111. 
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substantiates the value of prayer and the truths of Scripture as 
they are shared with persons and God. 
A dynamic understanding of personality suggests a fundamental 
approach or method for the pastor in helping others. This method has 
been gradually recognized to be that of helping the person to help 
himself. This approach stresses that the task of the pastor is to 
draw out strength and skill for solving problems from the inner re-
• 
sources of the counselee. This can be done on~ when the pastor 
knows how the inner life of the person oper ates. Such knowledge will 
help prevent the pastor from imposing his thinking on the counselee 
and provides a permissive atmosphere for the counseling relationship. 
It encourages the counselee to share his thinking with the pastor; 
the counselee acquires insight into his own personality and its prob-
lems; and he determines for himself realistic life goals. 
6 A comparison of the concepts of personality 
held by Luther and Hiltner 
A comparison of the doctrine of man held by Luther and the dy-
namic concept of personality taught by Hiltner will distinguish more 
sharply the issues advanced in the writings of each. The dynamic · 
concept of personality taught by Hiltner is chosen for purposes of 
comparison as he has written most fully on this specific subject. 
The views of Hiltner are largely inclusive of those presented by 
Boisen, Wise and May. It is not the purpose of the present writer to 
evaluate or judge the validity of the contrasted concepts. This com-
parison will attempt on~ to clarify where the views of Luther and 
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Hiltner overlap, intertwine or conflict. 
'It is important to remember in comparing the writings of Luther 
and Hiltner relative to personality that they wrote for different pur-
poses. Chri stian theology and pastoral psychology are different dis-
ciplines; but each has a theoretical and a practical side. Luther 
had not knol wedge of pastoral psychology as it is conceived today. 
Luther, a theologian, wrote concerning the nature of man from a theo-
logical point of view and not as a p~chological therapist of person-
ality. The practical aspects of the doctrine of man held by Luther 
resulted as by-products and did not receive primary consideration as 
he wrote. Hiltner is a pastoral psychologist who writes with the prac-
tical aspects of religious therapy of the personality uppermost in 
his mind as they grow out of psychological and theological convictions. 
Because Hiltner writes to help the pastor understand the needs of per-
sonalities, he does not clarify to any great extent his doctrinal 
thinking. This understanding of Hiltner and Luther influences the 
present writer in pointing to the relevant aspects of both authors in 
the presentation of their concepts of ,personality. 
i. Terminology 
A comparison of Luther and Hiltner regarding their concepts of 
personality presents the problem of terminology. The theological ter-
minology of the fifteenth century, which was used by Luther, is vast~ 
different from the twentieth century psychological terminology used by 
Hiltner. In comparing the writings of these men this difficulty must 
not be overlooked. As a modern psychologist Hiltner discusses con-
vincingly tho role of the unconscious in personality, whereas Luther 
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makes no mention of the unconscious as such in his theology. Without 
doubt Hiltner has clarified several of the insights of Luther regard-
ing the nature of man by stating them in psychological terms of the 
current age, which are momobjective than some generalized theologi-
cal terms of the fifteenth century. For example Luther insisted 'on 
the unitary nature of man, whereas Hiltner speaks in terms of unify-
ing and integrating the self. On the other hand, it is questionable 
whether Hiltner has gone beyond Luther in his theological insights 
despite the use of more modern terms. 
ii. A comparison of criteria 
In comparing the concepts of personality held by Luther and 
Hiltner, it is important to take into consideration their sources of 
information . These sources aff ord criteria by which they evaluate their 
theories. They are the 11 touchstones 11 of truth. The authoritative 
source of truth for Luther is the Bible. The Bible reveals to Luther 
a complete understanding of man. It is the revelation of God to man 
of the nature of the human individual. Hiltner appeals to scientific 
knowledge and religious inspiration as the source of his understanding 
of man. In the foreward to his book, Self Understanding, Hiltner cites 
meeting the need of merging the insights and the aspirations of religion 
1 
with the insights and the technical knowledge of modern psychology. 
It is clear that Luther and Hiltner do not appeal to the same 
authorities in formulating their concepts of personality. Because 
they do not have the same criteria, the concepts can be expected to 
1 Hiltner, SU, ix. 
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differ. Of course, no evaluation of the criteria used by Hiltner is 
available from the pen of Luther, however some of the writings of Luther 
strongly suggest what the essence of such an evaluation might be. Hilt-
ner has made no statement concerning the appeal of Luther to the Bible 
as the basis for understanding man. The use Hiltner makes of the Bible 
provides some insight as to what his thinking might be on that question. 
Hiltner as a pastoral psychologist does not ignore the Bible. 
He uses it i.n an illustrative manner. The truths concerning the nature 
of man are clarified and expanded by referring to the parables of Christ 
1 
in the New 'I'estament or the familiar Old Testament Bible stories. 
Hiltner has no objection to the use of the Bible in counseling people; 
however, it should be used eductively. Hiltner defines the term "educt-
2 
ive" in the following manner: "drawing or leading out." The Bible 
should be used in this way particularly in situations where the coun-
selee has an acquaintance with the Bible. There is no objection to the 
use of the Bible in giving people infoi~ation when such information is 
desired. H"ltner feels Bible texts should not be used in a coercive 
3 
or moralisti c way. Hiltner urges a proper and sparing use of the 
Bible in c01mseling, and he appeals to Biblical scholars to examine 
methods of using the Bible to bring its meaning more effectively to 
4 
people. 
It is evident Hiltner does not use the Bible as his authori-
tative source of information in gaining an understanding of the nature 
1 Hilt ner, SU, 31, 51, 69, 186. 
2 Hiltner, PC, 202-27; 253-255. 
3 Hiltner, PC, 209. 
4 Hiltner, PC, 209. 
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of man. Modern psychology and psychotheraP-Y provide Hiltner with 
these insights. These disciplines as "children of science11 have made 
available knowledge of processes going on within and between men. 
"There can be no moving toward self- l'Yl.derstanding in these mid-century 
days which does not make use of what psychology and its clinical al-
.1 
J.y, psychotherapy, have discovered." 
Sci.ence is systematized lmowledge, or in the words of Webster: 
"Science is a study concerned with observation and classification of 
f acts, especially with the establi hment of verifiable general laws , 
.2 
chief~ by induction and hypotheses." Scientific knowledge is a 
product of.' reason. The concept of reason as formulated by Luther sug-
gests that he would accept the authority of the Word of God as record-
ed in the Bible whenever it conflicted with scientific knowledge. 
. 3 
He would t~ust in the Word of God rather than in the word of man. 
Human rea:3on is trusted by Luther in all secular matters where the 
Bible Offers no counsel. In fact, Luther commends the use of reason 
in this sphere. He cautions, h~Never, that reason even here should 
4 
be enlightened by faith in God. ~nlightened reason can supplement 
the knowledge of the nature of man .as revealed in the Bible. 
In summarizing it may be said that Luther grants enlightened 
reason or science the privilege of supplementing or supporting the 
authoritative Biblical doctrine of man. Hiltner assigns the Bible 
1 Hiltner, SU, · 5. 
2 Webster, 1¥CD, 890. 
3 Luther, Wl1~, 1,346; SW, 27,93-94. 
4 Luther, TTL, 144. 
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to a supplementary or supportive role in relation to the authorita-
tive position of psychology and psychotherapy as sciences providing 
the valid concepts of personality. 
iii. The evaluation of self 
One of the striking contrasts between Luther and Hiltner is 
their evaluation of self. Luther believes the greatest danger, which 
threatens t he relationship between God and man, is the exaltation. of 
self by man. The love of self becomes the tap root of unbelief in 
God. Man persistently tries to make himself God. This he does in 
many varied, subtle ways. 
I t is this fundamental mistake on the part of man that leads 
him to foolishly trust in his reasoning powers, his will and his good 
works . On ·'-hese attributes of self natural man pins his hope of sal-
vation. This tragically false evaluation of self is inherent in 
man. I t is a sin that has corrupted the nature of man ever since the 
"fall" of man in Adam and Eve. 
The utter foolishness of the trust of man in his own resources 
and the idolatry :in the exaltation of self is apparent because of the 
absolute depravity of man. There is no good i.11 man; he is "a filthy, 
1 2 
stinking rag.n Human reason is corrupt and achieves only evil resul t s. 
The will of man is impotent to offer any constructive help. The human 
3 
will is of the devil and strives to achieve his purposes only. Man 
1 Luther, WML, 3,99; SW, 24,135. 
2 Luther, WML, 1,346; SW, 27,93- 94. 
3 Luther, WML, 3,108; SW, 24,143. 
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can do no good work. All the work of man is sin. Luther insists: 
"no one ought to doubt that all our good works are mortal sins, if 
1 
they are judged according to God's severe judgment." 
However, according to Luther, God has not left man without 
hope. The depraved self can achieve the highest expectations by 
faith in Chris,t. The old self can be made radically new when the per-
son is no longer self-centered but God-centered. The new self can do 
all things in Christ, who is its divine strength. When the old self 
loses its life for the sake' of Christ it finds a new life of true free-
dom, which empowers the self to meet its every need in this world and 
in the world to come. Humanely, man is nothing, but by faith man is 
everything to God. Without faith man is a 11 stinking rag 11 but with 
faith he is a son of God worthy and capable of all things. ttFor God, 
our Father, has made all things depend on faith, so that whoever has 
2 
faith, shall have all, and whoever has it not, shall have nothing.n 
Hiltner is more generous in his evaluation of self. In his opin-
ion man shou1d not be pessimistic about his depraved state. Instead 
man should be optimistic because of the creative forces within himself 
which are sufficient to meet his needs. Evil within man is controll-
3 
able; he may eliminate or alleviate it. The human self is in most in-
stances limited by crippling emotions, r:erceptions, anxieties and 
warped activities of conscience. When these harmful processes within 
the self are personally willed they are sinful; usually, they are 
1 Luther, ltML, 3,107; SW, 24,143. 
2 Luther, WV~, 2,318. 
3 Hiltner, Art .(l953), 23. 
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inherited from the environment of a person as psychological and emot-
ional chains of bondage. The refusal to love oneself is a rejection 
of the self and is the basic sin. In short Hiltner assures man he 
need not be disturbed over his limitations as a creation of God or 
about a state of original sinfulness. This is in contrast to the 
conviction of Luther that goodness is complete~ absent in natural 
man from birth and expresses itself actually as sin, willed or unwill-
ed, through the personality and society. The sins binding the human 
self as described by Hiltner are,in the opinion of Luther, mere s,rmp-
toms of the fundamental sin, namaly, unbelief or self-will. Man can-
not hope to escape by himself from these sins and their consequences; 
Christ is his liberator. 
Hiltner cites reason as a help and a hindrance in attaining 
1 
self-knowledge. At best the intellect provides general aids for self-
direction. 1~e conscious and unconscious purposes of personality, re-
2 
ferred to as the will, are not perfectly reliable. It is because of 
these limitations that Hiltner urges man to look beyond himself for 
assistance. With auxilary aids the self can marshall and direct its 
own resources toward full realization. Hiltner maintains man can help 
himself, if he is afforded supportive aid; whereas Luther insists re-
newal by faith in Christ is the only real help for man and in this re-
deemed state he can utilize his own personal and human resources. 
By the aid of reason and other auxila.ry resources a ~rsonality 
1 Hiltner, SU, 7. 
2 Hiltner, PC, 29. 
can fulfill its potentialities, and this attainment Hiltner calls 
1 
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"freedom." The freedon1 of the personality is in direct proportion 
to its understanding, acceptance and direction of the self. As 
eve~- personality must cope with its own limitations so it must also 
acknowledge its bounds of freedom. 
Man has a tendency to identify his will or intention with 
some partial aspect or trend of his selfhood and not with 
the whole; in all such instances the true will (~f the 
whole person) is therefore partial~ in bondage. 
The recognition qy the self of its limitations or bondage is the pre-
requisite to freedom, and the experience of psychotheraP,Y supports the 
Christian insight that the conviction of sin is the gateway to sal-
3 
vat ion. 
Hiltner and Luther give the same Christian witness in stress-
ing the necessity of the personality to recognize its sinful state 
before being eligible to enjoy the freedoms of justification. Luther 
agrees man has freedom in all non-religious matters within the bounds 
of his ego or self, but he has absolute~ no freedom in religious mat-
ters outside the state of redemption. The view of Luther on the free-
dom of will is more absolute and comprehensive than the view of Hiltner. 
The exclusive emphasis of Luther on justification by faith in 
Christ as the only hope for man is in sharp contrast to the trust of 
Hiltner in the creative forces within man. Luther holds that only 
faith in Christ is sufficient to meet the needs of the self. Hiltner 
1 Hiltner, su, 138. 
2 Hiltner, Art.(l953), 21. 
3 Hiltner, Art.(l953), 25. 
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trusts that the self as created by God is fully equipped to meet its 
needs . Man needs assistance in some instances:, either from others 
or God, to utilize most efficiently the self-contained resources. 
But, Hiltner does not place primary emphasis upon the activity of 
God, which enables man to realize his self; essential~ man can meet 
his own needs. If he has difficulty, he merely needs to be helped to 
help himself. 
iv. The growth of personality 
Luther and Hiltner agree that personality can change and grow. 
They are not ful~ agreed on the explanation of the growth of the 
personality, its cause, its nature, its objectives. 
According to Luther the Christian personality follows a progress-
ive pattern of growth. At the time of conversion the self is regener-
ated or rene1wed. It is on~ after exercising diligent discipline with 
the aid of the Ho~ Spirit that the personality, including its private 
and public aspects, is brought into conformity with the new, sancti-
fied self and God. This process of growth, which Luther calls sancti-
fication, is initiated and carried on by the Holy Spirit. The effect-
iveness of the efforts of the Holy Spirit in initiating and promoting 
this growth is dependent upon the receptivity of the person. The Holy 
Spirit through the Word of God and the Sacraments enables the person-
ality to overcome its own weaknesses from within as well as the tempt-
ations from without. The process of sanctification is never fully com-
pleted in this life; however, remarkable degrees of victory over sin 
are attainable. The level of growth is dependent upon the utilization 
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on the part of the personality of the sanctifying res ources of God. 
For Hiltner the gro~th of the personality occurs in success-
ive stages of nequilibrium11 , "disorganization" and "reorganization" 
through a constructive process of development in handling conflict on 
psychological, social and spiritual levels. The adequate growth of 
the personality enables the person successfully to face difficulty 
and "to live beyond both impulse and custom with conviction about the 
1 
ethical reality of our world." The growth of the personality moves 
toward the attainment of integration, and it is the quality and di-
rection of this movement which is more important than the quantity. 
God initiates and supports the growth process in the person, and thus 
2 
provides him with new potentialities of development. 
Hiltner and Luther express themselves different~ on the quest-
ion of the growth of the personality, because they were writing for 
different purposes. The theological treatises of Luther natural~ do 
not include an ana~ical account of the growth of personality from a 
psychological standpoint. Hiltner is not too explicit concerning the 
theological aspects of the growth of personalit.y. They both credit 
God as the cause of human growth. The insistence of Luther on this 
point is more evident than on the part of Hiltner. 
3 
For Luther the change and growth of the personality toward posi-
tive goals is utterly impossible for man without the initiating, 
1 Hiltner, SU, 189. 
2 Hiltner, SU, 33. 
3 Luther, vv.ML, 2,372-373; SW, 22,20. 
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supporting and fulfilling powers of God. Luther ascribes this growth 
entirely to the power of the Holy Spirit. God does the work. Man is 
the unworthy recipient of the divine gift of faith and the resulting 
changes and growth in his personality. 
According to Hiltner the growth of the personality is individu-
al and social. He credits God as having an active part in the social 
phase of the change and growth of the :p:lrsonality. Personalities grow 
in fellowship with God by fulfilling their social nature and at the 
same time gaining divine guidance. On the side of individualistic growth 
Hiltner says, "The growth of any human being is in the finding of his 
1 
own road." God blesses the efforts of an individual; He supplies the 
raw materials; He offers the blueprints as well as the personal guid-
ance. Man may improve the conditions and quality of his ovm growth 
by exercising the latent potentialities within himself as well as the 
accessible resources in his fellowship with God. Children are impell-
2 
ed to grow, "adults, however, can grow or not, as they choose." The 
emphasis of Hiltner is upon the opportunity, potentiality and respon-
sibility of man to grow rather than on God as the total metaphysical 
cause of the growth of personality as Luther would have it. This em-
phasis of Hiltner primarily reflects his psychological rather than theo-
logical frame of reference. 
The growth of a personality integrates the personality so that 
it conforms to its true self, and the maximum growth of the personality 
conforms the self to the will of God. Man can appropriate and influence 
1 Hiltner, SU, 20. 2 Hiltner, SU, 15. 
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the conditions of the growth of his personality, but God is the reali-
ty of growth. These statements embrace the views of both Hiltner and 
Luther. The emphasis of Hiltner is on self integration. The empha-
sis of Luther is on conformity to the will of God. These emphases 
serve as criteria of Christian growth of personality for Hiltner and 
Luther. Luther goes beyond Hiltner in a theological frame of refer-
ence; Hiltner is explicit in reducing his theological insights to psy-
chological principles, whereas the thinking of Luther in this respect 
is implicit :in his writings. 
v. The social aspects of personality 
The conception of the Christian growth of personality in Luther 
is centered i n the interprersonal relationship between the person and 
God. Sanctification is a growing consciousness of this relationship 
with its pos i tive influences upon the life of a person. It is sin to 
break this interpersonal relationship. The evaluation of the social 
aspects of the nature of man ~ Luther is evident in his insistence up-
on the Christian responsibilities of man toward the individual fellow 
man, society and the church. These relationships are to be maintained 
for the purpose of meeting the needs of men on the basis of Christian 
love. 
In the thinking of Hiltner, as stated above, the growth of the 
personality is both individual and social. Each person grows according 
1 
to his own individuality, but before the personality is grown up it 
2 
becomes socialized. This socialization process begins very ear~ in 
1 Hiltner, SU, 22. 2 Hiltner, SU, 22. 
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infancy. It does not only involve getting along •vith people but means 
that the maxj~um amount of satisfaction is gained through interpersonal 
relations. This assumes an acceptance of responsibility on the part of 
a person toward his fellow man. This responsibility is best met by the 
1 
sharing of 11 sacrificial love •11 
Luther and Hiltner both accept the social aspects of personality, 
but the references are more accurate~ understood in their respective 
theological and ps.ychological frames of references. For Luther all so-
cial relations are governed by the nature of the basic interpersonal 
relationship of the person and his God. A relationship between persons 
has no ultimate value if the persons have no faith in God and are not 
governed by it. In reality such a relationship would be considered by 
Luther to be sinful. 
In the opinion of Hiltner the value of interpersonal relation-
ships is valid for all p:lrsons. These values are available to every 
one beca.use of the inherent capacities each individual possesses. The 
social interaction between the individual and his God or fellow man 
is basically important to the grov~h and satisfaction of the personali-
ty. Whereas Luther says social relations ~be governed by faith in 
God, Hiltner suggests that faith ought to be the governing factor. 
1 Hiltner, SU, 30. 
CHll.PTER rl 
THE INTERPERSONAL CONCEPT OF PERSONALITY 
IN PASTORAL PSYCHOLOGY 
In the last chapter it was discovered that dynamic psychology 
places its emphasis upon an internal frame of reference in its study 
of the personality. The dynamic pastoral psychologist considers 
chiefly the conscious and unconscious causes of behavior. These dynam-
ic, internal causes were identified as innate, psycho-physical needs, 
desires, impulses or forces. The social or interpersonal influences 
are acknowledged by the dynamic pastoral psychologists, however the L~­
portance of these influences in the development and fulfillment of per-
sonality are considered secondary to the internal influences affecting 
the personality. 
This chapter seeks to present and to trace the development of 
that concept of personality in pastoral psychology which places its em-
phasis upon t he social or interpersonal aspects of personality. The 
locus of perceiving an understanding of personality from this point of 
view is primarily outside the person. The interpersonal psychologist 
like the dynrunic psychologist is concerned about the inner life of the 
personality but in a larger social context. The phenomenal field of the 
individual is primarily utilized as a basis for understanding, evaluat-
ing and predicting the behavior of a person. The interpersonal psy-
chologist with his social viewpoint in his study of the personality 
uses an external frame of reference and in most cases includes the 
I I I I 
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internal point of view of the dynamic psychologist. 
1. Origins of a social emphasis on personality 
G. W. Allport traces the history of definitions of personality 
found in the social sciences and lists the sociological concepts be-
l 
fore those of a pS,Ychological nature. This order of presentation 
correctly suggests the chronological order in which personality was 
studied by the various social sciences. 
The sociologist regards personality as the unit of a larger so-
cial whole. Personality is the social molecule or cell which with 
many others constitutes society. The cells inter-relate themselves in 
social organizations such as the fami~, school, state, church and 
other.institutions. Social communication is inseparable from the de-
velopment of healthy personality. In so far as a particular individu-
al enters into a nexus of relations with other entities he becomes a 
force in the world of events and in becoming such a force relates these 
other entities through himself. 
2 
Among sociologists and social psychologists such as E. A. Ross, 
3 )~ 5 6 
c. H. Cooley, J. M. Baldwin, G. H. Mead, W. I. Thomas and others 
the concept of personality receives full consideration. The personali-
ty or the self is conceived to be large~ a product of the give-and-
take of social life. A person becomes aware of his self in relation 
1 Allport, G., PER, 36-39. 
2 Ross, PS. 
3 Cooley, SO. 
4 Baldwin, SEM. 
5 Mead, MSS. 
6 Thomas, CP. 
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to other persons or selves. He becomes self-conscious through his con-
tact with others. The personality grows as a result of his understand-
ing the experiences of other persons. The processes of society are 
analyzed in terms of the individual such as expressed by the four bas-
ic wishes of W. I. Thomas for security, new experience, response and 
recognition. Social functions came to be viewed p.s representative of 
personalitieB and in turn social functions were recognized in the pro-
cess of developing personalities. 
These social emphases were not without their effect upon the 
deve lopment of the concepts of personality. They were to be cri tical-
ly evaluated by the phil osophers, psychologists and anthropologists. 
We shall see these emphases reflected in the personalistic and inter-
personalistic approaches to the understanding of personality. 
2. The development of the social emphasis on personality 
The social side of the individual is not only emphasized by 
some writers such as E. E. Eubank, E. Fasis and E. w. Burgess, but it 
1 
is considered the very essence of personality itself by F. H". Allport. 
The personality is identified with the social self. At the same time 
such a view does not make personality ail inclusive or syno~ous with 
the total integrated system of the component parts of an organism. 
This social view of personality is further clarified by F. H. Allport 
-when he says : 
1 Allport, F. H., SP, 101. 
I I ~ I 
With the exception of a f ew traits, personality may be de-
fined as the individual's characteristic reactions to social 
stimuli, and the quality of his adaptation to the social 
features of his environment.l 
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The excepted traits are those identified by F. H. Allport under "nat-
ive endowment " such as the physiolor-ical and morphological traits. 
'l'he inference can be drawn from this view of personality that 
t he social features in the environment of an individual are stronger 
determinants of behavior than are any known inner drives. The conduct, 
attitudes, habits, character qualities are all responses of an indi-
vidual to th13 social environment. This view is maintained by many so-
ciol ogi s ts and environmental psychologists. 
An even more striking social emphasis was given to the under-
standi ng of personality by M. A. May. 
Accor ding to the original meaning of the term, personality 
is that which makes one effec~ive, or gives one influence 
over others. In the language of psychology it is one's 
s ocial stimulus value. Every individual may be regard~d as 
a stimulus to every other individual with whom he comes ·in 
contact.2 
Kurt Lewin contributed in a most fundamental manner to the de-
velopment of a social concept of personality. He proved the need in 
social science to translate phenomena from the empirical to the con-
ceptual level for the purpose of constructing a satisfactory system of 
scientific thought. Empirical phenomena become accessible to scienti-
fie treatment When the elements of their construction are ascertained. 
The proposed conceptual dimensions of constructs by Lewin have suggested 
1 Allport, F. H., SP 2 May, FP'~V, 82 • 
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a II field theoryn in social science, which is best characterized as a 
na method of analyzing causal relations and of building scientific con-
1 
structs." 
I 
The social scientist in the opinion of Lewin must deal with the 
"life space" of an individual if he is to understand him. The life 
space includes the person and his p~chological environment as it ex-
ists for him. Lewin conceived the task of the scientist to be as fol-
lows: 11 to dHvelop constructs and techniques of observation and measure-
ment adequate to characterize the given time and to state the laws gov-
2 
erning changHs of these properties." The field theory of Lewin is 
characterized by its emphasis upon the pragmatic definition of exist-
ence, interdependency of parts in the life space and the contemporane-
ity of the properties in the life space. 
Lewin endeavors to treat any psychological phenomenon of per-
sonality in relation to its total setting. Although the 11 field11 ap-
proach focuses upon the total environmental setting, it does not over-
look the inner structure of the individual. The latter, however, is 
viewed as being less decisive in the shaping of human behavior. · The 
inner structure of personality is defined in the topological view of 
Lewin as a stratified ~stem having a definite structure with distinct 
regions. At the same time this view allows for a degree of fusion and 
interdependence of the component parts. In the opinion of Lewin Per-
sonality is a Gestalt, but it is a Gestalt that has greater or less 
1 Lewin, FTS, 45. 
2 Levdn, FTS, xi. 
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unity depending upon its own unique, individual composition, its con-
dition as an organism and the field in which it behaves. The topology 
of a single personality in all its individuality must be ful~ appreci-
ated before 'its true dynamic tendencies can be understood. The topo-
logical method takes into consideration hmv the structure of person-
ality is altered by fanta~, delusions, or dreams and how personality 
is influenced by frustration, learning, regression, adolescence, re-
sistance to change and conflict. Each personality is a unique complex 
of qynamic sub-~stems of attention, needs and tensions, which function 
as vectors and valences in the field and range from the most real needs 
and ambitions of the individual to his peripheral and motor tension 
sub-systems. By vectors kwin means fields of force and tensions with-
in the personality, and by valences he means the positive and negative 
motivational values of objects and persons which affect the personali-
ty. Lewin repeatedly stresses the importance of including a wider and 
wider realm of determinants as parts of a single, interdependent field. 
In the last months of his life he emphasized his concept of motivation 
and needs less and stressed more such determinants as group membership, 
economics and political resources, social channels and other social 
1 
influences. 
Lewin was an energetic, ambitious discoverer and organizer, 
whose va.lue to the sciences of human behavior is widely recognized and 
appreciated. This statement can be made in view of the great amount of 
1 Lewin, FTS , xii • 
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research Lewin did in his life and the evaluations made by his contem-
poraries of his contributions. But something should be said about the 
scientific shortcomings of the field theory and the dynamic theory of 
personality proposed by Lewin. 
Iewin describes his field theory as "dynamic, 11 but every investi-
gator of behavior makes the same claim; the views of the opponent are 
always "st atic" in the opinion of such an investigator. The claims 
made by Le'Win are not unique: the "psychological" rather than the "p.hy-
sical'* approach, analysis which starts with the situation as a whole, 
the clear distinction between the systematic and historical approaches. 
Tlle "topology" of Lewin is not -what is lmown in mathematics as topology; 
in fact, it has been said, Lewin "did not quite lmow what mathematics 
1 
is ." 
The Lewin explanation of human behavior is impressive but i t 
2 
lacks sufficient predictive value for some psychologists. The gener-
al opinion is that the approach of Lewin is that of inventing valences, 
vectors and tensions from a knowledge of the behavior of a person. In 
other words it is claimed Lewin says certain forces were operative in 
a pers on as were bound to bring about the results which were de facto 
brought about. The opinion is : we really do not know any more than 
before. Lewin would be making a contribution if his method made pre-
diction possible of the behavior of a person from a knowledge of the 
tensions, vectors and valences which are operative. Such a prediction 
1 Faris, Rev.(l951), 87. 
2 Sprott, Rev.(l936), 249. 
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would be made independent of a knowledge of how the person actually 
behaved. 
Of course, Lewin claims hi s psychological methods have just 
this kind of predictive usefulness. 
To understand or predict the psychological behaviour (B) 
one has to determine for every kind of psychological 
event . ••• the momentary situation, that is, the momen-
tary structure and the st ate of the person (P) and of the 
environment (E). ~f (PE) .1 
This kind of evidence is not convincing to some psychologists and 
their suspicions are further supported by other statements of Lewin. 
For exampl e Lewin says:: 
Optimal environmental conditions, for example, optimal te~­
sion level, vary considerab~ with different individuals. 
The strength of barrier necessary in a specific case de-
pends upon the nature of the child •• ) 
The rhythm of psychological needs in respect of satiation 
and satisfaction varies so unpredictab~ from child to 
child, from day to day ••• 4 
It is not necessary to discuss further the field theory as ad-
vanced by Lewin for the purposes of this dissertation. It can be said 
Lewin has endeavored to provide a broad and more social concept of 
personality without aacrificing depth of perception. In addition to 
urging a wide social context for the understanding of personality, 
Lewin has stimulated interest in the creation of conceptual tools which 
assist in making precise analyses and formulating accurate definitions. 
The views of Lewin have been influential in the development of a so-
social emphasis upon personality as we find it in personalistic and 
1 Lewin, DTP, 79. 
2 Iewin, DTP, 110 • 
3 Lewin, DTP, 128. 
4 Lewin, DTP, 177. 
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and interpersonalistic concepts of personality. 
i. The inf ~ence . of personalistic p~chology 
The original .social emphasis upon persor. li ·Y was considered 
radical by some of the more conservative st r·er:ts of personality in-
eluding Franz Brentano, Josiah Rqyce and James Ward. This group de-
sired the least possible divergence from the older and pure~ philo-
sophical con1~eption of p~chology. The psychology of personality 
for this group was the science of self. The theologico-philosophical 
term 11 soul11 was discarded as well as the concepts which limited the 
J;:.E;:f·chologica1 study of personality to ''mental processes", "mental 
states 11 and 11 mental energies." This new approach to personality de-
clared the whole person s its basic datum. It included the concern 
for mental adivity but in relation to the whole person, its carrier 
and originator. 
Pers j r ·: ~ .; tic psychology or self- psychology must not be con-
fused with m3taphysical personalism. To a degree both mutually share 
their findings. 
Personalistic psychology finds speculative support for its 
findings in the realm of final causality in personalistic 
philosophy. Personalistic philosophy depends upon person-
alistic psychology for its psychological data.l 
The close relationship of personalistic psychology to personalistic 
philosophy has encouraged its classification as a philosophical psy-
cology. 
The great champion of personalistic psychology was Mary Whiton 
1 Sprott, RIP, 8. 
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Calkins of Wellesley College. She received able assistance in the de-
fense of her position by many other psychologists and philosophers. 
They included: Franz Brentano, G. F. Stout, J. M. Baldwin, Josiah 
Royce, James Ward, J. E. Creighton, W. McDougall, C. H. Judd, B. P. 
Bowne. More recent psychological exponents of the personalistic ap-
proach are William Stern and Gordon W. Allport. 
A discussion of the influence of personalistic psychology in 
recent years would not be complete without a presentation of the con-
tribution of E. s. Brightman. As a philosopher Brightman has vita~ 
stimulated the thinking of personalistic psychologists in setting forth 
1 
the outlines of what he calls 11 a metaphysics of the self. 11 
The personalistic metaphy~ics of the s~~ghtman stands 
firmly on the basic principles of personalism. He sets forth these 
2 
principles as follows: 
1. The data of personalism are radically empirical as they 
include the whole of experience. 
2. The method of personalism is adequate to the data as it 
ia synoptic and comprehends the Whole. 
3. The criterion of truth for personalism is coherence, and 
specifically, empirical coherence. 
4. Personalistic epistemology is dualistic; that is, "any 
idea which claims to be knowledge refers to something 
beyond that present idea which is its object. 11 3 Every 
self transcends itself. 
"Transcendence, objective reference, prehension -what-
ever we use--denotes the fundamental fact that mind 
1 Brightman, PMS. 
2 Brightman, PMS . 
3 Brightman, PMS, 6. 
reaches beyond itself to assert an interrelation with 
further reality .nl 
5. The metaphysics of personalism is idealistic; ultimate~ 
all rHlations are personal relations; all reality is per-
sonal reality. "This idealism views all of nature as 
mind; the energies of .1matter 1 are aspects of the will o~ 
the Cosmic Mind. The universe is a society of persons." 2 
6. Personalism is a qualitative monism; "in a personalistic 
universe all the variety of being is capable of being 
included without reduction under the categor,y of conscious 
exper:Lence."3 
1. Personalism is quantiatively pluralistic. 11 That is, the 
personalist holds that the universe is a society of ~ 
communicating and interacting persons and selves rath~r 
than a single self containing the many as its parts •11 
8. Personalistic metaphysics is axiological. "The purpose of 
the personalistic universe is the eternal conservation and 
increase of values in accordance with norms. n5 · 
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On the basis of the above principles of personalism Brightman 
sketches the characteristics of self and personality. He defines the 
self as a conscious being. "A conscious being -that is, a.rr.y complex 
of consciousness that is aware of its complexity and unity --is called 
6 
a self or an experient." This definition of self is the basis for 
the definition of personality. 11Any self or experient that is able to 
judge itself rational~ and to strive for ideal values is a person or 
7 
personality or mind. 11 
Brightman conceives the self as possessing seven chief charac-
8 
teristics. It is characterized by its temporality indisolub~ 
1 Brightman, PMS, 13. 
2 Brightman, PMS, 7. 
3 Brightman, PMS, 7. 
4 Brightman, PMS, 7. 
5 Brightman, PMS, 8. 
6 Brightman, PMS, 8. 
7 Brightman, PMS, 9. 
8 Brightman, PMS, 9-11. 
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connected with time-transcendence; it experiences both space and trans-
cendence of space; it is known sensuous~; it experiences feelings of 
liking or dis liking, approval or disapproval, satisfaction or dissatis-
faction; it possesses the function of will; it thinks; and it unifies 
change and i dentity. 
The personalistic metaphysics of the self set forth as a com-
plex unity of consciousness by Brightman was similar~ maintained b.1 
Calkins, Stern, Allport, Bertocci and others as the roots of personal-
istic psychology. This influence coming from personalism will be more 
apparent in an analysis of personalistic psychology. 
(1) The nature of personalistic psychology 
Persona.listic psychology intends to demolish the rigid concept-
ual barriers concerning the study of personality created by general 
psychology and to reconst ruct a new general psychology with the under-
standing of the person as its chief cornerstone. Allport concurs with 
this observation. "The intention is to rewrite the science of mental 
1 
life entirely around this new center of emphasis (that is, the person)." 
The self or person has been given a prominent place in psychology 
qy the perso alistic approach. 
There are several versions of personalistic thought, but they 
all do agree that the individual person as a many-sided unity 
must serve as the center of gravity for each and every investi-
gation and formulation of theory undertaken by psychology.2 
The universality of self-consciousness is a fundamental doctrine of per-
sonalism. To a personalist there is no consciousness which is not 
1 Allport, PER, 5So. 2 Allport, PER, S5o. 
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self-consciousness. In the opinion of the personalist consciousness 
1 
cannot be denied without implicitly asserting it. 
Person&listic p~chology is empirical. Although the intro-
spective method is most highly respected, yet the importance and 
legitimacy of empirical methods of studying personality are not mini-
mized. Allport maintains that psychological understanding comes part-
2 
ly from within and partly from y;ithout. 1'his process of understand-
ing requires both intuition and inference. Intuition connotes object• 
ivity and unified structuration. Inference takes into consideration 
sensory cues, empathic responses, re-integrative activity and swift 
associations so that a smooth course of comprehension is made possible. 
The contribution of personalism in the development of a social 
emphas is upon personality is chief~ embodied in its concept of so-
ciety. Calkins writes: 
The basal fact of p~chology is the individual self in its 
relations, primarily social relations; the unit of sociology 
is the interrelated system of selves, the social organism, 
the community) 
Personalism can thus be credited with taking the initiative in stress-
ing the interrelated system of selves as an important concept in the 
understanding of personality. 
In surr~rizing we can say that the several versions of person-
alistic thought have four specific emphases in common: 
1. They aim to reconstruct general psychology around the con-
cept of the person. 
2. They make the individual person or conscious self the focal 
point of scientific, psychological investigation and theory 
1 Calkins, FBP, 274. 2 Allport, PEfi, 357. c 3 alkins,Art.(l906),67. 
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formulation. 
3. They describe personalism as a functional psychology 
carried to its logical conclusion. 
4. They utilize an empirical-intuitive approach in their 
psychological research. 
(2) The concept of personality in personalistic psychology 
134 
Personalistic psychology as represented by Stern shares some 
views of CaD{inS in respect to the concept of personality. The charac-
teristics of the self as defined by Calkins are the characteristics 
that Stern considers significant in the person. The self, like the 
person, is: 11 persistent ; changes as it develops; is unique; is many-
sided; is thE~ groundwork of all its own experiences; and is related to 
1 
its physical and social environment." 
A slight difference between personalistic psychology and self-
psychology should be noted. Calkins prefers the term 11 self-psychology11 
and sharply distinguishes between body and mind. She maintains the 
self is not body-mind, but rather it is mind and has a body. A recog-
nition of thi s dualism is important as it results in a strong emphasis 
upon the function of self- awareness and upon introspection as a method 
of psychologi cal study. 
Stern prefers the term "personalistic psychology" and defines 
the person as psycho-physically neu·t.ral. The self cannot be described 
as mental because mind has no significance except in reference to its 
position within and service to the person. 
1 Allport, PER, 557. 
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A complete definition of self is not offered by Calkins and 
., 
Stern. It is indefinable in their opinion because the self is unique; 
however it i s perfectly knowable by the method of introspection. ' It 
is the analy1;ical quality of introspection in personalism which is ob-
jectionable to many psychologists. 
G. W. Allport has offered an explicit and more recent concept 
of personality. He defines personality as follows: 11 Personality is 
the dynamic organization within the individual of those ps.rchophysi-
cal o,rstems t hat determine his unique adjustments to his environm~nt .•~ 
The emphasis of Allport is upon the uniqueness of each personality in 
contrast to German psychologists such as W- Dilthey, 0. K'&.lpe, E. 
Kraepelin, L. Rostan and E. Kretschmer, who felt uniqueness of a per-
sonality could not be described or explained and, therefore, turned t o 
t ;ypological studies of personality. Allport puts personality on a 
psychophysical basis which embraces a basic continuity, unity and mul~ 
tiplicity in addition to its uniqueness. 
With Allport, personality develops when conditioned r eflexes are 
integrated into habit- systems and habit- systems are manifested as traits. 
The definition of traits in the theory of Allport accounts for the 
possibility of relatively stable but unique personalities. A t rait is : 
••• a generalized and focalized neuropsychic system (peculiar 
to the individual) with the capacity to render many stimuli 
functional~ equivalent, and to initiate and guide consistent, 
(equivalent) forms of adaptive and expressive behavior.2 
1 Allport , G., PER, 48. 
2 Allport, PER, 295. 
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Traits are not directly observed but are inferred. They serve as mo-
tives and manifest themselves as directive or stylistic manners. An 
integrated personality will be noticeab~ influenced by a cardinal 
trait. 
Consciousness of the self is fundamental to personality develop-
ment for it involves the concept of the world, the introception of so-
cial norms and an evaluation of self in terms of self-esteem by the in-
dividual. It is the conviction of Allport that the present dynamics 
of per sonality are more important in the understanding of persons than 
a knowledge of the environmental situation or past experience. 
The motivational structure of self has slight~ different expla-
nations among the personalists. Calkins believes instincts motivate 
personality. Her view of motivation differs from that held qy the be-
havi orists in the contention that the majority of the instincts are pri-
marily social. The instincts are supplemented by attitudes, sentiments, 
traits and tho ego. 
Stern gave a more dynamic character to personalistic psychology 
of personality by rejecting the deterministic instinct theory advanced 
by Calkins and others. He ·views the behavior of the personality as a 
1 
purposive function directed toward self-preservation and self-development . 
The inner goal structure of the person aids him in realizing his self-
development through the realization of values. Stern explains the pur-
posive function of personality by appealing to all the available concepts 
1 Murchison, HPA, 1,356. 
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of motivation including innate drives and needs. The motivating needs 
and drives are greatly affected by the external environment of the per-
sonality, particular~y its social aspects. The innate dispositions of 
.the personality act as potentialities for action. The needs are the 
activated drives influenced by the external environment. The drives 
are directed toward the goals by instincts which furnish the means to-
ward the goals. Stern maintains the personalistic principle b,y con-
ceiving the individual as creative and capable of spontaneous and not 
1 
mere reactive behavior. 
Allport also rejects a mechanistic explanation for motivation 
and suggests that behavior is stimulated by innate "pushes •" The 
process to which Allport refers is "functional autonoii\1 •" The funda-
mental aspect of this process is that of ontogenetic emergence. By 
ontogenetic emergence ear~ propensities are not mere~ altered but 
2 
supplanted by adult motives. 
Adult motivations are 11 infinite:cy- varied, self-sustaining, 
contemporary systems, growing out of antecedent systems, but function-
) 
al:cy- independent of them. 11 Allport grants that the origin of a mo-
tive may lie in hypothetical instincts, 11 or more like~, :in the organ-
4 
ic tensions and diffuse irritability." Each motive has a definite 
point of origin. When a r;:ersonality reaches maturity motives break 
their bonds with their origins, and the relationship is mere:cy- of a 
historical nature and not functional. 
1 Allport, PER, 556. 
2 Allport, Art .(l940), 541-544. 
3 Allport, PER, 194. 
4 Allport, PER, 194. 
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The basic aspects of personality growth, in the opinion of 
Allport , are differentiation, integration, maturation and learning. 
The constraints of the self are also aspects of growth. Integration 
is one of the most L~portant processes of personality growth. It 
lifts the personality through a hierarchy of levels. Integrated sys-
tams of conditioned reflexes form habits; the integration of habits 
1 
tends to foi'Ul,.-traits; integrated traits make up the ego. Final~, 
the integrated ego system forms the personality. These levels occur 
chronological~ in response to experiences which require adjustment. 
Allport appli es learning to the growth of the personalit.y condition-
2 
ing, i nsight and imitation. Growth by insight is more personal, vo-
litional, rational and permanent than conditioning or imitation. 
The concept of will in personalistic psychology indicates the 
co-activity of the conscious, the unconscious, the conditioning en-
vironment and heredity. Stern adds another prerequisite to the pro-
cess of willing, namely, faith in oneself, or confidence in the abili-
ties one has. He also maintained that in the person there exists a 
relatively permanent disposition toward specific acts. This he called 
a "will-set." Allport believes there is evidence for "habits of will", 
3 
and he includes them in his concept of "traits~'! 
In spite of the several varying personalistic concepts of per-
sonality , some general basic views are apparent . The following state-
ments attempt to summarize these personalistic views regarding 
1 Allport, PER, 139. 
2 Allport, PER, 131. 
3 Allport, PER, 418. 
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personality. 
1. Porsonalistic thinking proceeds from the point of view 
of the person himself. 
2. Self-consciousness and creative growth are unifying pro-
cesses of the personality. 
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3. Personalism emphasizes the uniqueness of each personality. 
4. A personality is known through an empirical-introspective 
approach. 
5. Personality is primarily influenced by the external en-
vironmental factors, espectally the social factors. 
6. The psycho-socio-physical tendencies of the individual 
help determine his unique personality adjustment. 
7. A personality is motivated qy organic tensions and en-
vironmental stimuli, which are transformed into autono-
mous functions. 
8. Maturation, learning, differentiation, integration are 
basic processes of the personality. 
9. Traits, attitudes and the ego represent structural lev-
e l s of the personality. 
10. The will is the co-activity of the conscious and unconsci-
Ol~ mechanisms, the environmental stimuli and the cardinal 
trait,s of the personality. 
ii. Interpersonal psychologr 
Interi~rsonal psychology has a strong personalistic heritage; 
however, it has origins that are specifically interpersonalistic in 
nature. Through the years several philosophical sources have suggest-
ed interpersonalistic concepts. As these concepts have become more 
explicit they have been utilized by psychology. Some psychologists 
have built a system of psychology upon these concepts; a system call-
ed "interpersonal psychology. 11 
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(1) The philosophical origins of interpersonal psychology 
The philosophical origins of interpersonal p~chology are found 
in Immanuel Kant, J. G. Fichte, F. W. Schelling, G. W. Hegel, Borden 
P. Bo~;me, Josiah Royce, Mary W. Calins, Edgar S. Brightman, Albert 
1 
c. Knudson, Ralph T. Fle,~lling and Peter A. Bertocci. The interper-
sonali stic contributions of each of these philosophers will not be 
given here. However, it will be helpful to point to several of the 
most fundamental philosophical concepts utilized by interpersonal psy-
chology. 
The general philosophical orientation of interpersonalism is 
organic pluralism. Organic pluralism maintains the reality of the in-
dividual persons, who are never in isolation, but in interaction with 
each other. This organic, numerical pluralism places its emphasis up-
on the qualitative monism of personal, conscious experience~ Kant, 
the father of modern idealism, energetical~ set man forth as the 
critical, creative, organizing genius capable of unifying multi.ple sen-
sations on the basis of his perceptions and of discovering the values 
and purposes of the phenomenal world, life and moral law. The position 
of Kant was continued by J. G. Fichte, "Who maintained that the mind or 
spirit is the real world. Man experiences the essence of reality yffien 
his subjective self cooperates with the Absolute Self (God) and becomes 
the creative center of knowledge, reality and value. F. W. Schelling 
considered persons to be real only as related to the Absolute Self (God) 
1 Johnson, Art.(l949), 228. 
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and not as i~;ola.ted individuals. G. W. Hegel adopted this dynamic 
view of reality and developed it as the basis of his dialectic pro-
cess. The a·bsolute goal of this process was sell-consciousness and 
knowledge of the mind which comprehended the meaning and purpose of 
everything. For Hegel reality was the rational and the rational was 
the real. The views of Hegel were reflected in the voluntarism of 
Schopenhauer in which the will was the real sell. 
The personalistic philosophers of the twentieth century have 
considered personality as the fundamental reality. Man is a co-oper-
ator, a co-creator with the Cosmic Person (God), who creates continu-
ously and allows man freedom of choice and spontaneous activity. Per-
sons are interrelated through the Cosmic Person, and because of this 
relationship they are interested in and have responsibility toward 
one another. The phrase, "the transcendent reference of personality" 
as used by the personalistic philosophers approximates the assertion 
of interpersonal relations. 
E. s. Brightman represents a pivotal position between personal-
ism and interpersonalism. Personality or self includes the conscious 
only and excludes the unconscious. The physical body of the self is 
environment. The self is individual and social. A person functions 
in a wide variety of interpersonal relations without ceasing to be an 
individual. Every activity affects other persons to a degree because 
of the endless interrelationship of persons through the Divine Person. 
The interpersonal interaction of persons has meaning because of inter-
personal communication. Interpersonal communication leads to action. 
Brightman summarizes the levels of interpersonal relations as 
follows: 
1. the level of mere causation--receptivity or action with-
out awareness of the other persons affecting us or being 
affected by us; 
2. the level of sympathy and antipathy--liking or disliking 
what others communicate to us; 
3. the level of understanding--where the other person or 
group is properly interpreted, yet perhaps all the more 
dis iked; 
1 
4. the level of love. 
From this conception of interpersonal relations Brightman sug-
gests a social theory that has as its goal organic pluralism. 
The b esi; statement of the goal is perhaps to call it organic 
pluralism--the recognition that we belong together in an in-
terpersonal connnunity, yet that we all have individual ex-
istence and personal rights. This may also be called social 
persona_ism or democratic socialism.2 
BrightiDAn makes the ultimate category social. This social goal is in 
other words, "inexhaustible, developing love.u 
(2) The rise of interpersonal psychology 
Psychologists have given an increasing amount of attention to 
the study of personality in the twentieth century. This interest was 
shared also by the psychiatrists. At the mid-century mark atomis t ic, 
mechanistic and behavioristic approaches to the understanding of man 
were being discarded for more socialistic and holistic concepts. The 
importance of interpersonal relations was being clinically demonstrat-
ed by clinical psychology, psychiatry, and social psychology. Principles 
of an interpersonal psychology were formulated with the suppor t of 
1 Brightman, PMS, 16. 2 Brightman, P~o, 17. 
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empirical evi dence. Leaders primarily influential in the rise of in-
terpersonal psychology were: H. s. Sullivan, J. L. ~~reno, Fritz 
Kunkel and Paul E. Johnson. A summary of the contribution made by 
each leader to interpersonal psychology follows: 
(i) H. s. Sullivan 
Harry Stack Sullivan, a psychiatrist, was one of the first 
leaders in the field of psychology to develop a theory of personality 
based on a concept of interpersonal relations. The interpersonal 
psychiatry of Sullivan recognizes the con~lexity of interpersonal re-
lations. He defines psychiatry as 11 the study of processes that in-
1 
valve or go em between people. 11 
In the research of Sullivan personality is considered a product 
of i.'1.terpersonal relations. 11 It was seen personality can never be 
isolated fron1 the complex of interpersonal relations in which the per-
2 
s on lives and has his being." The importance of interpersonal re-
lations for personality is stated still more emphatically by Sullivan. 
"Personality I now define in the particularist sense as the relatively 
enduring pattern of recurrent interpersonal situations which character-
3 
ize a human life • " 
The interpersonalistic concept of personality given by Sullivan 
is rooted i n a biological view of the individual. The biological energy 
is transformed in its expression by acculturation. 11A human being is 
an acculturated biological organism.n 
1 Sullivan, CMP, 4. 
2 Sullivan, CMP, 5. 
4 
3 Sullivan, CMP, vi. 
4 Sullivan, CMP, 122. 
Sullivan believes that all human behavior, as interpersonal 
relations, can be classified into two related categories: 1) the 
pursuit of satisfactions, 2) the pursuit of security. The attain-
ment of satisfactions and security are considered to be the goals, 
the s ought end-states of human behavior as shown in interpersonal re-
lations. ·rn the pursuit of satisfactions a person responds primari~ 
to biological needs such as hunger, sleep, sex and thirst. The pur-
suit of security grows out of the cultural equipment and adjustment 
of man. In tihe pursuit of security there is tension constantly 
present, which is not true in the case of the pursuit of satisfaction. 
The interpersonal situation is composed of two or more people. 
An interpersonal situation is behavior that is not rigid or stereo-
typed; t he interpersonal situation is continually changing with pur-
pose. It is a process. Sullivan summarizes his discussion in de-
fining the interpersonal situation by saying that it is a "person-
integrated-in-a-situation-with-another-person-or-persons." This is 
the unit of study for the inerpersonalistic psychiatrist and the soil 
for the growth of the personality. 
One of the prime factors contributing to the development of 
personality is the "self-dynamism." It is a kind of "structural unit" 
within the personality, which is lmown by its functioning in inter-
personal relations. Self dynamism develops in a child as he becomes 
progressively socialized by the freedoms and the restraints of hls 
environment. 
Sullivan stresses the fact that self-dynamism should not be 
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considered eynorrymous with momentary self-awareness, the awareness of 
the "I" of oneself at any given instant. Self- dynamism is the totali-
ty of the life experience of oneself, which is one continuous process 
or configuration of processes. Self- dynamism comprises the experience 
of approbation and disapproval, of reward and punishment . As these 
experiences continue anxiety develops and the " I" becomes the all im-
portant pivot of life. The 11 I 11 or the self becomes extremely alert 
to everything about it. Its activity is conscious and unconscious. 
Self-dynamism is a constituent part of personality. It becomes a 
prize watch dog1 
As a result of the extreme sensitivity of the "I", the inter-
persona l relations of a person are P,rofoundly affected by it. The 
structure of the self-system is such that it is capable of manifesting 
many different "me-you patterns" in different interpersonal situations 
or in the same situation. The self- s.ystem is the limit, the contain-
ing manifold, the envelopi ng matrix of the "me-you patterns." The 
personality, the hypothetical entity postulated in order to make all 
1 
the behavior intelligible , is the limit of the s e lf-~stem. 
There are cert ain phenomena to which the self refuses awareness 
and recognition, except under the impact of extraordinary influences. 
These phenomena usuall,y are dynamic potentialities of the self. When 
the self dissociates a dynamism they exist not on~ outside awareness 
but ordinarily are not accessible t,o the self . The process by which 
1 Sullivan, Cro~, 135. 
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dissoc i ation occurs is not formul ated by the person. If "dissociated 
dynamisms 11 ar e recognized, discriminated, reintegrated, this involves 
a nrofound ru1d immediate alteration in the basic direction and charac-
J; 
teristics of the self. This means that the whole personality is 
changed. 
A person maintains security and avoids anxiety by selective~ 
ignoring, selectively inattending, whatever happens which is not ob-
viously conducive to winning the approval or avoiding the disapproval 
of the 11 sign:Lficant others •11 This dynamic component of the interper-
sonal si·tuatj_on is consciously and unconsciously present to those in-
volved i n thH situation. 
The "reflected appraisal" plays an important role in the in-
terpersonal situation. As one respects or disrespects his self, so 
one respects or disrespects others. The child appraises himself as 
he is appraised by the 11 significant adults •11 If an unwanted child 
meets with hostility and derogation from the "significant adults 11 , he 
appraises, he feels, his worth to be what they find it to be. 
These three dynamic components: selective inattention, dis-
sociated dynamism and reflected appraisals, function as self-resolving 
processes in interpersonal situations. These processes emerge in the 
individual as a self- dynamism which prevents a person becoming trans-
fixed in a situation. The fluid and dynamic processes function with-
in the person and between persons . 
An understanding of the power motive is also fundamental to 
the concept of personality by Sullivan. He does not restrict the 
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meaning of 11 power motive" to 11power drive" but defines it as folloVls: 
u ••• refers to the expansive biological striving of the infant and 
states characterized by the feeling of ability, applying in a very 
l 
vride sense , t~ all kinds of human activity." 
A pers on is born with soJD3t,hing of the power motive. A power drive, 
in contrast and as viewed qy Sullivan, is learned and compensates for 
an inner sense of powerlessness due to the earJ.y frustration of latent 
potentialitiEJS . The meaning of the power motive is directly related 
to inerpersonal relations. "In the wide sense of the term, power is 
2 
potent i al , and actual accomplishment along with others." 
The power motive is LDfluential in the evaluation of oneself, 
and according to Sullivan, as one respects himself so he can respect 
others. To be able to utilize power in interpersonal relations affords 
satisfaction and security to the personality. 
So important and fundamental is t he power motive that the 
degree t o which it is satisfied, fulfilled, and the manner 
in which it is satisfied and fulfilled main~ ~etermines 
the growth and characteristics of personality. 
Because interpersonal situations are the source of motivation 
Sullivan does not recognize what is commonly termed 11will. 11 "I know 
of no evidence of a force or power that may be called a will, in con-
4 
tradistinction to the vector addition of integrating tendencies.u 
Choice is an illusion and freedom of the will is a mere dogmatic as-
sertion . 
1 Sul livan, CMP, 121. 
2 Sulli van, CMP, 121. 
3 Sullivan, CMP, 121. 
4 Sullivan, CMP, 95. 
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Decisions about which many patients have much trouble--their 
indecisi.veness--is intimtely connected with the illusion of 
choice, in turn entangled with dogmatic assertions of free-
dom of the will, and of one's ability to choose between good 
and evil.l 
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Decision and choice are real~ the functions of memory and prospect-
ive revery. These functions often eventuate in foresight. They are 
interpersonal processes that include the function of the self system. 
The value of the thinking of ~ullivan cannnot be underestimat-
ed in relation to the rise of :\nterpersonal psychology. It has stimu-
lated the social sciences by providing a new frame of reference. The 
validity of the insights of Sullivan concerning personality .has been 
general~ recognized. These insights are well summarized in the fol-
lowing statement: 
Personality is the hypothetical entity postulated 11 to ac-
count for the doings of people, one vdth another, and with 
more or less personified objects •" It "is made manifest -in 
interpElrsonal situations, and not otherwise." It is the 
most inclusive category of interpersonal behavior, including 
not on~ the self system, with its multiple "me-you patterns 11 
but also ivhat exists outside awareness because of selective 
inattention or dissociation. As ana~sis will reveal, it is 
the reservoir of creative activity and original thought.2 
(ii) J. L. lioreno 
Joseph L. Moreno, a Viennese psychiatrist, who is the founder 
of the Psychodramatic Institute at Beacon, New York, has developed a 
psychotherapy known as psychodrama. It is an interpersonal ID3thod of 
diagnosis as well as theraP,Y. Moreno in his theraP,Y has re-established 
the Greek principle of emotional catharsis through dramatic performance-. 
1 Sullivan, CMP, 95. 2 Sullivan, CMP, 135. 
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Psychodrama enables the patient to work out his problems on the stage 
through his interpersonal relations with a few therapeutic actors. 
The psychodrama becomes a miniature human society in which the pati-
ent is enabled to underst and himself and others. 
One of the charact eristic features of psychoo~ama is that 
role-acting is essentially included in the treatment process. 11 The 
role can be defined as a unit of synthetic experience into which pri-
1 
vate , social and cultural elements have merged." A role is an inter-
personal experience and requires usually two or more persons to give 
it being . In role playing "the full psychodrama of our interrelations 
2 
does not eroorge; it is buried in and between us." Psychodramatics 
has developed a number of techniques to elicit the deeper levels of 
the interpersonal phenomenon into expression. 
Some of the major techniques used in psychodrama to bring the 
interpersonal world into the open include: soliloquy, dream present-
ation, spontru1eous improvisation, psychomusic. In the use of these 
techniques a member of the psychiatric staff serves as planner and 
director of the psychodramatic performance, which is structured on the 
problem of the patient. The director generally contributes the plot 
for the psychodrama, but characterization, dialogue and action are left 
to the patient and his fellow players . The players act out the plot 
spontaneously, that is, they act out their character roles as they wish. 
Both the players and the members of the audience, who live the 
1 Moreno, PSY, 184. 2 Moreno, PSY, 190. 
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psychodrama wi th the players, are free to comment and make suggestions 
during and f ollowing the dramatization. 
In psychodrama the patient liberates his true self. He gains 
the point of view of his Creator. As the patient progresses in the 
liberating process he understands himself and all he has done and 
does. Psychodrama releases the spontaneity of the self and breaks the 
chains of ill usion. Spontaneity is a state of production. It is the 
essential pr inciple of all creative experience. 
The spontaneity of which Moreno speaks ("s" theory) is not identi-
cal with the sex energy Freud called libido. The individual is not en-
dowed with a reservoir of spontaneity. The "s" factor is used as a 
guide or searchlight by the individual to prompt the most appropriate 
emotions, thoughts and actions . Spontaneity functions only at the 
time of its emergence . It appears and functions in an infinite varie-
1 
ty of ways. 
2 
11 God is apontaneity ." The cormnandment of God is: 11 Be spontane-
oust" Man can live rneaningfulJ.y by finding the path of creativity 
which leads to spontaneity or direct communication and identity with 
the Creator. In this way man not only is a part of creation but a 
part of the Creator. Man and God have a dual relationship. In this 
3 
relationship God moves into man and man into God. God does not in-
terfere with the course of events, because he would then interfere 
1 Moreno, PSY, 86. 
2 Moreno, WF , xviii . 
3 Moreno, WF, xv. 
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with His very Self. v1.hat happens is in essence, God, Himself. 
The creation of God, the universe and man, is never separated 
from God. They both exist in continuous interaction with Him. In 
the interper~:onal relationship with God and His creations, man re-
ceives the creative, therapeutic, spontaneous, integrative power. 
These values of the interpersonal relationship as stressed and de-
monstrated by Moreno in psychodrama have stimulated great interest and 
have promoted interpersonal psychology. Moreno has made a consider-
able i.mpression upon those theorists of personality who consider in-
terpersonal relationships in their views. 
(iii) Fritz Kunkel 
The 11 theocentric 11 or 11 re ligious psychology11 of Fritz Kunkel 
attempts 11to make understandable the interrelationships and develop-
1 
ment of all f' orms of human behavior." His study of personality has 
resulted in a theory of t he changes and formation of the psychophysi-
cal nature of the human being . 
The thinking of Kunkel has developed primarily out of the "in-
dividual psychology11 of Alfred Adler. He has also utilized the insights 
of Sigmund :freud and C. G. Jung. The "collective unconscious" of Jung 
has influenced him particularly. He confesses his indebtedness to 
the transcendentalism of Immanuel Kant for his philosophical orienta-
tion. In the religious field his thinking has been deepened and also 
by the contributions of Reinhold Niebuhr, John Macmurray and Gerald 
1 Kunkel, LEN, ix. 
1S2 
Heard. 
Kunkel has contributed several basic insights in the formulat-
ion of an interpersonal psychology-. He believes the true knowledge 
of self is achieved only through a knowledge of another or others. 
The religi ow3 experience. of God as a basis for understanding self 
J 
provides t he interpersonalism'of Kunkel with a theocentric and philo-
sophical orientation. This becomes evident in an analysis of his con-
cepts deal ing with the real self, the ego, the unconscious and the 
creative powers ?f personality. Of ~he real self Kunkel says that it, 
••• seems to be· a goal of development rather than an immedi-
ate experience. It may be the channel through which the in-
finite highest value draws us towards the top of the pyramid 
of means and goals.l 
Since the self is infinite a definite image is impossible. A full un-
derstanding of our own self is as impossible as a comprehension of 
God. The more we come to know Him, the more we know our own self. 
This reasoning reflects the observation. of Kunkel that a psychologi-
cal knowledge of self is not so much a result of scientific investi-
2 
gation as of philosophical thinking and religious experience. 
It is important to note that the self is more than the conscious 
personality. The more a person discovers of his real self the greater 
is his sense of responsibility for the group of which he is a part and 
the less is his concern for personal interests. "The real self is not 
3 
1 Kunkel, ISM, 73. 
2 Kunkel, ISM, 74. 
3 Kunkel, ISM, 76. 
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The r eal self is not just a human, loving concern for fellow-
man, but "it is at the same time the creativity of the Creator, ·work-
1 
ing through human individuals." "Our creative center, the Self, is 
2 
our positive relationship to God. 11 The final objective of the real 
self is i t s religious development toward selfhood. "Our Selfhood is 
the experien<~e of our dependence on and our support by the Creator 
3 
whom we know only partially." The progression of this religious de-
velopment is reflected in the terms used by the self. In the beginning 
it is "I"; then it becomes "we 11 ; and at last it becomes 11He." The 
"we-experience" involves two areas of experience, the religious and 
the unconscious • 
Kunkel defines the ego as "the sum total of what we know or 
4 
what we think we know about ourselves." The ego is a conception of 
our own g oalB, abilities, potentialities and limitations. That part 
of the ego, which is conscious, is the ego- image. The greater portion 
of the e go is unconscious. It is independent of the self and often 
remains rigid. The self can change, display new characteris tics and 
grow toward more nature levels. 
The real self does not control our actions and decisions. 
This function is jealously retained by the ego-image as it determines 
most decisively our outer fate and inner development. Behavior pat-
ter ns and decisions serve the ego instead of the self and are, therefore, 
egocentric. The ego defends itself against all external enemies, 
1 Kunkel, Tiilll, 76. 
2 Kunkel, LSM, 90. 
3 
4 
Kunkel, ISis~' 90. 
Kunkel, , 73. 
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resistances, competitors and exploiters as well as destructive emot-
ions, desires and thoughts. All the inherited collective powers that 
conflict with the ego remain unconscious, under-developed and primi-
tive. The goal of all religious endeavor should be the replacement 
of the ego and its unfavorable influences by the real self and its 
creative, positive forces. 
In every person there is a collective unconscious power and 
Kunkel distinguishes between two kinds or two layers of this unconscious. 
They are distinguished by their relation to time. Kunkel speaks of the 
"unconscious of the past11 , and he means a memory and inheritance (a 
Jungian concept) . He also speaks of the "unconscious of the future." 
It is the infinite pyramid of values, possibilities, responsibilities, 
opportunities, which as it were, are lying before us. 
The unconscious po11rers are responsible for all creative and 
destructive efforts. Motives, instincts or drives are biological or 
cultural forms of these powers. The unconscious powers constantly 
seek release from within man. 'rile unconscious powers need to be 
channeled int.o the attainment of positive goals and values. This de-
termines the success ·or failure of human living. A misuse of these 
great capacities can destroy values, other persons and personality it-
self. 
Anxiety is a misuse of the unconscious forces by the ego. It 
is the opposite of creativity. Anxiety causes the creative unconscious 
forces to flow in the wrong direction. In a sense anxiety is the feel-
ing of distance between God and man. Due to the loss of a positive 
I I I I 
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relationship to the Creator there is no new influx of power. The 
power which r emains tends to ebb and the feeling of anxiety is height-
ened. 
The pr edicament of man is his mistmderstanding and misuse of 
the creat ive powers entrusted to him. He has a common obligation to 
himself' and to others, namely, to grow mature. Maturation is the 
realization of selfhood and the highest possible relationship with 
God. 
The theocentric interpersonalism of Knnkel is a philosophical 
science of an organic pluralism of p3 rsons. All persons are related 
to a great Cosmic Person. The emphasis of Kunkel is upon the we-
experience which gives his psychology a social context. It is in 
this context of the we-experience that selfhood and God are realized. 
Creativity, freedom, spontaneity are products of this interpersonal 
relationship. These views represent the valuable contribution of 
Knnkel to the rise of interpersonal psychology. 
(iv) Paul E. Johnson 
Paul E. Johnson is one of the currently active advocates of the 
i nterpersonal point of view; in fact, he uses the term "interpersonal 
1 
psychology" by which to identify his psychology. He comes from a tra-
dition that is congenial to the interpersonal philosophical and psy-
chological concepts. As a Professor of Psychology of Re ligion at Boston 
University his thinking shares personalistic characteristics which were 
1 Johnson, PPC, 27-32. 
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elucidated by Borden P. Bowne, Josiah Royce, Mary W. Calkins, William 
Stern, Edgar s. Brightman and Albert c. Knudson. The thinking of 
Johnson also has been stimulated by the mystical philosopher, Martin 
Buber and his concept of the "I and 'l'hou" as well as psychiatrists 
such as Jacob L. Moreno, Fritz Kunkel and Harry s. Sullivan. 
Paul E. Johnson has stated concisely, and, yet clear~, his 
i nterpersonal psychology in a theological framework. His defini-
tion of interpersonal psychology -emphasizes the importance of the 
person and his interaction with other persons. "Interpersonal psy-
chology is t he scientific stuqy of persons interacting with other 
1 
persons. 11 
Interpersonal psychology is a . social psychology with a dis-
tinct viewpoint because it focuses its interest upon the interaction 
of persons with each other. 11Interpersonal psychology investigates 
dynamic i nteraction of persons in the network of their mutual and 
2 
constantly changing responsiveness .u 
The distinctive emphases of the· inter personal psychology of Johnson 
are summarized in ten postulates: 
3 
1. 11 Persons are the central focus of this psychology. 11 The ere-
at ion and preservation of values are functions of the Person and persons. 
Values have a personal nature. The experience of values is intel ligible 
only t o a person or persons. For this reason the person becomes the 
1 Johnson, Art.(l949, 22.5; PPC, 27 . 
2 Johnson, Art.(l949), 227. 
3 Johnson, Art.(l949), 22.5; PPC, 27- 30 . 
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~e~~efi seeemee the basic unit of study in interpersonal psychology. 
The person is t he essential unit of interaction in society. Society 
is the intra-action of persons and the responses of the person are 
primarily intra-activities. 
1 
2. nPersons confront each other in .!""~ relationships." 
The chief interest of every person is other significant persons. The 
relati onship of a person to another person is radically different 
from his relationship to a thing. A person is interactive, responsive 
and unpredictable. A thing is passive, non-responsive, predictive in 
its relation to a person. The person interacting in complex, social 
relationships vdth other persons is a unit of study which is of ma-
jar importance. The scientific study of a person in isolation is 
sterile, atomistic, abstract and unreal. 
11 Personal motives are reactions to the significant persons in 
2 
one's social orbit." The social influence of persons is much more vi-
tal and decisive than the influence of biological heredity or physical 
enviro1nnent. The behavior of a person is largely determined by how 
he thinks other persons feel toward him. Persons are sensitive to the 
praise, disapproval, ridicule, love and hatred of others. This is 
true for infants, youth and adults. The capacity to sense the feel-
ings of others is called empathy. 
4. "The desires and efforts of persons are aimed at goals 
1 Johnson, Art.(l949), 225. 
2 Johnson, Art.(l949), 225. 
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1 
valued by other persons •11 The desires of a person are focused in 
accordance with the desires of other persons. This is not imitation. 
Values reflect their ID13a.ning to the individual through persons. 11 Per-
2 
sons are not only bearers of value, but also deciders of value. 11 
Social and cultural standards, which are created by persons who work 
and decide together, determine the importance of values to those 
persons. 
5. "Persons work for values in order to share or keep them 
3 
from other persons." Human energy is directed toward the creation of 
values. There is great personal satisfaction in being able to create 
values. This satisfaction is multiplied and enhanced when the creat-
ed values have social significance. Values of social significance are 
eit her shared. or possessively defended against others. The product i on 
of values for these purposes provide personal and social satisfaction. 
6. "From defensive tactics come fear, rivalry, and poverty 
from sharing comes mutual confidence, co-operation and abundance of 4 . 
values •" Most of the personal and social problems are rooted in de-
fensiveness, selfishness and hatred. Human life acquires joy, digni-
t y and beauty as fruits of loving to share values in increasing meas-
ures. 
7. "The health of persons and societies depends upon there-
lations of persons to each other ." 
1 Johns on, Art.( l 949), . 226 . 
2 Johnson, Ar t . (l949), 226. 
3 J ohnson, &rt.(l949), 226. 
5 
Physical and mental disorders 
4 Johnson, Art.(l949), 226. 
5 Johnson, Art .(l949), 226. 
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result from insecure, hostile and predatory interpersonal relations. 
Security, love, mutual concern and interest provided by interperson-
al relations are conducive to health and wholeness. 
8. "Egocentricity cripples a person within his anxious shell 
1 
of pride and futile defenses ." A child is born into a "we-relation-
ship" with .d.ts mother. The egocentric person disrupts this wholesome 
relationship and produces anxiety in the child. Anxiety and defen-
siveness encourage a growing self-centered pattern in the grov~h of 
personality. This is contrary to the true self which is a social 
self. The eg6 centered person cannot attain a mature 11we-experience 11 
with others ; he is crippled by his pride, anxiety, defensiveness and 
lack of creative responsibility toward others . 
9. 11 A person may be disturbed and deceiverl by mental images 
2 
of himself and others. 11 Self-appraisals are reflected attitudes of 
what others seem to think of oneself. Persons conduct themselves in 
a manner by which they fulfill self images and ideals. It is desir-
able to exp ess the true self and its superficial images in social 
interaction. Interpersonal relations can aid the person in correct-
ing his self-appraisal and reflected attitudes of others. 
10. "Role-training is aided by psychodrama in ·which a person 
may practice taking his role in reaction to other players who act the 
3 
part of real persons in his social situation." 
1 Johnson, Art.(l949), 226. 
2 Johnson, Art .( l949), 226. 
3 Johnson, Art.(l949), 226. 
Psychodrama enables 
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persons t o learn the art and gain the s atisfaction of mutual response. 
Sociometric tests, p~chological instruments which measure the feel-
ing processes of attention and repulsion between people, help to dis-
cover persons who need to learn the art of gaining satisfaction from 
mutual r esponses. Role-learning at the reality level provides inter-
personal ski lls and security for undeveloped personalities so that 
they can become a constructive part of society. 
The psychology taught by Paul E. Johnson accents social rel at-
ions . Its undergirding philosophy 11 is an organic pluralism of persons 
1 
united by a Cosmic Person." The creative center of all values is 
God. Each person has the capacity to become a co-creator with God 
and other persons. This is an -interpersonal psychology which is theo-
centric. 
(.3) . A sununary of interpersonal psychology 
' _, 
Interpersonal psychology can be formal~ defined as a scientific 
study of persons interacting with other persons. It has a perspective 
for the whole of life and is both a faith and a science in a comple-
mentary relationship. There are twelve postulates that are presuppos -
2 
ed by this psychology: 
1. Persons are central foci of this interpersonal psychology. 
2. Every person confronts other persons in I-Thou relation-
shi ps in which persons express unique capacities that 
thi ngs do not and can never have. 
1 Johnson, Art.(l949), 234. 
2 Johnson, Art.(l949); PPC; PR; WAY; Kunkel, ISM; LBN; Moreno, PSY; 
WF; Sull ivan, CMP o 
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3. Personal motives are reactions to the significant per-
sons in the social orbit. 
4. Desires and efforts of persons are aimed toward goals 
valued by other persons. 
5. Persons work for values for the purpose of sharing or 
keoping the.m from other persons. 
6. The health of persons and societies depends on the relat-
ions of persons to each other. 
7. · Persons suffer fear, riva~ and poverty from egocentric, 
defensive tactics and enjqy mutual confidence, cooperat-
ion and an abundance of values from sharing practices. 
8. Persons can find resources for creative living in spon-
taneity as a well-spring of ja,rous interest, experimental 
discovery and uninhibited expression. 
9. Persons achieve healthy growth and maximum maturity through 
love. 
10. A person needs continual~ to re-evaluate mental images 
of himself and others qy the disciplines of self-appraisal 
and exper~11ental role-training. 
11. Each person has a reliable capacity for psychological re-
organization, reorientation and growth. 
12. The growth forces of personality respond to accepting and 
understanding interpersonal relations. 
The above twelve postulates state in general the faith of the 
interpersonal psychologist, but his scientific methodology by which 
he carries on his work in psychological theory and practice deserves 
consideration. The methodology of interpersonal psychology has been 
stated by Johnson as principles which guide the scientific work of the 
1 
interpersonal psychologist. 
1 Johnson, Art.(l950); PPC, 30-32. 
1. 11 'rhe scientific methods employed by interpersonal psy-
chology are social rather than abstract or mechanical. 
2. liThe experiments conducted to test the hypotheses of 
interpersonal psychology are designed to investigate 
how persons act in social relations. 
3. 11 The measurements and other data obtained by this psy-
chology are of personal and interpersonal behavior. 
4. 11 The field of psychological invest igation is synoptic 
rather than segmental to include the whole person cons-
cious and unconscious in his larger social relations. 
5. 11 This psychology aims to be dynamic rather than static, 
to pursue functional more than structural lines of de-
veloping personality. 
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6. nThe research is addressed to causal as much as to sympto-
matic aspects of personality, to motives as well as be-
havior. 
1. 11 The compass of this work is broadly empirical rather 
than narrow~ sensate (sensationali sm) or narrowly rat-
ional (rationalism). 
8. "The scientific method herein used is inductive rather 
than reductive, following clues to larger possible mean-
ings instead of restricting them to a receding minimum 
of pre-established dogmas. 
9. 11By such progressive inferences this psychology aims to 
become systematic in widening relationships rather than 
local or isolated in pockets of routine operation. 
10. 11 Th:ls psychology is thereby open to philosophical impli:-
cat:lons rather than closed in a rejectional wall of ex-
clusions to keep science from faith . 
11. 11Just as every person has a philosophy lurking in the back-
ground of his thinking, so in this psychology a philosophi-
cal point of view is assumed. 
12. "The philosophy back of this interpersonal psychology is 
theistic rather than atheistic. 11 
The scientific investigation carried on by the interpersonal 
psychologist includes the following procedures: experimental 
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measurement such as the sociogram, a diagram of the interrelation 
patterns existing between people; diagnostic testing, which aids 
in understanding the dynamics of persons and groups ; case studies 
that give the relevant facts in the life of a person in social and 
historical perspective ; psychoanalytic methods to explore the un-
conscious qynamics of personality; group dynamics for diagnostic and 
therapeutic purposes ; psychotherapy and its use of psychological in-
sights, skills and scientific employment of interpersonal relations 
for the adjustment of individual persons and the strengthened co-
hesiveness of groups. 
(4) The concept of personality proposed by Johnson 
for interpersonal psychology 
The concept of personality proposed by Paul E. Johnson is se-
lected for a more detailed discussion because it is representative of 
the theories advanced by interpersonal psychologists. He has demon-
strat ed leadership in helping define the developing thought in "inter-
personal psychology", a term first used by Johnson. Identifying him-
self as an interpersonal psychologist, Johnson has constructed an 
interpersonal concept of personality. 
Paul E. Johnson first defined personality in Wh~ Are You, (1937). 
The definition reads : "Personality is the organizing unity of experi-
1 
ence directed by insight and purpose." 
2 
This same definition was used 
in Psychology of Religion published eight years later. At the present 
1 Johnson WAY, 16-23. 
2 Johnson, PR, 32. 
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time, however, Johnson regards this statement adequate on~ as a 
definition of self. This definition emphasizes the consciousness, 
unity and goal direction as exercised qy the self through insight 
and purpose. Self is at the center of experience but not inclusive 
of experience. The self is not only the effect of other forces but 
the initiator and the cause of other effects. Self is the activat-
ing center of personality operating as a motivational ~stem to ful-
fill dynamic needs and pursue a wide range of interests. 
The current definition of personality held b,y Johnson reflects 
more recent thinking, which distinguishes self from personality. 11 Per-
sonality is a developing integration of goal-seeking processes arising 
from conscious-unconscious needs to realize potential psycho-social 
1 
values. 11 This definition has personalistic, dynamic and social 
qualities. The axiological characteristic of personalistic meta-
physics is suggested in the definition by its progressive and climac-
tic emphasis on values. Personality as an integration of goal-seeking 
processes inc ludes the insights of dynamic and holistic psychologies. 
Personality is both conscious and unconscious. Johnson uses the 
term "psycho-social" rather than "psycho-physical" as searching be-
yond a physiological orientation for the understanding of personali-
ty. The biological organism, as well as the dynamic unconscious 
processes, the social relationships and the conscious self-experiences 
are inter-related aspects of the total personality. Johnson utilizes 
1 The information presented on these pages was secured in personal 
interviews on April 3, 10, 17, 1951. 
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a social fr~me of reference as a constantly interactive context for 
his concept of personality. 
(i) The growth and development of personality 
The personality inherits psychological and biological capaci-
ties to grow, but these remain potential unless elicited by stimuli 
that arouse interest and define need fulfillment in terms of goal 
tensions. ~l'he stimulation of new experiences, challenging demands 
and invitations to respond to others assist the growth of the per-
1 
sonality. The eductive process includes the setting of goals by the 
personality, and we are pointed to these goals by other persons, for 
the values possessed by others interest us. These goals are attract-
-·' 
ive because they promise to fulfill needs and seem to represent value-
experiences. The level of aspiration in the personality is a product 
of complex and potential needs, interests, competitions, invitations 
and dewAnds . These factors serve as incentives in producing growth. 
Personality is not a victim of complete social determinism, 
for though interpersonal relations are influential each person i s an 
initiator interacting with other initiators. A person is stimulated 
by his own self and others. Every person is responsive to stimuli, 
invitations, demands and examples ~dth spontaneous impulses to get 
into the game of inter-stimulation. Persons initiate activities and 
aspiration in response to internal stimuli and to suggestions of 
others. Thus, personalities grow by the exercise of potential 
1 Johnson, PPC, 130, 160, 163. 
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capacities through which they gain strength, facility, skill and 
sensitiveness to new values. 
Social relations have major importance in the grovrth and de-
l 
velopment of the personality. They appear as experiences through 
perceptions by which persons see others and themselves responding to 
one another. Social behavior is oriented through these perceptions 
of other persons and group relationships modified by expectations, 
threats, assurances, security and offerings of values. Personality 
includes previous experiences, even thought they are forgotten. They 
subsist in the unconscious and are influential in the formation of 
habitual attitudes exercised in perceiving, taking roles and feeling 
secure or insecure. 
Empathy plays an important part in the development of the pe.r-
sonality. Empathy is emotional understanding and feeling which is 
partlY conscious and partlY unconscious. It is a process whereby a 
2 
person feels himself to be in the place of another. This is accomp-
lished through identification, imagination, previous experiences and 
sharing experiences. Yet, as we have said, empathy is more than in-
tuitive judgment on a conscious level. It is a vague and indefinable 
feeling that may not come into sharp focus but nonetheless colors ex-
perience. I t influences attitudes, responses for or against, prejud~ 
ices, ideas, viewpoints and values. Empathy enabl es a person to 
enter into intimate interpersonal relationships, which affect favorab~ 
l Johnson, PPC, 130. 2 Johnson, PPG, 36. 
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or adverse~ the development of personality. 
(ii) The motivation of personality 
1 
Johnson holds a dynamic view of the motivation of personality. 
Motives are needs which make up the basic motivational system. The 
needs of the personality are innate so far as potential capacity is 
concerned, but they are subject to modification through learning, 
interest and examples of others. Needs are both conscious and un-
conscious. The unconscious needs exert persistent, though fluctu-
ating, pressure toward goals which bring their fulfillment. It is 
actual~ bejrond comprehension how intricate and determining are the 
unconscious needs. As the needs become conscious the personality 
organizes time and energy to fulfill them. Activities of interest 
are chosen t o satisfy the needs of the personality and of other per-
sonalities for whom one feels responsible. 
The needs of the personality can be classified as viscerogen-
2 
ic and psychogenic. This classification by Murray is viewed by 
Johnson as a good beginning, yet, any list of classification is in-
adequate and incomplete in presenting the basic needs of developing 
personality. There is no limit to the needs which may arise within 
a developing personality, and the increasing number of needs is a 
constant~ unfolding process. This means that needs change in re-
sponse to changing stimuli, interests of others, education, pursuit 
of vocations and avocations, and cultural possibilities of widening 
1 Johnson, PPC, 94, 303-310. 
2 Murray, EIP, 123-12.5. 
interest. 
Johnson says the needs of the personality are goal- oriented 
tensions towardvalues that the personality desires. Such values 
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are intended to satisfy personal interests and social expectations. 
Such values are essential to basic needs as water, food, air and 
other bio- chemical utilities. On the ps.rcho- social l evel there are 
needs for love, security and response front others. Worship, rev-
erence, a sense of destiny and larger meaning are needs on the re-
ligio-philosophical level of aspiration. Personalities occuP,Y their 
conscious and waking hours with activities to attain these values, 
some of which are elusive and may not satisfy basic needs because 
of their unrealistic nature. Other values are genuinely real and 
satisfy the actual needs which may be both conscious and unconscious 
requirements of the completeness we insatiab~ desire. 
Accor ding to Johnson the human personality organizes and in-
terweaves continuously the value aspects of reality which it discovers. 
This process is initiated and sustained by the affiliation and cooper-
ation of per sons in community living. Johnson believes persons judge 
values by applying the following tests:. 
1. Hov1 do they fulfill the needs of life? 
2. How do they invite growth, which is the basic need? 
3. How do they stimulate the sharing of values in social 
relationships that are mutual~ significant? 
4. How do they support each other in coherent patterns 
of meaning and usefulness? 
In the opinion of Johnson the personality is often confused 
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as ·to what i.ts real needs are because of inner conflict and contra-
dictory social expectations e The person can deceive himself by re-
jecting true values in exchange for false satisfactions and tempor-
ary pleasurElS. The complexity of needs often makes them contradict-
ory. Unrea istic demands often are unconscious ways of self-punish-
ment . Personalities are thrown into states of conflict, frustration, 
dis integrati on or become neurotic and psychotic as the result of not 
be i ng able 0 satisfy their needs because of distorted interpersonal · 
relations, self-misunderstanding, hostilities and deprivations. The 
personality is crippled by anxiety, guilt or resentment when unable 
to satisfy himself or others with available values. 
Johnson believes the most strenuous job of the personality is 
to make sense, order and meaning out of confused complexities and di-
lennnas in t he search for values that fulfill needs. In many instances 
the personality may need resources other than his own to harmonize 
conflicts, to work through crises and to attain wholeness. Ultimate-
~ these resources are from the creative center of reality, which we 
call God, by whom life comes into being and is sustained. Without 
this sustenance life is intolerable and even impossible. God not on-
~ works direct]y withi n the personalj_t y but through other persons, 
parents, friends, relatives, teachers, pastors and others. As a re-
sult the personality is able to express love, to accept, to appreci-
ate, to believe and to s t and by others, and to discuss and t o share 
in group activities or intimate associations. The creative possibili-
ties in int erpersonal relations open new channels for divinegrace to 
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flow into the personality and encourage co-operative, creative work, 
joyous play and heroic suffering. In such ways man can give a good 
account to his Creator of his potentialities and the available re-
sources for developing, creating and sharing values. 
(iii) The personality and its limited freedom of choice 
1 
Johnson views personality as possessing limited freedom. This 
is equivalent to partial self-determinism. The self can choose but 
it is limited because of the limiting factors entering into every 
self-experience. Past choices and current decisions are examples of 
self- determinism. Various social stimuli also influence the self: 
as the suggestions and demands of social expectations. To avoid the 
cliche of environment and heredity, there are constitutional capaci-
ties of heredity which unfold their potentialities in response to the 
social influences of the culture, which enrich our experience and in-
fluence self-development . 
Johnson is of the opinion that there is a volitional element 
in moment t o moment choices. These close off other choices, for life 
is in a sense irreversible. Habits are the development of m1conscious 
reflexes and conscious exercises; habits help to set the range of 
possible choices. Se lf- determinism means that the person decides at 
this moment on the· bas is of all previous personality experiences. 
Choices are then limited because they are "loaded" or biased by previ-
ous experiences, prejudices, style of life and habits. But, personality 
1 Johnson, PPG, 317-318. 
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is not entirely determined qy external forces. 
Johnson has made the following statements regarding self-
!/ determinism: Self-determinism is ninety percent determinism and ten 
per cent freedom. The ninety per cent can be divided as forty per cent 
social or external factors and the remaining fifty per cent as inner 
and historical factors of the personality itself. Such a division is 
artificial, but it does justice to both factors and puts self-deter-
mini sm in a more definable relationship. The ten per cent represents 
the pressure initiated or exerted by the self at the time of choices. 
Thls ten per cent is really the decisive force among all the determin-
ing fact ors . 
Deter mining forces within the · person seek a balance. The vari-
ous counter·-forces l eave the self at a juncture, which is so nearly 
balanced, t hat the person is forced to make a decision or choice. This 
is cause for stress, anxiety andfrustration. The more sensit ive the 
self is to t he values of life and personal involvements, the greater 
is the sense of conflict at the time the person faces a decision. If 
the reverse is true, decisions are less crucial for the person and life 
is routine. In a democracy personalities function as executives; they 
face decisions. The person because of his self-determined nature needs 
to judge, sift, weigh and integrate a unified perspective. This leads 
to decisions and actions along the lines of self-chosen and it may be, 
socially approved continuities. 
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3. 'I'he interpersonal emphasis in pastoral psychology 
At t he present time ther . is no generally recognized 11 inter-
personal pastoral psychology"; however several writers in the field 
of pastoral p~chology utilize interpersonal emphases in va~ing de-
grees. Faul 1i, Jean& on has gi yen pasi; e:Pal flSY'l):lology ut ill:ao iRi;op-
p0 ''iO:R.il empl;J.:..ses il"l o~I)htg degteeoe'o. Paul E. Johnson has given pas-
toral psychology the most decided interpersonal orientation because 
of his leadership in both pastoral psychology and interpersonal psy-
chology. J ohnson urges responsive counseling on the part of the pas-
t or because of its positive, dynamic and permissive qualities. Re-
sponsive counseling places a mutual responsibility for growth on the 
counselor and counselee through their interpersonal relationship. 
Interpersonal appreciation is the key to good responsive counseling 
as it proper~ includes empathy, understanding, acceptance, creative 
listening and assertion, responsive attitudes, feelings and words. 
In pastoral counseling the counselor and counselee face the third 
person, or God, who participates in the counseling situation when 
prayer , Scr ipture and the sacraments are used by the counselor or 
counselee. 
Seward Hiltner in his eductive approach to pastoral counseling 
shares with Johnson the emphases on the creative potentialities of 
the interpersonal relationship between pastoral counselor and counselee, 
the therapeutic values of the pastoral interpersonal relations outside 
the counseling situat ion which serve as pre-counseling resources, the 
interpersonal relations within the Christian community or fellowship 
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which aid the personality to grow. The basic conviction of Hiltner 
is that the growth of the personality is primari~ dependent upon 
1 
social media; and Johnson also believes the growth of the person-
ality occurs through the exercise of potential capacities stimulat-
ed by social factors such as interests, shared needs and values, 
competitions and demands. 
The research studies made by Carl Rogers of the self and its 
therapy through counseling has provided valued insights for pastoral 
psychologists, particular~ those with an interpersonal ori~ntation. 
Rogers says the self is a 11 result of interaction with the environment, 
2 
and particularly a result of evaluat ional interaction with others." 
In counseling Rogers focuses his attention upon the growth of the per-
sonality by utilizing its innate capacities and the resources of its 
interpersonal relationships rather than concentrating upon the re-
sources of that personality alone. The objective of the counselor 
is to help the counselee help himself in solving his own problems. 
The approach of Rogers in counseling has been described by him as 11 non-
directive11 or 11 client-centered. 11 The t erm "client-centered11 is a 
more recent term than 11 non-directive 11 as proposed by Rogers. The 
term "non-directive" has a negative connotation and is less dynamic 
than 11 client-centered." Both terms identify theories of p3rsonality 
therapy but in proposing the term 11 client-centered11 , to which Rogers 
3 
gives preference, Rogers presented a theory of personality •.. 
1 Hiltner, SU, 203. 
2 Rogers, CCT, 498. 
3 Rogers, CCT, 7. 
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II II • The use of the word eductive by H1.ltner gives a thumbnail 
description of his approach which he believes goes further than the 
11 non-directive'1 or 11 client-centered11 approach to the therapy of 
personality by Rogers. Hiltner and Johnson cannot accept either of 
the terms offered by Rogers as properly descriptive of the task con-
fronting the pastoral counselor. The terms 11 eductive" as offered by 
Hiltner and ttresponsive" as used by Johnson allow for variations of 
me thodology· in the interpersonal relationship of the counselor and 
counselee. The terms "directive" and 11 non-directive 11 as applied to 
counseling imp~ an exaggerated stress on approach which serious~ 
limits the nethodology of the counselor. Eductive or responsive coun-
seling provides an atmosphere in which the counselor draws more and 
more of th(~ solution to the situation out of the creat,i ve potentiali-
ties of the relationship with the person needing help. 
In his book The Church and Psychotherapy (1943), Karl R. Stolz 
Stolz points, indirectly, to the therapeutic interpersonal relations 
that the church offers for the health of the personality. He stresses 
especially the resources of the ChrLstian in his relationship to Christ, 
the Head of the Church; the realities of forgiveness and eternity which 
gain their meaning on the basis of their interpersonal assumptions and 
implications; and the healing, supporting and hygienic interpersona~ 
relations of the Christian fellowship in the church. The hygienic 
1 
values of the fellowship are listed by Stolz. 
1 Stolz, CP, 24-25. 
1. 11 'rhe individual cultivates wholeness of personality 
t hrough loyalty and devotion to the group. 
2 . 11 The group with the highes t hygienic value is the one 
which is inclusive rather than exclusive. 
3. "Purposive activity within the group unifies and int e-
gr ates the individual personality. 
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4. riinitiative and choice (opportunities of group experience) 
undergird robust but considerate personality. 
5. "Hearty participation in the fellowship and activities of 
the group furthers socialization of personality. 
6. "Integration of personality is fostered by free allegiance 
to the leader of the group." 
Charles T. Holman believes that the cure of souls should have 
as its objective the unification and socialization of personality. 
The sick soul is disorganized internal~ and isolated from healthy, 
creative inter:r:ersonal relations. The personality, which is unified, 
can enter successful~ into interpersonal relations and can gain new 
insight s, :. urposes, motivations, interest and objectives which enrich 
his personality. 
Holman says, "The :r:ersonal relationship is the most important 
1 
factor in theraw." The personal r elationship of intimate friend-
ship and deep concern is the ve~ means by which help is given to the 
person experiencing difficulties. Friendship gives moral support to 
the threatened individual in time of struggle. Life has significance 
and value when we look upon it as an adventure 11 which we believe we 
2 
share with the great and awful Reality upon whom our lives depend." 
1 Holman, GDC, 25. 2 Holman, CS, 223. 
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Intolerable isolation threatening the individual is broken when a 
trusted friend, such as the pastor, stands by and communicates love, 
understanding, acceptance and support of God and the social groups of 
which we are a part. The help of personal interest, friendly concern, 
mutual confidence is provided an individual on~ in interpersonal 
sit.uations. The interpersonal relationship is the greatest opportuni-
ty and resource of counselors to serve persons. 
Russel L. Dicks is zealous in his acclaim of the theraP8utic 
process in the interpersonal relationship and describes it as the 
grace of God. 
The positive interpersonal relationship is such a strong 
force for health, healing, and creativity that I believe 
any lesser descriptive term of it than the grace of God 
is an inadequate term. The grace of God, the redemptive 
force, flows through you into the person you have come to 
knm·r as your friend. Everything that Paul wrote in I 
Corinthians 13 may be understood in the light of interper-
sonal relationships. Faith, hope, love, wrote Paul, but 
the greatest of these is love. The interpersonal relat-
ionsh.:'..p (how to develop and manage it) is the key to un-
derst<mding and influencing people . 
~i;,t;~ ..;.....~ D...c.{h•"z;:. •• ...:r 
H. Quntrip, a~~ and Professor'\ of Psy hiatry at leeds 
University, England, and a lecturer in pastoral psychology, places 
considerable emphasis upon the responsibility of the pastor in creat-
ing, developing, maintaining and sustaining interpersonal relation-
ships and helping other persons do the same. It is in this way that 
the pastor assists individuals to become and fulfill their real selves. 
The r (3al psychic drama of human life is the struggle to 
1 Dicks, Art.(l951), 26. 
become an integrated personality, a mature individual, so 
that t e personal life of relationship to other persons 
can be lived; -while only in seeking to sustain personal re-
lationships can the individual be fulfil led and become him-
self a person. The quests for personal significance and 
personal relationship as, together, aspedts of the total 
process of living the personal life, are the over-riding 
motives in human behavior. l 
According to Guntrip the characteristics of mutuality and 
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friendship in a personality, which find their expression in inter -
personal relationships, are the essence of religious experience. 
In co _sidering the Mutuality of personality the whole argu-
ment is gathered together . In a personal relationship each 
values the other for what the other is, not for what he can 
get out of him. It is only by entering into a p3rsonal re-
lationship that we can know another human being as a person, 
and know ourselves a.s persons, and for this "friendship" is 
the best term. The saying of Jesus: "No longer do I call 
you servants; for t he servant knoweth not what his lord de-
eth; but I have called you f riends/ is the full express ion 
of personal relati onship and shows it to be t he essence of 
religi ous experience .2 
The interpersonal influence in pastoral ps.ychology has pro-
duced an apprecj_at ion for the dynamics of the interpersonal relation-
ship of counselor and counselee in the counsel ing situation. This 
emphasis upon the importance of interpersonal relations has made ap-
parent the dynamics in all pastoral interpersonal relations. 
In addition, the recognition of the interpersonal processes 
as therapeutic resources has resulted in a re-evalut i on of the church 
as a fello•~hip of interacting pers ons, who may share love, understand-
ing and accepting attitudes, the creative relationship of God, the 
vit al resources of prayer, Scripture and the religious rites of the 
l Guntrip, PMS, 157. 2 Guntrip, PMS, l6o-l61. 
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church. Through the insights of interpersonalism, pastoral psycholo-
gists have discovered new and more vital~ significant functions for 
groups in t he therapy of the individual personality. New scientific 
tools of diagnos is and therapeutic methodology have been acquired 
by the pastor through the association of interpersonalism with pas-
toral p~chology. E~pirical evaluations of religious worship, diag-
nostic group and personality tests and case studies have become in-
creasingly useful for the pastor through the contributions of the in-
terpersonal emphasis in pastoral psychology. Analyses of the attract-
ions and repulsions of persons tm¥ard each other by the sociogram and 
the skills of psychotheraP.1 emplqying interpersonal relations for the 
health and growth of persons are recent~ acquired resources of the 
pastor through the rapid~ advancing scientific study of interperson-
al relationships . 
4. A comparison of the concepts of personality 
held by Johnson and Luther 
The following comparison of Johnson and Luther considers on~ 
the issues upon vmich there seems to be conflicting opinion. These 
selected issues are considered to be fundamentally important in the 
formulation of a concept of personality for pastoral psychology. The 
issues se lected for discussion are: criteria of judgment, the inher-
ent capacities of personality, the value of interpersonal relation-
ships, the freedom of man and the resources of growth for the person-
ality. 
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i. Criteria of judgment 
A conr arisen of the criteria utilized by Johnson and Luther 
in their formulation of concepts of personality is essential if one 
is to achieve an understanding of their views. Johnson follows the 
principle of empirical coherence, which is a basic tenet of person-
alistic philosophy and is ardently advanced by E. s. Brightman. 
This principle is not pure rationalism; empirical coherence is more 
than mere reason. The principle of empirical coherence embodies full-
bodied experience shaped into consistent patterns of meaning qy the 
human mind. 
Johnson is not limited to the individualistic character of per-
sonalism in his definition of experience. His definition emphasizes 
the values of social relationships and meanings inherent in the inter-
communications throughout the whole social process. The experience 
of an individual is never isolated from the larger social context, and 
thus empirical judgments are open to the critical evaluations of other 
persons, as •rell .as to the test of coherence and the criticism of new 
data. Knowledge is a social product made possible by the continuously 
enlarging experiences of participation in social relationships. 
Luther maintains that the Scriptures contain the ultimate cri-
teria of judgment in all matters, and therefore, he would reject the 
criterion called the principle of empirical coherence. Luther asks: 
Vfuat other touch- stone can we take than the Scriptures them-
selves? They must then be clearer and more certain than the 
teaching of the fathers, how could we otherwise judge by them 
and prove what is right or wrong?l 
1 Luther, WML, 3,335; SW, 27,246. 
The principle of empirical coherence assumes an implied trust in the 
reliability of fallible human reasoning to discern the nature of 
man. According to the thinking of Luther, this is ridiculous. 
Is it not a bit ridiculous that human reason (that ability 
which is drawn from experience in temporal things) is brought 
in and placed on a level with the divine law? For the teach-
ings of human experience and reason are far below the di-
vine law,· the Scriptures expressly forbid us to follo·w· our 1 . 
own reason ••• 
Reason can serve as a useful, secondary tool when enriched by f aith 
in God; however, with Luther, it is never a substitute for the Word 
of God. 
Johnson holds Scripture as subject to the fallibility of the 
writers who interpreted and recorded the revelation. The signifi-
cant data offered by Scripture is subject to the fallibility of the 
human wr i t ers, therefore it needs to be carefully scrutinized by the 
test of coherence. This test for Johnson includes internal and ex-
·2 
tarnal criticism. 
It i.s ob~ious that Johnson and Luther differ widely in their 
respective criteria of judgment. Neither condemns the criterion of 
authority maintained by the other as having no value, although the 
appreciat ion of the criterion of the other is unfavorable in relat-
ion to an uncffirstanding of the nature of man. Utilization of the 
criterion of the "other would occur only following the esta.blishment 
of the nature of man on the basis of their own criterion and then 
1 Luther, WMl, 1,346; SW, 27,93-94. 
2 Personal intervie!f with Paul E .. Johnson, April 17, 1951. 
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merely for the purpose of clarifying personal conclusions. 
ii. The inherent capacities of personality and society 
Every person from the viewpoint of Johnson has potentialities 
for either good or evil and their expression is dependent upon the 
nature of the situations surrounding the individual. This view at-
tributes a kind of neutrality to man. Man is neither totally good 
nor total1~ bad by nature, but his merle of adjustment can be more 
1 
accurately evaluated in qualitative terms. 
Johnson believes the immanence of God as reflected in man makes 
him potentially capable of being and doing good. Every person, po-
tentially at least, is of infinite value because he is related to the 
primary source of values and has inexhaustible possibilities for the 
production and the sharing of values. Man has the capacity to recov-
er and to renew the fulJness of his person by utilizing the attributes 
of his image of God, which are: life, consciousness, feeling, purpose 
and creativ:Lty. Man can utilize to the best advantage his potential 
resources by entering into a dynamic relationship with God. A per-
sonal relationship with God influences and transforms personality for 
experiencing and sharing the highest values. It is with this help 
that man can assist himself in realizing his full potentialities for 
the good of himself and others. 
These assumptions about the nature of the person express an 
affirmative estimate of human nature. In particular they emphasize 
l Johnson, PR, 210. 
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the intrinsic worth of persons; the relative freedom of the individu-
al; the confidence in rational capacity, though qualified; the over-
all attitude of hope with respect to the life and destiny of man by 
the renewal of the fullness of the person through his interacting re-
lationships with others. 
The :interpersonal concept of personality taught by Johnson 
1 
omits a tragic doctrine of ' human sinfulness. His assumptions about 
the nature of man fall heavily upon the positive end of a continuum 
of negative to positive interpretations of man. He does not hold man 
t o be essentially evil, though the particular acts of man may be evil. 
To him the doctrine of original sin, a result of the 11 f all11 of man, 
is merely the potential capacity to do evil. This does not mean that 
man is utterly devoid of any defects or imperfections. Man has weak-
nesses, but they are only weaknesses; he makes mistakes, but they are 
only mistakes; he can sin, but he is not a creature doomed inevitably 
to sin by the ineradicable sinfulness of his nature. 
Sin is the transgression of the law of God and a revolt against 
Him. Sin arises from the genuine needs in human personality and are 
not naturally evil but are capable of good or evil depending on the 
context of the relationships in which the person ·moves. The larger 
share of evils from which we suffer are derived from social relation-
ships, and thus we are not wholly responsible as individuals. We are 
responsible only in so far as we could or ought to have known better. 
1 Personal interview, April 17, 1951. 
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We sin through ignorance, miunderstanding, impulsiveness, selfish-
ness, hostility, unbelief and a false sense of self- sufficiency or 
egocentricity. Social pressures and contagions of living together 
often influence us toward sin. Yet the risk of interpersonal re-
lationships is worthwhile, for without them we would be less than 
personalities. These same interpersonal relations are resources by 
which man can master his deficiencies providing certain conditions 
are met. In practical terms no more attention should be given the 
sinfulness of man than recognition of his creative goodness, the ever-
present capacities and potentialities of growth. 
Luther does not agree that the nature of man tends toward neu-
trality, that it is essential~ good, or that desirable social con-
ditions will elicit his essential goodness. Man is fundamental~ evil 
in nature; he is a "stinking rag." "Isaiah 64:6 says, 1We are all of 
1 
us unclean, and all our righteousness is as a filthy, stinking rag.'" 
Man has possessed this sinful, corrupt nature since the 11 fa11n in the 
garden of Eden . 11So completely is man corrupted through Adam's fall 
that the curse is innate with him and become, as it were, his nature 
2 
and being." There is no good in man other than that which is imputed 
to him by God through faith in Christ Jesus. Without faith man is man, 
full of evil desires, selfish lusts, a victim of sin, death and the 
devil. Selfishness, hostility, unbelief, egocentricity~ sins and 
these serve as the motivational basis for other sins . This total 
1 Luther, WML, 3,99; SW, 24,135 . 
2 Luther, WML, 3, 194; SW, 45, 283-284. 
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pattern of sin culminating in the depravity of man or 11 lost" state 
has its source in original sin. However, a vital faith in Christ 
brings abou.t a revolutionary change in which man becomes a child of 
God and realizes the highest potentialities as such . 
The interpersonalistic view of Johnson considers the inherent 
values of both the individual and society. 11 The interacting units 
1 
are persons; the interacting process is society." According to 
Johnson although man is born in a state of neutrality he soon becomes 
tainted with the evil of society. Man is not always able to resist 
the evil i~fluences of his social heritage , although he potential~ 
is capable of experiencing the highest values through increasing and 
deepening Dlterpersonal relationships. The interpers onal relationship 
with God enables man to discover, experience, create and share values 
by which to throw off the evil tendencies of a society. 
Since society threatens man in his attempt to achieve his full-
est potentic.lities he has the responsibility of changing the social 
institutions, customs and mores so that they are more conducive to 
his personality fulfillment. A growing knowledge and understanding of 
a society will provide him increasing opportunities to alter social 
conditions for the mutual welfare of hims -:~lf and others. 
It is at the point of regeneration Luther places a high esti-
mate of the original, created nature of man and of the renewed and 
sanctified stature of man. The claim of Luther for man is actual~ as 
1 Johnson, PR, 8. 
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high as that of the interpersonal concept. The goodness of man was 
originally present and can be renewed by the sanctifying activity of 
the Holy Spirit within him. This is the way for man to reach levels 
just short of divinity. 
One of the benefits of faith is 11 that it unites the soul 
with Christ as a bride is united with her bridegroom.11 
And qy this ~stery, as the apostle teaches, Ghrist and 
the soul become one flesh. And if they are one flesh and 
there is between them a true marriage, nay, by far the 
most perfect of all marriages, since human marriages are 
but frail types of this one true marriage, it follows that 
all they have they have in common, the good as well as the 
evil, so that the believing soul can boast of ~glory in 
whatev-er Christ has as if it were its own, and whatever the 
soul has Christ claims as His own. 
Luther places his emphasis on the transformation of the indivi-
dual person through the means of grace that God provides, rather than 
through the resources of human society. For his day Luther discouraged 
an armed insurrection and encouraged a spiritual insurrection which 
he believed Christ had begun and would carry on to its completion. 
Luther invited his followers to support this spiritual movement:: 
11 Let us join ourselves to that and go about our business. The work 
2 
that is now being done in the world is not ours •" 
When unwholesome social conditions exist, Luther seems on the 
whole to encourage a gentle reformation of such a society. ttYou must 
with fear and gentleness undo the teachings of men, tell you reasons, 
and in this way gradually set them free •11 
1 Luther, WML, 2,320. 
2 Luther, WML, 3,216; SW, 22,54. 
3 Luther, WML, 3,221; SVf, 22,58. 
3 
This was his hope in 
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attempting a reformation of the Homan Catholic Church. However, 
Luther was not always consistent on this point as illustrated in 
his words and actions relative to the Revolt of the Peasants. Be-
cause of their apparent contradictory nature, the views of Luther 
on the transformation of social conditions were disregarded among his 
followers and a conservative, isolationistic attitude toward political, 
economic and social responsibilities developed. This characteristic 
has been said to have remained with Lutheranism. Such a view· does 
not favor the transformation of society by educational and energetic 
reformative means as much as by the regeneration through Christian 
faith of each person ~ The influence of each Christian person, to-
gether with others, will bring about a revolutionary change in that 
society reflecting the unqualified application of Christian prin-
ciples. 
Luther would object to the implication of the view of Johnson 
that primitive impulses and behavior, unbelief, hostility, selfish-
ness and false egocentricity, which are sin and evil to Luther, can 
be outgrown by the influence of thoroughly Christian interpersonal 
relations, social institutions, social ideals, customs and mores. 
Human personality, Luther would say, cannot be redeemed by external 
forces including interpersonal human relations. 
Just so, by the Spirit and by faith all Christians are 
throughout inclined to do well and keep the law, much 
more than any one can teach them with all the laws, and 1 
need so far as they are concerned no commandments nor law. 
1 Lut,her, WML, 3,235; SW, 22,67. 
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Luther would admit the need for new economic, social and political 
institutions to cope with the real difficulties of modern life. 
.. II . 
But Lut her would not admit that this cultural lag" or evil could 
be eradicated merely by education, the application of Christian 
principles, or the success of the social and nat ural sciences in 
achieving objectivity. The only salvation for man in his social 
predicament is, according to Luther, repentance and acceptance of 
Christ thr ough unqualified faith on the part of every p:lrson. This 
would gi v13 society a thoroughJ..y Christian character in a most revo-
lutionary manner. 
In writing to the Christian nobility concerning the reform 
of the Christian estate Luther advises ·t:.hat: 
In t his whole matter the first and most important thing 
is that we take earnest heed not to enter on it trusting 
in great might or in human reason, even though all power 
in t he world were ours; for God cannot and will not suf-
fer a good work to be begun with trust in our o•m power 
or reason ••• We must go at this work despairing of physi-
cal force and humbly trusting God; we must seek God's help 
with earnest prayer, and fix our minds on nothing else than 
the misery and distress of suffering Christendom, without 
regard to the deserts of evil men.l 
It is clear that Johnson would urge men to utilize his innate 
capacities and the resources of society with the assistance of God 
to realize the full potentialities of his personality. This goa1 is 
unattainable other than through social relations. Luther holds a 
view which makes the full realization of the potentialities of 
1 Luther, ~ , 2,63-64; SW, 21,279. 
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personality primarily dependent upon the faith relationship of a per-
r;,) 1 to God . All other resources, in t he opinion of Luther, are eith-
er of no assistance or at best of secondary value. 
iii. The value of interpersonal relationships 
Interpersonal relationships to Johnson are the soil and at-
mosphere but not the seed or sap of the iree of life. The fruit of 
personality is a mutual product of intrapersonal 0 1 interpersonal 
forces. Interpersonal relationships serve as the social context for 
personality and ''the person is the essential unit of interaction in 
1 
a social order." Persons are what they are because of their social 
context. ~rhe person is understood as viewed in his social relations 
at home, school, neighborhood, church, vocation and community. Iso-
lation is :imp --s ible for the real person for it reduces the personali-
ty to isolated abstractness and unreality. Interpersonal relations 
make personality a social reality which is capable of social responses 
for the sake of social values r einforced by social co-operation. 
Lut er recognizes the values of all interpersonal relationships 
for the personality if they are in keeping with the nature, spirit 
and purpose of the interpersonal relationship that the person has with 
God through a loving, obedient, saving faith in Christ. -' real inter-
personal r elationship with God through faith is the salvation of the 
person and must reflect itself in his interpel" . '::1al r elations with 
his fellowmen. 
1 Johnson, PR, 32. 
Lo, this is truly Christian life, here faith is truly ef-
fectual through love; tha-t is, it issues in works of the 
free st service cheerfully and lovingly done, with which 
man willing~ serves another without hope of reward and for 
himself is satisfied with the fulness and wealth of his 
faith .l 
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However, the interpersonal relationships of a person and the 
good works they produce are evil if that person does not have an in-
ter personal relationship based on faith with God. God and His Spirit 
give interpersonal relations t heir values. 
In pr oportion as the Spirit has part in the wor k, it is good ; 
in proport ion a the flesh has part in it , it is evil; for as 
Christ says, 11 A goodi.:reetears good fruit, an evil t ree bears 
evil fruit •112 
iv . The freedom of man 
Johnson describes the freedom of man as limited or equivalent 
to partial self-determinism. Such limiting factors as past choices , 
present decisions, soci.al stimuli, environment, heredity and culture 
enter every self-experience and decrease the range of the freedom of 
a person . The self-determinism or freedom the person enjqys is the 
opport unity to exert the decisive influence of t he sufftciently inte-
grated self in a moment of decision. This opportunity, though limit-
ed is sufficient to permit the personalit y to follow· self-chosen and 
socially approved patterns of feeling, willing, thinking and acting. 
This view gives a more important function t o the determi native f r ee-
dom of the self than theories in which instincts or libidinal drives 
are primary principles of explanation. 
1 Luther, WML, 2 ,336; SW, 27,195-196. 
2 Luther, W1:W:L, 3,100; SW, 24,137. 
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The view of Johnson on the limited freedom of man in some re-
spects is m11ch too generous for Luther, who holds that the natural 
will of man is in bondage. To believe that a person enjoys limited 
freedom in ~ things is wishful thinking and suggests the success 
of the devil in deceiving man. "Since the fall of Adam, or after 
actual sin, free will exists only in name ••• where is the free will 
1 
here when the captive is of the devil?" 
If freedom of will means freedom of action in external matters 
and has no reference to the experience of religious values and God, 
Luther wou d then agree. Man has freedom of action in externals on-
ly, never :ln spiritual matters. "For over the soul God can and will 
2 
let no one rule but Himself • 11 
The view of Luther on the concept of the freedom of a Christian 
is obviously not the same as the autonomous freedom of which Johnson 
speaks. The essence of Christian freedom for Luther is a freedom-in-
answer-to-God. The very being of man, his existence, his freedom is 
a reality by virtue of the call of God to man which can be heard be-
cause of the unique creation of man by God to hear and respond to the 
Word . God ever calls man by the Gospel, enlightens and sanctifies 
him in true faith. 
Now these, and all God's words, are holy, true, right, peace-
iving, free, and entirely good. The soul of the man who 
cleaves to them with true faith will be so completely united 
with God that all the virtues of the word will become the 
1 Luther, ~~, 3,108; SW, 24, 143-144. 
2 Luther , WML, 3,251; SW, 22,82. 
qualities of his soul. Through faith and by God 1 s word, 
the soul will become holy, righteous, true, peaceful, 
free, and entirely good, and hl will become a true child 
of God. 'l'hus it says in John, 11 He gave power to all 2 t hem that believe in His name to become children of God. 11 
Thus we see that a Christian has sufficient in his faith. 
Works are not needed to make him become acceptable to 
God. And if such works are ho longer a prerequisite, then 
assuredly all commandments and laws are like broken chains; 
and if his chains are broken, he is assuredly free. That 
is Christian freedom, gained by faith alone.3 
For Luther the responsible character of our existence rests 
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upon our freedom to respond to the cal l of God and to depend complete-
ly on God. The rejection of this obedience by Adam and Eve cast them 
as well as all men into captivity from which there was no escape ex-
cept by repentance and response to the call of God. Response to the 
call of God by faith gives man true freedom. 
Thus the believing soul by the pledge of its faith is free 
in Christ, its Bridegroom, from all sins, secure against 
death and against hell, and is endowed with the eternal 4 
r ighteousness, life and salvation of Christ, its Bridegroom. 
v. The reso1ITces of growth for personality 
The psychologically and biologically inherited capacities for 
growth of the personality according to Johnson are elicited by stimu-
lating and encouraging social resources. The values .experienced by 
the person through his interpersonal r elations determine the level of 
the grovrth and the development of the personality. The growth of the 
personality is not purely a product of social determinism because 
1 John 1:12. 
2 Luther, RWL, 1,361-362; WML, 2,318. 
3 Luther , RWL, 1,362; WML, 2,318. 
4 Luther, W1~, 2,321. 
pers onalities interact mutual~ as initiators and recipients of 
social processes. '!he important thing to recognize is the growth 
propuls ions within personality and their search for opportunities 
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to burst forth in response to the social resources outside which 
propel the personality toward a wholesome, realistic , coherent re-
lationship to reality. This belief, that in each person the poten-
tialities t o grow keep seeking fuller expression and that an accept-
ing, empathetic and understanding responsiveness in personal relat-
ionships will evoke inner growth processes, is an expression of the 
way redemption in life can occur. 
The belief of Johnson in the process of growth within the or-
ganism and through interpersonal relations as a resource of creative 
and transforming energy plus his understanding of the interpersonal 
process as a therapeutic process bringing about creative reorgru1iza-
tion of the personality in ways no one may fore-know represents a 
tendency which points in the direction of a Reality. This Reality up-
on which human life is dependent for its existence and fulfillment is 
more than ourselves. It is subject to empirical observation and 
identification though it is "more than human" in character. The thera-
peutic values of interpersonal relations are expressed qualities of a 
divine personality, who is God. 
Salvation from sin for Johnson is the result of an interperson-
al relationship in which larger resources are available in the com-
munication of trust and love. This is both an act of divine grace and 
an act of social encouragement, wherein the cosmic society of pers ons 
gives us opportunity to learn and share together. Faith in God as the 
ultimate sustainer and creator of values means for Johnson: 
1. Desire to accept God as a living reality; 
2. Willingness to open communications with God so that we 
may have the approval of each other and have a living 
relationship with God; 
3. Readiness to participate with God in sustaining, creat-
ive experiences. 
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In this three-fold sense religious faith becomes actual experience of 
a divine-human interaction in which finite loneliness and fragmentary 
inadequacy reaches a point of fulfillment in a dynamic relationship 
that t ransforms the personality of an individual and releases express-
ive at titudes and affective actions of love and service for other per-
sons. Fear is demoralizing, disintegrating, defeating, whereas, 
faith is psychologically basic to all the productive values of person-
alit y. 
Salvation is not a reprieve at the divine bar of judgment from 
death and hell. Johnson does not think of faith in a legal sense of 
forgiving a debt but as a creative opening in an otherwise hopeless 
and helpless predicament. Salvation by faith is the enactment of re-
lease from crippling anxiety and devastating guilt into a new relat-
ionship by which growth and saving experience may come. Faith is ba-
sically the redemptive significance of the growth of personality. 
More specifically this grov~h would mean a responsible freedom that 
bears within itself the principle of coherent experience and consecu-
tive dec:Lsions. 
Faith is the victorious acquirement of a sustaining reality 
that saves the personality by providing growing understanding, true 
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purpose, developing resources for spiritual attainments in realizing 
and sharing values. Salvation is reflected in the demonstrated abili-
ty of a person to love, share, sacrifice, serve, cooperate, trust and 
create. Salvation is more than a trusting relationship with God, 
which rewards the believer with forgiveness, redemption and eternal 
security on the merits of the life and death of Christ, as it en-
compasses t.he discovery of larger resources made available in the di-
vine-human inter-communication of faithful knowledge and love. 
Luther would say sin is overcome in principle but not in fact 
tlu·ough thEl divine-human interaction as conceived by Johnson. This 
concept of salvation leaves man in the realm of continuing conflict 
fr om Which there is no ultimate progress and final growth to maturi-
ty as sons of God. There is no eternal~y redemptive significance to 
such a scheme; it leaves man on a purely empirical, earthly plane. 
Penitent recognition of the sinfulness of oneself and a return 
to God by .. aith in Christ is the only alternative of man if he desires 
salva·tion. Furthermore, Luther would ma.ke it clear that salvation is 
not a part of the doctrine of man because salvation belongs to God as 
revealed in Jesus Christ. This is the only hope for man and it denies 
the tenet of Johnson that persons in their interpersonal relations 
are able to mediate divine resources available for the recovery of the 
fulness of their true selves. There are no redemptive values of an 
eternal nature which have their origin in the growth resources of man. 
Luther denies the affirmative significance of the ability of a person 
to meet his own religious needs even with the responsiveness of 
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persons to an empathetic, accepting and understanding atmosphere. 
·when man has repented and has demonstrated his faith to God and man 
there is real hope for his salvation because it then rests solely 
with God . 
Luther agrees there are temporal and eternal values to be ac-
quired by a personality through a divine-human relationship with God. 
It is through this very "saving" relat ionship the redemptive work of 
Christ with its temporal and eternal consequences for man provides 
the all-sufficient compensating event over against the terrible tragedy 
of the depravity-of man. Luther maintains that good works flowing 
from faith in Christ are necessary fruits of the interpersonal relat-
ionship of a person with God, however a person without a justifying 
f aith can do good works as a natural man. This distinction between 
the good works of natural man, which are not evidence of salvation, 
and the good works of a regenerate man as "fruits of the Spirit 11 and 
salvat ion suggests that Luther would reject the acceptance on t he part 
of Johnson of all good works as proof of the work of God in man. Only 
that kind of faith involving the consciousness of reconciliation be-
tween God and man through Christ, manifest ing itself on the part of 
God i n forgiveness and acceptance and on the part of man in repentance 
and obedience, can find its full r~alization in the fruits of the 
Spirit or good works. Good works are validated only on the justifying 
basis of faith in Christ. Good works produced on this basis are real-
ly the righteousness of God having become the righteousness of man, 
whereas good works of natural man are the mne fulfillment of the 
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recognized existence of divine law but which have no justifying con-
sa_quences • 
The experienced psychological values of faith ·would not be 
denied by Luther as he himself suffered acutely from the anxiety 
and guilt of his sin and then rejoiced in the loving forgiveness, 
creative power, eternal promises of salvation acquired th~ough a 
redemptive relationship with Christ on the basis of justification 
by faith. These psychological values, however, are not due to the 
discovery of a "creative opening11 by man in his helpless situation 
through the acquirement of faith, but they are exper:isnced realities 
made possible by the death of Christ on the cross and His resurrect-
ion, which was his victory over sin, death and the power of the 
devil. God freely pours these values into the receptive personality 
through tbe divine channels of grace present in the divine- human re-
lationship. The religious and eternal, the emotional and psychologi-
cal, the p3rsonal and social benefits of the victory of Christ are 
gifts for the individual person from God by sincere faith. 
Nor would Luther object to the conclusion of Johnson that the 
resources for the growth of personality are communicated by inter-
personal relations, however the interpersonal process of communicat-
ion should not be mistaken for the basic resource. God initiates 
and continues the positive growth process of the personality through 
the means of grace, namely, the Word and Sacraments. 11For the Word 
of God is powerful, when it is uttered, to change even a godless 
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1 
hear t, which is no less deaf and helpless than any infant." 
The growth of the personality is truly influenced by various bio-
logical, physical, social and cultural stimuli, but their influence 
is less than insignificant toward positive values in comparison to 
the divine Yfork of the Holy Spirit within the personality. The 
Holy sp· ru 11 sanctifies and awakens even the body to this new life, 
2 
until i t is completed in the life beyond." 
In all the Gospel Christ made everything depend on 
.:fait h when He said, 11 All things are possible to him 
that believeth", and again "as thou believest, so be 
i t done unto thee •113 
1 Luther, Vfl~, 2,236; AW, 2,208. 
2 Luther, WML, 5,278. 
3 Luther, WML, 3,59. 
CHAPTER V 
1EE CONCEPT OF MAN IN BIBLICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
The Bible is regarded by many people as the gradual and full 
revelation of God to man and as such records the evolution of the 
human conceptions of God and His relationship to man. In the pr ocess 
of the r evelation of God to man the true nature of man is disclosed . 
A study of ·the relationship between God and man as revealed in the 
lord of God, the Bible, is believed to provide as much information 
concer ning man as about God. 
I n the opinion of the Biblical psychologist the Scriptures, 
when accepted as containing an accurate, reliable description of God 
and of the nature of man, can be expected to contain psychological 
truths . From a larger perspective this revelation gives clues for 
the true understanding of human personality. The Biblical psycholo-
gist does not mean necessari~ that the Bible contains theories about 
t he complexes or the subconscious mind. The Bible provides for those 
l iving near to God an inspired common-sense knowledge of man that l eads 
t hem into the heart of psychological truth without any knowledge of 
such a scit3nce as psychology. If there is sufficient interest in the 
Bible to study it with intelligence and app~ its lessons with full con-
f i dence, scientific research may not be real~ necessary. According to 
the Biblical psychologist psychological knowledge, when it is true, 
will coincide with the Bible as the source of truth for those who wish 
to l earn, accept and app~ it. 
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r.nis chapter will attempt to illustrate the contention of 
several Bibl ical psychologists that the Bible contains the disclos-
ure of a divine, valid, psychological concept of the human person-
ality, Which can be discovered by those who study the Word of God 
with a sane, reverent psychological interest. The Old Testament con-
tains time-tested insights into the nature of man as understood by 
the patriarchs of the Hebrew religious tradition, the prophets, and 
the Jewish priests. The New Testament Gospel abounds in psychologi-
cal teaching because Christ demonstrated his understanding of man in 
his consistently helpful ministry; He saw man from this truer per-
spective. Therefore, in the opinion of the Biblical psychologists, 
it is natural to expect to find i.J;l the New Testament as well as the 
Old Testament a revelation of the nature of man. If psychology is 
the science of human nature, then the Bible can be expected to con-
tain a true ps.ychological conception of man. 
1. The development of a Biblical psychology 
Bibl ical psychology is one of the oldest sciences of the church. 
As early as the second century .Christian literature bears record of 
the first ecclesiastical attempts to pursue the history of the soul 
from its eternal source and temporal manner of origination, through 
its present duration and fundamental conditions, into the state beyond 
the death of the body. Up to the middle ages literary contributions 
on the subject were written by such leading thinkers as Melito of 
Sardis, Tertullian, Gregory of Nyssa, Augustine, Nemesius, Cassiod-
orus, Johannes Philoponus, Gregory the Great, Lactantius, Anastastius 
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of Sinai, Justin Martyr and Athenagoras. The psychological litera-
ture produced by these writers and others deserves recognition both 
for its extent' and its content. 
In the middle ages the Christian science of psychology became 
more systematic, and the most distinguished teachere of the subject 
considered the understanding of oneself as the starting-point of all 
knowledge. Scholars in various fields respected the science of psy-
chology, a l though its methods and objectives were critical~ evaluated 
b,y the recovered Aristotle, Alexander of Hales, Peter de Alliaco, Eri-
gena, Willi am of Champeaux, Hugo of St. Victor, Albertus :Magnus, 
2 
Thomas Aqui nas, Raymund Sabunde and others. Among the historians 
there are some who contend that the psychology of this period possess-
ad more of an Aristotelian than a Biblical character. 
Combining Plato with Aristotle, men sought to read immediate-
ly in the Book of Nature, and to draw out of the depth of the 
soul's consciousness; bu~ they did not see their way to a . 
free and undivided reference to the teaching of Ho~ Scripture; 
and even had they wished to draw from that source immediate~, 
their ignorance of its language would not allow them to appeal 
to it at first-hand.3 
The Reformation made free Scriptural inquiry possible from all 
.sides, and in this way Biblical psychology advanced to a new phase 
as it viewed its traditional store of knowledge in the Word of God. 
In Germany, Budaeus, Erasmus and Vives were esteemed as the triumvir-
ate of this science and they were contemporaries of Melancthon, who 
1 Delitzsch, SBP, 3-5. 
2 Delitzsch, SBP, 4-6. 
3 Delitzsch, SBP, 5-6. 
wrote Commentarius de anima (1540), the first German compendium of 
psychology, which was reprinted in 1552 under the title ~ de 
1 
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anima. The Bible regained its authoritative role during the period 
of the Reformation, and even the spell of Aristotelianism was broken. 
However, the Biblical psychology of the Reformation suffered from the 
lack of int ernal progress due to the conservatism of the majority of 
orthodox teachers, who because of prejudice could not see clear~ the 
truths which existed outside the range of the confessions of faith 
maintained by the church. During this s ame period it was unfortunate 
for p5,1chology as a science of the church that the method of dogmatic 
s,ystematizing was so prevalent as well as the persistent habit of 
searching f or the testimony of Scripture by reference to individual 
texts rather than to the general scope and harmony of the entire 
Bible. 
John Albert Bengel of about 1750 began an entirely new era of 
Biblical investigation, which not only served apologetic and polemi-
cal purposes as it had primarily in the past, but it put knowledge 
in a new light, deepened and extended it. This was the prelude to the 
attempts of M. F. Roos, J. G. F. Haussmann, G. F. Oehler, H. A. Hahn, 
J. T. Beck, J. c. K. von Hofmann, G. C. A. von Harless, G. L. Hahn, 
G. H. von Schubert, F. Delitzsch, c. H. Zeller, K. P. Fischer, G. 
Mehring and 0. Chambers, who had varying Biblical approaches but · a 
common zeal to ~stematize anew the science, whose necessity had been 
2 
aclmowledged as early as the first Christian centuries. 
1 Delitzsch, SBP, 6. 2 De1itz8ch, SBP, 3-10; Baldwin, DPP, 1, 
116. 
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One of the most representative, pioneer expositors of Biblical 
psychology was J. T. Beck, who in 1843 wrote Outlines of Biblical 
Psychology. He writes in the preface of this book: 
When at work on ~ Introduction to the System of Christian 
Doctrine, l came to see very clear~ that for the scientif-
ic student, who wishes to define the first principles of 
Christian Apologetics in a way that will do justice to the 
teachings of Scripture, a Biblical Psychology is absolute-
~ indispensable.! 
J. T. Beck recognizes on~ one worthy predecessor in the field 
of Biblical psychology, name~, Magnus Friedrich Roos, who was deserv-
ing of the title "Biblical Psychologist" for having written one of 
the first detailed treatises in this field and entitled it Fundamenta 
P~chologiae ~ ~ Scriptura Collecta (1769). Roos rejects the 
ordinary method of treating the Bible, which consists either in fit-
ting the ideas of the Sacred writers into the dogmas of a philosophy, 
or else in first propounding original definitions and theorems and 
then . trying to recommend them on the_ authority of Scripture. Roos 
urges the attitude of a student toward his teacher in the use of the 
Bible and not the attitude of a judge. The Bible is not to be used 
as a mere test of truth already found but as a source of truth still 
undiscovered. A Biblical psychologist is guided Qy the principle 
that a divine~ inspired writer never uses a single word without dis-
tinct meaning and purpose, and that the terms of Holy Scripture are 
emp.Loyed in a manner worthy of God to give correct and relevant des-
criptions. 
1 Beck, OBP, iv-v. 
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They all (the HolY Scriptures) assume a certain original 
essence, as well as an inward dissolution and perversion, 
complete renewal and future perfection of human nature; and 
Scripture teaching, expounding as it does the spiritual na-
ture of man, can not and will not take for granted, or bor-
row ready-made from human psychology, a comprehensive, 
thorough going and correct knowledge of self. Rather will 
it form the knowledge for itself by its own light, and out 
of the rev:elation of the HolY ·Ghost, who searcheth the heart 
and divideth asunder joints and marrow, soul and spirit.l 
Outlines ~ Biblical Psychology by Beck discussed the life, 
nature and operations of the human soul as it was affected by the 
spirit and the heart. Each of the terms and concepts used is dra;m 
from Scripture and is applied with an abundant supply of prc.t>:t' pass-
ages from the Bible. 
Franz Delitzsch, also a very early writer in the field of Bib-
lical psychology, proposes to answer the following question in his 
System dar Biblische Psychologie: "Whether the soul, so i o.r as it is 
distinguished from the spirit belongs by its ~ature to matter or to 
2 
spirit?" He maintains the essential unity of soul and spirit and 
at the same time he points out the substantial differences between the 
two as presupposed in Holy Scripture. The human soul gives life to the 
body by means of natural energies, which pertain to matter, but the 
substance of these powerful forces is not the same as the human soul. 
Delitzsch was instrumental in establishing the view of the Biblical 
psychologist that the Scriptures contained p~chological truths as well 
as the gospel of salvation. 
For while the Scripture testifies to us of the fact of 
1 Beck, OBP, vii. 2 Delitzsch, SBP, vii. 
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redemption, which is the revealed ' secret of human histo~ 
and the universe, it gives us also at the same time disclos-
ures about the nature of man, which, as well to speculative 
investigation into the final causes and connection of things, 
as to natural and spiritual self-contemplation, manifest 
themselves to be divine suggestions. · 
Oswald Chambers, who lived during the period of 1874-1917, 
wrote in this field and earned the distinction of being a Biblical 
psychologist. In his book Biblical Psychology Chambers discusses the 
same issues as did Beck, including also a discussion of the "self." 
All sections of this text, which were designed for Bible ps.ychology 
students, are linked with illuminating Scripture passages. The pur-
pose of the author in this book is to promote the understanding or 
psychological experiences, t'o arouse the average Christian to study the 
wealth of Scripture, to become better equipped for dividing the Word 
of Truth and to enable him to present the truth of God ef:.t:ectively to 
~ persons perpiexed by problems of their own inner life of feeling, 
2 
thought and will. 
The ·emphases and tenets of Biblical psychology have been main-
tained under different names than "Biblical psychology" by other writ-
ers. The term given the developing psychology with an orientation in 
either the Bible or the traditional teachings of the Christian church 
reflected the discoveries of the advancing natural or academic psycholo-
gy. This trend is evident in book titles such as ~ Psychology of 
Orthodoxy, Modern Psychology and ~ Achievement of Christian Person-
ality, Christian P~chology, ~ P~chology and the Christian Life, 
1 Delitzsch, SBP, viii. 2 Chambers, BP, vi-vi. 
Psychology ~ ~, Christianity and the ~ P!lchology, Recent Re-
ligious Pgychology, varieties ~ Christian Experience, Christianity 
~ P~chology by writers including James Stalker, Rudolph H. Uren, 
F. R. Bar~, Elwin L. House, Sverre Norborg, Lawrence G. Grensted, 
w. B. Selbie, Emil Brunner, G5te Bergsten, William Goulooze and others. 
The most recent writers maintaining the position of the Biblical p~-
chologist or using the term "Biblical Ps.rchology" are Emil Brunner 
. 1 
and William Goulooze. The views of these two writers will be dis-
cussed in detail as representative of contemporary thinking among 
Biblical p~chologists. 
i. The relationship of academic psychology 
and Biblical p~chology 
The rise of modern academic p~chology has awakened a keen in-
terest in the subject of the religious nature of man and has furnished 
Bible students with new instruments of more exact precision with which 
to ana~ze and to seek an understanding of the Scriptural terms which 
describe the mental and the moral natures of man. The progress of the 
historical criticism of the Bible with the advance of academic psy-
chology has brought the Scriptural insights into a new perspective and 
provided a fresh approach to the meaning of human nature. Historical 
research has uncovered the social p~chology of the Hebrews, Which is 
to a large extent embodied in the Biblical literature of the Old Testa-
ment, just as it has been able to reconstruct the p~chology of the 
1 Brunner, MR, 64; Goulooze, PP. 
Egyptians or the sacred books of the East as historical forma of 
thought. The psychology of the New Testament is historica~ of 
1 
special interest to the modern student. The teachings of the New 
Testament Gospel preached by Jesus and his disciples deep~ moved 
the ancient world emotional~, intellectual~ and moral~, and are, 
therefore, psychological~ significant. A study of the Old and New 
Testament records will help one to interpret psychic experiences, 
describe personality types and explain the emergence of new moral 
and social activities. These data aid the modern student in obtain-
ing a fuller view of the nature of human personality and the wa,ys it 
may be modified or developed under the conditions of religious living. 
The approaches of modern psychology and Biblical ps,ychology in 
the understanding of man need to be clarified. Modern, academic ps,y-
chology is a natural, social science and maintains this standpoint iR 
its study of man. Biblical psychology regards man entire~ from the 
religious viewpoint. The two distinct approaches need not conflict, 
for each can be utilized in arriving at a well-rounded concept of the 
personality of man. The results of academic psychological research 
can assist in clarifying certain obscurities in the Bible concerning 
personality. At the same time the Bible affords academic psychology 
with recorded religious experiences and related facts Which can make 
possible a more thorough and accurate description of religious eon-
sciousness. 
1 Fletcher, PNT. 
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It :ls common~ acknowledged that Biblical p~chology is not 
strict~ scientific in the same sense as academic psychology or the 
related social sciences. The Scriptures were not intended to be a 
textbook of ps.rchology claiming a scientific ana~sis of the mind and 
its operations. On~ certain specifically religious aspects of the 
operations of the mind can be considered a part of Biblical psychology. 
Since the Bible deals primari~ with the relationship of man to God, 
the main s t ates of consciousness receiving attention are those relat-
ed to the origination of man from God and his communion with God. 
Biblical psychology strives to be scientific by app~ing the vigorous 
disciplines of the natural sciences to the ethical and religious des-
cription of the mind and its attitudes. 
Biblical p~chology is theocentric and the psychological terms 
of the Scri ptures lose their value and become mere vestiges of ani-
mistic beli efs if they are taken out of the context in which God con-
tinues to maintain a relationship with man, and one in which man has 
the privilege of accepting fellowship with the Divine. The psycho-
logical language of the Bible is significant as it emerges from re-
ligious experiences in which God influences the mind of man, and the 
mind of man reacts to the religious environment. This type of langu-
age is foreign to scientific psychology, and its basis is in a sense 
beyond the naturalistic grasp of science as it now exists. Yet, the 
ana~tic precision of the vocabulary of academic p~chology is neces-
sary to a Biblical p~chologist in elucidating the religious life of 
man. 
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It should not be.·hastiiy concluded that modern, academic 
psychology is essential~ irreligious because it does not speak the 
language of the Bible. As a special science it often attempts to 
consider the facts and processes of human consciousness as th~ are 
in themselves devoid of all religious or metaphysicS.. presuppositions 
and prejudices. Much of the academic, psychology denies itself the 
pursuit of religious or metaphysical questions and willingly leaves 
them to religion and metaphysics, however this is not a justified 
basis on which to brand academic psychology as anti-religious. The 
mutually supplemental character istics of academic ·and Biblical psy-
chology make possible a constructive relationship in the pursuit of a 
valid concept of personality for pastoral psychology. 
ii. The objectives of Biblical psychology 
Throughout Biblical p~chology an understanding of human nature 
arising from t he Word of God and revealed in human experience is an 
acknowledged objective. A knowledge of the created peychical consti- · 
· tution of man and the ways in which this constitution has been affect-
ed by sin and redemption is a task proposed for Biblical psychology 
1 
by F • . Delitzsch. Such knowledge should not satisfy mere curiosity but 
promote the "salvation" of the human soul. By "salvation" a Biblical 
pff.Ychologist means a vital relationship with God for the present and 
eternity through faith in the meritorious work of Christ, who through 
His death satisfied the divine wrath incurred by the sin of man. This 
1 Delitzsch, BP, 16. 
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relationship of faith saves man from eternal punishment for his sin, 
gives him the assurance of the forgiveness, love and the promise of 
eternal joy and peace of God. It is not only the duty of Biblical 
psychology to ' ."save'' man but to set forth the latent doctrines of 
man as found in the Scriptures; to explain those that are obscure; 
to investigate t hose that are doubtful; and to combine all such 
knowledge into a consistent, whole and compact system. 
Biblical psychology is willing to utilize the insights of those 
psychologies outside the .circle of revelation, however, though always 
maintaining its independence. Biblical psychCi>logy is not bound to 
the limited course of experimental, physical investigation, which can 
not go. beyond external observation. "The pragmatic test is not the 
1 
final test" for the Biblical psychologist. . Examination of the Holy 
Scriptures and the empirical facts of a Biblical nature will proceed 
productively from inner experience to an exploration of the conditions 
of salvation. · The Biblical psychologist endeavors to master the books 
of nature as well as Scripture, which were intended from the beginning 
to be compared with one another by their common Author, who inspired 
them all. Careful exegetical treatment of sacred and secular books 
will disclose the need for accurate, attainable knowledge of man. The 
validity of such knowledge will be recognized by the .essential harmony 
of the internal experiences of ~ Christians in various cultures and 
conditions. 
1 Goulooze, PP, 124. 
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Brunner challenges Biblical or Christian ps.ychology, whose 
focus is upon the relation of man to God, with the task of under-
standing the hwna.n problem. He contends that this psychology can 
give a view of man which will make clear his origin, nature, purpose; 
and at the same time it offers a remedy for the contradictions which 
academic p~chologies reveal. Such knowledge is not self- knowledge 
of man, but it is the knOl'f'ledge of the Word and faith, both gifts of 
God. 
The Biblical psychologist endeavors to resist retreating from 
the reali~ of existence into theor.y, which is the error of academic 
psychology_; but he hopes to recognize the actual contradictions of 
man. A Chr istian understanding of man means the apprehension of man 
in his contradictions as a sinner, and this is the self-acknowledged 
contribution of Biblical psychology. It seeks a scientific, yet, 
theological comprehension of the nature of personality. In view of 
these basic insights the Biblical psychologist aims to attain a deeper 
understanding with due regard to the Bible and to the psychological, 
1 
social and religious crises of modern man. 
2. The orthodox and the nee-orthodox 
Biblical psychologists 
The events of histor,y following approximate~ the year 1914 
have undermined many of the liberal notions and threatened several 
1 Goulooze, PP, 17-25. 
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conservative doctrines about the nature of man. The ·industrial and 
scientific era achieved mass production and in turn dehumanized man 
to the extent he felt like a cog in a meaningless, functioning ma-
chine. Fascism, communism and even a capitalistic democrae.y on a 
war econonw reduced the significance of the individual to a statis-
tical dig:i.t in a collective mass. The indiscriminate destruction of 
two world wars has made the significance and worth of the individual 
a mocke~ in the opinion of ma~ persons. 
The reliability of human reason, the- value of human effort, the 
progressive advancement of civilization toward the fulfillment of its 
desti~. consequent~ appeared as ultimate irrationality, retrogress-
ing to descending levels of brutality and final extinction. The 
character of life was conceived as tragic and void of fundamental good-
ness and reasonableness. 
In the face of the disillusioning world situation theologians 
were forced to re-evaluate their positions to the extent of clarify- .. 
ing their views, reinterpreting their theological tenets or choosing 
alternative opinions. Some theologians of the liberal tradition 
sought to reinterpret their theology in terms of new philosophic and 
empirical understandings of nature and human nature characterized b,y 
qynamic events, qualitative relations, emergent patterns and tragic 
fulfillment. There were also those who sought to reinterpret the 
doctrines of orthodox theology in the tragic events of our times and 
these theologians were known as nee-orthodox theologians. 
The nee-orthodox theologians are an essential part of the 
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liberal tradition in spite of their repeated att acks upon particular 
liberal do•::trines. For their part in the liberal tradition they as-
sumed the t ask of making the Christian faith meaningful for the modern 
world. "The Christian message to the contemporary world will be a true 
convincing and transforming message onlf insofar as it is born out of 
1 
the depths of our present historical situation." 
Nee-orthodox theologians do not retreat from the findings of 
nineteenth century liberal Biblical criticism. Their theology is 
formulated in terms of Biblical doctrines, which are treated ~hi-
callf rather than litera~lf· The nee-orthodox theologian identifies 
himself with the nee-naturalist to the extent to which he does not de-
rry nor see to avoid the findings of science. Brunner clearlf states 
this in his principle of empirical criticism for theology: 
By this we mean that no statement about man, whatever its 
source, may contradict experience, and, on the other hand, 
that all that can be l earned about man2from experience ought to be included ~ any doctrine of man. 
The nee-orthodox theologian does not err in ignoring the truths 
which modern science discovers. If he errs it is in the manner in 
which he erects a super-structure above the natural realm in human 
life and the physical world in which religious experience and religious 
events occur as over against ''natural" events. It is at this point 
nee-orthodox theologians reveal their kinship with theological ortho-
doxy. But nee-orthodox theology is new because of some daring liberal 
divergencies from orthodoxy. 
1 Van Dusen, CA, 43. 2 Brunner, MR, 6o. 
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kl& By way of understanding the doctrine of man~by Emil Brunner, 
which is representative of n~o-orthodoxy in general, it should be 
noted that Karl Barth and Brunner have introduced to contempor~ 
theology t he "existential" philosophy of sgren Kierkegaard, the mel-
ancholy Dane ,of a hundred years ago. Ma.ey" regard Kierkegaard as the 
greatest i ntellectual genius of the nineteenth century and the most 
1 
profound Christian thinker since Martin Luther. 
Kierkegaard has given Brunner maQy of his basic theological em-
phases. The Dane presents the qualitative difference between the .tem-
poral and the eternal. The dreadful chasm separating sinful man from 
God, the fallibility of the intellect in matters of religion, the weak-
nesses of institutional Christianity and the importance of the existent-
ial moment in which naked man must give himself up for divine cross-
examination and make his decision for God rather than against Him. 
Kierkegaard was a part of the Copernician revolut ion in religious thought 
by which the sinful, human searchlight with which to know God was aband-
oned for the divine revelation. Revelat ion is self-authenticating, and 
there is no understanding of the Christian position except with the 
eyes of God-wrought faith. This is a thesis Kierkegaard and Luther ar-
dently defBnd. 
It is the conviction of Kierkegaard that God takes hold of man, 
gives him the Christian truth, changes him and gives him a new life in 
responsibility and obedience. This is one of the meanings of revelation, 
1 Niebuhr, NDM, 1,44. 
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that God himself must grant the condition in man for recognizing the 
revelation. Revelation is not a matter of human reason, opinion, 
scientific knowledge or inquisitiveness; but it is a matter of faith 
which is an "existential communication" occuring when man encounters 
aoq.. This encounter is a miracle comparable to the incarnation of 
Christ, the Son of God. Man enters the kingdom of God by repentance 
and faith which are accomplished through reason that loses its au-
tonomy. Reason is conquered by the living Word, Christ, Who sets it 
free. This is a paradox concerning reason. True reason or revelation 
is not autonomous, but it is given by God through repentance and faith 
and is viewed as a creation of a new capacity for human understanding. 
The arresting insights of Kierkegaard are evident in their in-
fluence upon the concept of man held by Brunner as outlined in the 
following pages. Our attention is here confined to Brunner, the only 
neo-orthodox theologian who gives systematic consideration to the 
doctrine of man in a framework of Biblical psychology. The neo-orthodox 
concept of the Imago Dei as proposed by Brunner will be examined in 
respect to human reason, freedom, sin, groWth and social relations. 
i. The nee-orthodox concept of man held by Bruriner 
(1) The evil nature of the rational capacity of man 
According to Brunner rational capacities can be tools of pride 
and weapons in the defense of class interests (ideology) and personal 
values of the self (rationalization) as means of promoting individual 
and social well-being. Reason is not a morally_unambiguous capacity. 
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Brunner finds mind and reason to be subject to ambivalent moods and 
ambiguous conclusions. 
It is not the animal instincts, but the mind of man which 
is the origin of all evil; the sante mind creates, builds, 
carries on research, strives, which seeks truth and loves 
righteousness, Which longs after love and community; this 
same mind, this same heart which glows with a sacred fire 
is the fiery abyss whence issues all that is demonic and 
destructive.l 
BrUnner does not deny that the human mind can fashion creative 
accomplishments in the natural world, but he also asserts that the ev-
il in life emerges from the mind of man. Brunner distinguishes between 
"bad11 and "evil." "Bad" is due to the misfortunes of life or natural 
calamity while "evil" applies to whatever hinders, corrupts or dee-
trqys life b.1 virtue of the responsible action of some person or per-
2 
sons. Mind or reason in and of itself does not assure mankind that 
man is, can or will be capable of overcoming his human deficiencies. 
The decisive point is not the fact that man is self-conscious 
mind, and that he creates cUlture, but h!!;. he lives as self-
conscious mind, what he desires to create in his creation of 
"culture", ••• Self-conscious mind as such does not make him 
tthuman"; indeed, even if he is a genius he may use his mental 
powers in an 11 inhuman" wa:y • • • The deepest contrast is not 
what which lies between spirit and nature but that which lies 
between the use of spirit in harmony with or in opposition 
to God.3 
Of greater significance than the possession of reason is the 
issue of how reason is used. Reason can be the organ with which to 
receive the Divine Word or the "real core of sin" when man mistakenly' 
assumes his autonomy. Reason is the means which God has given man 
1 Brunner, 1m, 185. 
2 Brunner, MR, 115. 
3 Brunner, MR, 328. 
ll'ith 'Which to hear the divine call and answer it. 
Because God creates man as one who can hear His call and 
answer it, He also creates him as a rational being. The 
reason is the organ of perception, but the ·meaning of this 
. organ, its final "whence" and "whither", th!t which de-
termines its structure, is the Word of God. 
(2) The res~onsible freedom of man 
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Brunner specifies responsible freedom as the Imago Dei rather 
than reason. Freedom itself is not unambiguously good in terms of its 
use any more than reason, but freedom for Brunner carries a meaning of 
responsibilitywhich characterizes the essential nature of man. It is 
this concept of freedom 'Which is the Imago Dei in man. 
Responsible freedom 11 is not an attribute, it is the 'substance' 
2 
of human existence." Responsibility is what makes existence for man 
really human and enables him to be a person enjoying freedom as a re-
sponsible agent. 
Inst ead of autonomous freedom Brunner speaks of a freedom de-
pendent upon the ever present and ever renewed call of God. The re-
sponsible character of the existence of man is due to the fact that 
his freedom is known by the way he responds to the call of God. Com-
plete freedom is attained by man when he is completely dependent upon 
God, and this freedom diminishes in the degree to "Which he turns f'rom 
God, the source of his freedom. 
The dependent relationship of man upon God is characterized by 
the perfect love of God. Man repeatedly breaks the love bond, 'Which 
l . Brunner , MR, 102-105. 2 Brunner, MR, so. 
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is true freedom and dependence~ just as Adam rebelled against God and 
brought about the "fall." The character of the life of man is a re-
bellion against the loving call of God and the response to the call is 
as to an obligation; consequent~ perfect freedom is non-existent but 
1 
an "existence-in-decision" remains. The existence-in-decision is 
the true form of humanity, and its responsible nature is possible be-
. cause of the continually renewed call of God. The freedom of man to 
respond is dependent upon the call of God, and therefore, it is not an 
autonomous freedom. 
It i s important to recall that, when Brunner speaks of the im-
age of God in man as a capacity for response, he refers to the origin 
of man. God creates man to receive the call, or the Word, and when-
ever he does (man must ever renew th;l.s decisive response) he origi-
nates. The origin of man is not identical with his beginning. The 
beginnings of man, individually and racial~, are what the biologists 
conceive, but the origin is the response of man to the call of God. 
The image of God is our total existence-in-decision to respond 
to the Word of God and to be responsible for the decision we make. 
Reason is t he "organ for the reception" of the Word of God, but it is 
not the explanation of the relationship of man God such as finite 
reason to Infinite Mind. Reason in the relationship of man to God is 
the faculty through which God calls to man for a decision. The ration-
ality of man, therefore, is not so important but the call to responsible 
1 Brunner, YR, 262. 
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decision by God in every moment of existence is the crucial issue. 
Thus, the Im.a.P"o Dei is the total spiritual fact that the form of our ~-
existence is one of · free responsive decision to the call of God. 
(3) The worth of man 
It i.s clear that Brunner believes that the worth of man resides 
in his rela.tionship to God, not in himself alone. 11 The intrinsic worth 
- 1 
of man 1 s being lies in the Word of God, 11 the call to which man responds. 
In contrast a doctrine of the autonomous self may mean that the image 
of God becomes an attribute of human nature. Brunner does not treat 
the image of God as an attribute of human nature but as its very es-
sence and substance. This essential nature is not man as he exists; 
it is aetive~ present on~ in his relationship to God. "Man's mean-
ing and his intrinsic worth do not reside in himself, but in the One 
who stands 1 over against I him, in Christ, the Primal Image, in the 
- 2 
Word of God." 
Brunner has a pessimistic attitude toward the actual human situ-
ation because of the utter sinfulness of man. The stature of man as 
a creature of God is indeed an attribute of great significance, but 
this also includes the Imago Dei, the responsible existence. 
The expression, that God 11 calls11 the creature into exist-
ence, is sole~ applicable to man in the literal sense, and 
is then also transferred from man to the rest of the creat-
ed universe. From the side of God this twofold relation is 
known as a "call," and from that of man as an "answer"; thus 
the heart of man's being is seen to be: responsible existence.3 
1 Brunner, MR, 99. 
2 Brunner, MR, 96. 
3 Brunner, MR, 97. 
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Such a high estimate of the human creature as the Imago Dei is 
impossible because of the use man makes of his freedom. Man does not 
unambiguous~ attain good ends, nor make logical decisions, nor auto-
matical~ achieve social harmony when he pursues his private inclinat-
ions. God created man in His image, but man does not choose to retain 
that likeness. He does the contrary by utilizing his divine~ bestowed 
freedom to oppose God. Thus, man is the image of God in principle, but 
empirical~ he is a rebellious creature. 
(4) The nature of sin in the human personality 
The willful opposition of man to God places upon him the respon-
sibility of sin. The only man who could use his responsible freedom 
in such a Y!lay as to avoid the responsibility of sin is a "zeythical mantt 
known as Adam. All empirical men retain the responsible freedom of 
the Ieythical, first man, but they misuse it in their opposition to God. 
Brunner adheres to a doctrine of original sin, which makes sin unavoid-
able, while at the same time it is something for which man is respon-
sible. 
The Biblical revelation, however, shows us both in one, since 
it tells us that we are sinners, that means human beings who 
not only sin now and then, occasionally--that is, every time 
we do not do the good--but whose very being is defined as sin; 
but this also means human beings 'Who are fully responsible for 1 
all the evil they do, and for the evil in their nature as weU .• 
When compared to other creatures, man by virtue of his relation-
ship to God in responsible freedom enjqys a high status. It is in such 
a high status that man can use his freedom to oppose God by attempting 
1 Brunner, MR, 116. 
to make himself God. 
The most daring of all sins, that of self-deification, is 
only possible through the divine destiny of creation, which 
raises man above the whole rest· of the created world. What 
indeed is sin as :\whole save this misunderstanding of man 1 s 
God-given freedom& 
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It is this high status enjqyed by man in which he continual~ 
and inevit ably denies his divine origin. This is the dist inct i ve 
quality of sin; it is the meaning of tne "fall" for Brunner. l4a.n con-
It tinually and inevitably re-enacts the "fall in each moment of his ex-
i stence , bElcause he attains independence as a separate human being and 
in so doing stands over against Goa ; he is prompted by anxiety concern-
ing his compound spiritual and physical nature, and he wills t o be 
God Himself . It is due to the irreparable damage caused by sin that 
love is no longer a simple possibility but a law to Which man i s re-
sponsible in his relationship to God. Sin changes the status of man 
or relationship to God but does not destrqy it. 
(5) The growth of personality 
Brunner accepts growth as a necessary condition of life. "Growth 
be l ongs to the nature of the creature as such. The necessity for de-
2 
velopment is a fundamental destiqy of all, also of human creatureliness.n 
In accepting growth as a condition of life Brunner distinguishes between 
biological growth, psychological growth and redemptive growth. Brunner 
maintains that only the redemptive growth of the person in a responsible 
r e lationship to God has real significance. His contention is that, 
1 Br unner , MR, 173. 
2 Brunner, MR, 404. 
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11the empirical science of the growth of human beings cannot solve the 
1 
riddle of the growth of persons--either individual~ or general~." 
The status of an individual as a responsible person to God, who possess-
es the image of God, is something apart from the processes of natural 
growth. This also means that the status of man in his rebellion a-
gainst God lies behind or above the empirical plane. The logical out-
come of thi~ position is that the biological and the ps.ychological 
processes that take place in the life of man do not have redemptive 
significance but exist on~ on an empirical level. Human growth and 
progress in and of themselves do not change the sinful condition of 
man, which is one of endless conflict and rebellion. 
This conclusion, namely that on~ the redemptive growth of a 
person in ~ responsible relationship to God has real significance, ev-
en rules out the redemptive possibilities of human love, which for 
Brunner is a law and an obligation. Love is not available to man as 
a natural quality with which to create harmony out of tension and con-
flict. Life is lived by man in obedience to a dual law of what is and 
what ought to be. This law of obligation dominates the life of the 
sinner . Being under the law is as clear an expression of the contra-
diction as sin itself. They are identical but are seen from two dif-
ferent standpoints. It is sin when man no longer does what God wills 
but what he hi.Jnself wills. It is the law when man does what he wills 
but never ceases to live under the will of God; however, this will of 
1 Brunner, MR, 399. 
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God is now changed from a gift of life to a demand with an attached 
1 
death penalty for the disobedient. Thus the existence of man under 
the law means that even if he fulfilled the law of love he would still 
not possess perfect love, the equivalent to a right relationship with 
God. The sinful self-seeking nature of man renders him impotent in 
establiShing harmony within himself, with others and with God. 
Man has open to him two possible courses of action to get out 
of his predicament. They are: 1) to repent of his own sin and 2) to 
show forgiveness to others for their offenses on the basis of true 
faith. Apart from God man can only sin, but with God he can and should 
have faith, that is, he can turn from a false freedom in living for 
himself to a genuine freedom through a vital relationship with God. 
This is the essence of the Word of God addressed to man in the person 
of Jesus Christ. Christ calls man to repentance and to turn away from 
2 
a f alse independence to divine love. Repentance and faith are the 
only answer to the state of continual and inevitable sinfulness of man. 
This solution to the predicament of man is distinctly a saving act on 
the part of God as revealed in Christ Jesus, and thus, is not a part 
of the doctrine of man. God reaches man in his tragic state of sin 
and demonstrates His sovereignty over evil and guarantees the meaning-
fulness of existence. This resolves the life of man as a trageqy into 
an eternal victory. 
(6) The social aspects of personality 
The Christian faith gives man particular social characteristics. 
1 Brunner, MR, 156. 2 Brunner, MR, 274. 
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While faith is regarded by Brunner as wholly an individual affair, 
its social aspect is recognized. Brunner support-s Rauschenbusch in 
' 1 
his insistence on the social character of Christianity. Paradoxical-
~ Brunner combines a condition of complete passivity with the most 
agressive activity. "He who has taken the inner fortress of your 
soul, i.e., your ego," says Brunner, ."will not stop there but will take 
2 
you vdth him to conquer the world." This social aspect of the Chris-
tian faith and life is recognized as the raison d 1etre of the church. 
The church stands apart from all other organizations or fellowships 
as it is God-made and eternal, not natural or artificial. 
11. The Biblical psychology of William Goulooze 
In contrast to the neo-orthodox Biblical concept of man, an 
orthodox Biblical concept of man is presented. Orthodox theologians 
and Christian communions historically hold to the doctrines of the 
ecumenical creeds, Which are Trinitarian. The underlying assumption 
is that these creeds are the accepted standards of the Christian faith. 
These standards in practical application permit considerable variance 
in reference to less fundamental doctrines. In the narrowest sense 
orthodoxy asserts a claim to credence and authority as the truth in 
its conservative view of Scripture, doctrines, ritual and Christian 
practices, which is in contrast to the liberalism of neo-orthodoxy 
described earlier in the chapter. The orthodox point of view in a 
Biblical concept of man for pastoral psychology is clearly reflected 
1 Brunner, TC, 2. 2 Brunner, TC, 84. 
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in the writings of William Goulooze. 
ot . 
Will iam Goulooze is P.rofessorA burch History at Western Theo-
logical Seminary of the Reformed Church in America, at Holland, Michi-
gan. He has served several parishes of his denomination before his 
election as professor of church history at the seminary. He has writ-
ten more, than ten books including: ! Manual for Ministers, Elders and 
Deacons; Pastor's Personal Record Book; ! Young People 1s Life of Christ; 
!_Young People's Confession .£! Faith; ~ Sovereignty £!:. God ~ History; 
Consider Christ Jesus--Radio Sermons; Victory ~ Suffering; and Pas-
toral Psychology. 
Norman Vincent Peale, pastor of the Marble Collegiate Church of 
New York City, has written the introduction to Pastoral P~chologr. 
Peale writes in this introduction as follows: 
The thesis of this book is reverently and securely based on 
Scripture. Indeed, the reader and student of this volume 
will inevitably develop new enthusiasm for the Bible, dis-
covering in it hitherto unrealized sources of penetrating in-
sights into human nature. The Bible will grow upon him as an 
astonishing textbook of mind, soul, and even bo~ theraP,Y.l 
Goulooze pr esents at the end of his book a very comprehensive 
bibliography under topical headings such as the psychological-social 
crises, pastoral theology, principles of psychology, applied psychology, 
psychoanalysis, personality development, pastoral psychology, sickness 
and health, sex and family life, counseling. 
The views of William Goulooze will be presented in the follow-
ing pages because of his identification with and maintenance of the 
1 Goulooze, PP, 9. 
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position of Biblical psychology and because of his unique and consis·t-
ent use of Scripture in the book entitled Pastoral P~chology. 
The psychology bf William Goulooze is centered in the Bible, 
which serves as an authentic textbook for the understanding of per-
sonality. It is aQ~itted that the Bible does not ana~ze the per-
sonality in a manner comparable to that of modern psychology or psy-
chiatry, but the essential characteristics of the nature of man are 
clear~ revealed in the Scriptural records. Because of the religious 
orientation of the Bible to the understanding of human personality, 
Goulooze contends it is particular~ well suited for the use of the 
pastor. He believes the Bible has a fundamental conception of per-
sonality, whose validity is today being proved by psychology and p5,1-
chotherapy. 
We must confess that modern psychology and psychotherap,r 
tell us no more about the incompatible motives that tear 
the human soul asunder than was already in the Scriptures 
for all to read; but we lacked the perceiving eye and the 
understanding mind and the believing heart. Modern psy-
chology has elucidated how human motives work, ho~ they 
become perverted, how they "split" our personality into 
flesh warring against the spirit and spirit against the 
flesh. It has added no lmowledge of new motives; albeit it 
has helped us tremendous:cy- to realize how motives in the Wl-
conscious may work their havoc in our spiritual life.l 
According to Goulooze the Bible contains the best concept of 
personality that we have. Modern psychology confirms the concept of 
personality found in the Bible. 
The greatest and most authentic textbook on personality is 
still the Bible, and the discoveries which psychologists 
1 Goulooze, PP, 134. 
have made tend to confirm rather than to contradict the 
codifi cation of personality found there.l 
It i s clear that Goulooze believes that the Bible not on~ 
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equals the modern sciences of personality in their basic insights 
but supersedes them. The Bible has a more comprehensive, holistic, 
and vital~ constructive approach because of its objective recogni-
tion of the utter helplessness of man in religious matters, and be-
cause of the eternal perspective which it gives to the purpose and 
destiny of personality. The authority of the Bible as a textbook 
for a study of personality is the issue between Goulooze and psycho-
logists. 
(1) The relevance of the Gospel for all of life 
Goulooze identifies himself as a "Bible-beleiving Christian" 
and assert s the power of the Gospel of Christ in the total life of 
the believer. The full meaning of life can be understood, in the 
opinion of Goulooze, on the basis of Biblical conceptions and the 
findings of modern science, which clear~ reveal the relevance of the 
therapeutic values of the Gospel. William Goulooze concurs with Georgia 
Harkness in the following statement: "The Christian gospel interpreted 
in love and accepted in faith is relevant to every human situation ••• 
2 
let us trust God, not less but more, with knowledge of these facts •11 
When a person implicit~ trust Jesus Christ the Gospel is cred-
ited with a poten~ to influence radical~ the totality of his life 
and bring it into conformity with the will of God. 11When Chr i s t takes 
1 Goulooze, PP, 122. 2 Harkness, DNS, 23 . 
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over, there is ne-wness of power and life for all things in ali circum.-
1 
stances." 
It is the purpose of the pastoral ps,rchology of Goulooze with 
its Biblical orientation to contribute to the effectiveness of a Chris-
tian minister in bringing persons into livjng fellowship with God 
through Christ so that they can find "salvation11 in reference to 
health, considerations of the temporal order and eternity. The minister 
cannot do this without proper regard for the Bible. The Gospel has 
more than a psychological content; it is more than a mere escape mach-
anism to allay fears, anxieties, frustrations and other mental distur-
bances. The Gospel sees man in his lost condition, recognizes his 
guilt and need of divine redemption. For Goulooze the Gospel of Christ 
meets these needs fully, and thereby, the Gospel is the ttsaving secret" 
of the world situation and the life experiences of.every individual. 
The broad and implicit confidence in the Gospel ~uggests that Goulooze 
sees little value in psychology. However, this conclusion is not in 
agreement with the evaluation made by Goulooze of the potentialities 
of Biblical psychology for the pastoral ministry. 
Just as the Christian minister utilizes and proclaims the full 
counsel of the Bible so he ought to go all the way with a proper appli-
cation of psychology for the temporal and the eternal crises of people. 
"The minister must remember that psychology can teach him a great deal 
2 
about human nature and about abnormal religious experience." 
1 Goulooze, PP, 135. 2 Goulooze, PP, 21. 
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Psychology can help the pastor minister effectively to the developing 
personalities of the persons he serves. It is the task of the Chris-
tian pastor to utilize the aid of modern psychology to help make 
Christianity the power of life it was intended to be by its founder, 
Jesus Christ. 
(2) Christianity and personality 
Recent books on the subject of personality by c. G. Jung, c. F. 
Leavitt, s . H. Kraines, E. s. Thetford, K. A. Menninger and s. Hilt ner 
have shown the importance of personality. In the opinion of Goulooze 
t hese writers achieved their purposes, but . they did not go far enough 
f or Biblical psychology in relating their insights to the Christian 
religion and Christian living. The Biblical psychologist believes he 
can meet this need. In support of his conviction that Christianity 
is the religion which best serves the human personalit,y, he appeals 
to the wor ds and deeds of Jesus. 
In countless instances throughout His ministry7 Jesus showed how 
much he valued every individual. Even the individual, who had become 
valueless in the eres of his fellowman was respected, loved and aided 
becaus6 of his inherent and potential worth. The ministry of Jesus to 
lepers, the social outcasts of his day, proves how He made every effort 
to salvage personalities and make their lives worthwhile for themselves 
1 
and God. (Matthew 8:1-4; Mark 1:40-45; Luke 5:12-15) One day the 
1 Throughout this study parentheses containing Biblical references 
will st and outside and immediately succeeding the sentence to which 
they apply. 
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disciples of Christ were arguing ~~out who of them would be valued 
most high~ in the kingdom of God.. Jesus was displeased b,y their con-
tentions and placed a child in thetir midst and pointed out to them the 
great importance of even a small c:hild. (Matthew 18:1-6; Mark 10:13-16; 
Luke 18:15-17) Just as a shepherd is great~ concerned about ever,r 
sheep in his flock, so is God stiJ.l more concerned about every person 
including those Who have little or no faith in His shepherding care. 
(Matthew 18 :12-lli; Luke 15 :3-7; 8-·10) 
Biblical psychologists conc:lude from the above and other Scrip-
1 
tural references that Christianit~ · is pre-eminent~ the religion which 
best serves personality because of its belief in the worth of ever,r 
person, its reverence for human p<,tentialities and its altruistic em-
2 
phases. The Christian pastor who utilizes orthodox Biblical psycholo-
gy is the key individual to stimulate and to develop the synthesis of 
the entire personality and the ref:ources of the Christian religion. 
Goulooze states that Biblical psychology can make its contribution to 
the Christian pastor in achieving this synthesis by providing "instruct-
ion and techniques for personality development as a part of the program 
3 
andart of Christian living." Goulooze does not illustrate how this 
objective can be achieved. 
The Biblical concept of the Christian faith as conceived by 
Goulooze is before all things a personal relation between the individual 
1 Ephesians 1:4,5,7; I Corinthians 5:17; Matthew 10:31; 12:12; Luke 12:7; 
21:18; Acts 27:34. 
2 Butler., PR. 
3 Goulooze, PP, 132. 
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and Christ; it is ·not merely an intellectual relation of a. mind to a 
II 
truth or a. system of truths. Christ constantly used "faith as a 
term that is not applicable to the relation of a man to an opinion, 
or a. t hing. He used "faith" as a term that is applicable only to the 
r elations of persons. The teachings of Christ are focused upon the 
t emporal and eternal welfare of an individual person, and therefore, 
t he Biblical p~chologist believes the Christian religion is divine~ 
conceived for the human personality. 
Christianity views the presence of God in regenerated person-
alit ies as a reality. These Christian personalities have their limi-
tations but Goulooze believes one does find in them superior religious 
qualities; a grateful sense of the values of life; a clarity of thought; 
. 
a visionar,r hope; a consideration of factual realities in the world 
and man in a spirit of sound judgment and friendliness. Christ ian per-
sonalities can possess a rare stability of will and conviction that 
spr ings f r om a surrendered life to God. The Christian faith makes 
poss ible a more free and balanced expression of thoughts and feelings, 
which is not altered radically by sorrow or affliction, joy or satis-
faction. The Christiam person is characteristically humble, open-
minded, self-forgetting, loving and radiant because of his personal re-
lationship to Christ. Goulooze implies these claims for the Christian 
reli gion as a result of his personal observation and experience. 
Goulooze suggests in his book Past oral P51chology that the most 
complete expression of the perfect personality, Which can be found in 
1 
the records of the human race, is the personality of Jesus, the Christ. 
1 Goulooze, PP, 133; Sa.nday, PCO, 24-2.5. 
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Jesus demonstrated through His life lived in a relationship of faith 
with God, the Father, the meaning of personality and how this meaning 
can be fully realized by every one. It is this same faith lmown as 
Christianity which confronts the total personality and motivates it 
to grow and to realize ful~ its own potentialities. Christianity 
is not the pursuit of an ideal on the part of the personality, but it 
is the ideal Personality, Jesus Christ, and the HolY Spirit, pursu-
ing the human personality. It is evident in the writings of Goulooze 
that in his opinion no other religion presents as many and as great 
values for the human personality as Christianity. · 
(3) The Biblical concept of the nature of man 
(i) The doctrine of the depravity of man 
Goulooze accepts the portrait of man sketched by the Apostle 
Paul which he feels was inspired by God, and which is recorded in the 
book of Romans. There man is pictured as possessing no good. (Romans 
7:18; Romans 3:12) According to Gouloo~e Biblical psychology takes 
into consi deration the total depravity of man and the need of divine 
redemption. He states, "This must be the basis of a Scriptural, sci-
1 
entific, pastoral psychology." 
This doctrine of depravity means, more specifical~, that man 
is a spiritual as well as a physical being, but these characterist-
ics do not attribute goodness to him for he is worthless. (Romans 3:12) 
Man stands continual~ in need of spiritual a.nd physical nourishment 
1 Goulooze, PP, 24. 
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from God ·~o meet the expectations of God as well as his own aspirat-
ions. (Matthew 4:4; Luke 4:4) 
In his statement of the greatest commandment, Jesus enumerat-
ed in the custom of His day the component parts of human nature as 
heart, soul, mind, spirit and body or flesh. (Luke 10 :27; Mark 12: 
29-38) Biblical psychologists of the orthodox tradition are prone to 
accept literal~ this ana~sis of the nature of man. It is through 
these part s of his nature that man may grow toward maturity in his 
relationships with God and his fellow men. 
The fact that Jesus enumerated these many aspects of personali-
ty does not mean that He and the Biblical psychologists believe them 
to be dist inct and separate. It is accepted by these p5,1chologists 
that Jesus held an .Old Testament and Rabbinical view of the unity of 
man. This is evident in the answer of Jesus to the scribe, who asked 
Him which commandment was the first of all. (Mark l2 :29-30; Matthew 
22:37-38) Jesus identifies in His rep~ three parts of the personali-
t y , namely, heart, soul and mind, which comprise the self. Just as 
thi s self is loved as a unity so the self of our neighbor is to be 
loved. In his admonition to the disciples in the garden of Gethsemane, 
the Master spoke of the parts of the nature of man as working both for 
and against each other, but finally taken together they make up the 
total personality. (Matthew 26:41; Luke 22:46; Mark 14:38) 
It is non-Biblical, from the standpoint of Goulooze to view hu-
man nature as neither good nor bad. The new-born babe is not simply 
a bundle of biological impulses entirely a-moral in themselves. In 
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the thinking of Goulooze such views are in direct violation to the re-
velation of God in His Word, which is very plain with respect to the 
curse of the sin of Adam and the continuing tendency toward sin llhich 
appears in successive generations of human life. Jesus without quali-
1 
fication or comparison calls men evil. (Matthew 7:9-11; Luke 11:11-13) 
Or what man is there of you, whom, if his son asks bread, will he 
give him a stone? Or if he ask a fish, will he give him a ser-
pent? If ye then, being evil, know how to give good gifts unto 
your children, how much more shall your Father which is in heav-
en give good things to them that ask him? 
From the viewpoint of Goulooze the human infant is in its original na-
ture against God and is sinful. 
Man is conceived and born in sin. How can man, therefore, be 
called neutral or amoral? It is simp~ preposterous to en-
tertain such a modernistic position, because it flaunts at 
Scripture. Man is inclined to all manner of evil from his 
youth to his dying day.2 
Sex copula·tion is not the sin that curses the human race nor do concept-
ion and birth confer sin; but sin is the consequence of the disobedience 
toward God of Adam and Eve which robs the nature of man of its goodness. 
It :is clear from the writings of Goulooze that for him pastoral 
psychology is the battle line between the viewpoint of some social scien-
tists and t he Biblical theologians. Pastoral psychology must take the 
stand that includes the following' 11 a firm belief in the inability of 
man, the total depravity of human nature, and the need of divine super-
3 
natural redemption through Jesus Christ." It is the task of 
1 hen parentheses contain more than one ~criptural reference, the first 
is the one quoted, the remaining one or ones are parallel passages. 
2 Goulooze , PP, 137. 
3 Goulooze , PP, 137. 
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past oral psychology to set Christ forth as the on~ and all-sufficient 
answer to the depravity of man. The pastoral psychologist can be the 
insti'U.lOOnt for the Holy Spirit to enter the life of sinful man and to 
make possible qynamic, meaningful, hopeful living through Christ. 
Though man exists in a depraved state, nevertheless, Biblical 
psychology regards him as a creature of God. God created man in His 
own nature and looks upon him as superior and of greater value than 
any other creature. (Genesis 1:26, 27) Jesus is interpreted to sup-
port the same view in the New Testament, when He replies to the ruler 
of the synagogue, who is indignant because the Master·healed the sick 
on the Sabbath. (Luke 13:15-16) On many other occasions Jesus ex-
pressed His evaluation of the superior nature of man because of the 
divine creation of man. (Luke 14:5; Matthew 12:11-12) 
Because of his great worth man, who has been a lost sinner and 
has repented, is sought by God until he is found. The orthodox Bib-
lical psychologist recognizes this as true for both the Old Testament 
and the New Testament. (Joshua 31:3; DeuteronoiTt'{ 7:8; Luke 15) The 
entire fifteenth chapter of Luke emphasizes this teaching with the 
three para1>les of the lost sheep, the lost coin and the lost son. This 
same concern on the part of God is expressed in the account of the en-
counter of Jesus with Zacchaeus, the tax collector, who repented of 
his wrongdoings. Jesus displayed a genuine interest and concern for 
this man as indicated in the words: "For the Son of man is come to 
seek and to save that which was lost." (Luke 19:10) The Apostle Paul 
gives man honor by virtue of the divine creation of man. (I Corinthians 
11:7) All men have this concern of their Creator and His invitation 
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because they are all His creatures. Goulooze consistent~ maintains 
on the basis of Scripture this paradox regarding the depraved nature 
of man, and yet, his worthiness as a creation of God. 
(ii) Personality and fellowship as essential correlates 
Goulooze indirectly maintains a correlation of personality and 
fellowship in discussing the social aspects of human nature. The de-
velopment of personali~ is ~pacifically related to the interaction of 
the individual with other persons. Personalit,i is to a large degree 
the product of dynamic social relations which provide resources and 
stimulation for personal development. Christian faith is primarily a 
fellowship between the individual and God. In this social, religious 
fellowship the personality is sustained, nurtured and made 'Whole. It 
iS in this fellowship that the entire pattern of personality can be 
altered to conform to the values shared in this divine-human relation-
ship. (I Corinthians 5:17). 
Goulooze accepts the Bible record from which to prove how God 
created man in the beginning to become a personality with the capacity 
to have fellowship with other human beings and with Him, the Creator. 
God created man in His own image with the ability to communicate so 
that this social relationship could be possible. This fellowship was 
enjqyed b,y the first created persons in the Garden of Eden who .are 
portrayed as having lived together and talked with God. God desires to 
communicate with persons, and it is necessary for the healthy person 
also to exercise this capacity. (Psalm 73:28; I Corinthians 1:9; 
John l$:4-10) 
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In further developing the essential correlation of personality 
and fellowship as a pa.rt of his Biblical psychology, Goulooze uses 
the Gospel narrative of how Jesus invited individuals to fellowship 
with God, where they developed into wholesome personalities. In this 
fellowship of love they received understanding, acceptance, support. 
In a sense of oneness with God the personalities were saved from the 
terrors of human isolation and remained sane, poised and confident in 
the face of all that life could bring. Jesus accepted personality and 
fellowship as essential correlates in His ministry. A striking state-
ment in the New Testament reflects the spirit of Jesus and attests to 
the importance the Christian religion places upon the fellowship of 
personalittes. (Revelation 3:20) "Behold, I stand at the door, and 
!mock; if a.rry man hear my voice, and open the door, I will come in to 
him, and will sup with him, and he with me." 
The eternal perspective of the essential correlation between 
personality and fellowship is consistent with the thinking of the Bib-
lical p~chologist and, just here, with the statements of Jesus. Jesus 
urges man to view himself as God sees him, from a divine viewpoint and 
with an eternal destiny. The destiny of man from the divine viewpoint 
is eternal f ellowship with God, and it is this purpose which brings 
about a radical reorganization of the personality. In this fellowship 
are unlimited possibilities of discovering new values equivalent to 
finding a great treasure. (Matthew 13 :44; Mark 10:27) This new realm 
of being comes through the potentialities that God brings into the 
I 
creative relationship with the human personality. In summary the 
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Biblical ps.ychologist believes that man was created for fellowship with 
God and the true existence of the human personality is dependent upon 
it. 
One purpose of the Biblical ps.ychologist, according to Goulooze, 
is to help bring personalities into a living fellowship with God through 
Christ, which will become an unbroken pilgrimage. It is believed that 
the recogn:ition of personality and fellowship as essential correlates 
by the chureh has often produced an ideal environment for the adjust-
ment, development and activity of the personality. Christian fellowship 
from the st.andpoint of orthodox Biblical psychology can be therapeutic 
for the personalities of which it is comprised. It is the conviction 
of Goulo.oze that the recognition of the personality and fellowship as 
divine correlates on the part of a pastor will enable him to serve 
1 
people more effectively, particularly as their religious counselor. 
(4) The Biblical concept of the growth of personality 
The fundamental role of Christ in the development or the growth 
of personality is assumed by Goulooze and other Biblical ps.ychologists. 
Religious life with Christ as its center of energy, like all other life, 
is said to be governed by its own laws and processes. Its course is ob-
served in the Bible as a process of growth which has a peculiar likeness 
to the other facts and laws of the human being. The growth of the Chris-
tian personality from the Biblical viewpoint is not simp~ the evolution 
of the new vital principle implanted at the occurrence of regeneration, 
but it is the radical application of this principle in a moral constitution 
1 Goulooze, PP, 32-61; 156-176. 
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where sin reigned dominant. The growth of the Christian personality is 
a progress j_ve process in the overcoming of evil as well as attainment 
in the divjne life itself. 
(i) Regeneration as the initial phase of growth 
for the personality 
The initial phase of growth for the Christian personalit,r is call-
ed regeneration by the Biblical psychologist. The supernatural, as the 
cause of a personal, religious change, becomes a fact of consciousness. 
The super natural within man, the entrance of the redemptive power of 
God i nto human nature, or the entrance of man into the domain of divine 
power, is called in Scripture a 11birth11 - being 11born again" or "born 
from above 11 (John 3:3 ,5), a quickening and resurrection (Ephesians 2 :5 ,6), 
a new creat:lon or creature (II Corinthians 5 :17; Galatians 6:15). These 
terms are ~~ed by the Biblical psychologists to describe the changes ef-
fect ed in the person and clearly indicate an entirely divine originat -
ion of the growth process; God, or His Spirit, acts upon the person in 
a dir ect or immediate transaction. It i s the divine side of thls pro-
cess t o Which the term "regeneration" r ef ers as that term is used by 
the Biblical psychologist. 
"''""' c.t Goulooze emphasizes~that the Spirit of God, Which effects regen-
eration, is free and beyond the reach of human volitional power or of 
any human agency (John 3 :7); it is a mysterious force, lying beyond 
human consciousness, and it is recognized only by its effects. The re-
generated per son recognizes his progressive growth when he compares 
his present conditi on with his old, evil state. As a new personality 
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he attains in Christ a new creative energy, Which enables him to hear 
t he voice of t he Ho~ Spirit, to sense the discipline of the Spirit 
manifesting itself in instruction, warning, reproof and in many other 
ways. Biblical psychology describes the divine~ energized person as 
enlightened, tasting the heaven~ gift of the forgiveness of sins and 
sensing the glorious nature of the future, perfected world. Biblical 
p~chology expla ins that the regenerated person is conscious of these 
things which are effected but on~ as the result of a spiritual work 
that has t r anspired in the region of his unconsciousness. 
Accc)rding to Biblical psychology, the Christian faith as the 
product of regeneration has its conscious and unconscious aspects. The 
Christ i an faith, which the Holy Spirit effects, lays hold upon and 
clings to the spiritual grace of God and rarely comes into the conscious-
ness of a person. Man receives the Spirit of God; the believing Ego is 
transf ormed into a growing ·new man within the husk of its evil prede-
ces sor ; he becomes a partaker of the divine nature of God (II Peter 1:4); 
but he is neither able to contemplate nor to distinguish these divine 
agencies in their beginning and progress. Faith provides the certain-
ty of t hese divine processes, and faith is necessary to raise the life 
t hat i s hidden in Christ into clear and permanent consciousness. (Colos-
sians 3 :3) Goulooze states that this new life aims to fulfill itself 
in the conscious and the unconscious without being conditioned by the 
knowledge and tne .will of man, which is sometimes purpose~ barred by 
1 
God from perceiving i t s own dynamic resources and processes. It is 
1 Goulooze, PP, 120. 
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not necessary for a person to understand the qynamic resources and the 
processes of his nature to fulfill the will of God. 
(ii) The sanctification of personality 
As explained by the Biblical ps,ychologist, sanctification like 
regener ation is an important phase of personality growth. Sanctifi-
cat ion differs fromregeneration i n Biblical psychology to the extent 
that the r t3sponsibility of man toward the sanctifying process makes 
him work f or a consistently and continuously increasing measure of per-
faction by using the p19ans which God puts at his disposal. Sanctifi-
cation is defined as a process of God in man by which sin and evil are 
resist ed and holiness and righteousness are increasingly sought and de-
monstrated in thought, word and deed. It is an activity of the Holy 
Spirit iil the person who believes in God. The Holy Spirit touches 
thoroughly every phase of the human personality including the conscious 
and the unconscious thus bringing it into conformity with the holy will 
of God. Sanctification produces progressive perfection by bringing .the 
persona lity into ·· a more intimate relationship with Christ and by ener-
gizing it with a divine love. As a r esult of sanctifying growth, Christ-
like characteristics become dominant in the personality. 
The prime mover toward sanctification is not the self, environ-
ment or society, but it is the Holy Spirit. This is made most explict 
by the Biblical psychologists. No other pcn"f9r can cleanse the person-
ality of sin, renew it and enable it to honor God with good works. 
Goulooze cites the words of L. Berkhof to support this view. 
Sanctification may be defined aa that gracious and continu-
ous operation of the Holy Spirit by which He delivers the 
justified sinner from the pollution of sin, renews his whole 
nature in the image of God and enables him to perform good 
works.l 
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Absolute harmony with the Bible is claimed for this view. (II Corin-
thians 7:1, Colossians 3:5-14; I Peter 1:22) The pastor utilizing 
Biblical psychology interests himself in every phase of the lives of 
his people not inquisitorial~ but s.ympathetical~ for the purpose of 
perfecting them in Christ by admonishing them where necessary and al-
ways teaching them. The Christian pastor guides his people toward a 
sanctified life. 
The processes of regeneration and sanctification go beyond the 
development of desirable adjustments on the part of the personality 
such as ovE~rcoming inferiority complexes, conquering fears, growing 
through pain and finding release from conflicting tensions. True Chris-
tian living is grO\'fth in "wisdom and stature and in favor with God and 
man." (Luke 2 :52) The happy adjustment in life is to know Jesus Christ 
and to pursue the Biblical idea of holiness. This view is a matter of 
great importance to Goulooze. The acquisition of tendencies toward 
wholesome growth of the personality are an inseparable part of the sane-
tification process, however the religious phases of this growth are of 
supreme importance in Biblical psychology. The Christian personality 
grows in f aith, love, knowledge of God and involves the joyful experi-
ence of a personal relationship to Jesus Ghrist. The principle of liv-
ing union with Christ by the entrance of His Ho~ Spirit into the per-
son together with the exercise of faith underlies the doctrines of 
Biblical psychology for both regeneration and sanctification, which 
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define the growth process of the personality. 
(5) The unity of personality attained through faith in Christ 
Biblical psychology offers a way of meeting the real challenge 
of molding individuals and creating unified personalities through faith 
in Chri st. When the total person is related to Jesus Christ in Chris-
tian l i ving, he ·is said to be continuous~ renewed as a citizen of the 
kingdom of God. (I Corinthians 5:17) The individuals, who are divided 
and he l pless in the clutch of conflicting desires, need an outside re-
s ource of power to help them achieve unity. Biblical psychology points 
to ! esus , who assures us that God is the Father of love, and we can 
live as lit tle children in His protecting arms because His love takes 
away fear by centering our desires on Him and the intimate fellowship 
we have wit h Him. According to Goulooze the Christian faith enables 
us to entrust ourselves wholly to Christ , and it is this faith which 
becomes tho focus and unity of life. 
A satisfactory process of integrat ion for a personality will in-
clude t he rational and non-rational f or ces within the person. It can 
be said that the total personality must be integrated with reference to 
the accepted ultimate determiner of i t s dest~, the source of life 
upon which it final~ depends. Biblical psychology says real faith 
in Christ captures the total personality giving it a newness of power 
and life which affects all things and circumst ances. Christ as the 
Savior of man supposedly helps him see his real self, his lost condit-
ion, hi s guilt and his need of divine redemption. (Matthew 10:6; Jere-
miah 50:6; Luke 19:10; Isaiah 53:6; Romans 8:1; Acts 4:12; II Thessalonians 
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2:13) The impact of the insight of man upon his non-rational self, 
his lost condition and frustrating sinfulness, according to Goulooze, 
does not have necessarily a destructive impact upon the personality 
but makes possible an acceptance of the qynamic, saving power of Christ 
and. his gospel, the real k~ for purposeful Christian living. (John 
6:35; 11:25, 26) The Pauline Epistles particularly are used in Bibli-
cal psychology to illustrate the vital power of Christ which operates 
in man, who is lost in himself but is hopeful of victory through the 
Christian faith. Outstanding Bible chapters such as Romans 1 and 8, I 
Corinthians 13, 15, Colossians 3, Ephesians 4 and 5, Philippians 3 and 
4 r~present for Goulooze the Christian personality as unified, inte-
1 
grated, ful~ developed and in perfect relationship with God and man. 
(i) Christian faith and the purposeful direction of life 
Biblical psychology adopts the goal set for man by Jesus as the 
ideal which through faith will propel life in a purposeful direction. 
Jesus gave man the ideal when He told His followers to love their ene-
mies and pray for those Who persecute them: "Be ye therefore perfect, 
even as your heavenly Father which is in heaven is perfect." (Matthew 
5:48) In Luke there is a parallel passage ending with a different word 
but the saiW general meaning: "Be ye therefore merciful, as your Father 
also is nerciful." (Luke 6:36) Biblical psychology believes it offers 
the way to meet the challenge of giving life a purpose by making indi-
viduals new persons in Christ reflecting the perfection of their 
1 Goulooze, PP, 138. 
1 
heaven~ Father. 
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In the opinion of Goulooze and other Biblical p~chologists the 
Bible t eaches that the purpose of man is to make the best use of his 
life and not to waste, to hide, or to lose it, or. to allow it to de-
teriorate. This idea is cited in the New Testament when used in ref-
erence to ·the lamp, which is to be put on a stand rather than under a 
bushel, and salt which is good unless it loses its savor. (Luke 11: 
33, Luke JJ.~- :34-35) In a simiiar fashion the Old Testament is said to 
teach man t o app~ his life in service to God and to his fellow men. 
(Joshua 24:15) 
It is assumed in Biblical psychology that the purposeful direct-
ion of the life of a man lived in Christian faith culminates in his 
entrance into heaven following physical death. It is pointed out that 
Jesus at the close of the Sermon on the Mount says only those who do 
the will of God shall enter into heaven. (Matthew 5; 6; 7; Luke 6:20-
49) Jesus further compares those who attain the goal of Christian 
living to a man who builds a house on solid roek and those 'Who do not 
live the Christian life, to a man who builds his house on sand. (Matt-
hew 7:21, 24-27; Luke 6:46-47) On the basis of these Scriptural state-
ments the Biblical ps.ychologist believes he is accountable for his 
spiritual commission as an ambassador .of Jesus Christ to guide the 
2 
souls of men heavenward. The kingdom of heaven is the supreme treas-
ure of life and it should be the purpose of man to attain it through 
l Goulooze , PP, 133. 2 Goulooze, PP, 209. 
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faith and Christian living. {Matthew 13:44-4M 
For the Biblical psychologist the Christian faith gives life a 
purposeful direction and thereby unity to the p:~rsona:lity because it is 
singular in its objective. Support for this view is found in the words 
of Jesus when He forcefully re!llinds His hearers, "No inan can serve two 
masters : .for either he Will hate the one, and love the other; or else 
he -will hold to the one, an<i despise -the other." (Ma'tthe1t6:24; Luke 
16:l3 ) A similar statement is made by Jesus at the conclusion of the 
same disco\~se when He urges men not to lose their purposeful direction 
in life by becoming anxious over the material things of life, "But 
seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness." (Matthew 6:33; 
Luke J2 :31) 
(ii) Christ as the dynamic of life 
Biblical psychology presents Christ as the dynamic of life and 
P.hrough Hint purposefulness and unity of personality are automatically 
attained. The Fourth Gospel of the Bible is a rewarding source for this 
point of view as it presents Jesus as the vital power of life, who can 
be known in. a properly maintained relationship of love, trust, obedi-
ence and service. In this relationship Jesus is believed to .be the 
cause and the effect of the behavior and mental activities of a person. 
Jesus and His Word become potent, moving, changing and motivating forces 
within the personality. 
Although Christ is the dynamic of life as presented in Biblical 
p~chology, it is also maintained that man has a responsibility in sus-
taining a vi tal relationship with Christ. When Jesus presents man with 
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the opportunity, of entering into a vital relationship with Him, man 
has the responsibility of accepting and following, regardless of the 
necessary cost. (Matthew 10:38-39; Luke 14:27; 17:33) Goulooze re-
fers to the promise of Jesus that if a person witnesses to men concern-
ing this relationship with Jesus, then Jesus will witness to the same 
relationship before the Heaven~ Father. If man refuses, Jesus can do 
no more. (Matthew 10:32-33; Luke 12:8-9) The proper relationship with 
Jesus is possible though He is not physica~ present. (Matthew 10:40; 
Luke 12:8-9) The proper relationship with Jesus is possible though He 
is not physical~ present. (Matthew 10:40; Luke 10:16) 
Goulooze believes Scripture affords abundant evidence that the 
power of Christ can be experienced throughout this life and eternal~. 
Many persons who experience Christ report a sense of calmness, ease 
and rest. (Matthew 11:28-30) Christ shares with the believer His di-
vine companionship, which supports the person in his confrontation of 
the situations of life. (Matthew 18:19-20; 28:20) The influential 
power of Christ will not end at death but will continue eterna~. 
(John 14:1-7) 
(6) The Christian personality and certain 
aspects of life 
The Bible proclaims a Ohristian faith that overcomes the world. 
Goulooze makes certain that this faith is not identified with a mere 
conventional form of faith, which often is practical~ a kind of life-
less superst ition with a materialistic taint, but rather this faith has 
a deeper meaning in that it creates a dynamic, religious consciousness 
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making direct and immediate contact with the realm of Divine Reality. 
It is a consciousness, which brings us into correspondence with the 
Infini t e Life and makes possible the utilization of the power of that 
Life in confronting the issues of daily living. It penetrates the in-
nermost parts of man and makes him an effective personality for tri-
umphant operation in the world-sphere. The consciousness of faith ac-
cording to Goulooze provides creative forces operating according to 
law and capable of unfolding the higher resources of mind, body and 
spirit , which bring about a spiri~ual emancipation of man and produce 
a redeemed personality of unbounded ~nergy, courage, dominion and benef-
icence . The Christian personality and such critical issues as health, 
sex and death are now briefly discussed to illustrate how the Biblica l 
psychologi st a:Uns to assist people who experience difficulty in making 
satisfact or.y life-adjustments. 
(i) The relation of Christian faith to health 
Goulooze in a personal experience of a critical illness was led 
t o discover how Christian faith can be instrumental in regaining healt h. 
This dis covery has convinced him that the individual, whose personality 
·is anchor ed in Christ, has vital resources to live a Christian life in 
1 
illness as well as in health. The faith of the Christian personality 
may. demonst rate its vitality and truth in affective activity when dis-
ease , injury, or death are encountered. The redemptive contact between 
t he per s onality and the living Christ has therapeutic value physica~ 
1 Bergsten, PP, 218. · 
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and mental~. The healing processes are expressions of the divine act-
ions through natural means or direct mediation on the part of God. 
Goulooze does not wish to imp~ that Christian faith in its implementat-
ion of the divine healing powers supplants the physician or aQY medical 
measures, but it supplements and empowers them by leading the patient 
to revitalize his relationship with the Great Physician, Jesus. The 
Biblical psychologist in the pattern of orthodoxy believes he assumes 
the same responsibility toward the patient he serves as the men who 
carried the lame man to the house where Jesus was. {Luke 5:18-26; 
Matthew 9:1-8; Mark 2:1-5) Their actions demonstrated true faith in 
Christ, which overcame the bitterest criticism and motivated practical 
procedures to bring the patient into the presence of the Great Physi-
cian. All the efforts and the concern of these men over the patient 
would have been in vain, according to Biblical psychology, if there had 
been no vital contact with the Great ~sician. 
Some Christian religious groups make physical healing their chief 
concern and can point to a considerable number of cures for certain 
1 
functional troubles as distinct from cases of organic disease. This 
is not the emphasis of Goulooze and most other Biblical psychologists 
since they suspect that ·the principle of suggestion is often responsible 
for the healing of particular types of physical disorders. On the other 
hand the orthodox Biblical psychologist does not wish to give the impress-
ion that the Christian faith is irrelevant to the health of persons. 
1 Brown, FH. 
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Biblical psychology maintains the central and main purpose of 
the Bibl~, namely, that Jesus is the spiritual power of the inner man, 
which reflects itself in physical health, mental development, attract-
iveness of personality and useful action. Goulooze interprets Scripture 
1 
as relating the illness of disease of man to his sin. It is in the 
healing of the paralytic that the clearest connection between sin and 
disease is found. (Mark 2:5-11; Matthew 9:2-6; Luke 5:20-24) Health 
and vigor of soul was a part of the Christian life Jesus demanded of 
his f ollowers. (Mark 9:50) Jesus knew the close relationship of the 
physical and the spiritual natures of man and recognized those cases 
in which the illness of man was a result of his spiritual delinquencies. 
The Scriptural record has brought the Biblical psychologist to the con-
viction that the main hope of the world for improved health is not so 
much in t he increased ability of medical science, important as this is, 
but in the strengthening of the inner life which increases immunity 
from the inroads of disease and illness. 
The Bible identifies for Goulooze those inner forces Which can 
be utilized through an intelligent and implicit faith in Christ for the 
attainment of health. The Bible states that it is imperative that a 
person practice the habit of right thinking, for 1'as he thinketh within 
' himself, so is he." (Proverbs 23:17) Mental attitudes persistently' · 
maintained tend to register themselves for good or ill on the physical 
state of the person. Harassing apprehensions destrqy peace of mind and 
2 
invite disease and mental disabilities, which cannot be easily mastered. 
1 Goulooze, PP, 112-113. 2 Goulooze, PP, 110-112. 
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Siclmess, pain, disease and death are stern realities that are faced 
by the Bibl ical ps,rchologists and, so far as may be, conquered in the 
faith and in the mood of trust and security. Goulooze feels he is as-
sured of the divine companionship of God throughout all of the joyful 
or painful eXperiences of life. The Bible assures man of the compan-
ionship of God throughout life on earth and in heaven. 11 I will fear 
no evil, for thou art with me. 11 (Psalm 23 :4) "Nay, in all these things 
we are more than conquerors through him that loved us." (Romans 8:37) 
Bless the Lord, 0 ~ soul, and forget not all his benefits; 
who forgiveth all thine iniquities; llho healeth all thy dis-
eases ; l'lho redeemeth thy life from destruction; who crowneth 
thee with loving kindness and tender mercies; who satisfieth 
thy mouth with good things; so that thy .youth is renewed like 
the eagle. (Psalm 103:2-5) 
(i i) The importance of sex in the Christian personality 
It is the opinion of Goulooze that the extreme emphasis on sex, 
which he believes has had a detrimental effect upon the development of 
personality irt our time, is due in large measure to the influence of 
1 
Sigmund Freud. Paralleling this emphasis on sex Goulooze feels he re-
cognizes the ·Opposition, ridicule and disparagement of religion on the 
part of Freud. From the standpoint of Biblical psychology the explanat-
ion on the part of Freud and his followers of the meaning of life on 
the basis of a scientific ana~sis of sex has led to fantastic conclus-
ions regarding human nature and a tragic disregard for the proper~ im-
portant part sex plays in the total life of the individual. From the 
Biblical point of view sex deserves due consideration in the totality 
1 Goulooze, PP, 125-131. 
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of a wholesome Christian life. 
Goulooze cites the need for sex education. He urges a thorough 
understan .ing of sex and its problema through a sound educational pro-
gram empha.sizing the high moral standards of Holy Scripture. Technical 
advice regarding sex is outside the province of the Biblical psycholo-
gist because it requires nedical training which he does not have. How-
ever, Goulooze feels the Biblical psychologist must meet the responsi-
bility of relating sex life to the Biblical teachings of the Christian 
religion. "The Bible is very plain and very usable in explaining the 
fundamental spiritual and moral obligations, which form a definite 
.1 
part of Christian living. 11 The pastor needs to be able to offer 
people helpful guidance and counsel to view sex in its proper relation-
ship to the total life of the Christian personality. 
(iii) The Christian personality and death 
According to the Scriptures as interpreted by Goulooze, those who 
die in Christian faith will ever .be with God. The Biblical ps,ychologist 
fervently believes the souls of these persons are translated to an eter-
nal life. (I Thessalonians 4:13-18; Luke 23:43; Revelation 14:13) Each 
personality, which is judged to live forever in fellowship with God and 
the saints, will be clothed in a resurrected, glorified bo~. (I Corin-
thians 15) The high evaluation given by the Biblical psychologist of 
the individual personality hinges on the Scriptural doctrine regarding 
the personal existence of human beings after death. The immortality of 
1 Goulooze, PP, .130. 
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the individual personality enhances the important responsibility of 
the pastor in effectively ministering to persons who need assistance . 
in preparing for their eternal future. Biblical psychology endeav-
ors to assist the pastor in adequately fulfilling the responsibilities 
of thi s great and sacred task. 
iii. The use of the Bible in pastoral psychology 
as viewed by Wayne E. Oates 
Wayne E. Oates as a modern pastoral psychologist might be classi-
fied as a Biblical psychologist. His name has recently come to the at-
tention of students in pastoral psychology through the publication of 
two of his books, The Christian Pastor and The Bible in Pastoral ~· 
In these t wo books Oates relates the Bible to the psychological in-
sight s into the nature, behavior and religious life of man as provided 
by the pastoral psychologies. The publications containing the thinking 
of Oat es do not deal adequately with the subject of this dissert ation 
to warrant a detailed study of his views. It is important that Oat es 
is here identified with the Biblical p~chologists with ~om he has the 
most in common as a pastoral psychologist. 
Viayne E. Oates has been the Assistant Professor of Psychology 
of Re ligion and Pastoral Care at the Southern Baptist Theological Semi-
nary since 1947. He has held several pastorates, a chaplaincy in a 
general and a ment al hospital and has been a visiting professor and 
lecturer in colleges and seminaries of the United States, including 
Union Theol ogical Seminary, New York. 
In The Bible ~ Pastoral Care, Oates outlines distinctly the 
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pastoral use of the Bible. From this book and ~ Christian Pastor 
it is evident Oates as a pastoral p5,1chologist studies man against the 
background and through the insights of the Bible; he interprets the 
Bible in the terms of modern pastoral psychology. 
3. A comparison of the concepts of personality 
held by Luther, Goulooze and Brunner 
i. The authority of Scripture 
The first matt.er that comes to our attention in comparing the 
concepts of personality held b,y Luther, Goulooze and Brunner is the 
source of their iriformation. The acknowledged authoritative source for 
the concept of personality maintained by every Biblical psychologist is 
none other than the Scriptures. In this sense Luther, Goulooze and · · 
Brunner are Biblical psychologists. The use of the Scriptures ~s the 
source for the concept of personality reveals, however, several marked 
similarities and differences among the three writers. 
Brunner supports Luther in his revolutionary conception of the 
authority of Scripture. Luther did not believe the Scriptures because 
they are the Scriptures but because Christ, Who he believed is the Truth, 
met him in Scripture. The authority of Scripture is not formal but ma-
terial: Christ, the revelation. The "Word of God" is not identical 
with the "Word of Scripture" for Luther, because T.he Word is on~ given 
through the Scriptures and as the Word of the Scriptures. The Bible as 
viewed b,y Luther is fundamental]y different from the traditional, for-
mal and authoritarian view, which culminates in the dqctrine of Verbal 
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Inspiration. Brunner concurs wi ,h Luther by saying: 
Scripture is not a formal a thority which demands belief in 
all it contains from the ou set, but it is an instrumental 
.authority, in so far as it ontains that element before 
which I must bow in the tru: h, which also awakens in me the 
certain~ of truth.l 
Brunner and Luther in a n o-orthodox fashion quote and write 
in the spirit of the Word as fo d in the instrument of the written 
Scriptures. The works of Brunne reveal fewer Biblieal references 
than those of Luther but both wr·tars display considerable ability in 
effectively relating their thoug ts to the Bible for purposes of vali-
dation. 
The Biblical ps,rchologists of the orthodox tradition literal~ 
consider each word in the psychological~ and theological~ 
meaningful, but all words equally meaningful. Goulooze like 
Luther quotes extensively from Sc ipture to provide the specific con-
tent of his thoughts. Goulooze 1 contrast to Luther and Brunner leads 
t he reader to conclude that he prefers a literal use of the Bible, al-
l • . 
though he has ~tated, "The total jcr~ptures speak to the total experi-
ence of life." The tendency to accept Scriptural terms and statem:mts 
literally and to quote them in this manner sharply differentiates be-
tween Goulooze and the use of Scripture by Luther and Brunner. 
ii. Man as sinner 
When Brunner broke with Barth on the issue of sin, he moved 
closer to the view of Luther. According to Barth, sin makes such a 
1 Brunner, CDM, 110. 
2 Goulooze , Personal correspondence with author, July 31, 1951. 
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sharp clea-vage between God and man that there is no contact between 
them whatsoever. The divine image in man has been completely destroy-
ed. But, at the same time, when God speaks to man, he hears, though 
he has no capacity to hear and recognize the Word of God. This diffi-
cult paradox in Barth is removed by Brunner in his adoption of the 
view of Luther that the created nature of man, even in its sin-pervert-
ed state, still affords a point of contact with God. Brunner places 
special emphasis on this matter in the following statement: 
It is important to know that we men, from the very beginn-
ing, have been created in and for this Image of God, and 
that no sin of ours can destroy this original destiny of 
human nature .1 
Luther, Goulooze and Brunner are agreed as to the sinful condition of 
man. However, Brunner is reluctant to use the term "depraved", where-
as Luther and Goulooze deliberately use it. 
Brunner agrees with Luther and Goulooze that no powers or values 
dare be ascribed to man other than those given him by God. On the basis 
of the witness God has left in creation and by virtue of the Imago Dei 
the human creature still retains, according to Brunner, man is able to 
achieve great heighths. Luther and Goulooze direct man toward the same 
goals of good works by way of the divine process of sanctification. 
The universal religiosity or good in man provides a point of contact 
for the Christian revelation, but this good is also inevitably corrupt-
ed by sin, and therefore, needs to be supplemented and radica~ correct-
ed by that Christian revelation. The universal religiosity or good in 
1 Brunner, CDG, 21. 
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man by virtue of the Imago Dei as held by Brunner may be compared rlth 
the view of Luther that all men possess a general or natural knowledge 
of God, but this knowledge has no saving qualities. Luther does not 
attribute aey goodness to man by virtue of this general or natural 
knowledge of God, whereas Brunner does attribute an element of good-
ness t o man. On this point Goulooze seems in closer agreement rlth 
Luther than with Brunner• 
The subject of the nature of man suggests the issue of the im-
manence and the transcendence of God. Brunner nobly attempts to re-
clothe the Calvinistic conception, finitum ~est capax infiniti {the 
finite is incapable of the infinite), by seeming to acknowledge the 
immanence of God but still maintaining the primar,y emphasis upon the 
transcendence of God. 
Luther also emphasizes the transcendence of God but endeavors 
to avoid an over emphasis. It is true God is in heaven; man is on 
earth, but the earth is the creation of God, dependent on Him, declar-
ing His glory. The justification of man by God and the union of God 
and man in intimate fellowship are facts in the world, no less than sin 
and separation from God. Faith, the gift of the Holy Spirit, connects 
God in heaven and man on earth. Opposed to the Calvinistic concept 
finitum n£!! ~ capax infiniti, which still lurks within Brunner is the 
view of Luther: finitum capax ~ infiniti (the finite is capable of 
the infinite). Luther builds his system of the approach of God to man 
upon the fact of justification by faith through Jesus Christ, the God-
Man, instead of fixing a shadowy gulf between God and man through the 
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fundamental idea of the transcendence of an incomprehensible God. God 
is transcendent in so far as He is hidden not only by reason of what 
He is but also because of sin which covers the eyes of man as a heavy 
veil. Nevertheless the transcendent God did not make a creation that 
obscures but one that reveals Him. The spirit of man, the image of God, 
is the candle of the Lord. 
iii. The legitimate use of reason 
Luther, Brunner and Goulooze are agreed in giving reason a right-
ful place :i.n the solution of problems that are secular and formal, and 
they distinguish clearly between the act of faith and the process of 
thinking about faith. These writers feel that it is not the validity 
of the crit eria of reason as such against which faith has to fight, but 
the fact that these criteria are turned into absolutes, making absolute 
claims. The task for the Christian is to define the secular sphere in 
which the criteria of reason have a legitimate function. From the stand-
point of all matters pertaining to a saving faith or questions that con-
cern human beings as responsible persons to God, rational knowledge needs 
divine correctives. In other formal and secular questions rational 
knowledge can be used with proper respect given to its human limitations. 
In other words, the more we are concerned with the world, as 
the world, .the more autonomous is the reason; but the more we 
are concerned with the world as God's Creation, the less auto-
no~ is left to the reason.l 
Reason is impotent in the process of receiving God as He encount-
ers us. In faith God comes and breaks through our autonomous self-
1 Brunner, RR, 384. 
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sufficiency. Faith becomes a reality through an understanding of the 
Word and ourselves; thus, reason is not ignored. Reason surrenders 
to fai th and allows it to pass through the rationalistic process by 
mere~ providing an understanding of theological ideas. Theological 
under stand:ing belongs to the sphere of reason, but faith alone hears 
and responds to the divine call or the Word. 
iv. The freedom of man 
All three of the Biblical ps,rchologists are of one opinion in 
that the will of man is no longer free. The freedom of man is an il-
lusion. Ht~ is a sinner, who is no longer able not to sin. Luther 
states his attitude as follows: 
Is it not, then, a blind and grievous error when one dares 
to teach that the will is by nature free and can, without 
grace, turn to tha spirit, seek grace and desire it although 
it !lees from grace, nay, rages against it, when grace is 
present.l 
Brunner doHs not leave the matter here, however, as he feels Luther falls 
into a false determinism by his extreme views on this subject. 
According to Brunner there is no freedom without responsibility, 
and the essence of the freedom of man is the responsibility he exer-
cises in responding to the call of God. The call of God is ever pres-
ent and continuously renewed. Through this divine call man is depend-
ent upon God for his freedom. Brunner defines the freedom of man as 
a uresponsible freedom, 11 which is at the same time his nature or Imago 
~· It is in the exercise of responsible freedom that man is 
1 Luther, WML, 3, 109. 
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dependent upon God; the maximum freedom is at the same time a maxi-
mum of dependence. The autono~ of man is never independence from 
God; contrarily, the .freedom of man rests precisely in his dependence 
on God. Faith awakened by the love of God is the only possible union 
of unlimited freedom with complete dependence upon God. 
v. Areas of growth in man 
Luther, Goulooze and Brunner accept growth as a result of bio-
logical life but stipulate that it has no redemptive value. Growth or 
progress on any empirical level does not change the sinful state of 
man. If man desires religious growth and salvation, repentance and 
faith are the only choices for him. "The acceptance of God 1s gift 
1 
t hrough faith is the creation of a new man, 11 who can through dail.y 
responses to the divine call realize his self and the salvation of his 
God. The saving act of justification on the part of God and His Spirit 
extricates man from his predicament so that with the continued help of 
God the personality through its receptivity and diligence becomes in-
creasingly sanctified. It is in this restricted sense of becoming holy 
and f ulfilling the will of God that the Biblical psychologists discuss 
the gr~Nth of the personality. 
vi. Man and community 
The nee-orthodox and orthodox Biblical psychologists as Luther 
place considerable emphasis upon the inseparable connection in the 
Gospel between the right relation to God and the right relation to man. 
1 Brunner, TC, 74. 
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The meaning of justification is the right relation to God, which must 
result in t he right relation of man to man. The conception of person-
ality and the conception af community held by Luther are bound together 
through the central doctrine of justification. A justifying faith is 
followed by a zealous and pure love that finds the highest joy in the 
sheer doing of good. 
Brunner discovers the same living center of all evangelical eth-
1 
ics as did Luther. A neighbor is not a 11 case11 to be handled aecordiig 
to law; he is a person toward whom you act, as he needs your assistance, 
in the knowledge and expression of true love. The faith that words 
through love is the guiding principle in social organization. In the 
opinion of Goulooze, the fellowship of people and the personality are 
divine correlates, which were created to function on the basis of dy-
namic love. The Biblical psychologists and Luther stand for the truth 
that the basic forms of human society are part of the creative work of 
God; human life is life in community, and no one is a mere private per-
son but everyone is a person with a significant function and calling in 
the community. Life i11 love is the will of the Creator for all men. 
vii. Sununa.ry statement 
The close resemblances between Luther, Brunner and Goulooze in 
their Biblical understanding of man are evident. The nee-orthodox view 
of Brunner has several unique emphases which are characteristic of his 
"crisis theology" such as the responsible freedom of man, the elemnt 
of good retained by man through the Imago ~ and the primary emphasis 
1 Brunner, DI, 79, 591. 
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upon the immanence of God. Brunner advances a Biblical p~ch0logy 
which is theol0gically and philosophical~ weighted and can be useful 
in the development of more penetrating concepts for pastoral p~chology. 
Goulooze and Luther are most close~ allied in a Biblical in-
terpretation of the nature of man. In fact, many of their views are 
identical. Goulooze, whose writings reflect an acquaintance with p~­
chology as well as orthodox theology, presents a Biblical psychology 
in a fervent homtletical and evangelical style. He utilizes primari~ 
a theological frame of reference characterized by a dogmatic set of 
presuppositions which often ignore empirical, 'psychological data. The 
expressed c: onfidence in the values of psychology applied in conjunct-
ion. with Scriptural insights on the part of Goulooze is feeb~ demon-
strated in the presentation of a pastoral psychology. 
The Biblical psychologists, represented b.1 Brunner and Goulooze 
in this chapter, and b.1 Luther, have been discovered to hold similar and 
even some identical views in reference to their understanding of man. 
The uniformity and agreement of these views may large~ be due to the 
theological frame of reference the three writers have in common. It is 
this theological frame of reference which Goulooze and Brunner utilize 
in a more traditional manner. Other modern pastoral psychologists en-
deavor to expand and genuine~ relate their theological frames of ref-
erence to psychological frames of reference, which offer possibilities 
of bringing valid insights into the nature, behavior and religious life 
of man into the pastoral ministry. 
In the next chapter the concepts of personality springing from 
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theological and psychological frames of reference and held by some 
recent pastoral ps,rchologists will be summarized on the basis of the 
presentation in the preceding five chapters, and they will be compar-
ed with the doctrine of man held by Luther with a view toward discov-
ering a conciliatory hypothesis of constructive value for modern pas-
toral ps,rchology. 
CHAPI'ER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. An appraisal of compatible and contrary elements 
We have seen a divergence of views in the concepts of personal~ .. 
i~ypresented in the preceding chapters. The whole truth is larger than 
our knmvledge but in all likelihood this truth ma.y be shared in vary-
ing degrees by the various vYriters presenting a concept of personality 
for pastoral psychology. Before attempting a conciliatory statement 
on the concept of personality for pastoral psychology, it is well to 
bring before us the compatible and the contrary elements in the views 
of Luther, Hiltner, Johnson, Brunner and Goulooze. 
For the sake of convenience in the following discussion Hiltner 
and Johnson, who represent qynamic and interpersonal psychologies re-
spectively, will be referred to as the liberal pastoral psychologists, 
and Brunner and Goulooze as Biblical psychologists. The application 
of the term 11 liberal11 to Hiltner and Johnson in some respects is an 
injustice to the theological views of both men and particular~ of 
Hiltner. The title "liberal theologian11 or 11 liberal pastoral psycholo-
gist" in our day has macy varying shades of meaning. Since the elements 
in the concept of personality held by Hiltner happen to coincide to a 
large degree with pastoral psychologists of a more liberal theological 
orientation and with Johnson, who does identify himself to be "liberal" 
in his theological thinking, Hiltner will be referred to as a liberal 
pastoral psychologist in this dissertation. A more comprehensive 
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and thorough analysis of the theological views of Hiltner and . of 
Johnson may identify ·these two pastoral psychologists as more con-
servative than som interpretations of' the term "liberal" may allow 
or may suggest. 
The following concepts of the total problem will receive con-
sideration in the summary statement of conclusions: 1) the authority 
of the Bible, 2) the divine image in man, 3) the reliability of human 
reason, 4) the goodness of man, .5) sources of growth in the human 
personality, 6) the freedom of man, and 7) social aspects of human 
natll.re. 
i. The authority of the Bible 
The Bible, as a resource for an understanding of man, has dif-
ferent degrees of authority among the. pastoral psychologists and Lu-
ther. Luther and Brunner accept the Bible as the Word of God, which 
contains the authoritative understanding of the nature of man. They 
believe the authority of the Bible is not formal but material: Christ, 
the revela.tion. A formal acceptance of the Bible trusts it as the 
source of all knowledge but a material concept regards the Bible as 
the source of divine revelation or religious truth. The Truth, name-
ly Christ, comes to man in the Bible as "The Word." The "Word of God," 
namely, Christ, and the "Word of Scripture" are not identical. 
The dynamic and revolution~ concept of the Bible held by 
Luther is accepted by Brunner. This concept is in contrast to the 
formal and authoritarian concept of the Bible held by Goulooze. The 
concept held by Goulooze is characteristic of a more orthodox theological 
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tradition and suggests a literal use of the Bible on the basis of 
the verbal-inspiration theory, whereas the view maintained both by 
Luther and by Brunner defines the instrumental authority of the Bible. 
The definition of Scripture by Luther and by Brunner in the terms of 
"that which urges Christ" is not reflected in the thinking of Goulooze 
or in the theology of orthodoxy. 
Goulooze utilizes the Bible as his authentic textboo~ of person-
ality, whereas Hiltner and Johnson accept it only when it is found to be 
in agreement with reason and full-bodied experience. The views maintain-
ad by Hiltner and Johnson, in the opinion of Goulooze, Luther and Brunner 
would approximat e a denial of the Bible as the final criterion of judg-
ment or as the authentic Word of God. According to the position taken 
by Hiltner and Johnson, the maintenance of the Bible as the ultimate 
judge of the nature of man is a rejection of empirical coherence lead-
ing to contradietion, confusion and -irrationalism. Hiltner and Johnson 
accept the Bible as one of the greatest but not the only source of truth. 
ii. The divine image in man 
One of the clearest divergencies between the pastoral psychologists 
and between them and Luther is the questi on of the divine image in man. 
For Luther the original likeness of man to God consisted of the human 
personality with its unique capacities for self determination, love 
communication and reason. God is a person, although the person is ab-
solute, being of Himself, through Himself and for Himself; man, as His 
image, was in contrast a limited person for he was not of, through, or 
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for himself, but he was like God in respect to his freedom and self-
determination with which he was endowed. Man had the potentiality of 
perfectly knowing and relating to his own natural self himself, the 
world and even God. Morally and religiously the personality at the 
time of creation had true understanding and a righteous and holy self-
determination as it was in communion with God. 11To be the image of 
l 
God means to be minded like God and to follow His example." These 
qualities of the image of God were totally corrupted in the "fall" but 
can be restored through the salvation of the personality by faith in 
Christ. 
The Bi blical psychologists, identified with orthodoxy and neo-
orthodoxy, define the image of God in man as a God-dependent freeqom. 
Brunner defines this freedom as being not of rational choice but of a 
quality which man has by virtue of being able to respond to God. 
This kind of freedom is exercised even when man makes no decisions. In 
contrast t o the freedom of rational decision, this is a God-dependent 
or theonomous existence rather than an autonomous human power. 
We have discovered the moral liberal views in Hiltner and 
Johnson, who place a fundamental faith in man because of his possession 
of religious experience, moral consci ence and rational powers through 
which he may be consciously related to God. This rational power of 
man carries with it the implication that man can reason and make 
choices which are significant for his destiny. A significant measure 
of freedom and choice is believed to belong intrinsically to man in 
1 Luther, MLW, 40,1; 40,174-175. 
the i mage of God. Man is like God, in so far as he becomes a person-
ality with aspirations and insights, goals and purposes which he 
strives to enact. Hiltner and Johnson present the image of God as 
the power of rational deliberation and moral choice, whereas Luther, 
Brunner and Goulooze see it as a quality of our relatedness to and 
dependence upon God. 
iii. The reliability of human reason 
Another element in the concept of personality which divide pas-
toral psy<::hologists and Luther is the orel1iibi1ity of human reason. 
It is significant that Luther,. Brunner and Goulooze have a serious 
distrust of the rational capacities of man as part of the divine i zn-
age, whereas Hiltner and Johnson have more confidence in rational 
powers as a means of resolving human problems and difficulties. The 
latter view means ultimate~ that a sufficient amount of intelligence 
and its strategic application with moral purpose and religious devot-
ion may be able to break the time-encrusted and social habits that 
lead into vicious circles of human difficulties. 
In contrast to this faith in the essentially sound reasonable-
ness of man, Brunner, Luther and Goulooze severely attack human reason. 
Reason for these ..,Titers is a morally ambiguous faculty. It may be 
creative and constructive but it is at the same time demonic and des-
tructive. Reason can be used in rationalizing human behavior, construct-
ing ideological systems, extending the interests of the ego and even 
understanding God theologically, but it has no trustworthiness in 
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bringing man mto a right and proper relationship with God. In other 
words these writers do not wish to be considered among those who deny 
honorable respect to reason and scientific knowledge outside of re-
ligious matters. The natural powers of man in temporal and secular 
affairs have great potentialities when subject to the counsel of God 
as revealed in His Word. The tragic weakness of reason according to 
this view is identified by Luther as "self-interest." Reason is syn-
onymous with self-interest and as such it annihilates man from God and 
religious truths. 
The contention of Luther and the Biblical psychologists is that 
the ultimate meaning of life is not within the potentialities of rea-
son apart from revelation because "reason itself is involved in the 
1 
enigma which it tries to comprehend.11 This clearly affirms the in-
ability of man truly to know himself or God without first renouncing 
reason and then personally subjecting his entire being to the divine 
will. 
To 1mderstand himself truly means to begin with a faith 
that he is understood from beyond himself, that he is knmm 
and loved of God and must find himself in terms of obedience 
to t he divine will.2 
This latter emphasis found in Biblical p:~ychology- and Luther 
has a p~chological implication that is a part of the great Reformat-
ion confessions and which recent nee-orthodox theologians have re-
discovered. It expresses itself in opposition to rationalism on the 
1 Niebuhr, DST, 172. 
2 Niebuhr, NDM, 1:15. 
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ground that transformation of life requires an enthusiastic assumpt-
ion of an intimate, personal relationship with the Sovereign God and 
a simultaneous rejection of objective relationships to reality. The 
revelation vmich produces this kind of transformation is neither rea-
son nor doctrine but the personal experience of God by the entire 
personality. In this 11 revelationary" encounter with God the human 
capacity to reason is given additional powers to construct a theolog~-
cal system and to dea~ effectively with the realities and the values 
of the universe. "God's Word, received in faith, does not eliminate 
the humanwn, but it purifies it from all that is inhuman, which comes 
1 
from the illusion of reason and from sinful desire." 
P~chologically, the rejection of natural reason has various 
meanings to those who propose it. As stated previously in this chap-
ter . the rejection of the authori~ of reason in religious matters 
means unquestioning acceptance of the Bible as interpreted in the light 
of a particular principle or in the accordance with the symbolical books 
of a spec:Lfic church. Goulooze approximates this point of view in his 
identification of revelation with the very words of the Bible and con-
trasts it withreason, depreciating the latter in the process. 
The faith of the liberal pastoral psychologists in human reason 
is not blind to the contingencies and the limitations of this rational 
function of man. Human perspectives, restricting conditions, cultural 
factors, personal interests operate to the disadvantage o£ reason but 
1 Brunner, RR, 429. 
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do not make it entirely impotent in either secular or religious matters. 
Reason and revelation are complementary not contradictory just as in 
the case of the natural and the supernatural. If its capacities are 
properly used, the human mind is capable of attaining and understand-
ing t he objective realities of life. Dynamic psychology views the 
func t ion of rational consciousness as an effort to relate the vital~~ 
i-cy" of the psychic structure to the objective structures of reality so 
that they can find their completion. Psychic health is maintained 
as l ong as this complex and ever-continuous process is accomplished 
through conscious mental unity. Mental illness is the consequence of 
various unsatisfied and repressed desires and impulses of the ration-
al or the irrational self. Any repressions or complexes representing 
the rational or other vital energies cannot be ignored without disrupt-
ing the essential unity of the self. The libe.ral pastoral psycholo-
gists, therefore, accept human rational powers as a resource for the 
recovery of wholeness, the reuniting of diverse powers and impulses 
into a unified selfhood, and the relating of self to others. The 
funct ion of reason in these processes is accepted by liberal pastoral 
psychology as being significant and religiously redemptive for the to-
tal human personality. This is in cont rast to Luther and the Biblical 
psycholog ists. 
iv. The goodness of man 
Lut.her, Brunner and Goulooze interpret man as sinful or ·t.otally 
depraved; the accent in their concepts of man is on his sinfulness. 
. ' ·-----· 
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Every humarn being misuses the freedom God generously allo-Rs him. All 
men sin by their own choice. Sin is a universal characterist ic of man 
for which each person is individual~ responsible. This tragic per-
spect ive is radica~ altered by the redeeming values of faith in 
Christ. 'l'he transformation of the entire personality by Christian 
faith gives man unlimited opportunities for fulfilling his dest~ 
and experiencing the highest values of this life and those of heaven. 
Man is given new potentialities in a right relationship with God and 
at t he saJm time_ the powers fully to realize these potentialities. 
The goodness of man is not autonomous but theonomous; it i s not ego-
centric but theocentric. 
Goulooze and particularly Brunner emphasize the finit ude of man, 
but at the same time the great potentialities of man through the grace 
of ~ ar13 not ignored. Man is a creature of infinite possibi lit ies 
because of the help of God, but he is still and always will be a f inite 
creat ure and never the Infinite Creator. In the spirit of Luther, the 
orthodox and neo-orthodox theologians insist that the assertions con-
cerning h11man frailty and even depravity are not f actual statement s 
from a theoretical point of view but express the religious view man 
takes of himself in the presence of God. 
It is evident that Luther, Brunner and Goulooze emphasize dif-
ferent aspects of man than do Hiltner and Johnson. These contrasting 
emphases reflect in a degree the difference between liberalism and 
more orthodox patterns of thinking. The accent of Hiltner and Johnson 
in their concepts of personality is on the created goodness of human 
2.72. 
nature • . Man was heavily endowed through his creation with the divine 
image of God. Man and the world are not the Deity, though they are 
not evil, but they are good by virtue of the immanence of God and of 
their being products of the creative, ever-continuing processes of 
God. The intelligence of man shares the goodness of God and it is 
the most impressive characteristic of man. The standard of ethical 
judgment ·through the use of the developing rational powers of man is 
the dignity and the worth of man. The rational capacity of man and 
his potentialities for growth, learning and development comprise the 
hope for yet more technical, religious, biological, social and inter-
national advancements. 
The thinking of Hiltner and Johnson follows the theme that man 
is a creature of God and as such he is good; aspects of this theme 
are characteristic of those in theological liberalism and humanism. 
Man is capable of pursuing and attaining high moral, material and 
aesthetic values. It is maintained that the progress of civilization 
reflects in a large measure the goodness of man. Man is stimulated 
to attain these and higher levels by the practical belief in the posi-
tive value and the significance of each individual, his potential 
worth, his productive capacities, his intrinsic merit as a huroa..n be-
ing to possess the rights to religious, social, political and econom-
ic f reedom. Man, in a certain sense, calls to his fellow man for the 
espousal of these beliefs as the means to the achievement of the high-
est values. 
The orthodox and nee-orthodox views of personality emphasize the 
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finit ude of natural man and his sinfulness in contrast to the more 
liber a l views emphasizing the potential goodness of the natural and 
finite man. Both views mutually maintain the finite nature of man 
and the impossibility of finite man becoming infinitely good. The 
orthodox and nee-orthodox opinions share the feeling that liberalism 
has an inherent danger of becoming humanistic when carried by r eason 
. ' 
to the logical conclusion of its arguments.l Such a tendency can ul-
timately and the~retical~ credit man ~dth a degree of goodness, 
which in the face of empirical evidence would have to be denied even 
by t he liberal t heologians. The opinions of the liberal theologians 
deplore the unjustified pessimism bordering on despair of the ortho-
dox and nee-orthodox theologians in their assessment of the goodness 
of finite man. This false assessment, as the liberal would name it, 
is b~lieved t o be related to the false supposition that a perfect, 
god-li ke righ·t.eousness was the original nature of man and was lost in 
1 
the f irst sin. The divergencies of opinion in assessing the goodness 
of man have the'ir sources in the two distinct frames of reference be-
i ng used, name~ the theological and the psychological, as well as in 
the di fferent views within the theological frame of reference. The 
cont r overs ial theological issues are: the interpretation of 11 t he f all 
of man with its consequences 11 and 11 the doctrine of original sin. 11 
1 DeWolf, TLC , 204. 
--~----------------------.......-
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(1) The goodness of man as the basis for self-love 
When we realize the forgiving love of God for us, His presence 
within us, and the great potential capacities with which He has en-
dowed us, the liberal pastoral p~chologists believe we can not help 
but re-est~~te ourselves with a benevolent attitude. Liberal pastor-
al psychology encourages us to interpret the Great Commandment as com-
manding love of self just as it conunands love of neighbor. We can no 
more hate ourselves than God; God is in us and we are in Him. 11Self-
hood is a divinely given treasure entrusted to our care. We ~ not 
do what we please with it. We may not spurn or neglect it. It has 
1 
eternal value in the sight of God." 
The concept of self-love has a social orientation because it is 
realized in fellowship with God and other persons. The loving concern 
of God for us engenders the conviction that divine salvation is meant 
for us and we possess the right to attempt to acquire it. We can be 
assured of acquiring salvation for ourselves but not in isolation from 
our fellow men. 
Self-love or self-acceptance in liberal pastoral psychology 
means general~ an honest willingness to recognize the discordant 
forces and the impulses within the self without being crippled by 
2 
guilt or fear. This understanding of the inner self does not identi-
fy its component parts as either good or bad, right or wrong but 
1 Knudson, PCE, 129. 
2 Bonthius, CPS, 177. 
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acknowledges them as representing powers which m~ be harmonized b.1 
rational consciousness toward the enjqyment of ·worthwhile values. 
Every part is accepted as finite and imperfect ~but capable of utili-
zation if cor rectly understood and related. Th:is benevolent attit-
ude toward the self is considered necessary for every personality at 
all times and not <:mly during critical periods -vvhen the well-being of 
the self is t.hreatened. 
It is self evident that an optimistic eva.luation of the nature 
of man justifies self-love. Man is a finite creature who must wrestle 
with internal and external forces to maintain life; therefore, a meas-
ure of self-appreciation is acceptable.· The desire to live, creative 
expression of unique potentialities, sincere dev,otion to husband or 
wife, children, relatives, friends, occupation and country -- .these 
are becoming to the situation of man and the God·~given capacities with 
which he has been endowed. Liberal psychologists ask how these con-
structive characteristics can be condemned as seJ~ish and sinful with-
out r epudiating human nature, or blaming man for being human? 
The views of liberal pastoral psychology have support in the 
clini cal experiences of dynamic psychologists who find self-love of 
crucial importance to a healthy personality. Se~r-rejection has des-
tructive effect s upon the unity of the personali~r, interpersonal re-
lations and such important religious functions of the self as worship, 
love and service. In contrast to the devastation produced by self-
rejection and hatred it has been clinically obser~~d that self-love 
and acceptance resolve inner conflicts creatively, adjust and organize 
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the emotions., desires, ideas and behavior of the self in terms of the 
whole personality. This constructive process moves the self toward 
positive objectives and stimulates the growth of the entire person-
ality. Liberal pastoral psychologists present a strong case for a 
religious view that not on~ allows but encourages self-love and ac-
ceptance; to do otherwise, to them would appear to be a rejection of 
the essential possibilities of Christian salvation. 
(2) The worth of man and selfless love 
Luther and the Biblical psychologists in contrast to the liber-
al pastoral psychologists assert their complete and final condemnation 
of self-love, self-interest, self-sufficiency, self-affirmation, self-
assertion as being expressions of sinful egocentricity. Any measure 
of trust in oneself assures man of his isolation from God. The sovereign 
God demands love (agape), complete selfless love from man. Selfless 
love, the gift of God to man, is the basis of the worth of the person-
ality. This "impossible possibility" is not intended to make man re-
ject his self but to reach a full appreciation of the depth of the hu-
man problem and the infinite~ more profound love, forgiveness and re-
conc i liation of' God through simple trust in Christ. This is a miracu-
lous rescue from self-rejection and the hopeless task of earning salvat-
ion by the merits and good works of oneself. Brunner expresses the 
sentiment of his fellow Biblical psychologists and Luther in the follow-
ing statement. 
By faith alone, then, means not I, but God alone creates my 
redemption, ~ salvation, the saving and redeeming of the 
world; He alone is good, He alone brings to the desired 
goal - "rlth might of ours can · naught be done 11 ; - that 1 
means to rely on God alone, to make God our whole defense. 
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The opinion of Luther and the Biblical psychologists, who ex-
press disapproval of all forms of self-love, is sharply opposed to 
the liberal pastoral psychologists, who place a strong emphasis upon 
self-love. Since Luther and the Biblical psychologists deal primari-
1y with this issue on a theological level, the liberal pastoral psy-
chologists believe they leave many questions of psychological import 
unanswered. Can we be certain that despair resulting from the com-
plete abandonment of hope in human, temporal resources is thoroughly 
resolved by trust in God? When every expression of self-assertion is 
sinful, then self-repudiation seems to be the on]y alternative and 
self-repudiation is a sin too. Without some affirmation of human na-
ture is it not impossible for man to assent to love his fellow men 
despite their sinfulness? By not making this affirmation theology can 
become an oblique i nstrument with which to express self-rejection and 
hatred for all men. Is not the impotence of God asserted under the 
disguise of affirming the transcendent sovereignty of God by denying 
the saving power of the divinely immanent resources of the human per-
sonality? 
v. Sources of growth in the hlllMn p3rsonality-
Luther, Hiltner , Johnson, Brunner and Gou~ooze agree that growth 
is a condition of all biological life. However, they are not agreed 
1 Brunner, OF, 98. 
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upon the degree man is capable of fulfilling his divine potentialities. 
Hiltner views the growth of man as the development of personality in 
the sense of constructive~ handling conflict on p~chological, so-
cial (cultural) and religious levels. Hiltner looks beyond the per-
sonality for the source of some of the positive potentialities which 
contribute toward its fulfillment and its redemption from some of 
its deficiencies. God actively engages in the initiation and the sup-
port of the growth process in the personality; this is part of the 
divine potentiality of man. 
Johnson iden·~ifies interpersonal relations as one of the prime 
resources for the growth of personality. Creative social resources 
and the propulsions toward growth within the personality are expressed 
qualities of a divine process or God. The redemptive qualities in the 
growth of the personality express themselves in accepting, empathetic 
and understanding interpersonal relations. On this basis divine-human 
interaction occurs in the transformation of personalities to share in 
experiences of trust, love and service. 
Luther, Brunner and Goulooze concentrate upon the redemptive 
aspects of growth of the personality on a religious level. In their 
opinion growth on the empirical level has no significance unless the 
person is regenerated and sanctified by his faith in Christ, which is 
a gift of God through the power of the Hozy Ghost. In the process of 
regeneration the Hozy Spirit of God effects a conscious religious 
change within t he personality. The continual operation of the Spirit 
of God in a person makes him a new creature which conforms increasingly 
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to the will of God as revealed in the Bible. This latter phase of 
grovnh in the personality is called sanctification or nbecoming ho~." 
Empirical~ t he processes of regeneration and sanctification are said 
to create desirable qualities of personality for happ,r adjustment to 
life situations. 
( 1) ThEl empirical and religious aspects of red.empti ve growth 
In cor~rasting the more liberal view of human growth with the 
more orthodox concept of regeneration and sanctification several im-
portant points are ·worthy of mantion. Dynamic and interpersonal psy-
chology influence Hiltner and Johnson to evaluate all aspects of growth 
of the personality including the religious from an empirical point of 
view. This point of view is characteris.tic of liberal theologians 
who are critical of the dogmatic and theoretical positions of ortho-
doxy. The requirement of a "dispassionateness" in science and philo-
sophy has made "objectivity" a virtue ·in some liberal religious circles. 
Hmvever, it is general~ recognized that an extreme emphasis upon ob-
jectivity can err in underestimating and even excluding some religious 
values . 
Hiltner and J ohnson attempt an accurate empirical evaluation 
of the redemptive values in the growth of the personality with a deep 
concern for religion in relation to these values. They aim to go be-
yond the thinking of Luther, Brunner and Goulooze by seeking objective 
facts and concrete values as a means of directing religious faith to 
more valid concepts of human personality, the personality of God, 
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natural and supernatural truths. 
The l i beral pastoral p~chologists seek to establish mutual~ 
enriching connections between reason and a religious faith that has 
empirical redemptive values because of its reasonableness and thera-
peutic emotional quality. Freedom from habitual emotions, warped per-
ceptions, crippling fears, devastating guilt, neurotic anxieties and 
a primitive conscience as well as the attainment of accepting, empathet-
ic and understanding interper sonal relationships are considered to be 
expressions of the redemptive process within the personality. This 
creative growth process in its production of a continua~ reorganized 
personality is subject to empirical ana~sis but to Hiltner and Johnson 
it is "more than human" in character. Orthodox and neo-orthodox pas-
toral psychologists can observe with benefit the exploratory efforts 
of dynamic and int erpersonal psychologists who are conunitted to under-
standing more empirical~ the aspects of religious growth in the per-
sonality. 
We observe a clear distinction between the emphases of the liber-
al pastoral psychologists upon the redemption of. man from primarily em-
pirical dangers threatening personality g~owth and the emphases of the 
Biblical psychologists upon the redemption of man from religious dangers 
threatening the growth of the personality. The Biblical psychologists 
believe that if a personality is redeemed religious~ by regeneration 
and sanctification this aspect of growth will be reflected empirically 
as described by the liberal pastoral psychologists. In contrast Hilt-
ner and Johnson consider the empirical as"pects of the growth of 
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personality as evidence of a religiously significant redemption. It 
seems that each viewpoint observes primari~ on~ one side of the re-
demptive gro~~h process L~ personality. In view of these divergent 
opinions on the redemptive aspects of the growth of the personality, 
we need to ask ourselves as theologians whether empirical studies of 
the potentialities, the needs and the deficiencies of man might help 
our understanding of sin and salvation. In the same way we need to 
remind ourselves as psychologists that empirical p~chological facts 
in the s phere of r eligion have no ultimate meaning unless they are re-
lated to metaphysical or theological perspectives. The redemptive 
activity of God has a hi storical, contemporary and eternal significance; 
i t has its empirical and spiritual aspects. 
(2) The motivational element in the knowledge of sin 
The Biblical psychologists and Luther stress the recognition 
of s in as affording man full opportunity to observe the very worst wit h-
in himself and thus to be motivated to grow religiously. Dynamic psy-
chology reveals most clearJ.y that man is not only involved :in the out-
er conflict of society but the inner conflict of his own being. Per-
s onalities are arenas of perpetual, vicious, increasing warfare. Suc-
cessful psychotheraP.r invol ves a growing awareness of this internal 
conf lict, its painful elements and the consequent burden of guilt feel-
ings. The pess imistic, religious view of man in Biblical psychology 
and Luther aids persons to recognize the very worst in themselves. 
This does not rrean i t always aids persons to face and to accept this 
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knowledge of their sinful state as motivation toward religious growth. 
The doctrine of the sinfulness of man is most apt to serve as a moti-
vating factor when pres ented in conjunction with the assurance of the 
free, forgiving gr-ace and love of God. A balanced message which con-
victs man of his sin but simultaneous:cy- liberates and transforms his 
troubled self, instead of deepening his sense of guilt, can serve a 
therapeutic and motivating function in the religious gr-owth of the 
personality. 
Liberal pastoral psychologists free:cy- criticize the motivation-
al element in the . knowledge of sin. They point out that the knowledge 
of sin tends to serve more effective:cy- a negative than a positive funct-
ion. Carroll A. Wise makes a similar statement when he says: "Preoccu-
pation with symbols expressing the idea of sin ••• is indicative of an 
UP~ealthy rigidity, as such experiences are never stopping places in l .. 
healthy religion." Biblical psychologists may find that this emphasis 
upon the sinfulness of man ID:itigates self-deception, encourages full 
confession and develops wholeness of the personality, but it does not 
present to the gr-owing personality an over abundance of wholesome goals 
and attractive means by which to realize them. 
(3) The motivational value of the goodness of man 
Liberal pastoral psychologists point to their optimistic evalu-
ation of the , potentialities of man as motivation toward growth. 
l Wise, RIH, 150. 
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Confidence in the rational and volitional endowments of man assists 
in equipping him for beneficent living. Dynamic psychology certifies 
with remarkably persuasive arguments that man does have great poten-
tialities for. change and growth. 
Our daring to name such high goals rests upon the belief that 
the human personality can change. It is not on:cy- the young 
child who is pliable. All of us retain the capacity to 
changi, even to change in fundamental ways, as long as we 
l ive. 
It should be clear that the liberal pastoral psychologists urge 
man to be cognizant of his limitations as well as his possibilities. 
This checks the · danger of s ti."rnulating abmition 'Where . the resources of 
fulfillment are inadequate. This precaution helps man avoid despair 
and frustration. 
The estimate of man by the liberal pastoral psychologists, when 
used discriminate:cy-, challenges Biblical ps,rchologr to prove the suf-
fici€mcy of its emphasis upon faith and hope in the potentialities of 
man. With all the frailties and the deficiencies of the flesh to 
which Biblical psychology- must first call attention and of which d.y-
namic psychology is more and more aware, one wonders if man can 
justifiab:cy- be motivated to achieve emotional, mental and religious 
mattirity simp:cy- on the basis of the potential resources at his command. 
Biblical and liberal pastoral psychology m~ share in different degrees 
a motivating concept of man which contributes in a most fundamental 
manner toward the growth of the personality. 
1 Horney, OIC, 242. 
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(4) The IIEans of growth 
(i) The innate and external means of growth 
Liberal pastoral psychologists maintain that reason in spite 
of its weaknesses is one of the best instruments man possesses for 
discovering and utilizing human and divine resources in achieving a 
maximum level of growth in his p3rsonality. Reason has significance 
for the growth of man within the range of its reliability. The lib-
eral psychologist believes reason must be accepted, in part at least, 
as having redemptive value. Similar merits are attributed to element-
al forces of growth which serve as recuperative powers in the psyche 
just as they do in the body as it defends and heals itself. The self-
curative forces are assisted in their growth functions by the coun-
selor or the p~chotherapist just as the medical doctor facilitates 
healing by altering the conditions of the body. The liberal pastoral 
ps,rchologist does not omit the self-curative forces from his under-
standing of man and how they contribute to the recover,r of man from 
alienation within himself and from others. 
A Biblical ps,rchologist does not de~ reason a function in the 
growth of the p9rsonality or in therapeutic counseling, but he insists 
it is only valid when it is a "new'', creative capacity no longer auto-
nomous but given by God through repentance and faith. Luther in a 
similar manner distinguishes between the nature and the fnnction of 
"natural" and "enlightened" reason. In other words Biblical psycholo-
gists rule out natural reason as a trustworthy and primar,y means of 
growth in the p9rsonality. 
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Medical p~chology supports the skepticism of the Biblical 
psychologists in regard to the trustworthiness of reason in the growth 
of the .r:ersonality to the extent of showing "that reason as the organ 
of t he ego must be subject to the advantages and the disadvantages of 
1 
the ego." Rational capacities are not free to discover and to uti-
lize r eality independent of its p~chological unity. The unconscious 
often misdirects reason without the reason being aware of it, and as 
a result the intelligence of man may serve false purposes with the 
same devotion as it should 'serve normal relationships to reality. 
These facts should caution the liberal p~chologist against assuming 
that the appeal of man to reason is always the best means of growth 
for the personality. Such caution is of equal benefit to the pastor-
al counselor and the counselee in the counseling situation. 
( ii) The divine m ans of grmvth 
Luther and the Biblical psychologists as well as the liberal 
pastoral psychologists affirm God as the ultimate source of all growth 
in the human personality. The constructive inner forces of life with-
in man and hli; creative interpersonal relations are potential means 
by which God eommunicates his divine resources of growth to the human 
personali~. This is commonly the opinion of the liberal psycholo-
gists. 
Luther maintains that the divine means of growth for the 
1 Zilboorg, MMM, 101. 
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personality are chief]y the Word and the Sacraments, namely, Baptism 
and Hazy Connnunion. The need of man to overcome his complete help-
lessness is met in the forgiveness, security, assurance, strength 
and wisdom provided b.1 faithful hearing of the Word and reception 
of the sacramental elements. Utilization of these means of grace 
in faith for the growth of the personality does not encourage inde-
pendence or self-sufficiency but God-dependence. God-dependence 
does not prevent the growth of the personality but provides the genu-
i ne freedom required for the fulfillment of the personality. 
In the ppinion of Brunner the means of growtih for ·tpe person-
ality are centered in the daily encounter of the person with God, 
which may be through any means God · chooses. Brunner like Luther makes 
the Word the primary approach of God to man. God through the power 
of His Holy Spirit breaks through the isolation of man and brings him 
into a divine fellowship which supplies all the resources for the re-
ligious growth of the personality.. The thinking of Goulooze on the 
means of growth for the personality appears to be identical with that 
of Brunner. Goulooze emphasizes faith as the dynamic element in the 
relationship of man with God through the Word, which can become the 
dramatic means by which personality fulfills itself. 
(iii) A summary of views on the means of 
growth for personality 
Liberal pastoral ps,rchologists desire to give recognition to 
the inherent capacities of man and all the resources of the universe 
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as potential means for assisting the growth of personality. Positive 
response to the trusted realities outside oneself -- people, nature, 
circumstances, symbols -- all promote the well-being of the personali-
ty, increase its cynamic powers and revitalize its energy. By label-
ing all human resources as sinful, which in reality are potentially 
creative, one fails to provide a positive, religious frame of refer-
ence within which these potentialities can be expressed and guided. 
The liberal theologian pleads for an expansion of what is implied in 
the creation of man in the image of God so as to allow for the inte-
gration of natural vitality and rational order. This expanded con-
cept includes the utilization of human nature itself on the part of 
God to overcome sin • . Such a charitable attitude toward man will al'!"" 
low the liabilities of his nature to demonstrate themselves as latent 
assets for the growth and recovery of man. 
The liberal pastoral psychologist may be willing to accept in 
part the stress of the Biblical psychologist upon the necessity for 
divine means of growth in personality, but he still asks whether such 
a view gives sufficient recognition to the things man can and must do 
to facilitate the growth of his own personality. Can no task be deline-
ated as that which belongs to man in the achievement of maturity? Bib-
lical psychologists need to gain a fuller empirical knowledge of the 
valid ways in which growth in personality are fostered. An appeal 
to the n:wsterious functioning of the grace of God in its religious 
transformation of man through the processes of regeneration and 
sanctification does not adequate~ explain the pff.rchological steps in 
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the development. For the Bibl~cal psychologist to accapt this chal-
lenge implies h i s willingness to use and to depend on reason; this 
he would not find objectionable since he would appeal to "enlighten-
ed reason." 
(5) The function of the ideal in 
the growth of .. ·personality 
Biblical psychologists and Luther are agreed that the will of 
God for man i s love. Man is to receive and to share the pure love of 
God (agape) in so far as his finitude permits. Pure agape allows no 
element of desire for self-gain. The perfect practice of this love 
by God is bey ond human duplication, nevertheless it is required by 
God that man strive toward this ideal. Asape, the "impossible possi-
bility, n is t he salvation of man through Christ. By faith in Christ 
man is f orgiven his failure to reach the unattainable in his exercise 
of~. 
Just as agape is an absolute ideal so also is Christ in the 
more orthodox. theological thinking. All goodness and power are attri- · 
buted to Christ. The idealization of Christ on the part of a person 
expr esses itself by patterning life after that of Jesus rather than 
by exercis ing complete spontaneity in self-determined freedom. Jung 
points out the inherent dangers of neuroticism in the attempt to main-
tain the absolute, unattainable ideals of orthodox Christianity, and 
that it is even more difficult to fulfill 11 li ving one 1 s ovm. life as 
tru'/J:y as Chri st did his, 11 although it is the latter ideal he recom-
mends. 
We Protelstants must sooner or later face this question: 
Are we to understand the "imitation of Christtt in the 
sense that we should copy his life and, if I may use the 
expression, ape his stigmata; or in the deeper sense that 
we are to live our own proper .lives as .truly as he lived · 
h i s in all its implications? It is no easy matter to live 
a life t hat is modelled on Christ's but it is unspeakably 1 
harder to live one's own life as truly as Christ lived his. 
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Psychology reminds the Christian that an over-idealization of 
Christ or a form of identification with Christ, which affords him a 
justified righteousness by faith and peace with God, actually carries 
the believing personality away from reality and constructive motivat-
ions to grow. Religious ideals are in , danger of becoming static; the 
tendenqy of man is to regard his aims as fixed modes of behavior, 
which he must fulfill or be condemned fCII:" not fulfilling. The demand 
t o f ulfill the ~ ideal, as an immediate requirement makes man a 
sinner because he is incapable of living up to it. Such an absolute 
ideal is no longer a concrete goal toward llhich one strives but it is 
a fixed and abstract concept before which one bows in obedience. The 
final r esult of app~ing absolute id~als is inner conflict, guilt, 
fear and despair , the opposite of the values of religion. 
Li beral pastoral psychology employs relative ideals, which are 
said t o have a dynamic quality and to provide positive motivation, 
guidance and means with which to grow. The personality grows within 
the limits of irremovable obstacles. The self does not cling defiant-
J:y to a vision of perfection, nor blame itself for failing to do the 
impossible. The human personality demonstrates remarkable capacities 
1 . Jung, MSS, 273. 
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for morale and adjustment when it is made thorough~ aware of what 
it confronts . Relative ideals motivate man to attain salvation in 
terms of removing man-made ev~ls at the source by transforming the 
self. The use of relative ideals motivates man to utilize the exist-
ing resources in human nature as well as the creative and redemptive 
power of God. 
The objection to relative ideals is that, if a person is per-
mitted to content himself with objectives he actual~ can attain, he 
will 11 accept himself" at immature, complacent and even immoral levels. 
1 
Clincial data do not support such a conclusion. Many problems of 
the personality, emotional abnormalities and behavior irregularities 
occur as a result of employing static, absolute ideals, which the self 
cannot attain. Such ideals tend to motivate the self to assume atti-
tudes of se~f-rejection, self-repudiation, inferiority, hatred, un-
acceptibility and estrangement. 
All pastoral ps,rchologists, especially the Biblical, need to 
consider increasing their effectiveness as religious leaders qy adopt-
ing relative ideals and using these ideals more dynamical~, that is, 
in ways more vitally related to the ~owth of personality and health. 
Karen Horney writes: 11 Ideals have a dynamic quality; they arouse an 
incentive to approximate them. They are an indispensable and invalu-
2 
able force for growth and development." This statement by Horney 
urges the right use of ideals so they can contribute vitally to growth 
1 Roberts, PCM, 129. 2 Horney, OIC, 98. 
in personalit..y. The validity of an ideal for the stimulation of 
growth is dependent upon its relevance to daily living. It is also 
important to remember that the degree of fulfillment of an ideal 
differs among persons due to varying capacities, training, age and 
circumstances. If an ideal is regarded as an inspiring, motivating 
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goal and not as a threatening, moral precept, it has an indispensable, 
therapeutic f unction. 
(6) The characteristics of growth in personality 
The characteristics of growth in personality among liberal 
pastoral ps.ychologists are described as integration, wholeness, inde-
pendence, self-responsibility, spontaneity, creativity. Luther and 
the Biblical p~chologists stress conformity to the will of God as 
the fundamental characteristic of growth in the human personality. 
The liberal pastoral psychologists maintain that their psychological 
terms are empirically descriptive and oriented to religious values. 
This is not so apparent to ·the Biblical psychologists, who believe 
that their own religious description of growth in personality goes 
beyond and includes the psychological and empirical characteristics 
of this process. 
(i) Growth toward wholeness 
The need for the person to grow as a whole and to merge into 
1 
nsuperindivid.ual wholes 11 is recognized by Luther and the Biblical 
1 Angyal, FSP, 179-180. · 
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psychologists just as it is by the liberal pastoral ps,rchologists. 
It is a t herapeutic function of the doctrine of the total~ corrupt 
nat ure of man to redeem the whole of man and not on~ certain vital 
aspects of his personality. This religious approach avoids the in-
ner division of man which comes from contrasting a psychological 
"good part" of the self against a supposed "evil part, 11 for example, 
reason against impulse. The whole man is propelled through the sue-
cessive stages of growth in his personality b,y despairing of himself, 
responding to the call of God and entering into the fellowship of 
the believers. 
(ii) Growth toward self-responsibility 
All pastoral psychologists declare that God is the One upon 
whom man is dependent for forgiveness, strength and guidance. There 
is, however, a lack of agreement upon the integration of God-dependence 
and self-responsibility in the growth process of personality. Dynamic 
psychology shows that religion may b~ a deterrent to the self-suffici-
enqy and self-responsibility necessary for the growth and mental health 
of the personality. ........ Religion for Freud ..-s "the universal obsession-
1 
al neurosis of humanity." Liberal ps,rchologists declare that man 
needs to rely more upon his own resources and the establishment of 
his own values. 
In similar terms a dynamic psychotherapist encourages the in-
dividual to feel 11himself the active, responsible force in his life, 
1 Freud, FI, 76. 
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1 
capable of making decisions and of taking the consequences • 11 Such 
self-responsibility involves acceptance of what one is and for mak-
ing the most of the real self he is. Hiltner and Johnson reflect . 
this emphasis upon self-responsibility. In describing the individu-
alistic phase of growth ~ a personality Hiltner places the chief 
responsibilit y upon man. God has a supportive role. In the opinion 
of Johnson ~~ has an inescapable responsibility toward the develop-
ment of his self because of his inherent goodness, rational powers 
and creative potentialities. 
Luther in his doctrine of original sin makes man responsible 
for his depraved state. This view of self-responsibility is a para-
dox. Human egocentricity or sin is inevitable, yet man is fully re-
sponsible for it. The individual person is a helpless but responsible 
victim of his own egocentricity. The responsibility of man does not 
end here. If he is to gain freedom from his predicament, it is his 
responsibility to acknowledge God and his Saviour, Christ Jesus, by 
faith. In his receptivity to God and the Holy Spirit man recognizes 
a sense of r esponsibility to himself as a servant and a child of God. 
Paradoxical~ man in his discovery of responsibility toward himself 
and God achieves true freedom. 
Brunner also defines the responsibility of man as the response 
to the call of God "as I Iey"Self must believe, must decide, as I II\VSelf 
2 
must hear the electing Word, the Call of God • • • ." It is the opinion 
1 Horney, OIC, 241. 2 Brunner, MR, 283. 
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of Brunner that the full responsibility of man for himself and the 
evil he experiences is 11 decisive proof of the inviolable nature of 
1 
the basic Biblical idea that man is God 1 s free counterpart •11 
Goulooze similarly recognizes the responsibility of man to respond 
to God and to grow in a regenerated and sanctified state by working 
for a consistent~ and continuous~ increasing measure of perfection. 
Willingness to accept responsibility for oneself in the view of Bib-
lical psychology means reliance upon the resources of God through 
faith and not on the personal, autonomous resources. It is not too 
much to say that psychological~ the beginnings of genuine self-re-
sponsibility for a Christian coincide with the rebirth of a self or 
regenerati on. Religious faith enables man to attain self-responsi-
bility by helping him as a creature of God to integrate his divine~-
given, conscious energies and the direct means of divine help. Jung 
espoused a favorable attitude toward religion for this reason. He 
2 
said, "religions are systems of healing for psychic illness." True 
religion is not a substitute for individualistic growth and develop-
ment, but according to the Biblical psychologists, it is genuine growth 
which is characterized by a deep sense of self-responsibility in main-
taining an actively dependent relationship with God. 
Within the interpretation of the responsibility of man by Bib-
lical psychology can be seen principles of autonomy and heteronomy. 
It claims to help man achieve self-responsibility by providing 
1 Brunner, DHE, 136. 2 Jung, MSS, 278. 
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opportunities for sharing, cooperating and merging with the whole 
meaningful order of life and with God. The dependence upon powerful 
resources beyond the control and outside oneself through a vital 
faith creates a growing capacity for taking personal responsibility. 
In the light of modern p~chological ~esearch Biblical psychology 
is justified in maintaining its emphasis upon these dual principles 
of autono~ and heteronomy. Andras Angyal assigns a vital role to 
objective "super-individual wholes'' in the healthy growth of a per-
1 
sonality •" The activities and the objectives of sharing, cooperat-
ing and union are natural and fundamental p5,1chic correlates of the 
activities and the objectives of possessing, defending and resisting. 
Identification with the almighty power of God and the experience of 
His divine nature expands the narrow individual self • 
. vi. The freedom of man 
The significant and obvious characteristic of human life in 
the opinion of many people is its element of freedom, spontaneity and 
partial determinancy. Some believe there are indeterminate elements 
in human living which give man an opportunity to decide. The decisions 
and the choices which we make determine to some degree the person we 
are and will become. For this freedom in making decisions we feel re-
sponsible as they often fundamentally affect our selves. The reality, 
extent and specific nature of this human freedom and responsibility 
is a crucial :tssue among Luther, Hiltner, Johnson, Brunner and Goulooze. 
1 Angyal, FSP, 179-180. 
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( 1) Self -determined freedom 
The freedom of will postulated by liberal psychologists em-
phasizes the powers of attention, choice, reason and motivation, 
which comprise the basic elerents of the freedom of man. There is 
a paralleling stress on the need for realizing a personal relation-
ship vdth God which cari result in spontaneous, dynamic action. New 
objectives can be determined, new insights may be acquired, old hab-
its can be di.scarded, courageous living in the new life of love is 
possible. The exercise of this freedom is a matter of degree due to 
the potentialities and experiences of the self as well as the life 
conditions of finitude, ignorance, unfavorable environment, sickness 
and other factors. Though freedom is. limited, yet in a ~pecific situ-
ation there are factors which man may alter if he. so desires. The 
person is capable, at least potential~, of willing and changing his 
responses and attitudes toward himself, others and the world. In 
this way the person to a large extent determines himself. The will 
acts in conjunction with the self or, in other words, the will is the 
organized personality in responsible action. 
We ca.11 say that Hiltner and Johnson, from a scientific psycho-
logical standpoint, conclude that the personality is potential~ free, 
but because of the limiting factors entering into the crises of self-
experience each person exercises a limited freedom on self-determinism. 
It is also acknowledged that the self is limited by some conditions 
outside itself. Both writers direct~ or indirect~ indicate that the 
healthy normal self is the evidence for a responsible freedom. Man 
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has the desire and the rational capacity which are fundamentally im-
portant for progress toward happiness, and in addition, he has a 
measure of w:i.ll power to effect this constructive process. The re-
ality of the grace of God works unconsciously within man for his 
salvation, and it is essential for man consciously to respond and to 
cooperate wit~ this prevenient or antecedent grace. 
Hiltner and Johnson as psychologists deal with empirical data 
so far as possible. The experience of responsibility for the self 
and its spontaneous behavior is the psychological evidence upon wnich 
is based the concept of self-determining freedom. The discussion of 
Self-Understanding by Hiltner and the definition of "self-determinism" 
by Johnson imply that the self arises in the awareness and the inte-
gration of t he spontaneous, free actions and behavior which the indi-
vidual possesses. The individual is the owner of what he has done, 
and therefore, he feels responsible for his behavior and incorporates 
it as part of his self. The essential element of freedom in this con-
cept is the unique synthesis of experience which is made of the pres-
ent situation, the remote experiences of the self in the deeds of the 
past and the anticipations of the future. This s,ynthesis, as the re-
sultant self that arises therefrom, becomes a continuing identity of 
conscious being. This is true in spite of the instability of our ex-
istence and t he great amount of environmental influence. Johnson re-
minds us emphatically that the s.ynthesis of experience is contempor-
ary and in some respects indeterminate until the self makes its im-
pression upon it by exercising its powers of choic.e. It is at that 
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moment the personality feels an element of freedom, which accounts 
for the willingness of an individual to take responsibility for his 
contemporary self . and the self of which he is cons.cious. The experi-
ence of self-determinative freedomwith the ensuing feeling of self-
responsibility is the significant achievement of a mature personality. 
In the optimistic evaluation of the freedom of man by the lib-
eral psychologist there is always the tragic possibility of its mis-
use. It is obvious ihat we often indulge in defensive and unrealistic 
self concepts, thereby . ntisdlre.<tti'ng the reconstructive powers of the 
personality. Let us consider primarily the tendency of the human 
personali~ to disregard the forces of growth in favor of realigning 
the concepts of its self toward a false orientation with reality. 
Liberal pastoral psychologists have gained a clinical under-
standing of the way we describe our own psychological reality by 
conscious experiences and perceptions, and how the psychotic person-
ality radically distorts the external realities so that he exists in 
a private world. However, it is still necessary to gain greater un-
derstanding of how we insist on defining the world in our awn terms 
or allow the experience of others to dominate our awareness on its 
own terms. There is ample clinical material which proves that we en-
hance and bolster our deflated egos, but there is not adequate data 
providing an equal understanding how our ago is dominated, especially 
when our conceptions are based upon our projections and needs. People 
are known to run away from me~tal health when the therapy threatens to 
effect dras·tic changes within the self, but we do not know the amount 
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of defection from growth occuring among us in the name of maintain-
ing the self we love. Thus, we can say that there are clinical ab-
normalities which obvious~ illustrate the misuse of freedom to the 
psychotherapist, but there are equal~ as serious non-clinical mis-
uses of freedom among relatively normal people. The latter fact may 
not be so clearly evident. Nevertheless, our theoretical consider-
at ions about the nature of man and his freedom should not blind us 
to their real presence. 
Liberal pastoral psychologists have rendered an invaluable 
service in revealing the psychological r ealities of the self through 
the emplqyment of clinical methodologies, and the,y may open new doors 
of promise through more thorough investigations of the incongruities 
between the self and its utilization of reality. The clinical results 
may aid us in measuring more accurately the human capacities which are 
potential resources for giving the personality true freedom. 
(2) God-dependent freedom 
Luther, Brunner and Goulooze have in general a common view of 
the freedom of man, although Brunner does make some qualifications. 
We concluded in the second chapter that Luther believed that natural 
man is in servitude or bondage to sin and the devil. Natural man en-
1 
joys freedom only in all secular or external things. He is free in 
his dominion over the universe, but this freedom is non~existent in 
1 Luther, W.ML, 2,313. 
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his relationship to God. Religious!y speaking natural man has no 
freedom becausa he is helplessly mired in sin and isolated from God. 
The divine law makes an impossible demand of whole:-hearted surrender 
to God upon the total inner self of man. Natural man is potentially 
free to make such a surrender but in reality this is impossible ba·-
1 
cause of his religious impotency as a sinner; the Holy Spirit enables 
man to surrender to God and to begin his religious growth toward real 
freedom. 
The desire in sinful man to claim freedom arises out of the 
wish to be self-determining. In the opinion of Luther this wish to 
determine oneself is the very nature of egocentricity. "But we di-
vide the kingdom with God; to Him we grant (and even that but grudg-
ingly) that he hath made us • • • and left the government of ourselves 
2 
in our own hands • " The desire to be autonomous in relation to God 
is itself an expression of the egocentric rebellion against God, and 
it is evidence of the religious bondage of man. Luther, therefore, 
stresses that the freedom of natural man is an illusion even though he 
keep the divine law perfectly because this involuntary obedience is a 
selfish attempt on the part of the ego to make God favorably disposed 
and thereb.y enjoy the blessings He promises. Luther is unequivocally 
convinced of the total complete bankruptcy of the self as long as it 
is unregenerated by the Holy Spirit or in need of redemption by faith 
in Christ. 
1 Luther, WMI,, 3, 108-110. 2 Luther, WML, 1,153. 
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The condemning judgment of God upon the outward actions and 
the inner nat ure of the unredeemed self is the exact opposite evalu-
ation on the part of God to the regenerated self, which is brought 
into fellowship with God and transformed on the basis of divine grace. 
The ve~J exagger ation of egocentricity in the striving of man for free-
dom leads him to the realization of the religious bankruptcy of his 
self and simultaneous~ opens the way for the omnipotent good will of 
God to effect a spontaneous surrender. The spontaneous surrender of 
the self to God in a dynamic faith is true freedom. By looking to 
Christ in faith man is "lifted out of himself" and is no longer 11 curved 
in upon himself" because he is a new creature enjoying the fellowship 
1 
of God. 
Brunner defines the freedom of man as a ttresponsible freedom11 
which is at the same time the Imago Dei. God wills to have as His 
counterparts persons with the power of free decision who in love re-
spond to divine love. This is the connection in which the concept of 
the creation of man in the image of God is to be understood according 
to Brunner. To lose the image of God means in the thinking of Brunner 
to lose the fellowship of God and the freedom to respond to His call. 
Brunner and Goulooze are mutual~ agreed with Luther that the 
dependency of man upon God is his freedom. Faith awakened through the 
love of God is the on~ possible union of complete dependence and com-
plete freedom. It is release from the self, from what the self has, 
1 Luther, MLW, 1,589. 
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can do, or has done, release from worry about self and release from 
glory in self. In faith man gives up his right of self-determination 
and gives himself entire~ to the loving influence of the fellowship 
of God. It is this particular relationship with God for which man is 
1 
called and given some similarities to his Creator. Brunner goes 
slight~ beyond Luther and Goulooze in his discussion of the freedom 
of man by relating it to the Imago Dei. 
A reflection of this unique aspect of the view of Brunner on 
the freedom of man can be more clear~ recognized in Luther than in 
Hiltner and J.ohnson. In the opinion of Luther the image of God in 
man without the regenerating and transforming resources of faith in 
Christ is complete~ corrupted and doomed to the servitude of the 
devil in sin. The image of God for Hiltner and Johnson is· the power 
of rational deliberation, religious aspiration and moral choice. 
These ·human possessions when "warped" (Hiltner) or 11 limited11 (Johnson) 
by a loss of freedon1 logicallY reflect upon the image of God in man. 
In reality Hiltner and Johnson construct a weak bridge by not develop-
ing the theological implications in connecting the issues of the free-
dom of man with the image of God. They discuss the freedom of man 
primarily in connection with his development and his relationship to 
secular or external matters. This places their discussion more central-
~ in a psychological rather than a theological sphere. The latter 
is the chief focus of Luther, Brunner and Goulooze. 
1 Brunner, DHE, 12 8 • 
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vii. The social aspects of human nature 
All the pastoral psychologists considered in this dissert at-
ion, and Luther, recognize the socia l aspects of personality. The 
human personality needs to participate interpersonally rlth his fellow·· 
men on the basis of Christian love, trust and justice to meet his needs 
and fulfill his real self. Social relations are religiously signifi-
cant for the constructive development of personality only when the 
persons involved are governed by a trusting interpersonal relation-
ship with God. It is· in respect to the degree of importance attach-
ed to the social resources where we not·e a distinction between Hiltner 
and Johnson over against Luther, Brunner and Goulooze. 
Luther and the Biblical psychologists share a distrust for so-
ciety as a primary constructive resource for the growth of personali-
t y . Luther insists the Word and the Sacraments are the chief means 
of divine grace for man and all other means, including the social en-
vironment , are at best only of secondary importance. The emphasis of 
Brunner is on the response of the personality to the call of God, which 
is fundamental in establishing with God and all other persons valuable 
social relations. Goulooze more like Luther states that in the creat-
ion of man God correlated personality and fellowship. Goulooze places 
considerable stress on the necessity of interpersonal relationships 
being governed by the Christian faith if they are to afford religi ouS 
and therapeutic values for the grmvth of personality. 
Hiltner and Johnson pla.ce major emphasis upon the immanent 
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values of interpersonal relationships in the dflvelopment and religi-
ous redemption of the human personality. Society is not totally good 
for personality, but its evil influences can be largely overcome 
through the exercised potentialities of the personality. The person-
ality upon reaching maturity has the responsibility of changing so-
ciety so that it will be more conducive to healthy growth for the per-
sonality. 
We again note in the discussion of the social nature of the 
personality that the approach of Hiltner and Johnson is from primari-
ly a psychological frame of reference, While the approach of Luther, 
Brunner and Goulooze is from a religious frame of reference. Hiltner 
and Johnson imply that the psychological values of the contributions 
made by society to the development of the personality have religious 
importance. On. the other hand, an investigation of the religioUs 
analysis of the relationship of personality to society by Luther and 
the Biblical psychologists reveals an implicit psychology which is 
hidden to a casual observer. 
All the pastoral psychologists, and Luther, give the Christian 
per sonalit y a responsible function in society. Luther was of the opin-
ion that t he individual believer as a part of the "communion of saints" 
had a responsibility to help defeat social evils and to meet the needs 
of men through works of love and the preaching of the Word of God. 
Brunner emphasizes the evangelistic note in Luther by urging Christian 
persons to allow their Christian faith to drive them from isolation 
into fellowship with others for the purpose of sharing the blessinge 
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of God. Goul ooze like Luther and Brunner is of the opinion that 
Christian man must endeavor to make society increasing~ Christian 
in character.. Hiltner and Johnson say that each Christian person 
is responsible for the transformation of his interpersonal relation-
ships and society. It is at this point that the agreement among the 
pastoral psychologists and Luther ends on the issue of the social as-
pects of personality. A more thorough analysis of the interpretations 
by the liberal p~chologists and the Biblical psychologists of the re-
sponsibility of man to society will demonstrate a fundamental diver-
gence of opinion in ~at appears to be general agreement. 
The liberal pastoral psychologists imply that social problems 
are amena~le to improvement simp~ through the application of love, 
understanding, reason and good will. This assumption is made because 
of the amenable nature of personal relationships. However, this often 
takes place at the expense of underestimating the difference between 
personal, face-to-face relationshi ps and the complexity of impersonal 
and collective relationships such as are found in the areas of group 
life, economics and religion. To illustrate, the position of the lib-
eral pastoral psychologists suggests that a labor leader, who mediates 
the views of eight-hundred thousand organized workers, is in a situat -
ion similar to that of a counselor seated before his client. The la-
bor leader has available similar constructive and affirmative human 
resources in his situation as the counselor in his counseling situat-
ion with t he client. The human potentialities in both situations 
are accepted as sufficient and waiting realization for the purpose of 
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meeting the needs of all the persons involved rl thout regard to the 
number of persons. Just as attitudes of unders·tanding and acceptance 
can be developed on a direct, personl level, so also it is implied 
these same attitudes can be utilized to alter the difficulties in 1m-
personal and secondary social relations. 
Johnson has written extensive~ on the subject of Christian 
1 
love in ·which he recognizes the serious problems of social conflicts. 
The dynamic causes · of primary interpersonal conflicts are multiplied 
in the secondary interpersonal conflict. 11From the multiplication of 
personal hostilities in interpersonal relationships there comes the 
2 
organized social aggressions of group against group." Wars between 
nations are thus called ·" grandiose manifestations of the wars of im-
3 
pulses within persons." Relationships based on authoritarianism, 
tensions concerning ownership, struggles for status and prestige, con-
flicts over gains and privileges, disagreements centered in beliefs 
and codes, unbridled loyalties and prejudices, fears of punishment, 
feelings of frustration, deprivation, inferiority, dependence, coer-
cion, competition, guilt and denial of love are sources of conflicts 
on the primary interpersonal level as well as ·the secondary levels of 
society. Just as the personality has the necessar,y potentialities 
with which to meet its needs so also society. 
Human nature is what we make it •••• If we desire a better 
human nature or a better world, we will need both to believe 
1 Johnson, CL. 3 Johnson, CL, 191. 
2 Johnson, CL, 172. 
in it and to work wisely for it •••• Social planning is need-
ed on a world scale to diagnose human needs and provide con-
structive ways of meeting them.l 
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Is the translation valid from primary to secondary interpersonal re-
lationships in respect to the cause and cure of social conflict? 
In order to clarify this question further it will be helpful 
to describe the divergence between primary and secondary human re-
lationships in psychological terms. Interpersonal relationships are 
conducted on the basis of the perceptions we have of others and our-
selves. The direct, face-to-face encounters of our personalities con-
tinually shape and alter our conceptions of others. When these con-
captions become distorted the direct experience of others general~ 
acts as a corrective agent. In the impersonal relations of life we 
also hold conceptions of other persons and our behavior is determined 
to a large extent by them. Since we do not have the opportunity to 
make continual direct experience of these other persons to test our 
own conceptions of the labor leader, the communist, or capitalist, our 
conceptions tend to become projections which may be true or false. 
Under these circumstances man cannot be considered an accepting being, 
reasonable and conducting himself with spontaneous goodness. Instead 
man becomes involved in defensive patterns of behavior by which he 
attempts to protect his own interests against others or his concept-
ion of them. In a complex society such as ours, individual persons 
inevitably must represent collective relations and with this necessity 
1 Johnson, CL, 193. 
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of representation is coupled the danger of dominating ego interests 
influencing t he secondary and impersonal relationships. The question 
is therefore justified whether the liberal pastoral p~chologists 
have taken adequately into account the faulty projections of others 
by the ego in suggesting that human nature is amenable to reason, 
understanding, good will and empathy in collective relations as in 
direct personal relations. 
Another aspect of this observation concerning liberal thinking 
is the availability of reason and understanding to enhance and to de-
fend relat ionships of tension, disharmony, conflict and injustice 
rather than to resolve them. These constructive forces function to 
create states of tyranny between selves and within the self as well. 
The functional aspect of these forces appears to be most efficiently 
act ive when the self is a class or a system of collective relations. 
This was illustrated among many of the Germans who persuaded them-
selves that their assumed superior nature entitled them to become 
world conquerors. To believe that the egoisms and consequent conflicts 
of collective relations can be successfully handled on the basis of 
empathy, love and understanding as some statements of Hiltner and 
Johnson imply is to maintain that collective man is as amenable to 
reason and to constructive influences as the individual personality. 
Historical records offer no testimony for the validity of such a con-
clusion . Therefore, the optimistic evaluation of human nature by the 
liberal pastoral psychologists, which urges confidence in the rational 
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capacity and constructive pot.entialities of man to triumph over most 
any human situat ion, is viewed with skepticism by those holding ortho-
dox and ·neo-orthodox opinions. 
I t is at this point that orthodox and. neo-orthodox Biblical p~-
chologists attempt to make a contribution. They begin to untangle the 
whole s ocial problem by pointing out the nature of man as beiilg finite, 
sinful and yet free by virtue of a personal relationship with God. 
Natural man freely butt ragically manipulates reasons, generates ideals 
and displays a goodness which complete~ camouflages finite interests 
and ego concerns as righteousness itself. Collective egoisms are equal-
~ as vicious and destructive as the ego interests of the individual. 
Because of the sinful nature of man, which expresses itself as individu-
al and collectiv·e egoisms, a strategy of justice supplemented by love 
is, in the minds of Biblical pastoral psychologists as represented by 
Brunner, the most ef fective means by which to transform society. 
Brunner stands for an eternal law rooted in divine revelation 
1 
from which justice in human society can be derived. Beginning with his 
premise of a personal God calling men into responsible relation to Him-
se lf , Brunner asserts that regenerated men find in the eternal law of God 
their cr iteria for testing social relations, and ~hese same men, who 
surrender to God, are divine~ empowered to exercise democratic justice 
toward their fellow men in accordance with the principle of true love. 
A democratic syst em of cheeks and balances motivated by genuine love in 
1 Brunner·, JSO. 
-. 
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the service of justice affords an opportunity to control the excess 
ego interests of individuals and collective relations. 
This st rategy, qy way of illustration, calls for a check up-
on General Mot ors by a representative of the workers in settling a 
dispute between that company and organized labor. Just as the col-
lective ego interests of the compaqy are checked by the labor repre-
sentative so in turn his individual ego-dominated representation is 
controlled by the democratic devices of the labor organization. The 
more orthodox thinker believes this strategy goes beyond liberalism 
in an accurate estimate of man. He believes those factors may be re-
moved in impersonal and secondar.1 relations which glorify finite ego-
tistical interests at the expense of the interests of others. The 
success of this democratic strategy is dependent upon the acceptance 
of God-dependent freedom on the part of man and his desire to exer-
cise justice and love. Such a democratic process enables man to uti-
lize his enlarged freedom in more completely confronting and respond-
ing to God and the influence of His Holy Spirit. Basically it is in 
t he total surrender of man to God that democratic justice can be ex-
er c i sed between men in accordance with the principle of love. 
' The practical and ethical conclusions at Which Brunner arrives 
coincide with the democratic goals of Hiltner and Johnson. However, 
Brunner insists that such democratic goals require his theological 
grounding rather than a system dependent upon the evolvement of the 
potentialities of man resulting in social equilibrium. Liberal think-
ers might accuse Brunner of appealing to a theological, authoritarian 
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dogma rather than realistical~ evaluating the issues under~ing so-
cial conflict and the potentialities of human society which ultimate-
ly reside in the individual personality. The theological !X'emises 
are incompatible and our own decision is dependent upon our theologi-
cal starting point. 
viii. A summary outline of the findings 
This summary is presented in outline form for the purpose of 
more concisely stating the findings pertaining to the concepts of per-
sonality by Luther and the recent pastoral psychologists which were 
studied in this dissertation. 
I. Criteria for evaluating the human personality 
1. The Bible as a criterion 
i. Luther, Brunner and Goulooze accept the Bible as the 
ultimate criterion in evaluating an understanding of 
personality. 
ii. Johnson and Hiltner accept the Bible as one source of 
truth in understanding the personality. 
2. The criteria proposed by modern psychology and psychotherapy 
for evaluating the human :Personality. 
i. The Biblical psychologists as well as Luther sanction 
the use of criteria proposed by modern psychology and 
psychotherapy as long as such criteria do not violate 
the authoritative contents of the Bible. 
ii. Hiltner and Johnson believe psychology and also psycho-
therapy offer authoritative criteria for evaluating the 
human personality. 
II. The image of God in the human personality 
1. Lut her, the Biblical and the liberal pastoral . psychologists 
accept the following statements in respect to the image 
of God in the human personality. 
i. }&in is dependent upon God for his existence and for 
the maintenance of his existence. 
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ii. Man possesses unique capacities which distinguish him 
from the rest of nature. 
(1) The human personality reflects in part the image 
of God or the likeness of God. 
(2) Man is like God in so far as he is a personality 
with religious aspirations, reasoning powers, a 
sense of moral obligation and a desire to achieve 
goodness. 
(3) The human personality has the potentiality of in-
creasing or decreasing his likeness to God. 
2 • Luther and the Biblical psychologists maintain the reality 
of the 11fall. 11 
i. According to Luther, Brunner and Goulooze the image 
of God in man was totally corrupted in the "fall." 
(1) Due to the "fall11 of Adam all man have shared the 
consequence of a -totally corrupted image of God. 
(2) Luther, Brunner and Goulooze believe the nature 
of the original image of God can be only partial- -
ly regained by the human personality through re-
generation and sanctification. 
(3) They are also agreed in emphasizing it is throUgh 
the image of God that the human personality is re-
lated to and dependent upon God. 
ii. According to Luther man before the "fall" enjoyed the 
sinless exercise of his human powers as a creature of 
God in the likeness of God. 
iii. Brunner uniquely describes a "God-dependent freedom11 
of the human personality as a quality of the image of 
God • 
. 3. Hiltner and Johnson reject the reality of the "fall." They 
believe the image of God is a potential capacity of the 
human personality and that it always has been an intrinsic 
part of the nature of man. 
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III . The reli.ability of reason in the human personality 
1. In summarizing the opinions regarding the reliability of 
reason as held qy Luther, the Biblical and the liberal 
pastoral psychologists, it is obvious that we must dis-
tinguish between 11natural11 and "enlightened" reason. 
Luther and the Biblical psychologists make this distinct-
ion; the liber~l pastoral psychologists do not acknowledge 
this distinction. "Natural" reason is the human mental 
faculty which has been given unique discerning powers by 
God on the basis of the personal faith of the believer. 
2. Luther, the Biblical and the liberal pastoral psychologists 
find agreement in the following statements in respect to 
human reason with exception of the term "natural." 
i. Natural reason is an ambiguous ability with good 
and evil potentialities. 
ii. Natural reason can be a valuable ability if its 
hUman limitations are respected. 
iii. Natural reason can be a trustworthy ability when 
used in secular considerations. 
3. In the opinions of Luther, Brunner and Goulooze, natural 
reason subject to the Word of God or "renewed" through a 
trusting relationship of a person to God acquires special 
divine qualities. This superior reasoning faculty in the 
11 regenerated man" is capable of discerning religious· as 
well as secular truths. It becomes a potential instrument 
of God in the human personality and as such can render 
unlimited and genuine service to man and God. 
i. Luther brands natural reason as being synonymous 
with "self-interest." He believes natural reason 
is impotent in discerning religious truths and 
in bringing man into a right and proper relation-
ship with God. 
ii. Brunner shares the pessimistic evaluation of natur-
al reason given by Luther, however not to the same 
degree. Brunner interprets reason from the stand-
point of the relationship of man to God. It is 
an ability given man at the time of creation so 
that he may understand the call of God. Human 
reason is always limited by its self-willed nature, 
but it is right and dependable whenever it "list-
ens to the Word af God." 
iii . Goulooze concurs with Luther in the opinion that 
natural reason is egocentric, and therefore, be-
cause of its sinful nature, it is of no religious 
value. If the limitations of the human rational 
powers are properly respected, natural reason can 
only be competently used in the secular aspects of 
life. 
4. Hiltner and Johnson: do not distinguish between "natural11 
and "enlightened" reason. They accept the positive evalu-
ations Biblical psychologists ascribe to "enlightened" 
reason as normal attributes of human reason. Reason is 
seriously limited by the dynamisms of the ego, the physi-
cal capacities of the personality, and the cultural and 
social factors; however, the full realization of the po-
tentialities of reason can acquire for man the maximum 
values of life. 
IV. An evaluation of the goodness of man. 
1. There is a wide divergence of opinion between Luther, the 
Biblical and the liberal pastoral psychologists in their 
·evaluations of the goodness of man. These differences of 
opinion have their sources in two distinct frames of ref-
erence, name~, the theological and the ps,rchological. 
Even within the theological frame of reference there is 
a lack of agreement among the pastoral psychologists under 
discussion because of the differ~nt theological positions 
represented. 
i. Luther and the Biblical psychologists find no good 
in natural man. The goodness given man in his cre-
ation was lost in the "fall11 and natural man can-
not by his own efforts overcome the consequence of 
this original sin. This terrible consequence can 
be cancelled and a new potential for infinite good 
can be acquired~ manwithin the limits of his 
finitude through a redeeming faith in Christ. The 
goodness of. man is not autonomous but theonomous; 
it is not egocentric but theocentric. 
ii. The liberal pastoral psychologists as represented 
by Hiltner and Johnson believe that man is funda-
mentally good. They base their argument upon the 
fact that man was created by G0d and given the di-
vine image. This goodness given man in his creat-
ion is the ever-present potential by which every 
person within the limits of finitude can achieve 
the highest moral, material, religious and aesthet-
ic values. 
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2. The goodness of man and self-love 
i. Luther and the Biblical psychologists condemn self-
love and all other egocentric tendencies. They 
maintain that on:cy- divine love can be void of sinful 
self-relatedness. This selfless love is a divine 
gift to the person who responds to God with trust 
and confidence. . Such a God-trusting person through 
a divine love avoids despairing self-rejection by 
gaining a true and accepting appreciation of himself 
and others. 
ii. The liberal pastoral p~chologists, on the other 
hand, maintain that self-love or self-acceptance is 
of crucial importance to a healthy personality. Self .. 
love is justified by virtue of the goodness given 
man in his creation by God. 
iii. The sharp:cy- divi.ded views on the issue of justified 
self-love appear to have no compatible theological 
elements; however the psychological elements in 
their views appear more compatible. Love, which 
is void of selfishness, has sound values for the 
personality and bears a divine quality. This kind 
of combined p~chological and theological approaCh 
to an understanding of self-love may succeed in 
resolving some of the existing differences. 
V. Sources of growth in the human personality 
1. The empirical and religious aspects of redemptive growth . 
i. According to Luther and the Biblical ps,rchologists 
genuine growth in the human personality is primari:cy-
religious in character, and this process of growth, 
which is called regeneration and sanctification, is 
essential~ initiated and effected by the Ho~ ~pirit 
of God. 
(1) Luther and the Biblical psychologists affirm the 
fact that genuine religious growth b.Y regenerat-
ion arid sanctification can be empirical~ observed 
~ the human personality. 
(2) The Biblical psychologists indicate anxiety over 
the increasing insistence in modern pastoral psy-
chology on evaluating redemptive growth on pri-
mari~ an empirical level, · because some religious 
values cannot be emptricalJy observed and evaluated. 
• 
ii. 
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The liberal pastoral ps.rchologists regard emotion-
al, mental, physical, social (cultural) tensions 
of the human personality as potential sources of 
positive growth. 
(1) Hiltner and Johnson believe God active~ 
engages in the initiation and the support 
of the total~ redemptive process of growth 
for the personality, which expresses itself 
in accepting, empathetic and understanding 
interpersonal relations. 
(2) Hiltner and Johnson attempt to evaluate all 
aspects of growth in the human personality 
from an empirical viewpoint for the purpose 
of understanding how the religious faith 
can be more ful~ experienced and provided 
with valid concepts of human personality, 
the personality of God, natural and super-
natural truths. 
iii. The contrasting emphases in these views urge a 
proper respect for the limitations and the values 
of empirical investigation in attempting to gain 
a greater understanding of growth in the human 
personality. We are reminded peychological facts 
haw no ultimate meaning unless they are correct-
~ related to Illetaphysical or theological per-
spectives. 
2. The motivational element in the lmowledge of sin 
i. Luther and the Biblical psychologists accept the 
recognition of sin as one source of constructive 
motivation for the religious growth of the human 
personality. They hasten to add that the doctrine 
of sin is most apt to serve beneficial~ as a mo-
tivating factor when presented in conjunction with 
the assurance of the free, forgiving grace and 
love of God. 
ii. Liberal psychologists believe the recognition of 
sin has a greater negative than positive function 
in motivating the religious growth of the human 
personality, and therefore, they prefer an empha-
sis on the goodness and the potentialities of 
man in the consideration of constructive motivat-
ions toward religious growth. 
3. The motivational value of the goodness of man 
i. Luther and the Biblical psychologists are confi -
dent the true motivational values lie in the 
knowledge that by faith in Christ man can acquire 
a genuine goodness and a divine righteousness 
having eternal~ redemptive significance. 
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ii. The liberal pastoral psychologists believe a real-
istic recognition of the good in man and his po-
tentialities provides the personality with construct-
ive motivation on all levels toward growth in the 
human personality. This optimistic emphasis in 
liberal pastoral psychology challenges Biblical 
psychology to evaluate empirical]¥ the motivation-
al values of its position and urges at least the 
contL~uance of wholesome balanced emphases upon 
the doctrines of human sin and divine grace. 
4. Innate and external means of growth 
i. Luther and the Biblical psychologists as well as 
the liberal pastoral psychologists aff irm God as 
the ultimate source of all growth in the human per-
sonality. 
ii. Luther and the Biblical psychologists give a pri-
mary emphasis to the divine external means of 
growth for the personali~ and a secondary emphas-
is to the irulate neans by which God init.iates and 
sustains the growth of the personality through 
the positive, internal resources and the creative, 
interpersonal re l ationships of the individual. 
(1) Luther and the Biblical psychologist s are 
supported by medical psychologists in their 
distrust of natural reason as a trustworthy 
and primary means of growth in the person-
ality. According to Luther and the Bibli-
cal psychologists, on~ reason, which has 
been "renewedn or "enlightened" by God through 
repentance and faith, has the creative capaci-
ty to serve the personality as a means of 
growth. 
(2) Luther maintains that the Bible and the sac-
raments are the fundamental divine means of 
grace which enable the personality to grow 
in the religious sense. 
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(3) Brunner and Goulooze join Luther in his recog-
nition of the Bible as the fundamental means 
of the grace of God. Brunner interprets "the 
Word11 as a divine means by which man p:~rsonal­
ly encounters God and consequent~ grows re-
ligiously. 
iii. The liberal pastoral psychologists believe a balanced 
emphasis is ~e accurate in an evaluation of the in-
nate and external means of growth than a one sided 
emphasis given by the Biblical psychologists. 
5. The function of the ideal in the growth of a p:~rsonality. 
i. The results of psychological research indicate that 
the ~e of static, abstract and absolute ideals t end 
to produce attitudes of self-rejection, s elf-repudi-
ation, inferiority, hatred and estrangement in per-
sonalities. These dangers are often inherent in the 
empla,y@ent of absolute ideals such as divine l ove 
and Christ by Luther and the Biblical psychologists. 
ii. The liberal pastoral psychologists are common~ 
agreed that relative ideals within the var,ying possi-
bilities of human realization are more related to 
genuine growth and health in the personality. The 
available clinical data suggest the use of relative 
ideals for the promotion of growth in the personal~ 
ity,, and th~ point to the possibility of discover-
ing new ways of using absolute and abstract ideals 
in a more relative, dynamic and practical manner. 
6. The characteristics of gr owth in p:~rsonality 
i. Luther, the Biblical and the liberaJ oastoral psy-
chologists agree t hat the growth of personali ty 
embr aces at least the following characteristics: 
integrat-ion, wholeness, independence, . self -respon-
sibility, spontaneit y and creativity. 
ii. Luther and the Biblical psychologists ascribe to a 
description of religious growth in the human person-
ality which includes the above psychological and em-
pirical characteristics, however they insist that 
religious growth is not limited to these character-
istics but goes beyond them. In consistent fashion 
they stress that conformity to the will of God in re-
sponse to divine grace realized through a God-depend-
ent relationship is the fundamental principle and · 
the means of growth for the human personality. 
VI. The 
1 . 
2~ 
VII. The 
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iii. ~e liberal pastoral psychologists interpret the 
above fundamental char acteristics of growth in a 
personality as being empirical~ descriptive and 
oriented to the highest religious val ues. 
freedom of man 
Luther and the Biblical psychologists are agreed that the 
dependence of man upon God is his real freedom. 
i. The personality enjqying a God-dependent relationship 
can exercise genuine freedom in all spheres of life. 
Man acquires an increasing measure of true freedom 
in his. positive response to God and in his continuing 
fellowship with the Holy Spirit, who can renew and 
sanctify the nature and life of man. 
ii. Natural man is in bondage to sin or self-will and 
enjoys no freedom of religious ·significance. The 
freedom of natural man is strictly limited to secular 
matters which possess no essential religious values. 
iii. The Biblical psychologists because of their intense 
and sincere zeal to gain a theological understanding 
of man have neglected to give thorough consideration 
to tre recent insights of pastoral psychology. This 
has prevented the discover.y of more dynamic psycho-
logical implications for their theological interpre-
tation of a God-dependent freedom of man. 
The liberal pastoral p5,7chologists describe the human per-
sonality .. as ·bei.b.g potentially free. 
i. The liberal pastoral psychologists qualify the free-
dom of man as potential due to their recognition of 
the internal and external factors entering into the 
j.unctures of self-experience. These internal and ex~ 
ternal factors req11ire the exercise of a limited 
freedom or a self- determinism on the part of each 
· person. 
ii. Tpe liberal pastoral psychologists, because of their . 
interest in acquiring JA thorough psychological ori-
entation, have neglec~~ to realize the crucial signifi-
cance of more fully relating the psychological and 
theological aspects of their concepts of the freedom 
of man. 
social aspects of human nature 
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1. Luther and ali the pastoral psychologists are agreed the 
human personality has social qualities and needs which 
are expressed in interpersonal relationships. On~ those 
in a personal relationship of trust to God can gain re-
ligious values through their interpersonal relationships. 
2. Luther and the Biblical psychologists attach minor im-
portance to interpersonal relationships as religious re-
sources for the grrn~h of the personality. 
i. Interpersonal relations as potential means of divine 
grace, which God utilizes to communicate religious 
values for the benefit of the personality, i _s a more 
acceptable interpretation to Luther and the Biblical 
psychologists. · 
ii. Our social .responsibility can be rest effected, ac-
cording to the thinking of Luther and the Biblical 
psychologists, by bringing mn individual~ and 
collectively into a God-dependent relationship in 
which there are potential freedom, divine love and 
resources to live creative~, just~, democratical~ 
and harmonious~. 
3. The liberal pastoral psychologists stress their conviction 
that the social aspects of personality are major opportuni-
ties by which a person can realize many of his personal 
and divine potentialities for his own personal good and 
the benefit of others. 
i. The liberal pastoral psychologists emphasize the re-
ligious values which they believe are immanent~ 
present in interpersonal relationships. 
ii. According to the liberal pastoral psychologists, 
man has a social responsibility which he can meet 
constructive~ through creative interpersonal relat-
ionships. These interpersonal relationships can 
mutual~ assist persons in developing their poten-
tialities in realizing, sharing and enlarging dis-
covered values. 
4. Luther and the Biblical psychologists radically disagree 
with the liberal pastoral ps,rchologists not primari~ on 
the practical maans of exercising Christian social respon-
sibility nor on the objectives of that responsibility, 
but on the fundamental theological diagnosis and the cure 
of personal and collective social conflict. The theologi-
cal diagnosis and the cure of the conflicts in all inter-
personal relationships are the points at which we find 
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sharp cleavages of opinion. 
i. Luther and the Biblical psychologists diagnose the 
conflicts in personal and collective social relation-
ships as essential~ being the sinful egocentricity 
of man. There is no solution to the human personal 
or collective social problems unless man enters L~to 
a God-dependent relationship with God and exercises a 
responsible freedom toward God and his fellow men. 
(1) The Biblical psychologists suspicion that the 
liberal pastoral psychologists oversimplify the 
basic problem of all personal and collective so-
cial relationships by not recognizing the theo-
logical issue essential~ involved. 
(2) In support of their suspicions the Biblical ps.y-
chologists point to the experience of man in 
history where individual personalities and nat-
ions or groups did not respond constructive~ 
to love, understanding, reason and other values 
creative~ marshalled by human ingenuity. 
ii. Liberal pastoral psychologists diagnose the conflict 
in personal and collective social relationships as be-
ing the failure of man to realize and to effective~ 
exercise his human and divine potentialities. The 
cure for these social conflicts is in the application 
of love, understanding, reason, knowledge, good will 
and a trusting relationship with God. 
iii. These diagnoses and cures offered by Luther, the 
Biblical psychologists and the liberal pastoral psy-
chologists may appear mere~ to be superficially dif-
ferent or to bear contrasting emphases, however as 
shown in the preceding chapters, they emerge from 
radically contrary theological views on the 11fallrt, 
original sin, the Bible, the immanence and transcend-
ence of God, regeneration and justification by faith, 
and sanctification. 
2. The proposal of a conciliatory hypothesis 
We have thus far presented the concepts of personality held b7 
Luther, the Biblical psychologists and the liberal pastoral psychologists. 
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The strengths and the weaknesses of these different concept have be-
come more apparent to us by reviewing their development, contrasting 
their respective emphases and seeking to recognize those elements 
that are compatible or contrary. 
Hiltner and Johnson, representing the liberal pastoral psycholo-
gists, were found to have compatible insights into the nature of human 
personality. The compatibility of their insights can be explained by 
the thorough psychological orientation of both men and the liberal 
theological views they share. Goulooze and Brunner represent respect-
ive'ly the orthodox and the nee-orthodox Biblical psychologists. As 
Biblical psychologists their insights into the nature of personality 
reflect a conservative theology serving as the primary frame of ref-
erence. The psychological aspects of their insights are in their 
opinion, of seconda~- importance to their basic theological consider-
ations. Goulooze and Brunner have more in connnon with each other and 
vrith Luther than with Hiltner or Johnson. 
Common agreement among all pastoral psychologists and Luther 
can be said to exist only on certain very general issues. These gen-
eral issues have been summarized in the preceding pages of this chapter 
and include: 1) the illuminating value of the Bible, 2) the natural 
human limitations and weaknesses of man, 3) the necesssity of growth 
as a condition of live, 4) the divine potentialities of man, 5) the 
need of divine assistance, 6) the positive nature of faith, 7) the 
possibility of change within man, and 8) the social nature of man. 
There were contrary opinions among the pastoral pS,Ychologists 
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and Lut her in respect to the more specific elements in their concepts 
of man or personality. These include: 1) the criteria of authority 
regard:i.ng the nature of man, 2) the divine image, 3) the inherent 
potentialities and goodness of man, 4) the nature, means and object-
ives of personality growth, 5) the redemptive resources within man 
and his interpersonal relations, 6) the freedom of man, 7) the re-
liability of reason in religious matters, 8) the justification of self-
love, and 9) the interpretation of the social responsibility of man. 
M~ of the contrary views can be understood as differences between 
the p~chological and the theological frames of reference. 
i. A proposed conciliatory hypothesis 
·re have reviewed and summarized the compatible and the contrary 
elements in the concepts of personality of Luther, the Biblical psy-
chologists and the recent pastoral p~chologists presented in this 
dissertation. It is a part of the task of theologians and p5,ycholo-
gists to integrate theological and psychological insights into a com-
plement,9.ry, valid and practical unity. Some of the irreconcilable 
differences existing among the concepts of personality may remain as 
ineradicable elements outside a conciliatory hypothesis. In the pro-
posal of a conciliatory hypothesis we wish to avoid a doctrinaire as-
sumption of any concept of personality which forbids a sufficiently 
elastic interpretation for the purpose of formulating a hypothesis 
of maximum service to pastoral psychology. If we are to achieve a 
genuine integration of theological and psychological insights, we cannot 
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reduce theological perspectives to p~chological data, nor can we 
fo~mulate a theological hypothesis exclusive of pertinent psychologi-
cal facts. In other words the proposed conciliatory hypothesis must 
allow f or the theological implications of a psychological concept 
of personality or the psychological implications of a theological 
concept of personality. 
The nethods of analyzing and interpreting data are often re-
flected in the findings of a research project. It must be acknowledg-
ed that the traditional semi-rationalistic and semi-legalistic in-
terpretation of Luther pursued in this research has affected the 
conclusions. In the light of modern Lutheran research any interpre-
tation, which "fragmentizes" the thinking of the great reformer, can 
be challenged. 
Research that interprets the theology of Luther in terms of a 
basic motif may gain a 'deeper understanding of him by capturing the 
central themes and recognizing the concentric pattern of ideas ~ich 
appear in his writings. An interpretation is · needed which will c~.- -
uy t.he views of Luther for pastoral psychology. Such an interpretat-
ion should have the capacity to deal justly with the empirical data 
and the insights set forth by pastoral and academic psychologists. 
The writer is of the opinion that further research on the doctrine of 
man qy Luther through the use of a basic motif may indicate that the 
concepts of personality held by recent pastoral psychologists can be 
harmonized to a large degree within the dynamic spirit and thinking 
of the reformer. A new understanding of and a fresh insight into 
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Luther m~ discover a conciliatory frame of reference which will 
hold concepts of the personality consonant with those held by many 
recent pastoral psychologists. 
A description of the traditional semi-rationalistic and semi-
legalistic interpretations of Luther will be presented in the next 
section of this dissertation. The description of these interpretat-
ions will be follo?red by a presentation of the motif IIJ3thod in Lu-
theran theological research. This descriptive information of the 
next pages will help to clarify the possibilities of proposing a con-
ciliatory hypothesis for the concept of personality in pastoral psy-
chology. 
(ii) Older interpretations of Luther 
'fhe older semi-rationalistic and semi-legalistic interpretations 
of Luther have often given the impression that the theological insights 
of Luther were static rather than dynamic in character. The impact of 
these interpretations is mare apparent to outside observers of Luther-
anism than to Lutherans, who have actively engaged in defending them-
selves as "the church of the Word." Lutherans have stood for the 
authentic character of the Word. Doctrine had to be squared with it 
and reason was not allowed to replace the a~thority of revelation. 
Among most Lutherans subjective religious experience has been forced 
to yield its claim to finality. The dynamic view of revelation held 
b,y Luther, which attributes to the Bible the authority of the Word, is 
a comparatively recent discovery for m~ Lutherans in America. 
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The Lutheran insistence on the truth and the finality of an 
original creation is an additional product of semi-rationalism. Many 
other Protestants explain the origin of life and the world on the ba-
sis of inherent processes and forces. In their resistance to liber-
alism wi t h its recognition of Jesus as being on~ a noble expression 
of the human spirit, Lutherans were carried still further from the 
dynamic view of creation by Luther. This Lutheran view of static 
creation -was aug~nted by the doctrine of the total depravity of man, 
which was easil;r transposed into the doctrine of the p3 rversion and 
the vrort.hlessness of the entire world. An extreme emphasis in this 
direct,ion did not alloVf God to use the world as a means of revelation, 
which again is contrary to the "orders of creation" by Luther. 
This resistance in Lutheran theology to the immanence of God as 
well as to natural theology, ~sticism and rationalism has led to a 
stress on the vertical relationship of man to God and to the neglect 
of the horizontal relationships of men with each other. Salvation 
may have social aspects but it is primarily an individual matter and 
as such must be understood independently from the human environment • 
It has been the implied conviction of rna~ Lutherans that the social 
and ethical emphasis of liberalism could not do justice to the person-
al and transcendental character of the Gospel. Some Lutherans felt 
this was true, not because of the social and ethical emphasis of lib-
eralism, but because the form and the content of that emphasis was 
based fundamentally upon an anthropocentric view of the Christian re-
ligion. In pursuing this vein of semi-rationalism sone Lutherans lost 
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sight o.f the balanced perspective given by Luther of the religious 
significance afforded man in his environment; many have not grasped 
the total view of Christianity attained by Luther. 
While Lutheranism has been relatively successful in its free-
dom from moralistic legalism, which is implied in the term "work right-
u 
eousness, it has been less sensitive to the inroads of theological 
legalism inherent in the forensic framework so characteristic of tra-
ditional Lutheran theology. Lutherans have accepted from Luther the 
I 
recognition of sin as essentially self-will; but like some other tra-
ditional theologies, they have identifisd sin with the violation of 
the will of God as presented in the law. The externalization of the 
will of God and the reality of sin have diluted the positive and dy-
nam.ic character of the theology of Luther. A view of the atonement 
in the language and thought forms of the courtroom has ma.de the jus-
tice of God appear as the unyielding core of His nature. Such a legal-
istic view has made it difficult to emphasize the prima~ of grace in 
the fellowship of God with men. Justification in the terms of the 
courtroom obscures in the person desiring righteousness the need to 
to beyond the level of forensic imputation of righteousness to the 
level of regeneration. The acquittal of guilt does not always result 
in ethical rebirth. The explanation of gratitude as the motivation 
for the relationship that ought to exist between the Christian and 
God cannot be assumed for every forgiven sinner nor does it express 
the content of a consequent ethical life. The prevailing view among 
Lutherans on the atonement has made the grace of God appear a qualit,r 
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by virt.ue of which God makes concessions; the quality of the justice 
of God makes concessions necessary. Lutheran theology has succeeded 
in rejec~ing an interpretation of the atonement and justification 
which transfers either initiative or achievement from the side of 
God to the side of man. Despite this rejection of legalistic moral-
ism an element of legalism has made its way into the concept of the 
relaticnship of a person to God. 
iii. The basic motif as the key to historical research 
The interpretation of Luther through a basic motif offers the 
possibility of correcting the tendencies of the semi-rationalistic, 
semi-legalistic interpretation reflected in Lutheran teachings and 
utilized by the pt'esent writer in presenting the doctrine of man by 
Luther. It is now necessary to describe a method which when applied 
to Luther may suggest a conciliatory hypothesis for the concepts of 
personal ity in recent pastoral ps.yehology. 
Anders NYgren, Professor Emeritus of Systematic Theology at 
t he University of Lund, has developed a research method for the his-
torical study of religions, which is commonly known as "the motif 
method." The contribution of Nygren has become one of the most sig-
nificant features of Swedish theology and has received the respect 
of many students of religion. The motif method, when reduced to its 
simplest form, is a quest. for the fundamental neaning behind a form 
1 
of expression. "It is an attempt to discover the affirmation 
1 Much of the information presented on the motif method was obtained 
in personal interviews with Dr. Gustaf fingren at Lund, Sweden, on 
April 21, 19.53. 
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1 
which gave rise to the particular statement of doctrine • 11 
Statem:mts of doctrine are in part determined by the thought forms 
of their day as well as the theological views they include and ex-
elude. In order to gain the positive content of a doctrinal state-
ment expressed as a historical and theological position, it i s nee-
essary to discover the central affirmation which gives unity and co-
he reneE~ to the whole. It is this central affirmation which is called 
2. 
the "basic motif." 
Nygren has described the basic motif as a fundamental answer 
to a ftmdamental question. He maintains that the fundamental quest-
ion for all religions including Christianity is: "How does man come 
into fellowship with God?" For Christians the answer to this quest-
ion must r ise out of the nature of Christianity itself as revealed 
to man in t he past and as it is empirical~ known today. WhEm the 
answer has been found, it must be tested for its validity just as a . 
scientist tests his hypothesis. Final~, all other available theologi-
cal doctrines must be systematical~ interpreted in the light of this 
basic motif. ~the very nature of its procedure as here described, 
this research method involves a combined historical and systematic 
3 
approach . 
'I'he motif method has been applied by Nygren in Agape and Eros, 
a book which has been called by many theologians "a classic 11 in 
1 Carlson, Art.(l944). 
2 Carlson, RL, 36-47; 166-171. 
3 Ferre, SCT, 34-94. 
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religious literature. By the motif method Nygren set forth in paral-
lel fashion the origin, the development and the application of the 
agape and eros concepts as they have appeared in religious history. 
Through the use of this nethod Nygren provided enlarged insights in-
to the actual nature of agape and ~ as presented in ~ express-
ions of religion. He has pointed out the varying roles of agape and 
eros li1 theologies and philosophies of the past and the present; he 
has given these concepts a revitalized meaning. 
(1) The basic motif of Luther 
The motif method of research as applied to Luther seeks to 
answer the question, "How do God and man enter into fellowship with 
1 
one another?" This very question grows out of Luther himself. 
The answer to this question will enable one to understand the affirma---
t i ons of faith that give rise to the theological forma in which Luther 
stated his understanding of man. To declare that the theology of Lu-
ther has a basic motif does not mean he is perfectly consistent in 
deriving all his theological views from it. The medieval theologi-
cal i nfluences of the early years of Luther and his attitude of neu-
trality toward some issues motivated him to accept current views 
without alteration. In such instances his theology is less Ll'ltrin-
sically a part of his characteristic position and does not possess 
as great religious significance. 
1 Bainton, HIS, 216. 
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It is possible for one to insist that there is no basic motif 
in the theology of Luther. On the basis of this premise the search 
for a basic motif should be unwarranted. The devastating attacks of 
Luther upon reason seem to entitle one. to such a conclusion. There 
seems to be additional evidence in the free use made by Luther of 
paradoxes and his reluctance to resolve antinomies. Luther undeniabzy 
failed to systemtize his theology from the standpoint of rational 
construction. However, Luther never accepted this as one of his ob-
jectives, and few Luther scholars have branded him an irrationalistic 
1 
dialectici an. The attack of Luther on reason is real~ aimed at 
egocentricitr~ which expresses itself in the thinking and the judgment 
of man as self-interest. In the opinion of Luther a lack of loGical 
0 
consistency does not invalidate his theology, in fact, the absence of 
2 
consistent logic gives faith an opportunity to express itself. The 
revelation of God to man is paradoxical and had to be framed in theo-
retical contradictions in order to triumph over the distinctions of 
human egocentricity. 
I t is particularly important in Lutheran research to remember 
that the coherence sought is not a rational system of ideas, but the 
objective of the research is to discover the reality the ideas are in-
3 
tended to reveal. It is clear that the task of motif research is not 
to discover rational coherence but the affirmation of the reality which 
1 Carlson, ~' 169. 
2 Luther, MLW, 18,633, 708. 
3 Carlson, RL, 169. 
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is represented. In other words the objective is to grasp the basic 
motif in each affirmation which may give unity and coherence to the 
whole. The objective is the fundamental, all-pervading affirmation 
under~ing the ideas as an expression of religious faith in ultimate 
reality. 
Several Swedish theologians have sought a basic motif in their 
studies of Luther. Einar Billing and Nathan S~derblom have been most 
L~luential in laying the foundations for this approach to Luther. 
Billing launched the early historical studies (1900) of Luther among 
the Swedish theologians; tt Soderblom investigated the dualism in Luther 
(1910). Ggransson made similar studi~s of Luther like Billing and 
gave special treatment to the God and the faith concepts held by Luther. 
Gustaf Aulen can be regarded primarily as a disciple of Sgderblom; 
Aulen di d extensive research on the concept of the church presented in 
the writings of Luther (1918) anc! the antithesis in the concept of 
God held by Luther between the hidden and the revealed God. Arvid 
Runestam made a psychological ana~sis of the religious developments 
in the life of Luther (1916). Anders NYgren did special research on 
the concept of Christian love maintained by Luther (1930). The work 
of Torston Bohlin was centered in setting forth the elements of a 
dialectic theology he found in the writings of Luther (1927); he also 
was interested in the psychological aspects of the theology of Luther. 
An interpretation was made by Gustaf Ljunggren of the doctrine of 
justification by faith as presented by Luther. Ragnar Bring has pur-
sued the studies outlined by Gustaf Aul~n; he utilized the concept of 
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God discovered in the writings of Luther ~ Aulen to diagnose the at-
titudes of faith in Luther (1929). These Swedish theologians have 
all in lesser or greater degree contributed to the perfecting of the 
basic motif method of research and have discovered to their satis-
faction the major dualistic, agape and faith motifs in the liter~ 
works of Luther. 
These Luther scholars and others have found it difficult to 
avoid the conclusion that the driving interest of Luther was always 
religious. "Religion was for Luther the chief purpose of man, and 
1 
all else peripheral." If Luther speaks on politics, economics, 
government or ethics, it is fundamental~ a religious statement. The 
expression of near~ every idea in the mind of Luther affirms his re-
ligious faith, and this faith embraces his view of grace and justifi-
cation. His total view has an undeniable religious point of orienta-
tion vmich consistent~ reflects the trustworthiness of the grace of 
God and the assurance of justification by faith. Almost all of his 
theological concepts rise from the doctrine of justification by faith. 
If it i s true that the concepts held by Luther are thorough~ satur- , 
ated with this affirmation of faith, then the research method that 
seeks a basic motif is justified and necessary in the interpretation 
of his thought. 
(2) The agape motif and Luther 
1 Bainton, HIS, 216. 
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Anders Nygren, who is supported by other Lutheran scholars, 
believe:s that the basic motif in the theology of Luther is the con-
1 
viction that God is love. The interpretation of love by Luther is 
found in the twenty-eighth thesis of the Heidelberg Disputation of 
1518. In this thesis Luther states: 11 The love of God does not find, 
but creates, its lovable object; man 1 s love is caused by its lovable 
2 
object •11 The unique treatment of love by Luther allows it to be de-
fined as the love of God instead of the love of man. The love of 
_ man is acquisitive and motivated, but agape is "wholly other11 and is 
3 
best described as "spontaneous, unmotivated, groundless, creative •11 
This kind of love is found in Christ dying upon the cross for a sin-
ful world. Because the love of God is agape, fellowship with Him 
comes into being at the sinful level of man and on the very basis of 
4 
sin. Only the conscious sinner in his recognition of his blinding 
egocen·Gricity can experience the fellowship that attains reality be-
cause of this saving love of God. 
The basic motif of agape in the thinking of Luther is consist-
ent with his thoroughly theocentric emphasis. The sinful tendency of 
egocentr icity is identified with ~ and the sanctifying tendene,y of 
theocentricity with agape. This concept of Christian love shatters 
the caritas-synthesis of medieval theology by eliminating ~ as 
having a part in the basis for justification. In the discovery of the 
1 Nygren, AE, 2, ·7~. 
2 Luther , MLW, 36,365, 
3 Nygren, AE, 2,508. 
4 Luther, MLW, 36,435. 
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righteousness of God as the new basis for justification Luther actu-
1 
ally disclosed agape. The rejection of human work-righteousness 
was in reality the rejection of eros and its. egocentricity. Justi-
fication by faith bears the theocentric stamp and it is in sharp 
contrast to aqy conception of love that is put into a framework of 
merit and reward. 
Though Luther eliminates ~ as having part in the justi-
fication of man, yet he relates ~and agape in a responsive ten-
sion. Luther in his lectures on Romans makes ~ appear as having 
some limited but positive contribution to make in its relationship 
to ~· Alongside the emphasis upon the downward movement of God 
to man (agape), Luther recognizes an upward movement to God (e~). 
He describes this latter overture as an "unutterable yearning," a 
"sighing" which is doomed to futility and disaster apart from the 
2 
self-gtving love of God. 
The search for God on the part of the ~ does not cease when 
man is justified but expresses itself in a continuing element of hope 
and yearning in the faith of the Christian. In active ~Christian 
faith ~ hopes and agape assures man of the grace of God. The di-
vine agape takes the initiative toward man and the human eros asserts 
a complete spontaneity of the choice for God. In this responsive ten-
s ion between the eros ·and the agape the denial of the self is a neces-
sity and its fulfillment is a reality. Eros can be said to be taken 
1 Nygren, AE, 2, 475. 
-2 Luther, MLW, 2,250; 389. 
1 
up into ~ and thereby subdued by it. 
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The discovery of the agape motif in Luther reveals the potential 
capacity in the doctrine of man presented by Luther for conciliating 
the basic insights within the concepts of personality in recent pastor-
al psychology. The results of motif research in the liberary works of 
Luther sugges~ several hypothetical statements which are aimed at the 
conciliation of these concepts of personality. The framing and the 
proving of such a conciliatory hypothesis on the basis of this ap-
proach promises a fruitful study in theology and ps.ychology which can 
substantially contribute to the advancement of pastoral psychology. 
The following statements are made to stimulate the reader toward that 
end. 
iv. Some elements of the proposed conciliatory hYP,othesis 
(1) The Bible as a dynamic and authoritative religious criterion 
On the basis of the agape motif in Luther we discover that he 
believed revelation to be the direct, redemptive activity of God in 
history and in contemporary experience. This view does not allow the 
use of the Bible as a static religious criterion, but it is the con-
temporary and progressive~ redemptive activity of God which is found 
there, and which is our concern. The purpose of the Word is the sal-
vation of man, which is a religious objective. In so far as psycho-
logical data are related to this religious objective thff,1 can be 
1 Carlson, RL, 190. 
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evaluated by the contemporary, dynamic and dramatic truth of the Vford 
of God. True psychological data of religious significance to person-
ality will be recognized for their validity through the use of this 
dynamie and revolutionary criterion and its eternal truth known as 
"the Word of God." Luther would not demand that the liberal psycholo-
gists submit their psychological data of natural man to the criterion 
of the Word; he would accept psychological data on the basis of scien-
tific validation so long as such data do not speak with authority on 
the religious nature of man. Religious psychological data, when sub-
ject to the dynamic and dramatic revelation of God in the Word, can 
be transformed and placed in the service of the Ho~ Spirit, who ef-
fects the fellowship between God and man. 
(2) The image of God in man 
The basic motif of agape is already evident in the view of the 
creation by Luther in which God gave man personality. The identificat-
ion by Luther of the likeness of God in man as p3rsonality, with its 
charactHristics of freedom, self-determination, true understanding, 
righteousness and holiness, can be int erpreted to embrace the definit-
ions of both the liberal and the Biblical pastoral psychologists. 
Luther vrould allow the liberal psychologists to attribute reason, free-
dom, and choice to natural man, and he on~ denies them rel~ious val-
idity prior to a positive encounter with God and the succeeding steps 
of regeneration and sanctification in the process of redemption. The 
generous int erpretation of the image of God in man b,y Luther has 
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sufficient breadth to offer the greatest ?OSsibilities of conciliat-
ing the differences between liberal pastoral psychology and Biblical 
pastoral psychology. 
(3) Reason 
Luther rejects natural reason because, when understood in 
terms of ~ as the basic motif, it is synoDY1Jlous with self-interest. 
This i. particularly evident in justification, when the divine agape 
confronts egocentric man as a paradox involving a hostile God. Luther 
allows reason under the regenerating and sanctifying povrer of God to 
provide the logical consistency in constructing a theological ~stem. 
Thus Luther would honor the high recommendations given reason by the 
liberal pastoral psychologists and at the same time the belief of 
Biblical psychologists, who see natural reason in opposition to faith. 
The function of reason in the interest of faith as defined by Luther 
offers some hope in achieving greater harmony among the divergent 
opinions regarding the rational capacity of man. 
(4) Man as saint and sinner 
The basic motif with which we are concerned focuses our attent-
ion upon the discovery by Luther of the new basis for justification, 
which involves primarily the divine agape but does not ignore the 
human ~· The responsive-tension relationship between ~ and agape 
gives new meaning to the doctrine of "total depravity." This doctrine 
maintained by Luther is not primarily a value judgment of man or the 
world. It does not describe man as worthless but does assert that man 
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cannot transform himself from an egocentric to a theocentric person-
ality. Man is wholly impotent without God but with God new powers 
are available and 11 all things are possible." 
It is quite apparent that Luther interpreted his own religious 
1 
struggles as an objective conflict between God and the devil. The 
responsive tension of ~ and agape reflects this conflict in terms 
of egocentricity and theocentricity. The theocentrie relationship 
signifi.es for Luther the subjection of man to God whereby he becomes 
a new creature, and the egocentric relationship signifies the dominat-
ion of the devil. The domination of the devil is synonymous with the 
measure in which man is flesh or victim of his own natural desires 
and interests. The subjection of man to God is synonymous with re-
pentance, faith and the divine Spirit. There is perfect correlation 
in LuthGr between the devil, egocentricity, flesh, unbelief and sin. 
There is a similar perfect correlation in Luther between God, theo-
2 
centricity, faith, justification and the divine Spirit. 
In the opinion of Luther a person is ultimately either govern-
ed by God or the devil, but he is continuously subject to the aggress-
ive activity of both the divine and evil forces. The person holds 
within himself the tensions resulting from the conflict between these 
two forces seeking domination of his self. He is free to ally him-
self with either force, and thereby he discovers the true neaning of 
his tension-filled condition. He discovers that it is impossible to 
1 Luther, MLW, 30,208; 30,149. 2 Carlson, RL, 174. 
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bring about a satisfactory truce between the tensions within him, and 
therefore, he surrenders to God. It is at this point of surrender, 
which I.uther calls repentance that God takes the initiative in adjust-
ing the tensions within the :person. It is in the moment of seeming 
defeat that the agape of God breaks through self-destructive egocen-
tricity and enables the person to respond constructivezy- to the grace 
of God. The process of surrendering in self defeat does not always 
happen all at once and once and for all. God often onzy- gradually is 
able to take the initiative, or He may have to make repeated begin-
nings. 
It is significant that Luther describes a believing Christian 
as both flesh and Spirit, egocentricity and theocentricity, both old 
and new man. Luther prefers to draw the line within persons rather 
1 
than between them. Egocentric man is on the side of the devil and 
under the wrath of God, but as a repentant believer he is under the 
grace of God and is able to experience the forgiveness of sins. The 
positive response of man to God through repentance and the consequent 
forgiveness is the transcendence of egocentricity. However, this 
does not mean the cessation of egocentric tendencies or the annulment 
of the ~judgment of God over the sinner. The tensions between the 
Spirit and the flesh continue, but the new adjustments that must con-
tinually be made become easier. In fact, a repentant believer possess-
es greater sensitivity to the tensions within him because he more 
1 Luther, MLW, 18,635. 
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clearly recognizes his guilt, impotency, moral poverty and inner con-
fusion. Nevertheless, the believer in his response to God finds di-
vine grace continuously available to empower him in making ever more 
creative adjustments. The more a person accepts the grace of God, 
the more he senses his sin and guilt, and therefore, the more he 
needs the grace of God. Sin and grace are two processes in the same 
moment of experience. Man is justified and sinner at the same time . 
As saint and sinner man is in a state of tension between judgment and 
grace. 
~l'he agape motif in Luther produces a dynamic view of man as 
saint ru1d sinner, although theoretically this view appears dualistic 
in nature. Man as described by Luther could be called a "tension-
filled unity." Such a view of man is receptive to the affirmative 
accents of liberal pastoral psychology and the pessimism of Biblical 
psychology. Luther can speak as convincing:cy as the liberals con-
cerning the creative possibilities of man or as the Biblical psycho-
logists concerning the destructive capabilities of man. The use of 
this approach to man held by Luther helps the liberal pastoral psy-
chologist to see more clearly the dynamic character of evil in the ego-
centricity of man, and it also provides Biblical psychology with an 
optimistic perspective of the possibilities of man as a new creature. 
It seems probable that the "saint and sinner" view of man is more ful-
ly supported by clinical data than a~ one-sided emphasis. Some 
representatives of psychoanalysis maintain that no person is normal 
and that every one is t o some degree in a paradoxical state of bondage 
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1 
and freedom. 
(5) The growth of personality 
The agape motif enabled Luther to identify hUman egocentrici-
ty as the hostile factor within man. All 11 the created orders, 11 which 
constitute the in-ternal and external environment of man are according 
to Luther, the means God uses to promote the growth of the personal·;_. 
i~y and to overcome internally entrenched evil. The chief barrier to 
the growth of personality, namely, egocentricity and its accompany-
ing hostility can not be hurdled by the efforts of man alone. It is 
important to note in the consideration of liberalism that this inter-
pretat:i.on of Luther does not exclude the instrumentality of man. How-
ever, in the final analysis the growth of the personality is still the 
task of God as He functions in, under and through the individual. 
God is in every creature, inwardly and outwardly, through 
and through, ever and under, behind and before, so that 
nothing can be more inward and hidden in ~ creature than 
God. 11 In him we live, and move, and have our being. 11 2 
Human egocentricity refuses to acknowledge the contemporary 
creativity of God which serves as the essence of the growth of man. 
The redemption of man on the basis of the agape calls for a surrender 
of egocentricity and provides man with dynamic ideals and relation-
ships which give him unlimited potentialities for change and growth. 
The agape motif gives the view of Luther a perspective which is shared 
by the liberal pastoral psychologists in their affirmation of the 
1 Fromm, PR, 59. 2 Luther, MLW, 19,496. 
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fundamental truths concerning the growth of the personality. 
(i) The internal and external resources of growth 
The basic motif of Luther .utilizes a distinction. between thee-
centric and anthropocentric views of the world of man. This is in 
contrast to a view which distinguishes between the individual and 
his environment or between 11 inner11 and 11 outer11 worlds. The environ-
mental, social and internal factors of the growth of man are compre-
hended within a total view on the part of Luther. This total view is 
theocentric and leaves God the ultimate initiative and goodness in 
the growth resources of man. In this way the resources of growth for 
the personality have religious value. It is the responsibility of 
man to r espond and to utilize these r~sources which God makes avail-
able to him. From this discussion it ia obvious that an understand-
ing of Luther made possible by the agaP! ~~tif h~monizes his views 
with the liberal pastoral psychologists in regard to the internal and 
external resources of growth for the personality. 
Luther consistently aclmowledges the mediated relationship of 
God to man primarily through the Word, the Sacraments and Christ but 
also through such means as "the created orders and offices·" Luther 
in this statement affirms the possibility of the divine agape to be 
active in nature, history, interpersonal relationships and the social 
institutions of organized society. It is within the power of God to 
utilize even the unbelieving person and anti-Christian societies as 
means by which to accomplish the objectives of His divine will. 
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In this view we recognize the Lutheran principle: finitum 
capax ~ infiniti (the finite is capable of the infinite). Lib-
eralism in contrast describes the created orders as neutral or good 
only to the extent that good persons and their works influence them. 
This is one instance in Wbich Luther through the agape motif can be 
interpreted to be more liberal than that which has been described 
in this dissertation as the thought of a liberal pastoral psycholo-
gist . The important fact for our investigation is that Luther through 
the ag~ motif can harmonize the views of the Biblical and the lib-
eral pastoral psychologists up to the point at which he insists that 
the finite is capable of embracing the infinite. It is at this point 
he no longer represents to a satisfactory degree the common thinking 
of both pastoral psychology groups. Nevertheless, we have seen that 
the agape motif L~ Luther is capable of conciliating the contrasting 
and diverging views on the subject of internal and external resources 
of growth for the personality. 
(ii) Growth toward total redemption 
The theocentrie nature of agape stands in contrast to egocen-
tricity, which means flesh, unbelief and the old man. These terms, 
vmich identify egocentricity, include the total personality as domi-
nated by the ego. Evil is no single part of the body or personali-
ty, but it contaminates the whole person just as the ego is an active 
1 . 
agent for the total personality. Luther in a similar manner describes 
1 Luther, MLW, 6,459. 
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the growth of man toward theocentrieity and redemption as a process 
involv:tng the total personality. Spirit, faith, justification and 
theocentricity are terms describing a unified personality under the 
guidance of God and His agape. The personality is transformed by 
the aga.pe as a totality and never in pieces; it is all or none. 
Seward Hiltner acknowledges the implicit psychological in-
sights of Luther into the unitary nature of character. Hiltner al-
so agrees with Luther in that the transformation of the personality 
by the power of aga~ is the key to creative living; that is, depth 
in life comes not from detached observation about life but by t ouch-
ing the emotional depths. Luther did not restrain his emotions but 
unreserved~ expressed them in the freedom of agape. The agape mo-
tif aids us in advantageously correlating the insights of Luther and 
recent pastoral p~chologists in the interest of understanding the 
growth of personality as a whole. 
(6) The Christian freedom of man 
Luther defines true Christian freedom in accordance with his 
concepts of the love of God as interpreted b,y the aga~ motif. The 
semi-rationalistic, semi-legalistic concept of righteousness pre-
sent,s the law of God to man as a connnand and requires him to surrend-
er to the will of God by appealing to fear and reward. This makes 
spontaneity impossible and the deepest intention of the law is 
1 Hiltner, personal correspondence with author, Ju~ 16, 1951. 
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The judgment of God is upon the person and not the deed. The oppo-
sition of God is to the egocentricity of man and not its products. 
Justification is essentially the actual victory of God through 
Christ over the ego. This victory is the triumph of divine grace 
over human sin, namely, self-will. The divine agape secures the 
victory in man for God and simple trust acquires the divine freedom 
of victory over sin for man. 
The free surrender of the ego to agape gives the person span-
taneity and complete freedom from the demands of the law. Christ has 
not only satisfied the law but abolished it. This is the reason for 
the insistence of Luther that i t is the duty of the Christian to be 
1 
assured of his own redemption. Redemption frees the believer to serve 
his nei ghbor for the sake of his neighbor, instead of the reward anti-
cipated by the ego. The redeemed personality enjqying this kind of 
freedom spontaneously endeavors to fulfill the will of God in his life 
and the lives of others. 
The freedom which comes from the triumphant victory of agape 
over egocentricity is the necessa~J atmosphere for the creation of 
true self-concepts and their valid orientation to reality. Lut-.her 
recognized through the agape motif the servitude of man to egocentrici-
ty and discovered true freedom in justification by faith. These in-
sights were not clearly provided by the liberals in their concept of 
human freedom. The agape motif took Luther beyond liberal pastoral 
1 Luther, ML\V, 7 ,66. 
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psychology and its concern with man in respect to his realization of 
potential capacities and constructive relationships to the external 
environment. The agape motif clarified for Luther the true egocent-
ric nature of self-concepts and their false orientation to reality. 
The views of Luther in ~ respects correlate in surprising degrees 
of simi larity with the findings of some modern psychotherapists. 
P~chotheraP,r claims to free the personality from the vicious 
qycle of egocentric defensiveness in which perceptions of threat arouse 
defens1~e behavior. Therapy is described as an experience of regain-
ing freedom, self-control and self-responsibility. The regained free-
dom is a means by which the person is again capable of making decis-
ions which will provide conditions for creative interrelationships. 
The nature of freedom is indeterminate, and therefore, is in some re-
spects an unfulfilled freedom. Therapy makes possible creative and 
non-defensive behavior through release from thwarting inner conflicts. 
Through a reinterpretation of Luther by the ~ape motif the descript-
i on of bondage to inner conflict given by the p~chotherapist can be 
more complete~ incorporated into the Christian doctrine of sin. The 
descrip·tion of healing given by the psychotherapist (through the re-
lease of involuntary and voluntary changes which occur in a personal 
relationship of trust and acceptance) is then brought into closer har-
mony with the Christian doctrine of grace. Progress in this direct-
ion gives new hope and promise for the fresh fulfillment of the image 
of God in man. 
v. Implications of the reinterpretation 
of Luther for pastoral psychology 
. 
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The reinterpretation of Luther through the emplqyment of agape 
as the basic motive not only suggests a satisfactory conciliatory 
hypothesis for the concept of personality in recent pastoral psycho-
logy, but its psychological and existential implications can serve 
for a better understanding and an assimilatiQ8 of the Christian 
faith. Neither psychology nor theology are sole roads toward Chris-
tian faith, just as Luther maintains that the Bible is not the on~ 
avenue toward faith. Thus, Luther does not stand for the separation 
of theology and pastoral psychology. Psychology can be an avenue to 
faith in so far as it is theological in its larger perspective; that 
-
is, in so far as it is theonomous and not merely autonomous. The 
contemporary character of the dynamic and discerning insights of 
Luther into the nature of man places him in a strategic position in 
the history of pastoral theology, and specificallY in the role of a 
mediator among the recent pastoral psychologists. 
This introductory investigation of a reinterpretation of Luther 
in the light of the agape motif has sought to stimulate more product-
ive thL~king, which will provide pastoral psychology with deeper and 
truer insights into the nature of man. 
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.aBSTRACT 
Increasing interest is being shown on the part of theologians, 
psychologists, educators and pastoral psychologists in the theological 
implications of the insights into the nature of man as found in current 
pastoral psychology. 'l'here is also a renewed interest being sho1m in 
the liter ary works of Martin Luther. It is the opinion of the writer 
that the doctrine of man held by Luther is significant in view of the cur-
rent concepts of personality taught by some recent pastoral psychologists. 
A STaTEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
It is the problem of this dissertation to determine the compatible 
and contrary elements found in a comparison of the doctrine of man held 
by Luther and the concepts of personality taught by some dynamic, inter-
personal and Biblical psychologists in pastoral psychology. By identi-
fying, defining, comparing, contrasting and determining 'these elements 
progress can be made in achieving for pastoral psychology a conciliatory 
and valid conceptualized understanding of man with a theological and psy-
chological orientation. This dissert ation does not include a discussion . 
of the psychological and theological implications of practical value for 
pastoral psychology found in the doctrine of man held by Luther and in 
the concepts of personality taught by some recent pastoral psychologists. 
THE PLAN OF THIS DISSERTATION 
Following a presentation of the doctrine of man held by Luther 1 
this doctrine is used comparatively in the succeeding sections which 
present some distinctive concepts of personality. A brief historical 
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review of dynamic psychology serves as the basis for discussing the 
dynamic concept of personality in pastoral psychology as found in 
the writings of Anton T. Boisen, the pioneer of the clinical empha-
sis in pastoral psychologr; Carroll A. Wise, a distinguished profess-
or in the field of pastoral psychology; Rollo May, a writer of four 
books related to the subject of pastoral psychology; and Seward Hilt-
ner, the former director of the Council for 
Theological Students, Inc •• The concept of 
the Clinical Training of 
. ~ 
personalityAby Hiltner is 
accepted by the writer of this dissertation as the most representative 
of this group. 
A social approach to the understanding of personality is his-
torical~ the origin for an interpersonal concept of personality for 
pastoral psychology as conceived by Paul E. Johnson, the professor of 
Psychology of Religion at Boston University and leader in the Insti-
tute of Pastoral Care. The deve.lopment of an interpersonal concept 
of personality for pastoral psychology is discussed in reference to 
the views of Henry Stack Sullivan, a psychiatrist; Jacob L. Moreno, a 
psychiatrist and originator of psychodrama; and Fritz Kunkel, an emi-
nent psychological consultant and writer. 
Biblical psychology with its concept of man is presented as 
taught by Emil Brunner, a Swiss nee-orthodox theologian, and William 
Goulooze, a professor at Western Theological Senunary. 
The concluding sections summarize the compatible and contrary 
elements in the concepts of personality held by Luther, Hiltner, John-
son and Goulooze. Consideration is given to the possibility of a 
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conciliatory hypothesis for the contrary elements in the concepts of 
personality. 
CONCLUSIONS 
In relating the doctrine of man held by Luther and the concepts 
of personality taught by some recent pastoral psychologists, it was 
found that the following fundamental factors in the understanding of 
man are given consideration. 
1. The Bible as the authoritative criterion for the understanding of 
mau. 
Luther, Brunner and Goulooze accept the Bible as the ultimate 
criterion in evaluating an understanding of personality; Hiltner and 
Johnson accept the Bible as one source of truth in understanding the 
personality, but the authoritative criteria are found in psychology 
and psycho-therapy. 
2. The divine image in man 
Luther and all the pastoral psychologists presented in this disser-
tation share the opinion that the human personality bears the image of God, 
but they do not agree as to its nature. According to Luther, Brunner and 
Goulooze the original image of God in man was totally corrupted through 
the "fall" and the original qualities of the image of God can be partially 
regained only when man turns to God in faith and becomes increasingly holy 
through a personal, dependent relationship to God. Hiltner and Johnson reject 
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the reality of the "fall11 and believe the image of God to be a po-
tential capacity of each human personality because it is part of the 
intrinsic nature of man. 
3 • The reasoning powers of man 
Luther, Brunner and Goulooze believe natural reason has value 
in secular considerations, but because of its egocentric nature, it 
cannot discern religious truth. They maintain that, when the indi-
vidual enters into a personal, trusting and believing relationship 
with God, natural reason can be given special divine qualities through 
which it is completely renewed and enlightened for the discernment. 
of religi ous truth. 
Hiltner and Johnson agree with Luther and the Biblical p~­
chologists on the limited nature of human reason because of its ego-
centric qynamisms. However, these two pastoral psychologists insist. 
that the full realization of the potentialities of reason can acquire 
for man t he maximum values of life. 
4. The goodness of man 
Luther and the Biblical psychologists believe natural man is 
totally evil because human goodness was lost in the "fall." The 
terrible consequence of this original sin can be cancelled and a new 
potential for infinite good can be acquired by man within the limits 
of his finitude only through a redeeming faith in Chfist.. The goodness 
of man is not autonomous but theonomous; it is not egocentric but. thee-
centric. 
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The pastoral psychologists represented by Hiltner and Johnson 
believe God created man funda~ental~ good and every person within the 
l imits of finitude can achieve the highest moral, material, religious 
and esthetic values. 
5. The grov~h of the personality 
According to Luther and the Biblical psychologists genuine 
growth in the human personality is primari~ religious in character. 
This process of growth, called regeneration and sanctification, is 
essential~ initiated and effected by the Ho~ Spirit. Luther and 
the Biblical psychologists believe the true motivations for the ~e­
ligious growth of the personality are the acknowledgment of the sinful 
nature of oneself and the conviction that only Ghrist through divine 
means of grace can give man a righteousness of temporal and eternal 
significance. 
Hiltner and Johnson regard emotional, mental, physical and 
social (cultural) tensions as potential sources for the positive growth 
of the personality. God actively engages in the initiation and the 
support of these redemptive processes of grov~h for the total person-
ality , which express themselves in accepting, empathetic and under-
standing int erpersonal relations. This view stresses a realistic re-
cognition of the great potentialities of man which provide the person-
ality with constructive motivations for its total growth on all levels. 
Luther and all the pastoral psychologists agree that the charac-
teristics of the healthy growth of the personality include integration, 
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wholeness, independence, self-responsibility, spontaneity and crea-
tivity. However, Luther and the Biblical psychologists emphasize 
the depndence of these characteristics upon the positive response of 
the individual to divine g race realized in a dependent relationship 
with God. 
6. 'I'he freedom of man 
Luther and the Biblical psychologists are agreed that natural 
man in his bondage to sin or self-will enjoys no freedom cof religious 
significance except in a dependent relationship with God. Hiltner 
and Johnson teach freedom is a potential value which can be realized 
by a person overcoming the internal and external factors limiting his 
self-determinism. 
7. The social aspects of the personality 
Luther and all the pastoral psychologists agree upon the value 
of interpersonal relationships for the development and the health of 
the personality arid the exercise of Christian responsibility. 
Luther and the Biblical psychologists diagnose the root of all 
personal and collective social conflict as the sinful egocentricity 
of man for which there is no cure unless man enters into a dependent 
and .trusting relationship with God. Hiltner and Johnson diagnose the 
conflict in personal and coll~ctive social relationships as being the 
failure of man to realize and to exercise effectively his· human and 
divine potentialities. They teach that the cure for these social con-
flicts is in the ever renewed application by man of love, understand-
ing, reason, knowledge, good will plus a creative relationship to God. 
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The different emphases of these positions become contrastingly clear 
through an analysis of their supporting theological doctrines con-
cerning the ~fall", original sin, the Bible, the immanence and trans-
cendence of God, regeneration and justification by faith and sancti-
fication. 
The integration of the varying elements in the theological and 
psychologi cal concepts of personality into a complementary, valid and 
practical unity through a conciliatory hypothesis is an urgent challenge 
to modern pastoral psychologists. Such a conciliatory hypothesis may 
be discovered in Luther through the use of motif methods of research 
developed by Swedish theologians. Anders Nygren believes he has dis-
covered a unified and coherent understanding of Luther through the 
agape motif, and it is this kind of research in the literaryworks of 
Luther which may yield a conciliation of the current concepts of per-
sonali ty in pastoral psychology. The contemporary, discerning insights 
of Luther into the nature of man place him in a strategic position in 
the development of pastoral psychology. 
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